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CHAPTER I
PREFATORY

HIS book was written in fulfilment of the promise made in The Hidden
Teaching Beyond Yoga which, indeed, was really an attempt to clear an
intellectual pathway for its abstruse and abstract tenets.
The Indian villager who has hoarded his money, coins, gold or jewels (for
he has not yet acquired the banking or investment habit) proceeds to bury his
most valuable treasure in the deepest ground, to be dug up only by the hardest
labour. I, too, have placed my best-regarded truths deep in the work which
has been offered last to an audience drawn from the four corners of the civilized
world. Consequently some plain hints were scattered here and ther£ in the
first volume that until the reader had the whole teaching put into his hands,
he could not judge it aright and was indeed liable to form misconceptions.
It was as natural that hasty criticisms should arise upon the appearance ot
The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga, as it was natural that it should offend
readers who looked for pleasing pages rather than truthful ones. Nevertheless if I gave offence it was only because I sought to save mysticism from its
worst foes, who are not only outside its frontiers but also within them.
•mm Narrow, small and intolerant minds can never comprehend the double
interpretative and creative nature of the task here undertaken. Therefore I
can extend to my critics—and especially to those who have been so prolific
in ill-informed snap judgement—an intellectual sympathy and humble good
will. We shall understand each other well enough one day. I^ut it will not
be in this world where everything—as well as everyone—is judged by appearances. I am quite content to wait.
The two volumes now lay before readers a teaching which constitutes an
endeavour to acquaint this epoch with the fundamental meaning of existence
and which, in such explicit * fullness, is for the first time written down in a
Western language. An exposition in such an ultra-modern form was until
now quite non-existent. Readers who bore patiently with the first volume
until they could receive the total impression, the integral statement ot the
hidden teaching instead of complaining that they were confused because they
cottld not*see to what end it was all leading, who refused to detect contradictions Miere none really exist, may now find that they have not gone unrewarded.
They may begin to understand better why the earlier volume had to clear
up the intellectual foreground and leave hidden in the background the real goal
of all this effort, the Overself. They may perceive why it had first to prepare
their minds for the teaching which is here specifically set forth and why it had
to provide the aspirant with mental glasses to help him see through the icj^ologicid mist that so often surrounds him, so that he need no longer sway like
a pendulum of pitiful credulity between conflicting doctrines and contending
behefs. They may also begin to appreciate why the serum of mentalism haa
to t>e heavily injected to counteract the poison of materialism, which generally infects rmt only most rational thinking but also, if more subtly, mush
r^Jigiou6 and some mystical thinking. What mentalism seeks to get home to
people is the difference between mind and brain, between an untouchable
essence and a touchable thing, between an invisible principle and a visible
lump of bone-coveasd flesh. If they gruage the amount of space given to this
subject, we must plead the grave necessity not only of proving such a littleknown and hard-to-believe truth in a manner acceptable to educated modem
minds, but also of impressing the seeker after the Oterself with the overwhelming importance of comprehending this bold tenet
*
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All this work tfas not only preliminary but in a different sense primary*
For whilst it cleared a path for the still subtler revelations of the present
volume it also established a view of the universe which may be radically new
for most readers. And even those who had neither the time nor taste for the
intellectual strenuousness of metaphysical matters could at. least profit by
noting the findings of someone who had both.
I t m a y well be that these pages will appeal only to those who have the perseverance to get over their first fright at unfamiliar forms of thought and who
are prepared to force their way, however slowly, through a subtle metaphysic
to the subtler truth about this God-dreamed universe which it seeks to express.
For the intellectual study of the way to what transcends intellectual experience
cannot be an easy activity. But if any cannot comprehend this teaching in
all its completeness, let not this fact depress them. Its profundities and difficulties Sexist and are admitted but its surfaces and simplicities also exist and
are within their grasp. Let them take the latter therefore and leave the rest
unworriedly for future personal growth, whether it be within the present incarnation or a later one. Even their faith and interest will alone suffice to bear
good fruit. And even those who feel they have neither the external conditions
nor the internal inclination to undertake such a quest may feel heartened
merely to know that the Overself is, that life is significant, that the world
makes a rational whole and that righteous conduct is worth while.
It is now needful to explain that I went to great pains to explore the mosH
„ recondite sources in quest of the material which has partly gone into the making '
of this book, and that in the course of this exploration the hidden teaching was
discovered not in a perfectly unified system but in scores of broken fragments
whi^h have ,been scattered in different hands amongst Asia's present-day
cultural inheritors—not a few of them being non-Indian. And although the
first volume mentions that the texts were Sanskrit—because this also was at
one time the sacred language of Eastern Turkestan, Tibet and China—it must
not be thought that they all were necessarily Indian. Moreover not every
text has survived to this day in its original language but quite a number of the
most important now exist only in Tokhari, Chinese and Tibetan translations
for example. Their disappearance from India would alone, Y,ere this the^ole
reason, suffice to explain why uninitiated Indian critics find certain features
of this teaching unfamiliar and unorthodox.
Hundreds of texts were examined in the effort to trace and collate busic
ideas. The conflict of venerable and respected authorities over many momentous points shrouded them in grey shadow but opened my eyes to the inescapable need of disentangling myself from all authority whatsoever. This was a
> course contrary to Asiatic traditions and notions but it could not be avoided
if I were to remain faithful to the ideal which had been glimpsed.
e I f therefore I began these studies with Indian texts I was compelled to
abandon my original premise that the full and pure teaching could be fou&d in
jthem alone and had to widen my research until it again became an all-Asiatic
one. The Ariadne's thread whicfe finally led me through this metaphysical
maze "was indeed placed in my hands whilst visiting Cambodian China, wKere
I rencountered amid the deserted shrines of majestic Angkor another visitor in
the person of an Asiatic pflilosopher. Frdm him I received an unforgettable
personal esoteric instruction whose final vindication unfortunately had to wait
i a little longer and whose inspiring ^emonstratioft of the value of a human
4$ttde to make a clearing through this thick jungle of obscurity and mystery,
was memorable.
*
t
*
'"this is but a preamble to the statement that with these volumes a doctrine is presented which in c«dl essential principles is »ot a Jocal Indian tradition
* but an ^ ^ j a t i c one. According to the testimony of this philosopher l^io ,
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personally initiated me into the Yaka-kulgan (Mongolian) fttetaphysical school,
which studies a particular phase of this doctrine, so far as India is concerned
the teaching spread there from its original home in Central Asia. But dead
history do& not lie in my domain and this point need not detain us.
It would have been much easier to emulate a portentous academic parrot
and merely write down what other men had written or said as it would have
been more self-flattering to parade the breadth of my learning by peppering
both volumes with a thousand Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese quotations, n&mes
or words. But life today points a challenging sword at us. I was too sensitive
to the iconoclastic spirit of our age, too enamoured of the austere figure of truth
rather than of her discarded robes, too troubled by what I had physically seen
and personally experienced in this world-shaking epoch to be satisfied with
anything less than a fresh living reconstruction.
For these reasons there was no hesitation in making use of sources unknown
to antiquity just as there was none in recasting everything learned into a form
shaped by the scientific experience and metaphysical knowledge of the West.
Not that I—who claim no higher status than that of a blundering student—
arrogantly #0ught to improve on the ancient teaching, for its basic essentials
are indeed impregnable and will remain untouched for all time, but that I
sought both to improve on its contemporary presentation and to make a human
application of what often seems to Western view an inhuman metaphysics,
^fitespite our incursions into celestial realms, we still want—and want rightly—
* to remain incorrigibly human. Hence although this book has been written
in an intellectualistic form to meet the requirements of our time, whoever
believes it to be inspired by purely logical concepts alone or to be merely a
modernized re-interpretation of mildewed ancient documents ajid ant-eaten
palm-leaf texts, will be greatly in error. For the encouragement of aspirants
let it be categorically noted that several of its statements are the outcome not
only of such re-interprctation but also of present-day living experience. #
Were these the sole reasons they would nevertheless alone have justified
heretical innovations, for that which actuates these pages is the simple desire
to help others over life's stiles to the fulfilment of its higher purpose. And to
implement this ^iore effectively I have sought, creatively instead of imita( tively, to help a widely-scattered group born in this epoch work out its own
' inner understanding of existence and display its own cultural vitality. Thel
need today is not old dogmas but new dynamisms. Our century must speak!
to? itself. We must let the past instruct us, not enslave us. In such a way
alone can these (litticuir3oHrin^sT)e Tnacle as clear to modem man's mind as
the water of a Swiss lake is to his eye. Therefore this teaching will henceforth be offered on its own merits, not on the value of any tradition which ma$
lie behind it, and offered to free minds, not to shackled ones.
Let it finally suffice therefore to say that in the effort to provide these id^s
with * systematic form and scientific presentation, in the desire to help students
by progressively deducing one truth from another in an orderly and consistent
manner, in the aspiration to couch these doctrines in.a medium understandable*
by living contemporaries and in the need to ground the whole on verifiable
facts rather tlmn on dictated dogmas, I have had veritably to reconstruct this
agpd pyramid of external revelatidh along modern lines from base to apex.
That which is here presented is a fresh reincarnation and not a revivified'
corpse.
•
•
#
In any case, cloture is becoming cosmopolitan. No idea can nowadays
hope to remain a merely national possession. Whatever is worth whil£ tends
to spread its wings over all frontiers. And after all, the best reply to Eastern
c r i ^ iS that the inner light is present in all men, Western no less than E^tepi;
"ttefc the flash of insignt into Truth may come to them anywhere; and-that the*
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discovery of the Real is not conditioned by geographical limits but by personal
ones. Philosophy, in my integral sense of the term, is no longer a living force
" in the present-day East although metaphysics still continues a somewhat
precarious existence and mysticism a somewhat anaemic onp. c To picture
the Asia of today through these two to seven-thousand-year-old Sanskrit texts
which are the available remnants of this teaching—as enthusiasts who say the
Orient is spiritual and the West is materialist often do and as I in the inexperience of youth once said—is as romantically erroneous as to picture presentday Europe through the Latin books of medieval scholastics. Such enthusiasts are dazzled in the present by what the East was in the perished past.
Today I walk in utter independence of thought and, like Emerson, "without
school or master". My life has been a constant seeking after truth and if I
have passed at any time from one standpoint to another, the goddess who
has lured me on must also share the blame, if blame there be. I have for
rears been engaged in examining and testing within my own experience—no
! ess than in the observed experience of numerous other men—a host of ideas
and exotic exercises which were alleged to offer theoretical or practical paths
to various promised mystical yogic occult and sacred lands. It is not my
fault if the results have not always been conducive to consistency.
I have said it before and must make it plain once again that I do not write
as one wearing the mantle of a teacher—much less as one wielding his ferrule—
but only as one sharing the struggles of a student. I know well the difficulty
and darknesses, the errors and falls which measure every mile of this quest.'
«But I know also unearthly visitations and heavenly communions £nd something that brooks no denial bids me leave a record before I pass from this earth.
Any higher fank than that of a student among students is hereby disclaimed,
but this need not minimize the importance of what is here communicated.
Xhe letter of the present attempt is admittedly a bold one but the spirit
behind it is only a humble one. The temerity of printing these thoughts may
be great but the timidity of withholding them at such a time as the present will
surely be greater. Amid the confusions and despairs of a desolate epoch
wherein the structure of civilization has tumbled over our heads like a house
-built of thin cards, it is the inescapable duty of whoever lAiows that a high
Hope exists for mankind to speak the lost word for the sake of those who will
listen. Therefore those of us who do care for humanity's true welfare must put *
forward such ideas, must burn reverent tapers before them not fofr ourselves
done but for others also, for men live by their dominant ideas however falsi or
however true these may be.
* I write for the few who, awakened by the world war into seeing that neither
dead materialism nor blind mysticism can alone suffice, have had many a question brought to their lips and who therefore seek a higher truth which includes
what is of worth in both views and yet transcends their defects. Men must
come and knock at the doors of such a school out of their own interior prompt, ing, out of their own hard reflections upon the meaning of the afflictions and
elations of life, out of their own awakened desire to suffer blindly no longer.
They must come to the condition written of by Virgil: "Weary of everything
except to understand". And the awful experiences of this waft-mangled era,
with its living horrors and buried hopes, will have brought not a few amongst
mankind nearer to such a condition.
(
If these thoughts were really toQ far out of the world to reach the people
who are haplessly inside it, then they would have no right <eo lift a pen and stir
ink. But because mind is the unacknowledged basis of all living, knowledge
of the truth about mind cannot do other than provide a better suppjort to such
living:' And that this is'so, that the hoariest truths jibout reality1 and its
shadows can be brought into touch withfehepractical concerns of personal and
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national life/should become abundantly clear to anyone patient enough to study
the teaching in its fullness.
These leaves are sent out across the window without adolescent illusions
about theifc deception and if a few of them shall flutter down to rest awhile beside a friend,0r two and remind him of his divine origin and destiny, it shall
surely be eadujjh.
CHAPTER II
THE MEANING OF MENTALISM

E must begin to philosophize with the hard facts of experience, not with
the unchecked pre-suppositions of fancy. Knowledge that does not 1
begin with experience can never attain certainty but only dwell tn the
realm of conjecture.
But, alas! the first fact is an extremely awkward one. Experience itself
is not really what it seems to be. The suggestive studies of the earlier volume
in the relativity of time and space, the startling glimpses of the magical spell
which illusions can cast upon us, the revelatory discoveries of the mentalistic
nature of all things no less than the semantic analyses of meanings and the
words in which they are clothed, have combined to put us on our guard against
Hbti deceptions of the senses and the tricks of consciousness; in short, to make
us somewhat wary of this thing that is called experience.
^Man fits every experience into the pattern of his existing ideas. It seldom
occurs to him that his pattern is so faulty and so limited that only by going
outside it can he find out what his experience really means. J^ant in his
speculative way and Einstein in his scientific way have told'and taught us that
ordinary human perception is confined to mere appearances; that,.indeed, it
never gets at what is ultimate in this world and is condemned to view the trod
of Reality under graven images. We know only what the senses tell us. Our
experience is purely relative to them. Therefore we never get at the absolute i
truth about things but only at the way they affect our senses!^
Let us look a * a simple example. It is well known that our Qyes are constructed like little cameras. Now if Nature had constructed them instead, as
*she easily could have done, like little microscopes we should all see every day
a werld astonishingly different from the one which we actually do see, whilst
if sfle had constructed them like little telescopes we should all see an amazingly
different sky every night. She could have altered the vibration-range of our
ears so that they would catch numerous clear sounds where at present we
catch only dead silence. Nay, she could have gone still further. We have
five kinds of sense experience but Nature could just as easily have given us five
extra senses, an addition which would have magically transformed us into supejhuma® beings. Who knows that these things may not yet happen, albeit
with evolutionary slowness, that Nature may not take it into her head one day
to alter her handiwork in this fashion ?
•
t
A Again, the eye sees a smooth surface when it sees a polished table-top
whereas through a powerful microscope it sees the same table-top as an ex»
trepiely cpugh surface composed o f miniature hills and valleys. Are we to
believe the naked eye or the microscope? This analogy is a just one. For
the unphilosophical majority are also surface seers. They do not suspect
that relativity govetns all existence, including their own. Thus everything
has ^ double character or aspect and this is why we need a double standpoint.
Are we to take only the practical view or also the philosophic one?
- We perceive only partially and incompletely wften we perceive anything <
through the senses. When we set up*the presentations of the eyes, ears, hands.
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tongue and nose, that is when we set up human experience as really being
what it purports to be, we are merely surface seers. The things of our experience really bear to the things as they are in themselves a relation^ resembling
that of the hat, coat, shirt, trousers and shoes which a man wears, to the man
himself. The senses help us to know certain things only by shutting out
many more things from our range of experience. Hence to know the world
as it really is, we should have to expand our field of awareness to a higher
dimension.
When two railway trains are moving in the same direction at the same speed,
a passenger seated at a carriage window in one train will not witness any movement on the part of a traveller seated in the other train. Each would, in fact,
regard the other as stationary if he had only the evidence of sight to inform
him. This is a familiar everyday experience both of the meaning of relativity
and A e meaning of illusion. We cannot trust all we experience as being
accurate nor can we trust all accurate experience as being more than merely
relative. To be aware of anything is to be aware of its relations, both to other
things and to oneself. Therefore knowledge can exist only by being based on
,, relations, that is to say, it is always relative. The philosopher must split knowledge into two forms: (a) the state of things as they are presented to our five
senses, (b) the state of things as they really are in their essential nature. The
first yields a view based on appearances whereas the second yields a truer one.
Taken merely by and for itself the practical standpoint must necessarily ccn^r
fess that truth is unattainable, but taken as a pointer to the need of an absolute
standard of reference, it plays its part in the quest of truth. The appeal to
practical criterions may silence our doubts about the reality of what is given
to us in material experience but it will not solve them. For to understand
; reality we must first understand th^unreqj.^
It is not so easy to tell what a "thing" is us the man who has never stopped
to reflect upon the point may believe. For, guided by the unquestioned impressions which he gets through the eyes and fingers, he takes it for granted that
it is obviously at rest and remains constantly the same, when in fact there is
such a continual circulation of its secret elements, such a shifting play of itsr
electrons, for example, that the thing in itself slips through intellectual fingers
as ungraspable. This seems strange and sounds absurd, yet, scientifically „
viewed, things in their ultimate character are indeed fields of electronic and protonic energies moving at prodigious speeds. Nowhere in this vast'univer^e is
there, strictly speaking, such a state as absolute rest. Whenever we "believe
that something has been found in such a state, we merely entertain an illusion.
For its rest is only relative. It is, as Einstein has pointed out, only an appearance of rest. Actually even the particles of a stone lying seemingly inert by
the roadside are swarming in incessant motion.
i • If we penetrate into the hidden structure of the microsmic world of atoms,
I what do we find? Its electrons are constantly rotating, its protons ceaselessly
^vibrating. If we look into the human consciousness we find it in motion with
Ja constant whirl of thought and Sensations. Is there any thought which^has
(more than a momentary existence? When we analyse our consciousness we
fend that thoughts too numerous to cour\t stream through it. * They succeed
pne another incessantly. They are born in an instant but die the next fnomaat.
Mentalism demonstrates that our experience pf the whole world is nothing
but our thoughts of it. These thoughts, as will be explained in detail, have
no continuous existence and vanish only to be succeeded*by others which are
similar (but not identical) and thus give the illusion of smooth continuity.
Hfence the world we knov^ is in a state of ever-becoming rather than qt settled
> bfcing.' Thus a law of movement rules everything fnatewal and mental. Now
motion implies unsettlement, the droppirfg of an old position, thing or thought
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for a new one, that is it implies change. But this makes the universe not so J
much a structure as a flow. The reality of the world lies in its restlessness.
The vaunted stability and solidity which the senses place before us are mere J
appearances—this is the verdict of reason. Such therefore is the inescapable!
illusoriness of the form which human experience takes.
i
A mechanism which is used for night advertising signs nicely illustrates this
point. If two small adjacent boxes are fitted with electric bulbs which are
made by a suitable mechanism to light up alternately, at any single moment
either one of the bulbs will be illuminated or none. Yet whoever looks at
them will see a continuous light flickering back and forth from left to right and
back again. Even at the moment when no burning bulb is registered on the
retina of the eyes, when no glowing light is actually in existence, the eyes
report the contrary! Here we must remember our earlier studies, which demonstrated that the mental process involved in seeing sense-illusions and the mental
process involved in seeing so-called material things are similar.
Provided sufficient heat is brought to bear upon it, there is no substance,
not even the hardest of metals, which cannot be melted and then transformed
into gaseous vapour. And provided sufficiently powerful microscopic investigation is brought to bear upon a gas, it reveals itself as made up of scintillating
points of light which are in perpetual movement. And yet ordinarily the
senses tell us nothing of light as being, from the scientific standpoint, the ulti/fxate stuff of the universe or of restlessness as being the ultimate state of the
universe!
There is never a moment when the perpetual world-vibration pauses, never
a fraction of a moment when the oscillation of any atomic energy comes to
rest. Nothing abides. Because it wants to be more truthful, •science has
recently come to speak in its descriptions, of Nature as consisting not of things
but rather of a tissue of events, a continuous series of happenings, that i s a
process.
We cannot trust our eyes and ears and hands in this matter for their range |
is too limited to show us the true state of Nature. Only the untutored and \
unscientific now hold the naive belief that the world is solid stable and stationary otherwise than in appearance. For they set up the'familiar experiences of
.everyday as their standard of explanation. Theirs is the "finger-philosophy"
which makes what is felt by the fingers into a criterion of ultimate reality!
Thif common conception of the world is, of course, essential for practical life
because* it has a limited truth of its own, but when we rise to the philosophic
standpoint we discover that it does not resist scrutiny. Perfectly right though
it be in its own place, such a view becomes wrong here. For it does not exhaustall the possibilities of the universe. Thus reason reverses the judgment of the
senses and philosophy silences the voice of opinion. "Culture inverts thevulgar views of Nature. . . . Children, it is true, believe in the external worlcfc <
The bdief that it appears only is an afterthought/' was Emerson's wise comment i
in his Essay on Nature.
What science has discovered with the help of cunning instruments ancient
sages discovered more than two thousand years ago with the help of concentrated thought*alone. "No man cqp twice enter the same river," asserted
Greek Hferacleitus. "Whoever perceives in truth and wisdom how things
pass away in this world, in his eyes there is not 'It is' in this world," declared
Indian Buddha, who also pointed out that nothing remains the same for two
consecutive moment?.
•
Btit still farther back in time than these two men was this doctrine taught
by ancient sages from Asia in the East to America in#the West. They taught,
exactly like modern scientists, that the entire universe is in incessant motidlr*
and that ;th$smotion takes a rotatcfty, wheel-like circular form. And they
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went still further by pointing out that as the point where a circle originally
begins or ends cannot be indicated, so the points in space or in time where
the cosmos originally begins or ends cannot be indicated too. It is indeed
quite immeasurable. Hence they represented both the way in which the world
is made and the immeasurable flow of things within it under the illustrative
symbol of the Swastika, which is another form of the wheel. Its 'crossed
spokes stand for the polar axis crossed by the equatorial line whilst its rotating
activity stands for the fact that the earth is dynamic and not dead "matter".
Science has turned solid matter inside-out and found it practically empty.
The emptiness of material substance is disproportionately and fantastically
immense when compared with the tininess of the electrons incessantly moving
within it. This means that the very ground we walk on is almost wholly empty
space^ But our sense of touch makes it feel firm, compact, motionless and
impenetrable. This particular sense furnishes us indeed with an illusory experience, due of course to the limited range within which it can work. It is not
surprising therefore that, as even more important facts have unfolded themselves, some prominent scientists have already begun to affix their reluctant
sanction to the belated discovery that materialism, the doctrine that everything which is present in physical sense experience is the final reality, the belief
that the concept called "matter" does represent something which is the ultimate existent thing within such experience, the view that the universe consists
only of this matter in motion, is an untenable theory.
The old science said that the physical world is merely a shifting mass ot
rigid lumps of cold dead matter,'of indivisible particles called atoms. But
when asked what was this substance which it named matter, it became somewhat incoherent. It could not explain without admitting that vast unsolved
mysteries were involved in the answer. And finally the new twentieth-century
facts, which were first discovered out of the apparent emptiness of a vacuumtube and later developed out of experimental research into sub-atomic working,
forced the old science to liquidate itself. With it went the belief in an ultimate matter which exists in space, changes in time and affords a foundation
for the universe.
^ , The new science now openly declares that atoms are not* the last word nor
matter the last substance. Atoms have been divided and found to be "waves".
Waves of what? we ask. Certainly not of matter but of energy, it replies. A
sum of dynamic processes has replaced the old-time storehouse of inert s u b stances. But beyond the discoveries made by radio-active research Was' the
revolution begun by relativity theory and carried further by quantum mechanics. For this has replaced tne"oM-time world-structure of inert substance by
a series of dynamic events. The world's stuff is not a stable one but a process
of happenings. The universe is a "becoming"—not a thing, and certainly not
c material thing. The world's stuff is not an inert mass but a series of changeful happenings. We live, in short, in a world where the first and finaltreality .
is not an immobile thing but an ever-active force which, astonishing but true,
appears as though it were a thing;.
Thus the scientists who have discarded belief in matter still believe in
^energy. The latter has become their ultimate "stuff". But tLe energy out of
'which they would derive the world is as*uncertain as matter. For^whei^we
ask for its production we get only its supposed "transformations", that is,
sound, heat, light, etc. We do not find a purefenergy-in-itself. Why? Because it is a conceptual creation useful only for practical*purposes. Scientists
have never perceived it. All that they have perceived of it are its appearances
of sound, light, heat, etc., but never the isolated energy itself. As a detectable
jreality, it is still as undatchable as matter. As^a mathematical theory for
practical purposes and as a calculator's symbol for technological purposes it
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takes a useful place, but it is still a supposition. It is supposed to work behind
the universal movement, but it has never yet been exposed to view.
In the en<j, the final justification of the materialist is not reason, as he so
fondly thinks, but mere belief. For it is only by an act of simple faith that he
accepts the testimony of sense-experience. The science of the nineteenth
century boasted that it alone dealt with the real world. The relativistic science
of the twentieth century has begun ruefully to admit that it can deal only with
a world of abstractions. For it has found that it is handling only some particular characteristics of a thing—nothing more—and certainly not the thing in
itself. It is steadily moving in a particular direction which will compel it—
and this prediction will be fulfilled during our own century—in the end to see,
through its own facts and its own reasoning, that the world-stuff is of the same
tissue as that out of which our own ideas are made. It will then be seen that
energy is not the prime root of the universe, that ultimate reality being mental
in character cannot be limited to it and that it is but one of the chief aspects of
this reality and not an independent power in itself. Mind is itself the source of
the energy to which science would reduce the universe. Energy will be found,
in short, to be an attribute of mind, something possessed by mind in the same
way that the power to speak is possessed by man. This is not of course thatj
feeble thing which is all we humans usually know of mind and which is but a
shadow, but the reality which casts the shadow, the universal Mind behind all
oju*little minds.
„
Modern science began by studying and describing the properties of things;
it can end only by discovering their ultimate substance. But in order to
attain this end it is slowly being forced, by the revolutionary significance of its
own discoveries, to turn a somersault which will land it in metaphysics. In
the end its final conclusions must merge themselves into those of metaphysics,
which has found out that matter is nothing more than a mere verbal invention
and that energy is nothing more than the activity of mind.
*
Scientists may well tell us after deep research that all physical substance
is in incessant motion and that its atoms are congeries of whirling energies,
but all the same we really do see solid and stable things. No argument can
do away with the^plain fact of this everyday experience. We stand in the
presence of a startling paradox. How shall it be resolved ? Can we take two
conceptions which stand so far apart, so widely opposite, and bring them
toge^er? The answer is yes. Sunlight, when passed through a clear glass
prism, turns out to be not what it seems for it breaks up into seven colours.
A diamond scintillates in the light yet it has the same chemical constitution as
a piece of black charcoal. First sight is therefore not necessarily true sight!\
The senses can tell us something about things as they appear to be but little!
about things as they really are. And if we turn back to the first volume off
this work we can learn through the investigation of illusions that it is perfectly^
possible to see different forms and shapes which have no other existence than'
mental existence.
If#we see a thing at perfect rest and science tells us, it is really in a state of
perpetual restlessness, then we are entitled to conclude that the anomaly is
caused by the Mutations of our own perceptions which in the end are only our
owi* consciousness. The stability which we see cannot be anything else than
a mentally constructed one. We are entitled to relegate the thing's actuality
to the realm where it must have always been, namely, of the mind. This is
the fundamental meaning of all changes of form as it is the fundamental explanation at all relativity. The paradox becomes rationally explicable and thus
disappear^ if we realize that when our experience of the time-space-matter
world is traced to its hidden origin, it reveals itself as tnentally made.
Thinking and feeling make up the*world we know, for every sensation is j
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thought or felt a§ such. In what, apart from the entire congerie of ideas and
emotions, does this world consist ? There is nothing else. There is no physical
world in the sense in which the unenlightened man assumes there is one. There
is only a continuous series of thoughts which manifest themselves 1from moment
. to moment except in dreamless sleep. Perception and thought are but phases
• of the mind's action with the first depending on the last. We think and the
world appears. We lapse into thoughtlessness, and the world disappears.
The conclusion that the mind and the world are inextricably intertwined is
inescapable. When we make a final analysis of the whole world, it is found
to be of very different stuff from that which it appears to be. For every individual material object, from solid rock to fleecy cloud, resolves itseF into a
fragment of mind, i.e. an idea. The immense multitude of such fragments
whose totality forms the universe are nothing else than varying modifications
of £ single original element—Mind. We must glimpse this great truth that
I Mind, as a non-material essence, is the ultimate being out of which both energy
and matter have been born.
The World's Relativity.
Mentalism derives its name from its fundamental principle that Mind is
the only reality, the only substance, the only existence; things being our ideas
and ideas finding their support in our mind. Mentalism in short is the doctrine
that in the last analysis there is nothing but Mind.
Experience certainly seems to place things outside it but the mentalist
analysis reveals that they are mental products and hence we cannot really step
outside them—because we cannot step outside our mind. It was shown in
-the first volume, when considering the enigmatic existence of the world and
when turning the searchlight of scientific examination upon the working of our
five senses, that the objects of which they become aware have their place only
inrthe mind and that the whole world is a mentally constructed one. It was not
possible however in such an introductory book to provide adequate explanation
andfinalproof of this doctrine of mentalism—so startling and so unbelievable as
it seems whenfirstheard of—or to clear up some inevitable difficulties and explore
fully into its profounder significance. The present work may4ielp to fill this gap.
When we look more deeply into the physical world, whether it be in the
form of common experience or in the form of scientific revaluation of that
experience, we find that it is really the world of what our senses tell us. * Our
senses can only tell us about the colour, size, bulk, weight, form, hardness,
temperature and other properties of a thing; they cannot tell us that there is
also a separate stuff or "matter" which exhibits these properties. When we
say that there is such a stuff we are merely stating an opinion, not a piece of
knowledge. For when we look more deeply into what the senses tell us we find
^that it is what our own minds tell us.
Everyone grants that we are aware of things in the world only in thaway in
which our senses are aware of the properties they exhibit. But the mere
physical contact of the, senses sgid their environment does not suffice to produce such awareness. Something more is needed. Only as we are mentally
Strive
f conscious of what the senses tell us are we conscious of the worid at all.
as we may, do what we like, it will always'be impossibleto get over this "mep,talness" of the only world about which we have any right to talk. Not even the
materialists can get over it. Not even they caft show us a world entirely free
from such "mentalness".
*
•
The term "mentalism" as used here does not mean the half-baked form
which, under the name of "objective idealism", some of its elementary tenets
_have assumed in the doctrines of a number of Western and Indian riietaphysicians who have only half overcome the materialistic tendencies of their outlook.
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They distinguish between mental things and material tlfings and say that
although we can know only the former, the co-existence of their material
external counterparts must still be admitted. By mentalism we mean more
precisely this: that all things in human experience without any exception are
wholly and entirely mental things and are not merely mental copies of material
things;.that this entire panorama of universal existence is nothing but a mental
experience and not merely a mental representation of a separate material
existence; that we can arrive at such conclusions not only by a straight-line
sequence of reasoned thinking but also by a re-orientation of consciousness
during advanced mystical meditation.
But the materialist in his turn may now put in a pertinent nose to allege
that mentalism would theoretically blot out the entire existence of the universe
before it could appear in a perceiving mind, for whilst the planet was uninhabited during tremendous periods of geologic time there would exi3t no
human being to think of it, no idea to represent it. Therefore it could not be
accounted for! Here too the orthodox religious critic may object that no
human observer could ever have observed either the event of divine creation
or the period of planetary preparation which followed it—for human beings
had yet to be created by God—and consequently no human mind could have
personally known anything about it at the time; thus no idea of it could have
come into existence.
Some preface is necessary before this criticism can be answered. Now
whether we view the present-day world which is perceived by the senses as
consisting of so many separate ideas in consciousness or as so many separate
appearances to an observer, we cannot bring it to stand utterly alone and
isolated in a self-dependent existence. Something unifies all these shifting
items of experience, tethers all these varied external events together. When
we work out their significance we find that this thread on which they are
strung is the mind which knows them. Some perceiving mind must always
be present at the same time along with them for they are in it and of it. The
sequence of experiences gets its continuity from the experiencing mind's own
continuity. There is no self-sustained reality, no independent existence in
the known world-»which is the only one we can intelligently consider—apart
from mind. Whatever is thought, felt or observed is somehow related to a
rfiind which thinks, feels or observes.
Xp believe that ideas can exist separately without a thinking being to hold
or generate them is to believe an absurdity. We get the knowledge of the
world's existence through the five senses only because we also get the knowledge that we ourselves exist. Ideas cannot hang in the empty air. They
must have a ground upon which to rest. That ground is there always, whether
it supports thoughts or not. It is this mental principle which enables us to
doubt the face-value of material appearances because their own existence refers^
to it. To think of the world at all pre-supposes the simultaneous existence of a
thinking mind.
Now the thinking self is surrounded by the not-seU, that is, by everything
external to its body. Whatever is included within this external sphere is called
the world. The*two cannot be separated. The very idea of a self implies its j
bein^ distinguished from what is not'the self, that is, what is external to it.
Therefore both presuppose each other's existence. The self exists through its
world and its world exists through it; both are inter-locked. For although
felt in experience as separate and opposed, t6ey are known in analysis as joined
and united. They always appear together, always exist together and always
vanish together. Actuality does not yet permit us to sepai ate this relation
between*the two. Thev are* always present together* in ordinary conscious- >
ness, never in our common experience is the mere self alone.
B
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Much of the materialism which professes itself unable to understand mentalism because it is blinded by what it feels to be the striking contrast of outside
things to inside thoughts, is due to the neglect of noticing that they are only
distinguishable but not separable from the knowing self. These two elements
in any kind of experience—the knowing self and the known not-self—always
stand as contraries, but this does not prevent them from being in indissoluble
union in every act of awareness of such experience. They may seem apart
in space but they are not apart in the awareness itself. A thing cannot be disconnected from some knowing consciousness and our studies in illusion have
shown that this "mentalness" need not prevent it from being experienced
as external to the body.
Thus whatever we experience is always coupled along with the experiencing self, or, in the more technical language of Einstein, the observer enters into
"every observation. Hence the two are inseparably coupled in each indivisible
moment of individual consciousness. The belief that the world-idea can exist
without being present to some such consciousness is absurd.
With this preamble it is time to take up our critics' objections again. The
nebula which cooled down into the solar system, deposited its strata and
upheaved its mountain ranges, no less than the gigantic dinosaurs and myriad
herds of vanished animals, are said to have preceded us in time. The sciences
of geology, astronomy and biology have painted a fascinating picture of the prehistoric past for us. But it is still only a picture. And what else than consciousness now renders it existent to us? We forget that after all these are
only our mental reconstructions, that is our imaginations. All that we know
of the Stone Age in Europe, for example, is something constructed by our
imagination. We imaginatively depict it as being abruptly seen by someone.
The fact of r an imagination existing points beyond itself to the existence of a
mind. The fact of an appearance points to a living observer of this appearance. Neither an imagination nor an appearance can be accounted for unless
it is traced to some such consciousness.
If the principle of relativity when thoroughly understood has revealed each
thing as an appearance, the latter implies the existence of some thinking being
to whom it appears. What is said about the world's earlier U-fe by the physical
and biological sciences, for instance, cannot be said save as implying the presence
of an unconsciously supposed living observer who is able to think it. For how1
can the brown rocks and blue seas be thought of at all unless they are thought
of as being seen? And how can anything be seen at all unless it is seen in
[someone's consciousness? The two things—scene and sight, the existent and
ithe known—exist in an almost mystical union. Whom Nature hath joined
together let no man put asunder! Has not the teaching of relativity revealed
that, consciously or unconsciously, the observer is always there in every act
of perception as in every act of description?
It should now be clear that in the objections raised by both the materialist
and religious critics there is present an unreckoned observer, for even when
they think of a time when the planet was uninhabited they are only thinking
of it in terms of some mind's perception of it; nor is it possible for them l o do
.otherwise. A planet apart from such perception simply does jiot and cannot
exist. By sheer necessity, they unconsciously place themselves or £lse some
imagined living observer in a perceptive relation with the uninhabited plfnet
and then only proceed to talk about it! They c&n think of no existence which
is not known existence. The world-scene from which tl^y believe they have
conveniently eliminated an observer, pre-supposes by its very existence the
co-existence of such an observer! Whoever sets out to mention or describe
an uninhabited world OF an unvisited scene is forced to assume as'the basis
of his reference the presence of someone who experiences either world or scene.
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It is quite a misconception of the position of mentalisift to make it assert
that the world does not exist when we are not thinking of it or that a mountain
disappears when there is no man to behold it but revives again when somebody is present! This is only the critic's assertion of what he wrongly believes
mentalism to be. What mentalism really asserts is that the world's existence
in itself without a knowing mind alongside it can never be established. t, Every
materialist unconsciously assumes the presence of such a minH when he assumes
that the world can exist independently. A world which is not an object of
consciousness has yet to be found. Even when he thinks the world away fromj
himself and foolishly believes that it is still present independently of a percipient mind, he is quite unaware of the fact that he is setting up an invisible
spectator to whom it must appear as the world. Let him try to talk of a bygone planetary scene or an unvisitefl polar region without talking of it in terms
of some being's perception of it; the feat cannot be done.
•
If finally it be objected that the world does not actually disappear from existence when we cease to think of it, as during deep sleep for example, the answer
is that if by this the critic means that it does not disappear from the sleeping
man then the objection is utterly inadmissible, but if he means it continues to
exist for those who are awake the mentalist must agree with him completely
in this. What he overlooks in the former case is that the thesis still remains,
for he has again unconsciously thought an imaginary spectator into being and
made him the unsleeping observer of the world, which now exists in the mind
of this imagined percipient.
Finally let us not forget what is an irreversible law of all world-experience:
full suspension of the mind's activity results in sleep or coma, full resumption
of it in wakefulness. The deduction must therefore be made thaj; the mind's
activity, namely, thinking, is indissolubly connected with the experience of
the world that comes with wakeful state. Indeed, it is this very activity that
gives rise to such experience. For mind and no tiling else contributes alTthe
elements of its own experience. And this is all that mentalism claims, that the
known and the existent coincide and defy the efforts of the keenest intelli- /
gence to sunder them.
If we really tty to think of a mindless world, we find the feat to be an impossible one. For existence pre-supposes life of some sort and life pre-supposes
intelligence of some sort, too. And intelligence indicates of course the presence
of mind. Consequently, if we take mind out of the world, we are forced to
takfe aWay the world itself. There is then only an utter blankness. If we
understand this, then the question what happens to the world during the interperceptual intervals between the periods of actual awareness of its presence
and the kindred question of how a pre-historic uninhabited planet could have
been observed become impossible and consequently unaskable ones. The
questions are wrongly put: they pre-suppose what cannot be admitted and n<^
answer is therefore possible. An unobserved landscape itself certainly ceases
to exist for us the moment we turn away and cease to see it, but a similar idea
may§continue to have an independent existence in other observing minds. But
the problem involved can be reshaped and re-expressed in other terms: What
mind is involved in these cases?
#After«all, this world in which we lite, move and have our being every moment
and every hour, comes to our notice only because our body is sensitive to it
in five different ways, because*we feel, see, hear, smell and taste it. Its colours,
shapes and distances* for example, exist for us only because they exist for our
eyes.. They are experiences of the eyes; they are sense-impressions. But senseimpressions are themselves meaningless if they are not supported by or given
to an iflSividual mind which has them. If the reality of the known world lies H
in sense-impressions, tlien the reality ©f such impressions lies in a living mind.
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The individual, therefore, stands behind the world although, paradoxically, he
is also included in the world.
This paradox must be cleared. For if we make the mind of an individual
the sole source of his experience, then we fall into the piquant Situation of
making him the sole creator and governor of this vast and varied cosmos of
shooting stars and circling planets. But this is an absurdity. His mind may
issue a decree but a tree will refuse to turn into a river at his bidding. It
stubbornly remains a tree. Therefore it is clear that there must be another
factor somehow present underneath the individual experience of the world,
a creative and contributive factor which is as beyond his control as it is beyond
his consciousness. It is to the united activity of these two elements—the
individual and the unknown super-individual—that we must look for an
intelligible explanation of the existence and'structure of the experienced world.
Thusralthough we started with sense-impressions as our first view of what is
real in the experienced world, we are compelled to conclude with a superindividual mental factor as our final view of what is real in it.
In the first volume it was no more than hinted that the uninhabited early
world must have been as much an object of consciousness to some mind as is
the inhabited world of today. The moment has come to step across this gap
in explanation. The statement in the eleventh chapter of that volume must
be expanded to lead the reader up to the higher position which will now be
unveiled.
It has been found that our sense-impressions do not arise from a separatd
and external material world. They must therefore arise from a creative power
of our own minds which functions independently of our intentions and above
our conscious self. But although we know that our own minds do play a
subconscious part in the making of experience as in their drawing upon the
capital of previous experience, we cannot squeeze the birth of things solely
into our limited finite minds, do what we may; no human being is personally
and voluntarily responsible for the world around him. And yet we are faced
by the proven fact that these things and this world are nothing other than
thought-structures and their beginnings must be the product of some mind.
There must be an unknown cause for the constant succession of thought-forms
which are presented to us for experience. This cause exists and must be
accounted for. The thought-forms which enter individual consciousness musi
therefore be the mental correlate of a super-individual mind, which possesses
the power both to form them and to impose them on the individual mind.
Why then should they not arise in a mind more unlimited than ours and to
which even now we unwittingly belong? Why should we limit mental possibility to the little circle of one man's experience? Why should we not conceive of the whole of things, selves and the world as being originally thought
Vnto being by a super-human mind which exists in intimate relation with our
own? For we have no right to insist on making the world an object of consciousness only to a being possessed of the five senses, that is to say, only to a
human or animal being.. This vrould be an anthropomorphism of experience,
an illegitimate setting up of a limited experience as being the highest possible
•form of all experience.
Existence cannot be limited merely tb what is given in human sensations,
to pictures of what is presented to the five sense-organs only. It is an error
to limit existence to being a mere content of the limited human consciousness.
Even a little investigation shows liow absurdly limited°this consciousness is
for it cannot even'see the millions of beings inferior to man in the form of
microbes which fill the air. That a being superior to man may have a place in
this varied universe musft be granted by the intelligent.# He cannot be the last
word in Nature.
•
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The universe is in a sorry state indeed if it has nothing better than the
present form of human consciousness to show for all its endless travail, all its
sharp pains. It is unreasonable to believe that when there are a myriad different fornfs of life in the universe below man in the scale of evolution, there
cannot also be some other forms above him, nay, that there cannot also be some
ultimate form of supreme intelligence which takes a cosmic view of things.
It would then be impertinent indeed to foist on such a superior intelligence
only the senses developed by man's partial experience, when it could become
world-conscious in its own larger way.
It must be a universally diffused mind or it could not carry the consciousness of the myriad things and beings in the world. It must be a primal, permanent and sclf-subsistent one or it could not take in all the changes and •
vicissitudes incessantly occurring Within the continuous duration of the world.
It must be always linked with the universe or it could not be an observer t)f the
universe. It is such a boundless mind which would be the necessary observer
of an uninhabited world or an unvisited scene. And not merely on the basis
of right reasoning alone but on the basis of ultra-mystic insight also, the hidden
teaching affirms the existence of such a supreme Mind.
We are not merely the self-absorbed witnesses of our own impressions but
also the co-sharers of a common experience. Despite the relativity of detail
in all observations made in time or space, a hill is not a hill to one person and
a river to another. Its general identity as a hill is a fact for all observers. The
'sensations of millions of men are connected and at least superficially alike for
the same physical universe presents itself to all. This connection indicates
that they have a common ground. The fact that similar perceptions of the
external world exist for others as for ourselves shows that we are fcll bedded in
one and the same constantly perceiving permanent Super-Mind.
A landscape present during wakefulness and also during dream will in Ijoth
cases appear externally in space. But whereas the first one will be seen at the
same time by all other creatures possessed of eyes who happen to be there the
second one will be seen by ourself alone. For the first scene originates independently of our personal thinking whereas the second arises out of our personal thinking afone. This difference is as important as is the similarity that
both landscapes are purely mental. It exists because we all live in a universe
*of ideas and because the first landscape does not cease to exist for its original
thicker, the all-inclusive cosmic mind.
•The'same answer will fit the further objection that the world's existence
does not depend on our voluntary thinking, is not the personally willed product
of each isolated and individual mind, but is forced upon the individual's senses,
whether it please him or not.
Even those who can understand that mind is
both actor and spectator in this universal drama of lights, colours, sounds,
smells and feels; who can comprehend that the very act of thinking is a creative
one inasmuch as it manufactures its own time and space; who can appreciate
that the cosmos in its entirety is but a thought-form and that nothing can come t
into#human experience which does not come a® thought, cannot understand how
when they have no deliberate intention of creating a world, their thinking can
do so and yet aemain wholly unaware of the inner workings of the process when
it js taking place. The world-image 'does not come into existence at their arbitrary will; it is something given to them. They experience it within themselves all right but they know they do not, originate it.
The doctrine oP a cosmic thinker, working subconsciously behind the
indiwdud mind in a manner shortly to be explained, will fill this gap in their
understanding. They must here recognize the working of another Mind upon
their own. If the indiyidujfl and his space-time worfd are indissolubly joined;
if it is the individual's consciousness* which by its very nature includes the
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world; and if theref6re consciousness is the reality of both; this is because both
are but manifestations of a third thing which itself transcends them and which
must therefore be a higher form of consciousness. If the similarity of sensations has to be accounted for, this arises because the higher consciousness which
stimulates all individual minds into the activity of sense-perception is one and
the same thing—a common universal Mind.
The world which spreads itself out before our gaze is thus an intimation of
the presence of an omnipresent Mind which imprints it on our senses from
within. Every object is therefore not only an idea in an individual mind but
also in the universal one. For the latter is not an arbitrary creator nor something separate from and independent of the individual. Both contribute to
the making of the individual's world. How all this happens and the psychological process whereby the individual minfl receives these ideas is described
in the^ollowing chapter.
How is it that the world continues to exist during the many intervals, such
as sleep, when it has become non-existent in the sensations of many individuals?
How does the furniture in a closed room continue to exist when there is no
perceiving person inside the room itself? How indeed did the whole cosmos
exist before it existed in the sensations of living creatures and how will such
sentience continue after all these creatures have perished? The only possible
answer to all these questions is that we must recognize a relation not only between the world and the individual but also between the world and a universal
mind. Further, we must recognize that the mental operations of all men are'
in the end related to each other and this is why they all see the same world in
the same space-time order.
What is t^is relation? It is nothing less than their own multiple existence
in a single larger Mind as thousands of cells exist in a single larger body. That
which determines one man's world-experience from within himself also determines another man's. There is indeed a hidden unity enclosing all human
minds as a larger circle encloses many smaller concentric ones. Hence if an
unvisited Polar region is unknown and unthought by anyone else, it is at least
known and thought by the universal Mind. Its primal existence is not conferred by human but by divine thought. A thing is not soltly an idea in an
individual consciousness even though it is this consciousness' own idea. Therefore the mentalist need not deny the existence of all these things which have
not at any particular moment entered his field of experience.
»*
What shall we call this supreme Mind? Such a nebulous term as God m'ast
first be defined before it can properly be used. But it has already acquired so
many different meanings in so many different intellects that a definition which
will be satisfactory to all is difficult, perhaps impossible to find. Therefore we
are justified in using a self-explanatory term. And such a term—the WorldMind—will henceforth be used throughout this book to indicate this universal
Intelligence. Put into poetical language, the World-Mind is the Soul of
Nature.
c
(

*

Can Things be Thoughts?
But experience takes a twofold form. There are not only the things which
are presented to our attention by surrounding environment but also the
thoughts which we present to ourselves introspectively. How can the external
world, which is so obviously the sanrefor all of us, foe placed on a level with the
internal world of our personal and arbitrary fancies? HCRV can its rigid and
unyielding form, which is relatively at rest and stable, be equated with, the
plastic inward world of thinking, which is pulsating in flux? Things are in a
£*ate of fixity but the thdughts about them constantly cchange. TheTmages
and ideas appear or vanish more or less according to our will and yield them-
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selves to our desires, whereas the sense-impressions are more or less unaffected
by our will or wish. Moreover the physical world forces itself upon us independentlyof our control whereas the imaginations about it are subject to our
control. How is it possible to bring into one and the same category an idea
like that of a memory of a tree, which represents the inner process of knowing
about *a tree, and the actual tree itself? Nobody finds that both the images
of individual fancy and the objects of bodily experience are the same in his
experience but everybody does feel a strongly-marked difference between them.
This is perhaps one of the bulkiest stumbling-blocks in the path of most
students of this doctrine. It is indeed this striking contrast which forces
mankind to assume that the surrounding objects which make up its earthly
environment are substantial and real whereas it assumes that thoughts, ideas,
memories, fancies and mental pictures are comparatively unsubstantial and
unreal. How then can they be one and the same in substance?
•
The answer is that this distinction is certainly a genuine one but it is only
of degree and not of kind; it is a distinction without a difference; it does not
destroy the essentially mental character of the world outside. What is usually
called a thing is a creation, as will be shown later, primarily of the cosmic
mind. What is usually called a thought is the creation solely of the human
mind. But ideas differ in the force, the intensity and the vividness with which
they arise in consciousness. Nevertheless they remain ideas. Although only
mentalists accept the objects of physical experience as mental states, everybody
1 without demur accepts the thoughts about them as such.
Now thoughts arise
solely for the individual who has them whereas things exist for all alike. This
is the second important distinction between them.
Why is there such obvious difference between the two categoi^es of experience if both are really mental in character? Why do we seem to be so certain
and definite about our experience of things ? The answer is that we experience
the one under a different set of conditions from the other, although both sets
are purely mental. The difference between material things and thoughts like
recollected memories is exactly like the difference between the experiences of
wakefulness and those of dream, that is the former are common to all but the
latter are quite private. The strength with which a sense-impression forces
, itself upon us lies in its cosmic origin, the weakness with which a fancy arises
within us lies in its human origin. Thus, anyone can reconstruct physical
sensations by using memory images, but the reconstructed sensations lack the
shirpnSss, strength and actuality of the original ones.
Ordinarily we do not grasp the fact that we are here dealing with a difference
only in the quality of our awareness but make the mistake of believing it to be a
complete difference in kind. It arises not only because of the cosmic origin of
our environment but also because the mind is sharply and continuously focussed
when outward-turned but only vaguely and fitfully focussed when inward^
turned. The consequence of the first activity is external physical experience
and of the second, internal imaginative experience, but they are both of the
sanjp ultimate mental tissue. Hence at ccrtain moments of heightened intensity even the thought-forms of the second group take on all the compelling
actuality of tile first one. Such moments are experienced by a lover separated
fr$m h b beloved, by the poet, painier and novelist at the high points of their
creative rtioods and by the advanced mystic sunk in deep devoted contemplation on his ideal saint. We need not deny that external things seem quite
different from internal thoughts but we must emphatically deny that—however
hea^y, however solid they may be—they can possibly exiSt outside the mind's
own experience. The comparative weakness of private fancies, the comparative strength of sensg-impAressions, and the undeniable difference in sharp-,
ness, actuality and immediacy between these two classes of thought, deceive us
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into non-recognitidh of their concealed sameness, of the fundamental oneness
of stuff out of which they are wrought. This will also explain why the mind
should split its activity in such a manner that one type of experience is public
whereas the other is private and peculiar to personal outlook, character and
feeling. The World-Mind possesses the power to send forth its imaginations,
to project its thought-constructions and to fill its own seeming void with
countless thoughts of things in such a way that they are apprehended by all
mankind. Each individual spontaneously receives these ideas through his
own mental operations. The stubborn persistence of the world-idea, the similarity of the total impression which it makes on countless minds, the sense-felt
vividness and concreteness of it, are really powerfully and mesmerically imposed upon us. Out thoughts and fancies about it are relatively feebler and
fainter efforts. It is held to our gaze arfll experience by the World-Mind's
thinking as though it were stable and fixed and reflected accordingly into our
individual minds. We write 4'as though" advisedly because even this stability
and fixity of the external world exist only according to our own present time
standards. What is fixed for a million years by the reckoning of our finite
mind can easily be equated in World-Mind's thinking to a single second!
" For time is a purely relative affair.
All such questions will however answer themselres as the present exposition unfolds. They arise in the minds of people who have consciously or unconsciously begun by setting up the existence of matter as an entity by itself.
They have in very fact imagined the materiality of the world through taking
it for granted, and are consequently the victims of what they have themselves
created. For life has planted them in a universe of thoughts whereas they have
taken it to be a universe of matter I
What then is the essential difference between the idea of a remembered episode which arises voluntarily in the mind and soon vanishes and the idea of a
lofty mountain which arises involuntarily in the mind and persists throughout
many human lifetimes? Both ideas are inevitably and ultimately ephemeral,
although the first may endure for a few moments and the second for a few
hundred thousand years. The felt distinction between both blinds us to the
fact that not only is the act by which an object is known men&l, but the object
itself is mental too. Whatever we perceive outside us is certainly outside the body,
and in the place where we perceive it. But as the body, the thing seen and the
space in which both exist are themselves proven fabrications of the mind/the
ultimate view can only be that the whole thing is an appearance in consciousness.
We only know our mental states, although some of them appear as "things".
We see only our mental images, although some of them appear to be outside.
The man of the world receives a shock, which produces laughter in most cases
but terror in a few, when he is told that if he stands aside in detachment from
^his experience, then all the pageant of moving creatures, all the long lines of
streets and houses which environ him, become only forms taken by his mind.
For he believes this to contradict every moment of his experience and to conflict with his most cherished notions. Hence he refuses to turn an intellectual
somersault but immediately scorns such obvious nonsense. The doctrine of
the "mentalness" of everything seems indeed at first sight to involve such a
reversal of his natural ways of thought as \o be assuredly an absurd ofle.
He has indeed to undo the work of vast periocjs of time, of prolonged evolutionary epochs covering countless 0rebirths, when the need of coping with
external environment reigned imperiously above the need*of inward reflection
about that environment and about himself. Thus arose the habit of looking
outward through the five senses alone, of taking matter to be a real entity ins t e a d of taking it to be4'a thought, of misunderstanding his own experience
and being finally incredulous of the fact that it is only a form of consciousness.
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But why should the common-sense criterion of absurdity be regarded as
the final and conclusive one? It is the irony of human ignorance that those
who loudly assert the mentalist to be deluded are themselves steeped in delusion I For the essence of their error consists in believing that when the mentalist denies the existence of matter he also denies the existence of things and
people ©r else turns them into mere spectral ghosts of their former selves. On
the contrary, he says that they are certainly there. And he admits that they
are present not within our heads but outside them. Only, he points out, they
are mentally made. He does not deny the existence of solids, liquids and gases.
Only, he remarks, they are mental existences. He accepts the feeling of resistance and the touch of pressure as indicating the presence of a solid body but
declares that these feelings are really sensations of the mind itself.
Just as a single seed may, as it £rows and matures, show itself in a variety
of ways as stem, leaf, flower and fruit, all of which are so different in 01A experience, so the mind shows itself too in a variety of ways as substantial, fanciful, earthy, watery and gaseous, which are admittedly different, but our experiences of them are still no less mental in origin. Just as the senses of sight,
touch and taste tell us that fluid milk, soft butter, congealed cheese and solid
bakelite seem wholly different from each other whereas reason tells us that they
are only four successive forms of one and the same essential substance, so the
senses yield us many different kinds of experience but reason tells us that they
are only experiences of one consciousness, not of different kinds of matter.
Mind is like the one soil out of which all the different grasses, plants, trees,
vegetables, fruits and cereals grow. Everything we see is generated by mind,
however varied its appearances may be.
Thus we may firmly grasp this great fact that the world is externalized in
and by the mind. All the differences between the various elements such as
water, earth and air do not invalidate it because they are really differences in
mental experience. Mind may wear a thousand disguises as widely different
as stone and gas but we must pierce through them all to the hidden actor itself.
Both stone and gas exist only through and for our mind.
Nor does the mcntalist deny the existence of all those things like electrons
and protons whi&i science uses to explain the world-stuff, but he says that
they too are ultimately ideas. His typewriter does not change its nature as
an item in his experience merely because he has come to apprehend that in
thevnd it is a thought-form. It remains what it always has been and he continifes to tap its keys as before. He knows that his experience of the world,
which include his experiences of its tangibility, even though they are not the
direct products of his own consciousness, are nevertheless the variations
of it. He knows too that the events which occur within that experience
do not happen to him from outside but rather from within his field of
awareness.
*
It would be a gross error therefore to mistake mentalism as committing
itself to the doctrine of the world's non-existence. The mere affirmation that
the Tyorld is a form of thought definitely implies that* as thought—but not as
an independent material entity—it must certainly exist. The student must
fully and clearly understand that when it is said that matter as such is meaningless ai*d non-existent, we do not also say that the form of experience which
passes itself off as external is jpeaningless and non-existent.
He who can appreciate the truth of th^ese statements will also appreciate
their astonishing consequences. Anybody who believes %that the innumerable forms of the material world and the countless phases of existence are
ultimately more than mental ones, believes in materialism, even if he has
read the New Testament, thfe Bhagavad Gita and all 'the ancient and modern
mystics. The well-known Indian doctrine of "maya", when stripped of the
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thick growth of exuberant mystification which entwines it, simply means that
matter is an illusion of the mind.
In what, finally, has the mentalist's progress consisted? Nojt in moving
from a lower reality to a higher one, but in moving from a lower concept of
reality to a higher one; that is, from matter to consciousness itself. Yet the
critic would foolishly tear out of existence this one thing which alon£ makes
that existence seem real, this one principle which experience, rightly understood, pre-supposes!
We may deal with the admittedly hard problem of world-existence in two
ways; we may either shelve it or solve it. The materialistic theory pushes it
behind an unknown and unknowable "matter" and thus merely shelves it,
whereas the mentalistic theory actually solves it. Remove thought and you
remove things; annihilate mind and you annihilate matter.
VClien a man first hears of mentalism he is opposed to it partly because of
its paradoxical unfamiliarity and partly because of his own deep-rooted prejudice in favour of materialism. He does not like this doctrine of mentalism
because it rocks his sense of reality like an earthquake. When however he
has studied it a little this prejudice begins to wither away and he becomes reconciled to the idea as a possibility. When he has studied it thoroughly and
experienced the mentalness of the world in yoga contemplation or in moments
of heavy bereavement, the incontestable grandeur of this liberating doctrine
takes entire possession of his heart and mind. Even he who holds or puts
forward materialism, who says: 'This is the universe as I define and observe
it," thereby interprets the universe and merely holds or puts forward his idea
of it. Could he but comprehend what he is doing, he would comprehend that
he is givingrhis assent to mentalism. He is indeed, however much the fact be
disguised from his own self, a mentalist who has not yet risen to the level of
reflective self-awareness!
The outstanding consideration for all mentalists today is that science has
taken the first step towards the discovery of this truth. Distinguished men
like Jeans and Eddington have given a mentalist momentum to scientific
thinking and consequently deserve our high praise. This is so and must be
so because the human mind cannot rest in materialism. I f will be led by its
own necessary evolution through successive stages to the truth of mentalism
and thence to the majestic finality of what is ultimately real. Whatever
science has been in the past, whatever it is in the present, the affirmation*ihay
be unhesitatingly made that it will be nothing less than mentalistic in the^end.
It will be driven to endorse out of its own practical wisdom what an Asiatic
sage wrote thousands of years ago out of his immediate insight in the Maitri
Upanishad: "The world is just ones thought."
CHAPTER III
^THE BI%TH OF THE UNIVERSE

a
C E R T A I N thoughts will come naturally to the student's mind at this stage.
If we take an historic view of the universe we are confronted by three connected questions which have framed themselves on the lips and troubled
themselves into the heads of every cultured race of antiquity, of the medieval
period and of modern times. They are: When did the world begin? Whence
K
did it come ? How did it arise ?
The cosmology of the hidden teaching begins its answer to these questions
by explaining that the universe is an endless affair. There is no moment at
which it has not existed,' either latently or actively, and consequently there will
be no moment when it will not continue to exist, either latently or actively.
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This is so because the world does not arise by a sudden acfof creation but by
a gradual process of manifestation. For being a vast thought and not a vast
thing, it is brought into being by the World-Mind out of itself, out of its own
mental "sutJstance", and not out of any extraneous stuff such as matter is
supposed to be by materialists—whether they be scientific, religious or metaphysical materialists. The World-Mind does not have to put out metaphorical hands at some specific moment and begin to mould matter, like a
potter moulding his clay into the shape of a cosmos.
The cosmos, being a thought-formation, can never really disappear any
more than a human idea can really disappear when it is put aside from attention. We may understand this point better by considering how thoughts
exist in a man's mind. What happens to them when they vanish? Where do
they come from when they appear? At any time he can call them up again
even though during the interval they have seemingly been non-existent. • His
ideas are manifestations of his own mind, not creations out of some external
stuff. In the same way the World-Mind manifests something of its own self
in the cosmos. And its own self, as will be shown later, being uniquely eternal
and undying, it is inevitable that the world-ideas which have arisen within
it are eternal and undying too.
Thus there is no particular moment in the universe's long history when it
could be said to have been first created. It has never had a beginning and
consequently will never have an end. It has never been started so it can
rtever be finished. It is eternal because the stuff to which we can ultimately
trace it is nothing else than Mind, to which there is no conceivable beginning
and no conceivable end. Mind is what it has been since the beginningless
incalculable past; as Buddha said: "unborn, uncreate, unoriginat$d". There
is no first or last moment for it.
This tenet is usually illustrated in the hidden teaching by asking the student
to draw a circle. The point whence he commenced to draw it marks its beginning and the point where he stopped marks its end. He must think of this
circle as a type, standing for all the circles which ever existed. It will then
be impossible for him to assign any particular point as its actual beginning or
end. The points*previously marked were merely temporary. The circle is
then understood to be really an endless and beginningless figure. Even if it
6e said that the universe was specially created on a particular historic day,
as tfee founders of religions are compelled to say when they address the masses
whof being ignorant of the true mentalistic character of time, take it to be
something absolute and fixed, this day can be but a temporary mark at best.
It is like the temporary mark on the student's circle, for there is no moment
when Mind was not. The manifestations of Mind have therefore always been
in either abstract or concrete existence. The Swastika-wheel of the universe
gyrates without end.
It is a scientifically-ascertained fact that the planets and stars and nebulae
which light up the firmament are of different ages. Some are young and
otherg are old; some are almost new-born but ithers are dying. Therefore the
belief that once upon a time God suddenly created the world—which would
make all these ftstronomical bodies of equal age today—is not an acceptable
one. It 36 more reasonable to belieVe, with the hidden teaching, that the
universe never had a beginning and will never have an ending, that it is eternal
and self-sustaining because it is the body of^God—if we like to use this muchmisused term—who eternal and self-sustaining, and that a peipetual evolution ofcthe entire universe and its creatures is constantly proceeding.
Whoever can perceive this will then be able to perceive its corollary: that
causality" is only a tempjorar^ truth, a mere mark likS the one which is used
tentatively to begin the 'tracing out of a circle, and that ultimately there is no
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real first cause and no real final effect anywhere in this series of things without
a stop. Nothing exists by itself and all things exist today as an indirect
consequence of innumerable causes stretching like an endless chain through the
beginningless past. Whoever can comprehend that every event0 is somehow
connected with innumerable other events, that a web of inter-dependence is
thrown across all things without exception, can also comprehend that no single
manifested thing can be self-sufficient or self-existent in the full meaning of
the term nor even as having a single cause or a single effect.
We naturally forget that what we ordinarily consider to be the obvious
cause of an event is only an outstanding and final moment in a host of untraceable earlier changes which converged and met in it. We also overlook
that what we ordinarily consider the creation of a new thing is only the latest
fruit of the indirect co-operation of inmlxnerable older things. Under such
conditions of an infinite regress of causes which are only pseudo-causes and
effects which are only pseudo-effects, the question when the world was created
is not a proper one because the problem has initially been mis-stated. There
are certain erroneous pre-suppositions implied in these interrogative words.
Such a question cannot therefore be answered, not because philosophy is
ignorant, but because the question itself is not rightly put.
The universe is therefore as old or as eternal as the World-Mind itself. It
is an idea, but nevertheless it is an everlasting idea. Creation begins and
ends nowhere and no when. There is no place or moment of which the first
cause or final effect can be stated with certitude. How then can the starting
point of the entire creative process be defined? IIow then can we make any
selection which shall be other than arbitrary at all from this endless series
of inter-connected events? Whichever one is chosen will be the beginning of
creation only from a most superficial view. How nebulous is the conception
oft,the universe which presumes to assign a "date" to creation! Every such
date will vary with the mere caprice of the "dater"; he will hatch out a
creation theory to suit himself. It will depend on human temperament or
taste.
The world is a complex of countless numbers ol connected events. Consequently no absolute single cause can be strictly assigned td any single event.
From the fact that however far we attempt to trace back to a first cause of the
universe, we find every so-called cause itself to have its origin in a preceding
cause, and that the latter is in its turn the effect produced by a previous cause,
it is right and reasonable to infer that there is no beginning in the universe!- and
consequently there can be no end. This means that the process of everbecoming is an eternal one and is the very law of the universe's own being.
For no particular thing is a cause alone or an effect alone but must always be
both at the same time.
Such a situation demolishes the metaphysical truth of the old notion of
causality, although it leaves it quite untouched for practical purposes. It
cancels the ultimate truth of the law of cause and effect which governs all world
phenomena, although it leaver its immediate truth untouched. Whqn we
recognize that the chain of reciprocally-dependent links which constitutes a
cause is beginningless and endless we have to drop causality as a metaphysical
principle. This must not be misunderstood. We are not here speaking from
the practical and scientific standpoint but fron\ the philosophic one. We are
saying only that an adequate causae cannot be found by finite human intelligence but only soiqe of the factors contributing to such d cause. Beyond this
it is impossible to go. There will always be other factors which have not been
ascertained. In theological words, God alone knows all.
If, philosophically, the notion of a sudden first creation is an untenable
assumption, the related notion of the possibility of creating something out
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of nothing is equally untenable. But the believers in a Deity made in man's
magnified image ascribe the genesis of the universe to just such an act.
Looked at from the outside, the universe comes forth out of nothingness
and passes 2iway into nothingness. But looked at from inside, there has
always been an eternal hidden reality in its background. This reality is Mind.
The world is only its manifestation. For if every effect is previously contained
in its cause and that again is confined in what preceded it, the chain goes back
and back and stops only when it stops with the source of all ideas—Mind.
Thus Mind embraces all things but is itself embraced by none. Hence mentalism teaches that the universe has the same origin as any idea, that is, in and
for a mind; therefore the correct way to regard the relation between the universe and its originator is to see it as being similar to the relation between any
human idea and the mind in whichit is begotten. The World-Mind does not
need to "create" the universe out of nothing when it can bring it to birtb out
of its own self. And as a mental principle it does this by projecting the world
as its idea. The world is its self-projection.
How did the universe come to assume the character which it possesses?
This is answered by the doctrine of mentalism. Mind or rather World-Mind
is immanent throughout the universe. The universe has arisen out of its
constructive meditation but it has arisen in orderly self-determined fashion
shaped by its own memorized mental impressions of a former state of active
existence. The ceascless procession of images, picturing forth suns and
3tars, lands and seas and all things visible emanate from the World-Mind
under a divine immutable mysterious karmic law like water trickling from an
inexhaustible fountain.
Karma is a twofold law, one being general and the other special The first
is ultimate, and applicable to everything in the universe for it is simply the law
of every individual entity's own continuity. Whether it be a planet or a protoplasm it has to inherit the characteristics of its own previous existence and thus
adjust effect to cause. The second is immediate, and applicable only to individuals who have attained self-consciousness, thus limiting the start of its
operations to human entities. This makes the individual accountable for
thoughts and for Mie deeds born of his thoughts.
It is through mutually-acting karmic processes that this universe becomes
possible. The World-Mind brings forth its general world-images not by any
arbitrary fiat but by their natural continuity as the consequences of all those
thatfhave previously existed. They are a continuation of all the remembered
world-images which have appeared before, but modified and developed by their
own mutual inter-action and evolution, not by the capricious decree of a
humanized God. The World-Mind makes the universe by constructively
thinking it. But it does not think arbitrarily. The thoughts arise of their
own accord under a strict karmic and evolutionary law. It must be emphasized ^
that on this view the universe constitutes a self-actuating system, although it *
must equally be understood that the system itself depends on World-Mind for
its own continued existence and continuous activity.. All the karmic forces
and tnought-forms carry on their mutual activities, intertwine, inter-act and
evolve of their own accord in the presence of the World-Mind just as plants
groy of their own accord in the presence of sunlight. But it is to that very
presence that they owe their own sustenance and existence.
All this pre-supposes a prior existence of the universe wherein its present
general karma was nrnde. We have already seen that the cosmos itself is continuous, and that its past is beginningless. But intervals of non-existence
periodically interrupt its history. These are only temporary, however. There
are no real breaks in its existence but there are apparent ones when it lapses
into latency. For it rotates through changing phases. Each successive
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appearance of thfe remanifested universe follows inevitably after the one
which had previously gone into a latent state. When the collective karmas of
all individual and planetary centres exhaust themselves a cycle of world
history closes. The manifested universe then retreats and the *World-Mind
rests from its labours. But dawn follows night and the cosmic dawn witnesses
the re-imagining of all things once again. When the same karmas begin once
more to germinate and to reproduce themselves a new cycle opens and the
visible world comes into being once more as the heritage of all the existences
which were to be found in the previous one. The characteristics of a previous
cosmos determine the nature of the one which succeeds it.
This antithesis of work and rest, of Becoming and Being, of a rhythm curiously like that of the in-breathing and out-breathing of living creatures, immediately confronts us when we try to understand the World-Mind's relation to
the Universe. The present universe is not the first which has manifested nor
will it be the last. Each separate world-system—such as the present one—
is merely a unit in a beginningless and endless series. In this sense only is the
universe indestructible. Each is a heritage from the one that existed before,
a precipitation of karmas which have succeeded in bringing about their own
realization.
The history of universal existence is therefore the history of an endless
chain of alternations between potential being and actual becoming. Thus
the universe is undergoing an evolution which is being worked out according
to strict karmic law and not by mere chance, as materialists think, nor by
arbitrary commands of a personal creator, as religionists think. The modern
scientific notion of evolution is only a half-truth. The real process is a rhythm
of growth and decay, evolution and dissolution, following each other with
inevitable sequence. It is the combination of these two phases which makes
up a universal movement that knows no finality. If cosmic nebulae develop
into solar systems, these in turn dissolve eventually into cosmic nebulae again.
The universe of forms ever returns to its starting point: it is without beginning
and will be without end; this is why it is subject to birth and death, degeneration and renewal, that is to change. It is like an ever-rolling wheel moving
onward through these alternating aeons of activity and' rest. Hence the
ancient teachers represented it under the figure of a revolving Swastika-wheel.
The Karmic Impressions.
«
The mysterious working of karma, this force; which moulds the conditions
of every centre of being from I protoplasmic cell to vast cosmos, must next be
uncovered. If the world wefe nothing but a collection of material objects
karma could never come into play. But because it is, as mentalism shows, a
collection of thought-formations and because there is a World-Mind as the
unitary ground connecting all these formations, the possibility of karma as
an operative force exists. For karma would be meaningless if there were not
some kind of orderly continuity between the past, the present and the future
of all those things and creatures which make up the universal existence. But
this implies that Nature must keep and conserve some sort of memory in her
secret recesses.
»
If every individual preserves a record of his own history, why<shoul$ it
seem fantastic for the World-Mind to preserve a record of its own history?
And because its existence is inseparable from tlie manifested cosmos, in doing
this it preserves an all-comprehensive record of the universe's own history too.
No thought, no event, no object, no scene and no figure has ever been wholly
lost. This implies that the memories of globes and stars and nebulae utterly
remote in space and time are still preserved. But human imagination must
stagger awSty from the boundless consequences of this truth, its finite limita-
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tions here defeating its own activity. And because memory is not an object
which the senses can grasp but something entirely immaterial, this in turn
involves the existence of something mental. A mental principle which shall
be cosmic in its spatial sweep and permanent in its embrace of time, is and can
be none other than the World-Mind itself. Thus the foundation of all karmic
working .can be traced to the World-Mind. The rise, abiding and dissolution
of karma is indeed a twin-function to that of its ideation.
We have learnt that in the end everything must return to its divine
source, if not before by its own evolution then certainly at the end of a cosmic
cycle by the universal rhythmic dissolving movement which then attains its
climax. If we turn backward in thought to such a time when the universe
was not in visible tangible existence, to one of those cosmic periods when the
World-Mind had taken in its breatl^ as it were, we find a mysterious state of
nothingness that is yet not a nothingness. Mind alone is, a great Void alone
reigns, it is as if there were no existence at all. There is not a thing, not a
thought and not a creature.
Nevertheless the possibilities of the birth of all
things, all thoughts and creatures do somehow exist. Just as different soundforms are latently stored in the tracks which have been made on the surface
of a gramophone record, so different thought-forms are latently stored by
karma during a period of universal rest within the World-Mind. And everything in the universe without exception being such a form or collection of forms,
it follows that everything will then still have a potential existence. Just as
& massive oak tree once had an invisible and intangible existence in the acorn
or the gentle fragrance of a white flower once had an unsmelt existence in the
tiny seed, so the earth and stars and sun which we see around us today once
had an immaterial existence in the germinal form which their own karma
had stored within the memory of the World-Mind. Every starry fcody in the
firmament with its particular distinguishing characteristics and every creature
which dwelt upon it with its own desires, tendencies and capacities were memorized by the wonderful faculties of World-Mind. From this it will be seen that
memory played a potent part in creating the world of which we are conscious.
During these periods of its own suppression, therefore, the universe still existed
as a seed-like possibility.
The World-Mind is all-containing. Since the beginningless past it has
gathered these cosmic memories. The patterns of all that goes to constitute
a universe previously existed in it in this potential form. The archetype of
everything found in Nature first existed in this illimitable storehouse. Just
as the silent registrations on a gramophone record are converted under suitable conditions into vividly heard words, so the invisible registrations in
World-Mind were converted at the ripe karmic time into vividly experienced
things. Just as shouts uttered in a narrow mountain ravine call forth echoing
sounds, so the karmic impressions stored during a cosmic night repeated
themselves in the space-time world as they passed into actuality and thus
appeared again in tangible visible form.
We must not make the materialist mistake pf regarding this universal mind
as thcftigh it were a kind of box in which the myriad thought-forms which totalize into a universe, are piled up. The thoughts originally pre-exist in it not
concretely, but in the abstract sense that ideas of an intended effect pre-exist
in a musician's mind. Such pre-existencc of the world-ideas is possible only
through the agency of karma. • If our finite human mind can latently hold so
many and so different ideas at one and tlfc same time, why should not the
infinity World-Mind find it possible to hold the innumerabfe units which sum
up as the whole world-idea?
^ This karmic seed-form must not be misunderstood.* Because everything is
reallv mental, because everything is a thought-formation the memorization
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of it held by the World-Mind is not a second and separate substance but is the
very essence or soul of the thing itself. If we compare the World-Mind to a
piece of wax then the impression made on the latter by a mental seal represents the memorized unmanifested world and the force or pressure applied to
the seal represents karma. And just as the moulded picture is not distinct
from the wax itself so the innumerable karmic impressions which compose the
memory-image of the whole universe, which is but a great thought, are not
distinct from the World-Mind too.
A man forgets his own life and the external world during deep sleep but
remembers them completely again the following morning. If all his ideas
are latently and mysteriously preserved during the sleep state despite apparent
annihilation, then we have a hint from Nature to help us understand how it
is possible for all the ideas of the World-^Jind to be latently and mysteriously
preserved even when they are no longer actualized during the cosmic night.
Just as not a single thought-form is really lost by the individual mind during
sleep so not a single thought-form is lost by the World-Mind when a cosmic
period closes and everything vanishes into apparent nothingness, but really
returns to the original unity whence it earlier proceeded.
The karmic impressions are so subtle and so abstract from the human standpoint that a further analogy may help to clarify their meaning. A poet, by
which we do not mean a mere versifier, who sits down to write an imaginative
poem will not in the beginning know the precise sentences and exact words
which his poem will contain nor the full course and final shape which it will
take. He will most likely feel some vague intuitions and uncalculated inspirations pressing within him for expression and only as he goes on to create definite
word-forms for them does he begin to see his way more clearly. What is
happening ? The actual and spontaneous composition and progressive development of the poem has brought down into this space-time world of visible forms
something which previously had existed in his so-called unconscious mind only
as a mental possibility. In the same way the universe in its potential state
is a mental possibility existing in the World-Mind, a possibility which has no
graspable existence until it appears in actuality as a visible form. Every
thought-formation—which means every thing—that exists in this world is
born of its corresponding impression in the formless world. The volume and
variety of world-appearances arise from the impressions which have resided
since the beginningless past in an unbroken chain of continuous transformations
in the World-Mind. Every activity, every existence leaves its impress in
the World-Mind and the cumulative result of all these combined impressions
displays itself eventually as the universe.
Thus the general karmic memories of the unmanifested world, like invisible
pictures upon a sensitive photographic film which wait for the time when they
shall be developed into visibility, rest in the World-Mind and wait for the time
when they become activated. Then their energies are released and cause the
springing to life of a fresh cosmic manifestation. When the necessary cyclic
hour strikes, the potential planetary and cosmic thought-forms amassed within
the World-Mind since the incalculable past become self-active, just as wHen the
necessary wind or lunar influence is ready the ocean manifests its potential
waves. The sum-total of all the impressions which thus become actualized,
the heritage of all the forms and lives constitutes a cosmos.
To make the next point clearer let us retuirn to our early and elementary
study of the way we receive knbwledge of external things. The vibration
which travels frorfi the surface-sense along a nerve path to cells in th$ braincortex, is concerned only with separate sensations. When these are associated,
co-ordinated and brought into consciousness as seeing, hearing and so on,
the sense-experience becomes a percept. When sudn a percept is stored in
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the mind and later recalled or reproduced, then the faculty, of memory comes
into play. A little reflection will show that this faculty is merely a particular
form taken by the image-making power of the mind. If the human mind
memorizes through the use of its imagination, then the World-Mind must in
its larger way use the same faculty too. If this point is understood then it
will be easier to grasp the next point, that karma, being the kinetic memory
of Nature, is necessarily coupled with the imaginative power of Nature.
It is thus out of these stored memories, that is imaginations of innumerable
forms, that the World-Mind recalls, constructs and evolves everything. The
seed-memories of the world-idea, retained and transmitted since an earlier .
cycle, revive, reappear and develop through the mysterious memorizing and
imaginative powers of World-Mind. But it does not activate them in a chaotic
or an arbitrary manner. On the contrary there is orderly sequence in the process, for each of the myriad thouglit-forms contained in the world-ideals at
every stage of its history an inheritance from that which preceded it.
All the potential thought-forms are not brought into activity simultaneously. Out of the innumerable host available, a selective process inherent
in the intelligence of the World-Mind and working always with the immutable
law of karma, accepts, associates and gathers together those only which make
for a gradual unfoldment in time and an orderly unfoldment in space. They
do not emerge altogether but successively. Hence the universe never appears
as ready-made, but as a gradual evolution.
Through its power of constructive imagination, which is itsfirstcharacteristic, the World-Mind brings the cosmos into being. It can emanate anything
because imagination, the most plastic of all elements, is its central activity.
There is no limit to the metamorphoses of forms which imagination can take.
Consequently, there is no limit to the evolution of forms which we behold around
us in the universe. The fecundity of images which the World-Mind has put
forth is thus easily explicable. If it is possible for the finite imagination* of
man to produce a wonderful variety of forms and patterns in his arts and crafts
why should it not be still more possible for the infinite imagination of WorldMind to produce, under karma of course, the innumerable host of forms and
patterns which crowd the universe? Hence there are countless other solar
systems in the cosmos besides our own, containing every type of living creature
in a diversity far beyond the most fantastic imagination of man.
JThe history of the progressive unfoldment of the universal picture is thus
but^a history of the protean transformations of the multiplied images which
subsist in the World-Mind. Creation on this view is simply Mind's protean
power to assume any and every form which it chooses; it is essentially a process of imagination. But in the end it does not matter whether we say that
World-Mind is imagining or willing or thinking or constructing or dreaming
the universe for all these activities must necessarily be one and the same to it.
We may better understand this point by asking ourself: Is there any psycho-"
logical difference between the states of the novelist so absorbed in the highest
pitch of creativeness as to be carried away by the adventures of his hero, the
religfous mystic rapt in perfect contemplation of the sufferings on the Cross to
the point of producing stigmata, and the dreamer so caught in an intensely
vivid nightmare as to awaken trembling with fear? All these states necessarily
include and synthesize will, thought, imagination, creativeness and dreaming.
Under an infinite diversity of forms World-Mind is for ever manifesting
itself. Just as unde* the very multitudinotisness of a dreamer's dream-creation
there.lies buried the fact of the singleness and unity of thS dreaming mind, so
under the very multitudinousness of things in the waking realm there lies
buried the fact that they 2re all manifestations of t>ne and the same Mind.
And iust as the separatfeness of the dreamer's world exist? onlv on the surface
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and is secretly connected with him, so the separateness of the waking world
exists only as a surface impression. In the end there is really a unity.
The Birth of Individuals.
•
Just as innumerable stored-up thoughts co-exist in the depths of the individual mind although they emerge into consciousness one at a time, so innumerable stored-up individual minds from previous universes co-exist in the
depths of the World-Mind and emerge after the dawn of cosmic manifestation
into different kinds of consciousnesses. One and the same light refracts itself
into a million photographs, each different from all others. One and the same
World-Mind refracts itself into a million entities, each different from all others.
And just as the objects in the universe come into existence by the power of
karma, so do the individuals too. The
creature emerges into the universal
existence in much the same way as the new thing, that is through an actualization of the train of its old karmic impressions which are themselves the resultant of a still earlier existence. The individual and the world rise together at
the same moment out of the past which trails behind both. Its karmas are
associated with those of the universal existence and do not appear separately
or subsequently. The one starts into activity synchronously with the stirring
of the other. When the World-Mind's energy manifests itself it takes a twofold character and both the universe and the individuals are born at the same
time. The universe is not manifested first nor the individuals either but both
together. To put it in another way, as the ripples of karma flow across the
lake of World-Mind they move through both the universe and the individual at
the same instant and, operationally, in the same way.
To understand the arisal of living beings out of an apparent void, we must
understand that the break in the continuity of individual life which occurs
during deep sleep and more crucially between the re-incarnations, occurs only
on the surface and not in the depths. The World-Mind acts as a receptacle
in which are deposited all the missing links of memory and all the missing
mental energies. Hence no creature is really lost, whatever the appearances
are. The activities of thought, emotion and willed act strung on an '11"-thread
Iwhich constitute it, fall in the World-Mind's memory like seeds falling in the
'furrowed earth. The World-Mind's memorization makes individual activity
possible, subtly supports and sustains it. Hence when a world-period is ripe
for external manifestation, all the germinal impressions of innumerable ir-dividuals which were mysteriously but latently preserved and waited- for fthis
hour, are recalled to find their birth in an appropriate environment. Every
individual existence is thus the summary of innumerable earlier existences.
The world and the individuals dwelling in it are not only re-incarnations
of previously existent forces but they also go on developing themselves and
mutually inter-act. Such interaction occurs in the following manner. Out
"of the experiences of accumulated existences certain impressions tend to repeat
themselves so strongly that they assume a structural character, that is, they
become energy complexes. Just as a stream of water naturally takes the path
of least resistance and flows downhill, so these impressions tend to unite first
because of habitual repetition and later because of association* and affinities
thus established. Thus the impressions are not indiscriminately combined
but according to a natural process of growth. These complexes may take the
most varied forms. Even the five senses of feeing, hearing, etc., are such
complexes operating in a functidnal manner. For sight and hearing are
primarily activities4 of the consciousness. We have seen that Nature is simply
another name for the handiwork of the World-Mind, a handiwork to which we
involuntarily and unconsciously contribute, to6, because every object in
Nature is known only as a phase of our own consciousness. The excitation of
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karmic impressions within the World-Mind is reflected in the individual mind
as a general picture of the world. The individual has to take it into the very
centre of his own consciousness, which he can do only by his own act. That
is to say, the world-picture must be so assimilated as to be made his own through
experience.
1
Although the World-Mind manifests both the individual and world together at the same moment, the individual is the centre around which the
world revolves. This is partly because it is only when the world-image is
felt to be his own conscious experience that it can assume any reality for him
and partly because he is able to call himself " I " and exist as a separated self
only through the setting up of an objective environment.
It will be shown, when these studies are sufficiently advanced, that the
hidden meeting-point of the WorldrMind with each conscious being has a special
existence of its own and must therefore be given a special name of it% own.
The name which will henceforth be here used is the "Overself". It is consequently from its own Overself that every individual receives the worldpicture. We have pointed out in earlier books that the Overself has its human <
habitat within the heart. Although associated of course with the whole body
it has its most intimate association with the heart. Just as a king's rule may
extend over a whole country and yet it may also be said to be definitely centred
in the palace where he resides, so the Overself permeates the entire body and
yet is also definitely centred in the heart. Hence the heart is the focal point '
• where the World-Mind through its intermediary the Overself affects the i
personality. The karmic forces become active within the heart therefore and
there break into space-time existence. Like light-photographs on a sensitive
film, they develop into a tiny seed-like thought-form. This is the matrix of
the world-to-be. Were this to remain there, then the individual would experience it only in the form of a dream. Indeed, in an earlier period of cosmic
evolution such was the strange way in which the immature human race*did
pass its existence.
In order to provide the conditions for a more fully externalized and awakened experience the co-operation of the brain and the senses is required.
These act partly* in the same way as a transformer which increases the voltage
of an electrical current, and partly as a microscope which enlarges the appearance of an object. Unless the world-image is caught by the brain, consciousness will remain at the dream level and physical experience becomes impossible.
Hyice the thought-form is transmitted to an image-magnifying centre in the
outer layer of the brain by processes analogically like those used in the wireless transmission of a newspaper photograph (which reduce the photograph
into numerous points of electrical energy and then build it up again from the
transmitted electrical impulses), and to the special sensitive centres for seeing
hearing, touching, tasting and smelling. Here the brain reconverts the received
vibrations into a highly magnified picture of which the individual becomes
conscious, just as a radio set converts electrical waves into a series of
sounds and at the same time highly amplifies them; When all this has been
accomplished the individual becomes fully aware *of the transformed and
magnified wc*ld-picture, which the mind now projects as if it were something
outside..
*
It should be noted that the functions of the brain, nerves and five senses,
although correctly described'by physiologists, still take place as much within
the mental sphere ^ is the world-image wfth which they deal. But the latter's
"oufcsideness" gives rise to the wrong notion of its being farmed out of material
substance. Science is honest when it says that thought is the concomitant of
molecular movements in the brain, but it is merely, indulging in imagination
when it says that thought is the product of molecular movements in the brain.
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Its knowledge of the world's face is tremendous but its knowledge of the world's
soul is rudimentary. Only deeper enquiry will show it that the external world
is not reflected in the mind like an object in a mirror. Mentalism shows that
the power which creatively builds up the sense-perceptions of an external
world is the mind itself.
Just as the heart acts as the transmitter of blood to the entire body, so the
Overself-centre in the heart acts as the transmitter of consciousness to the
brain. So long as there is a transmission of the seed-picture from heart to head
so long does waking consciousness of the world remain. Ordinarily this
means therefore that both its transmission and magnification by the brainplus-senses "transformer" are continuous and incessant throughout the day.
The alternation of sleep and wakefulness is externally regulated through another
centre situated underneath the cerebral cortex. This centre comes into activity with wakefulness and when, with the internal withdrawal of the Overselfcurrent into the heart, wakefulness can no longer be maintained it remains
passive during sleep.
This inner transmission is constantly going on and the brain is constantly
magnijfying .the^ originaf .karmic:. impressi&us into physical sense-impressions.
Hence the individual's sensations actually arise from within himself. The
materialists who discover that all sensory activities are correlated with certain
brain centres and who would therefore make the brain the source of our sensepictures are not wrong as far as they go, only they have not gone far enough.
They have not mapped out all the functions of the brain. The sense-pictures,
are indeed manufactured in and by the brain of each individual himself. But it
manufactures them out of material supplied from within, from a source unknown to and unsuspected by those who would make the feeling in the tips of
their fingers the sole test of reality. The creative activity which brings the
world-experience into being for every individual proceeds ultimately from his
owli Overself.
The reader must attend carefully to what follows. It is hard to follow at
first but easy after it has once been grasped. It is only surface thought which
makes us believe that we experience a thing which is here and now before us
without contributing anything to its nature. But deeper thought shows us
that there is something within our minds which builds up order among our
sensations of the thing and which makes them cohere together as the unified
perception of it. When we look at a particular thing it produces a complex
group of certain sensations of colour and form within us, but we do not get our
conscious experience of the thing in little pieces, only in one unified wh\>le.
That is to say, we do not consciously get it in the shape of separate sensations
with each one standing alone like a separate star in space. Although the metaphysical need of analysing the different elements which enter into experience
earlier compelled us to abstract them intellectually from such experience, we
*must not forget that in actual fact these elements do not stand alone. They
are always combined. The constituents of consciousness cannot be isolated
from each other. When we see a,,thing we do not see it in bits and pieces. We
see the whole picture or'not at all. The mind's unknown activity bindk all
the sensationsrof sight, sound, taste, touch and smell. The different sensations
which are built up to compose a perception are like the different chemical
elements which go to compose a compound. We do not see the sodium aihd
chlorine as separate entities in a lump of table Salt. Similarly we do not see
the red colour, hard surface and round form of a fountain-pe?, as separate entities.
The mental zone wherein sensations are gathered and bound together into a
whole perception is altogether out of the individual's consciousness. It is only
the percept, the final and* finished image which is presented before his attention.
Moreover the sense-impressions of a thing do not o f themselves give us the
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recognition of that thing. For this certain powers of the individual mind must
come into play. First, memory must tell us what it knows about the thing
and thus classify it; second, reason must consider and judge it. But primarily
it is the inJage-making faculty which handles the sensations, completes the
work and presents us with a finished external thing and which supplies continuous and independent existence to that thing. It is this imaginative activity
of the mind which is the basis of all our sense experience, not a separate material
substance as is commonly supposed. Nevertheless the entire operation wherein all this occurs must not be thought of as proceeding by successive stages in
time, although we have so to split it up for intellectual analysis, but as one where
all is achieved at the same instant. The perceiving act has no independent
material correspondence which is different from it.
But before this experience is Rpssible, before the sensations can be turned
into a recognizable object, certain relations have to be set up both among the
sensations themselves and between them and ourself. A man, for example,
may travel in a train from the eastern to the western coast of an entire continent but if he is asleep during the journey he will have no knowledge of the
event. This means, metaphysically, that the man's ignorance can disappear
only when he becomes conscious of the distance of his journey and its duration in time. In other words through the very act of observing a thing the
observer unconsciously externalizes it and at the same time imposes his spacetime conditions upon it. The surface self must know things as being separate
•from each other, which means that it must put them in space. It must know
events as happening before or after each other, which means it must put them
in time. No object could appear at all if it did not appear in space, as no event
could happen if it did not happen in time. For objects stand near or far from
each other as events occur before or after each other. Hence every time we
observe an external thing or event we are compelled to observe it as existing
in a particular kind of space-time. This is not because the thing or the event
is itself in such an order but because our human observing process itself works
in that particular way. And unless we can observe the world in this way
we shall not observe it at all, which means we shall have no experience of it.
Our mind is Jo constituted that we are unavoidably obliged to experience
the world in the way we do. Without our conscious knowledge and in an
instantaneous process, the mind thinks over its sensations, interprets them in
tewis of this particular space-time order, and then pushes into our conscious
field ther resulting thought-form which it constructs and it is this that passes
forour own personal experience.
Before we can have the idea of a thing as such it must be thought of as something apart from us. This in turn means that we must have the foundational
power to think of it as being distant from our body. Hence mind must necessarily be able to spatialize its creations, which include the senses themselves.
Its ideas must appear to be extended in space if they are to be perceived at ail.
The same considerations apply to events happening in time; our mind must also
be afcle beforehand to set out its creations in* the form of a successive series.
To bring the karmic impression of a thing into actualized being, the mina
has to provide it with relations of extension, size, distance and direction, and
thjis make space along with it. Tllought-forms of every thing projected bv
the World-Mind so appear as#to be outside the thought-form of the body and
therefore they all co-exist in space as the whole system which we call Nature.
The body itself is a Special thought-formation which rests apart from all others
and jiet still remains mental, just as a fishing-net in a river is apart from and yet
wholly immersed in the water.
It is only after we enquire deeply that we can at all discover that the world
which is presented to <?ur senses is really presented to our mind, because the
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senses themselves are forms of consciousness. The thing is there outside us,
but it is only the idea we have formed of it in our mind. The one seems outside us and the other inside us but ultimately the essence of both is mental.
•Mind actually creates what it experiences and actually experiences what it
creates. The experiencing mind creates the experience out of itself in such a
• way that the illusion of receiving it from an external source holds sway:
An artist sketches a mountain-range and a valley. Through proper shading
and perspective he makes us see the landscape in full relief although he makes
no actual elevation or depression on the paper. In the same way the revived
karmic impressions, when associated together, picture an external world for
us but do not place it actually outside mind, although we feel that it is so
placed. The so-called material world is simply what seems external to thoughts.
Consciousness is simply what seems internal to thoughts. But the material
world is really the form which consciousness takes when it projects itself through
the five senses and holds its ideas as something other than itself. The world
which seems presented from outside to the senses is actually projected from within by the mind. Thus the doctrine of mentalism finds its justification.
The space-time order prescribes the limits of our existence, draws the outlines of our universe of experience. The limits set to our perceptions by space
and time are unavoidable ones, being the price paid for being able to perceive
a world around us at all. The karmic pre-existence of world-ideas is, as we
have said before, like the abstract existence of the ideas of an intended musical
effect in a composer's mind. The karmic potentials are out of space-time whereas the actualized things are of course in the space-time imposed upon them by
their observers. Their actualization is necessary only for actualized spacetime beings like our finite human selves and not for the World-Mind itself.
Hence their existence is necessarily a relative one. Hence too the inescapable
relativity of human experience.
4 In the earlier volume it was explained that all the constructive and unifying work which transformed the sensations into a conscious percept was the
work of the mind itself. It was not advisable to enter more deeply into this
tenet at the time as there is no surface consciousness of this work. All these
processes occur beneath the threshold of our consciousness, so'we do not realize
that it is not all one mind which manipulates them. Now it is possible to see
that the World-Mind as the Overself also is active in us. To call the latter
"subconscious" is really to degrade it. More correctly should we say it is
"co-conscious" and much more correctly still, "overconscious". However
from the angle of current scientific understanding we are compelled to continue the use of this inadequate term of human experience.
It was also pointed out in the same volume that science, following the
materialist view which makes the external object prior to the conscious idea
^ of it, cannot connect them together but is forced to leave a gap in explanation,
Mentalism however makes the connection by making the idea prior, in one
sense, to the object. It is now possible to understand why such priority arises.
For the process of personal experience consists in constructing an idea of the
World-Mind's idea and at the same time perceiving it as an objective tning.
The fact that World-Mind knows the idea of itself confers prior existence upon
it. Thus World-Mind's master thought certainly prior to our humanly constructed and humanly perceived thing. But both being in the end ideas
it is likewise correct to say that a material object, apart from the idea of it,
P
1'
never exists at any time.
Thus we build \ip our own space-time image of environment from this
subconsciously supplied seed-like thought-form. The space-time form which
moulds the perception is contributed by the individual mind whereas the
material which assumes that form is contributed by °the World-Mind. The
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individual's own mind subconsciously anticipates how his experience shall come,
that is extended in a particular space-order and changing in a particular timeseries, whilst the World-Mind provides what he shall experience.
The relation between the experiences of each conscious being and the
World-Mind is illustrated by the relation between the pictures which appear
on a photographic film and the light which makes those pictures possible.
This is the mystery; that which we understand as consciousness itself becomes
possible only through the finite mind's magnified projection into time and space
of its own percepts. It appears to be continuous (despite the daily testimony
of experience which shows how it may be irregularly interrupted by injury,
disease or drugs and regularly by sleep), but this is not really so; the sense impressions follow each other so rapidly as to give the illusion of manifold experience, in the same way that a whirled torch gives the illusion of a fixed circle
of glowing light. It is a constant movement of momentary gleams, £ prolonged string of momentary awarenesses. Actually as soon as a thoughtmoment arises, passes and vanishes, another takes its place at once, not haphazardly of course but necessarily originating out of the one which went before.
The conventional conception makes thoughts move across a background of
world-consciousness but this is not correct. It is the thought itself that provides us with the particular kind of spaced and timed consciousness with which
we are all familiar. Beneath two successive thought-moments there is Mind, the
occult link which makes them orderly and makes their consciousness possible.
This is in line with mentalism's declaration that the physical world instead
of being a stable thing as it seems to sight and touch, is really passing through
a process of never-stopping change from moment to moment. For our worldideas have no continuous existence but only a disjointed one. They arise only
to vanish again immediately. The illusion of smoothly continuous existence
which we experience is explained by the fact that each disappearing idea is
succeeded by another which is similar to it but not actually identical with it.
Thus a regular ever-running succession of thoughts marks each conscious
being, a perpetual combustion-process of mental stuff goes on. Therefore
every thought is really a new one: no two thoughts could ever possibly be
identical, although they are usually similar.
Thoughts, whether they be abstract ones or pictorial images, are emitted
from the deeper layer of mind not like a flowing stream of continuous water
from a tap but like a steady series of separate bullets from a machine gun.
Consciousness of outside things comes with the coining of thoughts about
th^fn and the latter emerge with the regularity of the to-and-fro movements of
a steam-engine piston or with the rhythmic chug-chug of an electric locomotive. It is merely a ceaseless flow of such staccato movements of ideation, a
succession of moments like lightning-flashes across the night, which makes up
our world-knowledge. The process is far too swift for us to note it, however.
All ideas are thus momentary members in an uninterrupted series. Each
appears, only to be displaced by another one. Our present physical form of
consciousness is but a rapid succession of {hanging thought-moments, each
menfber of the series being individually conscious ana the whole producing the
illusion of a gingle stream of integral awareness. The rapidity with which
these conscious moments succeed one another need not seem impossible when
w8 remember the scientifially-ascertained rapidity with which the oscillations
of moving electricity succeed'one another, that is many billions of oscillations
per second. The ancient Asiatic psychologists even claimed to have measured
the deration of this thought-moment to the tremendously minute fraction of a
fragment of a second involved. It does not really matter whether or not we
accept their figure—a billionth part of the time taken to snap one's fingers—
because our finite human intellect cannot cope with such infinitesimals anyway
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The essential point is that our particular form of spaced and timed conscious
sense-experience lives as long as a thought lives and ceases as soon as a thought
ceases. But as the next thought follows practically instantaneously its inter*
c
mittency is never noticed.
The world in its ever-fleeting, ever-changing yet ever-continuous character
is really like a moving cinema picture whose scenes flash so vividly before our
eyes and whose figures talk so convincingly to our ears. But if we remove the
celluloid film from the cinematographic projector, we discover that it is made up
of countless thousands of separate "still" pictures. A sense of reality is
imparted to us only when they are made to move swiftly and continuously.
Similarly, the smoothly continuous multiplication of countless thousands of
mental pictures of the world, similar to each other but never identically the
same, fuse together and create the impression of a stable world. The totality
of all,, these successive mental constructions* of this ever-flowing series of conscious perceptions, constitutes our world experience. Nevertheless we allow
ourselves to be deluded by its appearance of smooth stability. We do not
understand that it is really a mental flux and thus become literally obsessed
by our belief in a static matter.
The foregoing has been a scientific view of the situation. It explains why
all things are really momentary and why the entire universe is really a Becoming. Philosophically speaking, however, this momentariness of consciousness
applies only to the personal self, not to the Overself. Here, as our later studies
shall reveal, there is unbroken continuity of awareness. Here nothing is really,
outside us and all events are really in an everlasting Now. This incessant
movement from one conscious moment to the next supplies us with the materials
of world-experience but it also breaks our integral awareness and gives rise to
a sense of passage from past to present and anticipation of the future and thus
to our sense of time. Instead of realizing with the Overself that life always
"is*' continuously present in an eternal Now we feel that it "was" or "will be".
Incidentally, could we but grasp the implication of our experiences in time and
space we would grasp the idea that something in us, something which must be
immeasurably sacred, is out of time and transcends space. These however
are points which must be studied later.
0
The World As Our Idea.
But our mind does not create the thing for anyone else: it only creates^it
for our self. Our sensations may resemble another man's but that does not
make them identical with his. There are two sets of sensations here, nc& a
single set. Hence our sensations cannot be identical with his even though we
both listen to the same music, because they are our very own, produced by our
own mind, whereas his are produced by his mind. Our sensations of these sounds
vanish the moment we stuff our ears with cottonwool but his sensations continue
because they are a different set. What we can correctly say about them is that
they are similar to his, that the sounds we hear are like the sounds which he hears.
Thus the experience of the yorld really becomes each individual's own,
quite independent of although quite similar to the experience of other individuals. An illustration of this point may be useful. Each ey^in the human
body sees the same scene from a different angle and consequently formulates
a different picture. Yet the two pictures coalesce into a single one which
alone actually enters consciousness. The World*Mind's idea may analogically
be regarded as that supplied by the right eye, and the individual's own subconsciously-made image as that supplied by the left eye; but the one of jyhich
tne individual actually becomes aware is the final picture resulting from a
lusion of both. Each centre of conscious life really has its own version of its
environment, which it does not merely register but also* interprets.
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Just as a thousand different lakes reflect the hues and tints of one and the
same sun, so a thousand different conscious beings reflect one and the same
world-idea as an experience common to all of them. It is because each set of
sensations roughly similar that we become aware of what is roughly one and
the same universe. Yet just as each wave on the surface of each lake catches
and reflects the same sunbeams separately in its own individual way according
to its size, strength and shape, so each creature catches and reflects the worldimage according to its own modifications. Just as two different cameras cannot both at once occupy precisely and exactly the same point in space and time
and consequently cannot simultaneously photograph a scene in precisely the
same way, so one conscious being cannot perceive the world in precisely the
same way as another. Each experiences the world-idea in its own unique way
and adjusts it to the form of its own intellect. It supplies its own space-time
characteristics and consequently conceives its own experienced world.
•
But our mind does not stand isolate and alone. Beneath it is the WorldMind. Beneath our thought-form of the thing there is its base—the WorldMind's stimulus which provokes it into being. Hence the character of our
creative power is only a semi-independent one. World-Mind thinks its ideas
into our mind. It is the thinking of the World-Mind that is primarily responsible for the world. We share the ideas, participate in the sense-images thus
evoked, it is true, but we do not project their original stimulus. There is a
cosmic activity within ourselves. The world is originally the product of
World-Mind, and only secondarily by reflection the product of our mind.
And such reflection is perfectly possible because each little circle of a single
individual mind lies within the larger all-containing circle of World-Mind.
The individual re-creates in its own consciousness the idea reflected into it by
the former. We assimilate in our individual minds the fruits of the WorldMind's planting.
Consequently we can neither say that man is confined to his own creations
nor admit that he is merely the passive recipient of another mind's pre-existent
creations. The truth includes both views but is not exhausted by them. The
human mind is not entirely passive to the reception of ideas from World-Mind
but it is both active in one way and passive in another. The cause of its ideas
lies partly in itself and partly in World-Mind. The World-Mind is the hidden
cause which stirs our worid-image into being but actualization of it belongs to
us.# We are co-conscious with the cosmic mind of the world spread around us;
it is not .our exclusive personal possession. The World-Mind's master perceptions are shared and shareable by the single finite minds only within the
limits of their capacity. Each looks through his little window on the universal scene in his own limited way whereas the World-Mind, working through
us, perceives its idea of the universe in an unlimited way.
Were there not this element of World-Mind present in our own individual
minds, we could not respond to its stimulus and perceive the things lying about
in space and moving about in time at all. It is this kinship which makes possible our awareness of the external world. Without the constructive activity
of the*individual the world could not take the form under whicn we know it.
Without the cqgpresence of the World-Mind there could be nothing continuous
and significant to enter that form. • All the experiences which we gather
thrSugh tne five senses, all our sensations of an external world are derived ultimately from this mysterious rstdio-like communication of being, consciousness
and activity from W^rld-Mind. It is we who think the external world into a
particular space-time form of existence but it is the World-Mind which obliges -z
us to do so. Without this close relation the whole universe would vanish from {
the ken of all conscious beings and they themselves along with it. Were this
supreme mind to cease its ideative activity for a moment, then thev would all
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be stripped of the source of their sensations. Just as a man's thoughts can be
said to exist only so long as the man keeps thinking them, so does the worldthought have its own existence only so long as the World-Mind keeps thinking
it. Were the latter to cease its imaginative labour for an instant, the world
would, in Shakespeare's words, "dissolve and leave not a wrack behind".
And so somebody has said: "Things are because God sees them." .
Here we may perceive a further significance of our earlier studies in illusion
and hallucination. The world we experience is an actualization in the individual mind of the master ideas which exist in the World-Mind, a conceptual
construction imposed on it as an illusive brigand is imposed by a frightened
traveller upon a shadowed bush. Again, an hallucination has no separate
and independent ground other than a certain innate tendency or unconscious
presupposition in the character of the sufferer. If this tendency be taken as
symbolically equivalent to the cosmic impression, then it stands in a similar
relation to the hallucinatory vision itself as jloes this impression to the actualized idea.
rv\
The universe is indeed an enchantment/placed upon us by the World-Mind.
We are all enclosed within the scene set up by it but the scene itself is a thoughtcreated one, the power which makes us feel its reality is a mental one and even
the senses so bewitched are forms of consciousness. Hence the operation of
the cosmic upon the individual mind is nothing short of magic! Those who
scout the possibility of cosmic mind being able to present to the gaze and hold
in the experience of its immense progeny of individual minds this great panoply
of the universe should consider all the annals of proven cases of thought-transference, telepathic action, mystic visions, yogic magic and mesmeric phenomena. If such things are possible among finite individual minds themselves
how much more must it be possible for the cosmic mind to transfer its own great
world-idea to us? Thus if we examine our own narrow human life we may
find there a revelation of the wider universal life.
The scientifically ascertained and verified facts of hypnotism constitute an
important group of confirmations of certain aspects of mentalism. For when
the operator makes his subject see a coloured playing-card when there is only
a blank piece of paper before him he is making him see wh^t obviously exists
only as a mental picture, a thought. And when the subject is told that he is
standing beside a furnace and then breaks out into actual perspiration, he is
demonstrating that it is perfectly possible for a thought to register on the nerve
system, on the senses and in the brain in a way that the untutored believe to
be possible only to physical experiences. And when he is made by suggestion
to see a wall confronting him, what is this but a vivid demonstration of the fact
that mental constructions can be seen outside the body, spatially? Hypnotic phenomena therefore, like the phenomena of illusions, reveal mentalistic
truth and raise vast questions for the thoughtful enquirer. In so far as they
show that suggestions, i.e. thoughts, can cause objects to appear tangibly
within a man's experience, they show that mentalism is true. The annals of
hypnotism amply prove this possibility of making an external world exist
before our eyes even though it is a form of consciousness and nothing*'more.
In other words the universe is produced from within and n<jit from without
man's mind. The power that produces it is subconscious to him but it is
there. It is in part the World-Mind and in part his own hidden past. And
the strength of its production is the strength erf the mesmerism he undergoes,
The World-Mind, being present at all times and in all places, can perpetually
sustain the existence of the universe in the perceptions of all the innumerable
creatures within it.
But,whatever be the origin of our experience, the fact remains that we are
conscious only of our own ideas, and that our perceptions of things must neces-
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sarily be but pictures in the mind. We see our own constructions in everything which we see. Nature is our own idea. Whether a thing exists outside
us which coijresponds to these pictures or not, it also could never be known to
us if at all as anything other than an idea. Do what we will we cannot introduce the external existence of matter at any point of our experience. These
ideas are not only the only things which we really experience, not only are our
notions of separate material objects utterly deceptive ones, but they have no
actualized existence apart from our own minds. This is why and this is the
true sense in which the ancient Asiatic seers called the universe, "maya", a
term usually but inadequately and imperfectly translated as illusion.
The World-Mind does not work like an architect, does not have first to project an idea of the world and then set to work constructing it in matter. The
universe is not the handiwork of a#humanized Creator shaping a lot of amorphous material stuff nor is it the result of the play of blind unconscious*and
unguided forces. For we must think of the world-ideas as forces lying latent
within the World-Mind and inseparable from it. And because they are inherent in its nature they constitute a self-actuating system. Every such impression is simultaneously actualized by the mere fact of its being thought of
in space-time terms: it is then the so-called material object. It is impossible
to separate the World-Mind's recollected idea from the re-created thing: the
idea appears at once as a thing because of the mere fact that it is re-thought
and re-sustained in World-Mind's consciousness.
* When we understand the true part played by the mind in every sensation,
we shall understand that all our knowledge is but the transmutation of consciousness into the world. All our experience is summed up in the statement
that we think it. What materialist even can go beyond this position—except
in imagination or belief which again is mental experience! Mind can start
no activity which is not akin to its own nature, mental. He who grasps this
and draws its corollary, that the vast array of things which make his environing world are necessarily mental things, has unearthed the Rosetta Stone
which can henceforth enable him to decipher the hieroglyphic of both his own
and that world's existence. Even the materialist admits that we form an
idea of every object, only he maintains that this object is material, independent and apart from the idea of it. The mentalist too accepts the existence
of an object but denies that it is material, independent or apart from his idea
of it. For he says that this object is only the idea of it. Were the external
thing really one and the thought of it really another, then we would sometimes
know the thing alone and sometimes the thought alone. But this never
happens. Therefore the thing and the thought are one and indivisible.
If we wish to understand aright, then we must rise from the corporeal flesh
to the celestial Idea, from the crude and exploded notion of matter to the
refined and sure notion of Mind, from guidance by inferior feelings to guidance
by superior intelligence. The innumerable stars that powder the Milky Way
exist mentally alone, so far as we know or can ever know. The impressive
pageant of worlds upon worlds which stretch themselves out in space are but
ideas garnered within our mind.
Mind is its 9wn seer and seen, self and not-self, experiencer and the thing
experienced. It is one but it has many functions through which it is able to present
innumerable different manifestations of itself to innumerable different "selves".
The latter in their ignorance take the presented world because of its ' 'outsideness" to be non-mftital in its nature and fail to see that thejr separation from
it is only a surface one. It is certainly outside the body but not outside the mind.
Thus what is essentially a mental activity is taken to be a material substance.
r* This is insight, that tjiere is nothing in the world t5ut Mind.
This is the
meaning of mentalism.
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The hour will certainly arrive when science will be bold enough to declare
its conclusion that matter is but a myth arising out of a misunderstanding of
the place of the five senses, that all sensation is entirely mental, and that
therefore we never know of a material world but only a mental one. Matter,
in short, is not something which we seem to experience in Nature but is really
a characteristic of the way we think of Nature. The laws of material Nature
can ultimately be but the laws governing the appearances and changes of the
World-Mind's forms. This long-played drama of the cosmos is entirely enacted
i within the mind and nowhere else.
CHAPTER IV
E

STUDIES IN FJREAMS

" I T T E have heard many an argument in favour of mentalisin," say some
Y Y sceptical readers, "but still we remain unconvinced. For both our
innate feelings and our inherited thinking are strongly offended by so
far-fetched and startling a doctrine. It is impossible that it could ever prove
to be true."
This objection is quite excusable. Nature has indeed anticipated it. She
has provided a means of helping mankind to prove within their own experience that instead of being absurd, the fact of mentalism is really almost an
everyday experience. For in the dream which so often comes with the night
there is both a clear illustration of mentalism's meaning and a pregnant hint
of its possibility.
It was within the experience of the generation which is now passing through
middle age and certainly within the present writer's experience, that students
were told by the purveyors of learning at whose wise feet they had to sit in
their ignorant youth, that only primitive peoples and infantile mentalities
paid any attention to dream life. It was said to be, in short, a subject fit
only for the superstitious, the uneducated and the barbarian. So science
turned a scornful nose away.
Since those days something of a change has come over tht educational scene.
Psychology, having put on a respectable morning suit, took a seat amongst
the accepted guests. Under the long tail of its frock-coat there crept in a
junior offspring of more dubious character and less certain credentials. »But
once in the scene he planted himself with such firm feet and such vigorous
hand-waving that he was finally permitted to stay. And his name is Psychoanalysis.
Freud's teaching that dreams are mostly unconscious wish-fulfilment,
suppressed desires seeking vicarious satisfaction, and his view that the unconscious mentality of mankind is principally occupied with sexual craving
, could, even on the unwarranted assumption of their complete correctness, be
true only of particular cases and become absurd when applied to all cases.
But if Freud has been-severely denounced and as staunchly defended, for his
sexual obsession, he has undeniably rendered useful service by compelling
medical thought to ventilate an awkward but important sukject which had
hitherto been conveniently side-stepped. He also asserts that the influence
and events surrounding early childhood provide the chief forces in the adult
life. We are inclined to quote mzyiy striking cases, where the character which
emerged in adul^ life was strikingly antagonistic to the patterns engraved
upon the mind in early life. The truth is that the habits and tendencies are
not only inherited from parental attitudes, childhood surroundings and racial
influences, as Freud rightly says, but much more essentially from less obvious
sources still, that is from former existences on this*earth. His theories will
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need substantial pruning before they can survive the test of time. But his
t>est service has been to focus scientific attention upon enquiry into the unconscious regions of mind and upon the tantalizing problem of dreams.
For dream is an entry into the first hinterland of the mind._
Sleep in general is someffiing moretfian a mere physiological and psychological fact; when its profound significance is fully grasped it is a password into
a higher comprehension of truth. A condition whose continuous loss would
ordinarily cause insanity or death and one in which we spend roughly one-°
third of our lives cannot in any case be deemed an unimportant one. A sixtyyear-old man will probably have spent nearly twenty years in dream and deep
sleep. Those fantasies of the night which we call dreams and those blanknesses of the mind_which we call slumber must surely have an important place
in Nature's scheme. Human expedience is not limited to the waking state:
alone but extends itself through these two other states also. Consequent^ a
thoroughly scientific and philosophic view of human existence must bring all
three states into its consideration, otherwise it will be incomplete and imperfect.
These three states embrace all the varied aspects and all the possible facts
of such existence and when it is said that metaphysics seeks to base its reflections upon all available data and not merely upon some limited group of facts,
which is what individual sciences, arts and cultures usually do, it is meant
that both sleeping and mystical experience, not only waking and physical
experience, must also be sympathetically accounted for and critically appreciated at their proper worth.
This partiality for the waking state which we all feel is a justifiable one,
both on practical and as we shall see later philosophic grounds, but this ought
not to blind us altogether to the value and significance of the other two states.
Science and metaphysics must enlarge the field of their analysis, must make
dream and sleep facts as much a part of it as they have so thoroughly don$
with waking facts.
^Wakefullife represents only the peak of an iceberg which thrusts itself above
the surface. We must study the iceberg as a whole if we would understand
its meaning adequately.^ We may by watching the workings of our own mind
in its three phases»of sleep, dream and wakefulness, and not by limiting our
investigation to the last phase alone, arrive at better understanding of its
profounder problems.
- "fhere are large changes of bodily condition which separate dreaming and
waking life into two different classes. When a man lies stretched upon his
bed alid sleep settles on his body its pulse falls, its blood-flow is slackened and
all the organic functions slacken down. The energies and movements of the
waking state do not come to a dead end, however. The heart beats, the lungs
breathe and repair work starts on the tissues. Ordinarily as the sensations
which describe environment fade away, attention begins to wander and he
begins to relax the control by will and the critical intelligence which operates
during fully conscious life. The number of thoughts grows less and less as
sleep approaches. Finally the room melts away and vanishes into nothing as
his consciousness is mysteriously and entirely isolated from the physical world;
it sees nothing, bears nothing, smells nothing, feels nothing and tastes nothing;
and then a,dream enters it.
»
The process of dreaming fascinates savage and savant alike. It possesses
a mystery and magic of its own! How do they originate, these strange nightplays which are oftenaperformed by many actors but never witnessed by an
audience of more than one? The dream has been a happy-hunting ground
for the intellectual fanatic, the superstitious primitive and the medical doctrinaire. There is no theory of the origin of dreamii!g that is universally
applicable. Only a broad*comprehensive view will avail here. This is because
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there is no single mechanism which may start a dream working but on the contrary one or more of several different mechanisms may be responsible for it.
The subject is a complicated one and can only be simplified at the cost of
scientific truth. It is easier to explain deep sleep although it is & profounder
state than it is to explain the dreaming condition. For if some dreams are
symbolic and will bear interpretation, many others are not and mean nothing
more than what their surface shows; if some reveal repressed sex wishes most
of the others are blamelessly innocent; and if some are reconstructed out of
the materials supplied by wakeful experience others are entirely new constructions. Hence those who, like the doctrinaire psycho-analysts or the
uncritical soothsayers, would gravely interpret every dream without exception
according to a particular rule, are merely wasting both their wits and their
time. Moreover, the dramatizing power of the dream consciousness is so
amazingly flexible and expansive, that it is useless to interpret dreams by ruleof-thumb methods, stereotyped books or psycho-analytic theories alone.
When dreams become grossly and grotesquely exaggerated they provide
a useful insight into the mechanism of normal dreams, just as illusions provide
a useful insight into the mechanism of normal sensation. Close and careful
observation will show that this occurs chiefly when an external physical experience is the real starting point of the dream. They pertain to the instinctive side of man and, indeed, we humans share this particular kind of dream with
the higher animals. <[A stimulus received from the surface of the body when
lying recumbent on the bed, a functional disturbance in the body itself, a slight
pressure on the skin from some unwonted source—these are quickly incorporated by the dream fancy and moulded into tremendously disproportionate
events.*^ Who has not awakened after experiencing a nightmare wherein he
was being suffocated by some grim monster, only to find that the weight of
jmduly heavy bed-clothes was the cause? Who has not undergone a series of
startling fights with a wild animal, only to find that an undigested supper was
at fault? A knock at the door of a bedroom may be turned by the dreamer
into a clap of thunder just as the striking of clock chimes may be magnified
into pictures of a regiment moving on parade to the tune of a military march.
This tendency to magnify things far beyond reasonable limits and events far
beyond reasonable relation to their original cause also exists in many drugaddicts who, when actually under the influence of a drug, will see a little
puddle of water, for instance, under the illusion that it is an immense sea.
Why have these sense impressions become quite abnormal when reflected
into the dreamer's mind? It was earlier explained that the seed-like iarmic
energies of the world-image are transmitted from the habitat of the Overself
in the heart and received within the head. Here in a sensitive centre within
the brain's outer layer it undergoes tremendous magnification and through the
other specialized brain-centres breaks into the individual consciousness as his
sense-impressions of external world experience. The situation which develops
in the dreamer's or drug-addict's mind is that the original physical impression
or bodily disturbance becomcs queerly dramatized into something fantastically remote from it which floats for a far longer time through the drSam consciousness than it would actually require in the wakeful one before it vanishes.
Thus the weight of unusually heavy ^bedclothes is turned by fancy into the terrifying episode of an adventure with a wild bear which is hugging the
dreamer's life out of him. The dream mind in such a situation indeed con
structs pictures and creates events which are nothing elss than a highly imaginative reconstruction of the first physical excitation. This is because the dramatizing and symbolizing tendencies form a natural part of the imagining faculty
in the freer unrestrained states of dream reverie and mystical vision.
Now we have earlier seen th^t imagination is the first characteristic of the
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World-Mind. Consequently it is also the first characteristic of the conscious
beings wftoare its progeny.
This wonderful image-making faculty is a natural
possession of the mind. The faculty of forming pictures is as innate in the
individual as in the cosmic mind. It is perfectly natural for the restraintfreed mind to go on evolving pictures. This is the very same faculty with
which he unconsciously "creates" the form of his world during waking hours,
but it works then under the stimulus of the world-image provided by the
World-Mind's karmic potentials. In the situation now described, however,
the dreamer does not receive the full image but only that tiny fragment of it
represented by the particular physical disturbance which started his dream.
Consequently the image-making faculty is largely free to run wild on its own
and does accordingly J^egin to enjoy such freedom, as the highly dramatized
results themselves show. It cannot run completely wild because it has to
develop its images on the foundational basis of the original bodily disturbance,
with which it must remain in relation however remote, hazy or distorted the
latter be.
In addition to this, memory also will often contribute its share by repro- <
ducing fragments of past experiences which then get incorporated in the same
dream; whilst the magnifying process developed in the outer layer of the brain
runs wild too and through purely mechanical action evolves the transmitted
impressions, whether memory or sense-derived, far beyond their normal
warrant, like an erratic automobile running away at a higher speed than
intended by the driver. The brain-centre has started into automatic activity
on its own account because its function has been partially dislocated. Hence
a tap on the door evolves into a thunderous noise. Another queer and chaotic
consequence of these relaxations is that a mixture of fragmentary experiences
follow each other without sequence and finally constitute the tissue of such
dreams.
^
When we consider next the wide class of ordinary dreams which have rib
physical disturbance as their origin, we may first note that the mind does not
pass directly into the deep sleep condition because the mechanical action of
the brain-centre still continues if somewhat erratically. Its sentient principle
of imagination flickers into intermittent life.
Why is it that rational order and natural unity seem to disappear so often
in these motley dreams ? Figures and events appear and disappear haphazardly
witfiout logical connections. This disorder and confusion are explicable when
we remember again that the brain-reception has been partially and temporarily
set free from the heart-transmission so that the image-making faculty works
mechanically to a large extent on its own.
Where the magnifying centre remains in order whilst only the image-making
faculty runs wild, the dream is then disor«a5fIy but not exaggerated. It draws
its material partly from the contributions of memory and partly from mere
exuberance of fancy. The inclusion of the first gives a weak connectedness
and intermittent rationality to some parts but the inclusion of the second
makes,the other parts seem wildly disjointed ajid grotesquely senseless.
The force of suggestions drawn from the memory of waking experiences»
motivates m a i ^ of these dreams. The episodes are fed either by previous J
thoughts, .emotions, passions and actions, when both scene and circumstance
can be easily traced to something said, thought, felt or done during the previous
twenty-four hours, or else the creative fancy draws upon forgotten but storedup previous impressions of the past for constructing its dream edifices. They
may reappear wildly and fantastically distorted, however, btfcause the restraining influence of the higher intellectual faculties of reason, critical reflection and
judgment are outbalanced by the wild running of the •image-making faculty.
There is then a partial failure in discriminating and classifying the images.
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But although the higher intellectual faculties of rational judgment, adequate
discrimination and proper classification are retarded or reduced during dream
they are not suspended altogether. They exert a certain degij&e of control
which is not always uniform, being generally feeble.
Generally the dreamer's hours are given over to the free and unrestricted
play of a picturesque imagination. The brake of reason and will is loosened,
the dramatizing and symbolizing tendencies come into more unfettered activity.
Similar ideas or contrasting images are mechanically associated together
although often feebly recognized and badly sorted. The final result is a dream
whose tangled and broken threads contrast with the tidy orderliness and
rational continuity of wakeful experience.
Generally the greatest binding force between two ideas is their essential
resemblance and so the imagination easily joins ideas together even where they
havfc only faint similarity. Dreams obtain a pseudo-rationality in broken
scraps through this association of ideas which follows after the original stimulus.
Nevertheless we must never forget that this analysis is made from a waking state
standpoint, for these dissociated bits of revived memory and these colourful
sparks of dream imagination are related together in a manner which seems to
the dreamer at the same time plausible enough, however absurd and illogical
it seems to him after awaking. The most incongruous people and the most
disconnected happenings are presented together in a long series which, when
critically remembered after awaking, seems ridiculous but which when actually
perceived while asleep, seems structurally harmonious and natural. For
however grotesque they be dreams still follow the general pattern of wakeful
experience in so far as they follow the inescapable necessity of presenting their
images in space, their events in time-sequence and their human figures with
understandable attitudes.
It is a just plaint that most dreams are idle and profitless. But if such are
f
rightly regarded as unimportant it is equally true that there is a curious class
of uncommon dreams which possess special significance. Discrimination is
therefore required in our examination. A purely materialist explanation of
dreams will not account for all of them. Nor is it right to assert, as some
ancient Indian and modern Western psycho-analytic schools assert, that our
dreams draw their material solely from waking experience, past or present,
\ forgotten or remembered. For the mind is not only reproductive but also
productive; it can not only reproduce figures and things already known in our
waking life but also produce figures and things never known in our waking life;
it can not only recall accumulated impressions of the past but also foresee or
even create impressions of the future. Many dreams may represent the mere
'continuance of waking thought, physical experience or mechanical bodily
responses but sometimes dreams have no connection with previous waking life
or present bodily disturbance.
Where a dream is really sensible and significant, this is because the consciousness has completely retreated into the heart-centre, has dispensed with
the contribution of the brain, find is once again working in complete accord
with the master world-image which it finds within the heart. Such a dream
then has at least as much status as a definite experience as ordinary waking
life but it is a different kind of experience. And its higher worth and significance will be intuitively felt after awakening.
How absurd and superstitious, cin the light of all the foregoing, is the lore
oi the soothsayer which professes c to provide a prophetic interpretation for
all dreams! Nevertheless we know, if not from personal experience then from
recorded statements which are too authentic to be disputed, that this lore is
not without some valid? basis in so far as it applies to a single class of dreams
only A dream may be an accurate perception of some event happening at a
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distance in space or time; that is to say, it may be a genuine clairvoyant vision
in the better sense of this much-misused term. How is it then that some
dreams can thus take shape as forecasts of future happenings?
We talk of instants in the time-series occurring before and after each other,
so that those which were the future become the past. But it is only the compulsory intensity of attention which enables us to build a barrier between the
two "times", an intensity which makes the present seem real and the others
illusory. Without it we would have to deal with a time that would be all one
stretch. Just as mentalism, when understood, refutes the materialism which
would set the boundary of the five physical senses, with their concomitants of
clock and calendar time, to human experience and knowledge, so does it actually
refute the parallel belief that past time is dead time, future time is non-existent
and present time is living time. The consequence of this erroneous belief is
that past and future seem illusory and the present alone seems real.
•
This teaching points out that even on such a superficial view time must be
all of one piece; it is either all real or all illusory but cannot be both in patches.
However, the deeper view is that such an attempt to label the elusive stuff of
time can only deceive the one who tries it; for time, as was shown in The Hidden
Teaching Beyond Yoga, is no more real and no less illusory than are ideas for
it is mental. It will be seen therefore that the problem of prediction cannot be
adequately solved until we have solved the higher mysteries of mind. This
endeavour will be made later. Meanwhile we should note well that the fact that
sight, smell, taste, touch and hearing operate in both the waking and dream
states should of itself suffice to show that those senses are really mental structures within the larger mental structure of the body itself. Now because the
time-feeling is itself nothing less than an idea, because the same time-series
which rules waking life does not rule dream life, and bepause bodily senseexperience is mental in essence, it is possible under certain conditions which
are more easily provided for most people by dream than by waking, for the mind
to perceive in advance of their physical occurrence events in which the body
is involved, and to project itself sometimes into the future with fair accuracy.
This is the rationale of most prophetic dreaming.
It may happei> that we dream things and thoughts, persons and events,
which cannot be ascribed to earlier waking perceptions by any stretch of theory.
Such dreams leave extremely vivid after-images and their memory is hard to
shcjjie off, even after several years have passed. They may indeed exert an
unsuspected yet profound influence in shaping some attitude of our wakeful
life. • The sense of familiarity with new places or persons may, on rare occasions, be due to this cause. These dreams arise out of our karma and are either
actual transcripts or vague reminiscences of former happenings. Their roots are
deep down in earlier incarnations and they revive events which happened then.
Then there are rare dreams which are most important because they originate from an altogether loftier level of mind than the animal part of our being.
The man who will not listen to the sublime whisper of his Overself during his
waking hours will respond more easily during his dreaming ones, when the veil
is thinner, partly because his egoistic will is more relaxed and partly because he
is actually nea^r the source of consciousness. It is dreams of this superior
• and spiritual character which bear good fruit after the man awakes.
\kin to them but also rare are those half-remembered dreams wherein one
who has learnt to live in the OVerself appears to friend, student or follower to
exalt, warn, guide oitencourage at a critical time and invariably in a clear
connected vision at the moments preceding death.
•
He who has brought the sense-impressions of his waking state under complete and informed control will thereby have also brought the sense-impressionsi
of his dreaming state under equal control. Consequently his dream life will
D
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become a willed, orderly, coherent and rational existence and hence quite different from that of ordinary dreamers.
c
How Dream Compares with Wakefulness.
It is now necessary, if we are to advance from the stage of psychological
understanding to the higher stage of metaphysical significance of dream, to
bring out in what ways it differs from wakefulness and what characteristics
they both share in common.
The first point to be noted is that dream experiences are not normally vivid
enough to bring them up to the JeveF^of waking ones. 1 ne images ahdiJeas
which nil tne^feam^Tslnind are vivid iri3eecTbut it cannot be said that they
ordinarily rise to the degree of sharpness which attends the same images and
ideas when he is awake. The difference is there and disappears only in the case
of most exceptional dreams, whether of the lower order such as terrifying nightmares or whether of the higher one such as aesthetic or spiritual experiences.
The difference in force and clearness between the two states is primarily due
to the fact that wakeful life brings the mind to a narrower focus, a more centralized attention and a sharper intensity of experience. Dream life, on the
other hand, has a broader focus, a more diffused attentiveness and a weaker
intensity of experience. Consequently we suffer more strongly when awake
than when a'dream, just as we enjoy more deeply during'the same condition
too. Waking consciousness is more crystallized and hence more concentrated
than dreaming consciousness. This explains the comparative faintness of
dream impressions and their somewhat blurred outlines.
Nevertheless there have been men of developed mentality who have persisted in decrying this difference. Thus Descartes confessed: ' T h e visions of
a dream and the experiences of my waking state are so much alike that I am
j completely puzzled and I do not really know that I am not dreaming at this
I moment." And it was Chuang Tzu. the Chinese mystic, who complained after
a night spent in a curious dream wherein he flew about as a butterfly that he
did not know if he was a butterfly now imagining itself to be a man or a man
who had dreamt himself to be a butterfly! These attitudes obviously represent a slight exaggeration on the part of these distinguished men for certain
differences do ordinarily exist between the two states. The dream state must
be judged by its universal manifestations and not by such exceptions.
Both Frenchman and Chinaman fell into the error of a class of metaphysicians and mystics, not uncommon in India, who go to the extreme length of
arguing that if we complacently denounce the dream state as being an illusory
one when judged by the light of the wakeful state, there is just as much right
to let the latter have its own turn and be judged by the dream state. They
believe, in short, that the dream life is on a footing of perfect equality with
the wakeful life in every detail. They aver that there is absolutely no distinction between the two states.
That they have arrived at such a conclusion by the constant dwelling on
a single topic to the exclusion ofcall. others which leads to its unsuspected exaggeration, as it leads the mind to an unbalanced condition, will be obvious to
psychiatrists. Such metaphysicians and mystics point outcorrectly that
while a dream lasts we consider it as the wakeful state. But dreaming is stulti- J
fied by the mere act of waking whereas the wakeful life is uniformly continuous from day to day. We find continuity ffom one waking day to another,
we do not find it from one drearti to another; physical things continuously
present themselves for a lifetime within our field of awareness but th§ dream
imaginations about them or the memories of them flit through us far too briefly
and too disjointedly to»seem at all comparable with them; and finally, although
we return to a wakeful environment every time we awake, we do not ordinarily
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return to the same dream world every time we fall asleep. Experientially,
today's wakeful world is the same as yesterday's, but tonight's dream world isv.
not the san*e as the previous night's. The scientific reason for such an important difference will shortly be explained.
Again, it is only during genuine waking that we are aware of the possibility
of these two states whereas during dreaming we do not know that the existence
of the first one is even possible. It is only when awake that we know a dream
state can exist but when we are dreaming we do not know that a waking world
can exist. This is because consciousness has half-withdrawn inwards during
dream and does not know what now lies outside its own proper sphere, whereas
during wakefulness it attains the crest of its own evolution. The larger state
then naturally includes the lesser one, just as a larger concentric circle includes
a smaller one. Self-awareness, f o j example, is then markedly less fully developed than when awake.
When we study our own consciousness we are able to distinguish three
modes of its existence. In waking, the first, it has fully expanded itself^ in
sleeps the third, it has completely contracted itself; in dream, tEe"second, it is
midway between the other two, that is Tialf-ex^ande^"TIence the waking
self possesses a peculiar strength which is usually ignored by those critics who,
recalling the provocative question of Descartes and the quaint dilemma of
Chuang Tzu, would equate it with the dream self. But this is an important
difference for it points to the fact that dream marks the first stage of a return"
to mind of the individual consciousness projected from it, as sleep marks
the second stage. It will be made clear in the next chapter why the term
"mind" should not, as these studies advance, be equated with the term "consciousness". If we compare the mind to a lamp and the latter's light to consciousness then the illumination of the dream world is dimmer than that of the
wakeful one. Wakefulness, dream and sleep are merely the mind disclosing
itself in three progressive degrees. On the mentalist view, mind is more than
consciousness and is given primacy over it. •
£ Consciousness itself is but an aspect of mind. It expands or contracts by
stages. Thus it is in a night-like state during deep sleep, in a twilight state
during dream aifd in a bright noonday state during waking. The waking
state of consciousness is thus the state in which it opens its eyes widest, the
dreaming state is that in which they are but half-opened, whilst in the sleeping
state they are quite shut. This fact of the graded opening of the aperture of
consciousness explains why in the waking state we know that the other two
states also exist whereas in the dreaming state we are ignorant of the existence
of the waking one. For a longer range of vibration includes a shorter but the
shorter cannot include the longer.'):
. We have already noted that imagining is the basic activity of the universe,
and that therefore it is the first characteristic of man himself. From an evolutionary standpoint, he has retreated in the dream condition halfway back into
his original self, when his image-making faculty worked in a freer, fuller and
less restrained manner. Hence the profuse* outpouring of imaginations is
natural during dream.
When we tre in the midst of a dream we do not consider that the things
seen in it are imaginations but regard them as genuinely real. Why then do
we alter our view of them af^er we awake? Why do we not experience the
contrary and pass similar judgment during dream upon waking things? The
answer is first, that Ubth experiences rest upon different levels in several respects
although not in others. The wakeful world, in fact, does possess a higher value
than the dream world. For permit its mind to come into clearer and fuller conscious activity. This is the basic difference between the two states, although they
are identical in this that they are both nothing else than mental constructions.
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The waking state is for us the most conscious of all, the most important of
all. These are undeniable factors which thoroughly justify the supreme
emphasis which practical life, science and metaphysics have traditionally
bestowed upon them, but they do not justify the supreme neglect of the dream
and sleep states which has been the consequence of this emphasis.
Dream is a different state from wakefulness and could only be equated with
it by an unscientific distortion of the facts. Those Orientals who say that
both states are precisely alike are indulging in poetic licence, not science. Were
the two states really identical we would be entitled to ask why Nature went
to the trouble of making them possible when a single state would have amply
sufficed for her purpose. Nature had a still deeper purpose in differentiating
the two states than those heretofore mentioned. Were human existence to
be always a prolonged and unbroken wakiqg one; were human consciousness
to be always confined within the circle of what came to it through ever-open
eyes; then it would be like an existence in the world of a single colour where
every object would be white and where knowledge of the existence of red,
yellow and green could never arise. Nature has consequently provided us with
five senses which have to limit, in order to concentrate, our awareness. Unfortunately in our ignorance of this situation we set up these perceptual limitations, which are obtained by a shutting-out of all other impressions, as being
the fullness of possible experience!
Dreams however come as tutors to tell us wherein we have erred. Nature
further breaks up human modes of mental life into the triple degrees of unconsciousness, semi-consciousness and consciousness (corresponding to deep sleep,
dream and wakefulness) and thus renders it possible for man to grasp certain
tremendous truths. He is so powerfully mesmerized into the belief in worldmateriality, so strongly chained during his wakeful condition to self-identificatipn with his body alone, that Nature has to enable him to detach himself
periodically from his bondage by periodically breaking up both his wakeful
state and his earthly life. This she does by interrupting the one with sleep and
the other with death. The subconscious absorption of the lessons of these
experiences bring him after great lapse of time to three intuitions which manifest themselves as innate beliefs of a religious, mystical^or philosophical
character. They take different shape according to the contemporary context
of his race, country, century and personal culture but their essence is, in
popular language, that God exists, that man is immortal and that he can enter
into communion with God.
At first he comprehends these cardinal truths quite dimly but still enough
to make him feel that there is a higher Power to which he must look upward.
This is the stage of the religious devotee. As he gradually evolves he develops
clearer intuitions which cause him either to look inwards and sense something
of the stable peace which is inseparably linked with this Power (the stage of
the mystic), or to ask certain questions which come to agitate his reason but
finally find a rational answer (the stage of the metaphysician). But no religion
is knave-proof and no mysticisnf is fool-proof. So the passage of further time
brings an effort on the part of Nature both to balance his inward growth by outward results and to unfold that assured and abundant insight whfch transcends
reason and intuition. Thus he enters the Stage of the philosopher. Thus too the
obscure instinct which first arose within him nowtattains clarity and distinction.
From this it may now be understood why mystics, following the course of
their ecstatic feelings, often declare the world to be bile a dream, whereas
philosophers, following the course of their serener insight, declare that it is
only like a dream. By this is meant that both possess mentalist characteristics.
And the philosophers w6uld add that it would be truer to say that the world is
a dream grown to maturity.
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It was Sir Henry Holland, a distinguished English medical man of last
century, who pointed out, on the basis of experience amongst elderly patients,
that personS|Who have lived to a ripe old age begin to feel that all their life has
taken on the texture of a dream. This is a definite advance on the common
and conventional standpoint. It brings them closer to the mystical standpoint.
But it is not the ultimate truth. For from the philosophic standpoint both
states are expressions of one and the same reality, which is indeed the hidden
base of all human experience. Let us not make the mistake of saying that
earthly life is a dream, for it is not. All that we may correctly say is that
it has certain points of likeness to and certain points of difference from a dream.
Therefore the philosopher finds no excuse for inaction in his understanding
of the world's existence. It is here in this physical world, which the ascetic
despises, which the materialist o\^r-valuates and the mystic under-valuates,
that man has to fulfil his spiritual destiny and realize his higher individuality,
and nowhere else. For it is only through the maturity of wakefulness and by
means of its paramount contribution that man is able gradually to become
conscious of his Overself.
The second point to be noted about the two states is that the wakeful world
is a common one, being shared with other men, whereas the dream world is
an individual one. The theatre in which the wakeful drama is enacted is
public, but the theatre of each dream drama is private. Each conscious being
wondrously fabricates its own imaginings. Each dream is aristocratically
exclusive to the dreamer. No one else than himself has any part in its making.
He may indeed perceive other persons in his dream but it is certain that ordinarily those persons do not simultaneously see him in their own dreams, whereas
in the wakeful state each does perceive the other.
The still face of a dreamer reveals nothing of the stirring adventures, the
joyous raptures or the bitter experiences through which his consciousness mc^y
be passing at the time. The world into which he enters is a dreamer's own
secret: even someone in an adjoining bed, whether awake or asleep, cannot
also enter it. Each particular nocturnal imposture of dream is imposed by
mind upon one man alone and none else.
The scientific •explanation of the continuity of the waking world as contrasted with the discontinuity of the dreaming world is, of course, the fact
that the first draws its existence primarily from the World-Mind's permanent
master-image whereas the second draws it solely from the individual mind's
ephemeral visions.
It is possible to garner a profound significance from this fact that each
dreamer's world belongs to him alone whereas the waking world is common
to all mankind. Here Nature gives every man, in his own personal experience,
a key to the mystery of world, creation. In the fact that the individual is
able to create his own image of his dream environment, he may comprehend
how he can receive and reproduce his own image of the waking world emanated
from the World-Mind.
Mqst people do not know that this larger<»being exists within them; even
those who do know it do not know what an important element it really is in
making their «vorld experience; whilst those who realize its importance know
VQjy little about its operations anyway. Here, in the image-making power
of the finite self, they are provided with a suggestive glimpse of the imagemaking power of the infinite seff.
There are few limitations upon the imagination of the dreamer and none
upon that of World-Mind., He freely makes his own drearA world which may
be most unlike that of another dreamer. He finds in himself a sample, as it
were, of its boundless freedom and magical power. The powerful and original
working of imagination'during dream, even among those who are the most
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seemingly unimaginative people when awake, reveals it to be one of the most
wonderful and deeply inherent properties of mind.
What is the genius doing but dreaming his dreams? Wrapped up in his
creative work, he rises during his most absorbed and rapturous moments into
a superior kind of dream condition. Every genuine artist who is not a mere
hack will testify to the truth of this statement. The imaginative faculty can
create entire romances during wakefulness, as it does for a novelist; how much
more is it able to create them during dream with even greater ease because it
can then express itself directly in thought and not indirectly through the limitations of an artistic medium? This is one reason why the most commonplace
person is able to show an imaginative creativeness when a'dream which he is
unable to show when awake.
Whatever be the parentage of a particul^ dream, all dreams are necessarily
bom of this image-making power of mind. The revelation of dream is thus a
revelation of this innate power. Nature teaches every man through his
dreams that he has in miniature the same creative capacities as the WorldMind. When he asks how it is possible for the World-Mind to super-impose
the world-image on individual minds, Nature assists him to find an answer by
giving him the dream experience wherein, it is plain, the dreamer brooding
over his fancies is able to super-impose a private world-image upon himself.
After all, he is watching only what his own mind throws up, although he does
not know it at the time.
Higher Dimensions of Time and Space.
The third striking point about the two states concerns their timing.
We recall our dreams in disjointed fragments and sudden revealments.
They are rarely remembered as perfect wholes. The process moreover is usually
a? swift as it is unexpected. They are quickly lost on awakening, save for
blurred broken memories of the last scenes. We often reproach dream for
this swift transiency which makes us remember it only in meagre scraps.
Most of our remembrances of dream experience are gathered during the
moments before awakening and in that twilight-state of consciousness which
is between both; they are only half-waking impressions of'what we dreamt.
Dream does not appear in wakefulness at all—save for these scraps of confused
remembrance which mark the pre-waking borderland. Such memories are
glimpses which are caught when the door of dream is momentarily ajar, clt
quickly shuts tight, however, and we are left in a slower vibration of consciousness altogether. And even those glimpses, being from a half-awakened
standpoint where one state slurs over into the other, are necessarily not pure
remembrances but a mixture of observations, distortions and interpretations
resulting from the difference in standpoint between that of the dream self and
that of the waking one.
The trouble is that the kind of time which is valid during dream is of such
extreme rapidity that the attempt to bring dream experience into waking
consciousness is exactly like the* attempt to gear two toothed revolving wheels
into each other when one is revolving at an extremely high speed and the other
at a relatively slow one. The feat is impossible for the first tog cannot be
brought into harmonious working with the second one.
««
In the same way dream experience is too rapid to fit into the movement of
wakeful consciousness. The minde cannot ordinarily function simultaneously
in two worlds so utterly at variance with one another. 4
If five minutes of dream time are sufficient to string together a sfiries of
episodes and incidents which require five days of wakeful time, it is quite clear
that the dreaming mitid works with an extreme swiftness which is utterly
incredible to the waking mind. Somebody has even recorded the dream of a
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journey round the world which occurred after a candle at the bedside had been
extinguished but before it had stopped smouldering I We must accept this fact
that all dreajns belong to an entirely different time-order from that of wakeful life.
It is difficult to discover this because we can examine and study our waking
experience as something occurring in present time but we can only examine
and study our dream experience as something which has occurred in past time.
However, it is discoverable by taking such a case, for example, where it is only
a bodily disturbance or environmental change which causes the dream. It
can then often be verified that the dream has taken no longer than the second
or two which marks the duration of the stimulus itself, because such dreams
are usually followed by an actual awakening from sleep. It is common knowledge that in such a case a fraction of a second may suffice for quite a long
dream of events which would nged several hours of waking time for their
complete fulfilment. We can fly in an aeroplane from London to Calcutta
in less dreaming time than it takes to walk the length of London's principal
street in waking time.
A sudden knock at the bedroom door once startled a sleeper and set going
a series of vivid dream pictures concerning a thunder-storm of which he found
himself the victim. The storm lasted for a half-hour in his experience but
the entire event really took no longer than the start and finish of the knock at
the door. A Frenchman was half-awakened by a rod which fell on his neck
whilst he was in bed and during the actual moment or two which the process
of full awakening required, he dreamt of a long series of different historical
episodes wherein he was tried and guillotined during the French Revolution.
If we take the trouble to think beneath the surface of these two incidents,
we shall discover that the mechanical measuremeiiJLpf time by a clock is not
the same as the conscious measurement of time ^ experience. The speed
with which perceptions succeed eacli~6fher in the mind really marks time for
us, not the speed with which two hands move round a clock dial. What, owing
to the large number of images successively involved, would require a great
length of time to experience during the waking state, will ordinarily require a
mere segment of the same period to experience during the dreaming state.
Time is really measured by the rate of movement of the sequence of images
and ideas in the mind, not by wheels running round inside a clock. The
whirling rounds of this earth on its axis and around the sun indicate time but
dg not create it. And even then they measure only one of its possible forms
for us. We cannot measure dream-time by waking-state clocks. A dream
that lasts an hour in experience may last but a minute on such a clock. The
reverse is also possible. Drug addicts are familiar with the experience of feeling that a simple act like lifting a foot will seem to take a whole hour of their
temporarily altered time-sense. This shows not only how unstable time is,
but also how mental it is. If no other proof were available that time was completely mental and completely variable, then the dream would provide it.
We experience time as the measure of the mind's running movement in
oursejf but imagine it to be something outside us. Its character, speed and
reality are only its character, speed and reality for us. It is simply a way in
which the miad works, and because mental action can occur at any point between the lowest and highest rates'of vibration, it can correspondingly be
timed accordingly. When we are bored minutes are converted into hours.,
When we are fascinated hours are converted into minutes. What does this
mean? It means tbat we do not move in time but time moves in us. "Man,
know'st thou that morning, noon and eve are all within® thee?" asked the,,
Muhammadan Sufi mystic Baba Fareed.
Although the value of waking time for all everyday life continues undiminished, nevertheless time as a thing is a human invention, useful for
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mathematical and practical purposes but not for philosophical ones, It is a
form of consciousness, not a fixed thing, for it can neither be perceived nor conceived by anyone. It can vary indefinitely for it is relative to
individual.
That which a man, walking on well-extended limbs may regard as one hour might
be regarded as five hours by an ant, crawling on its tiny feet. Therefore we
need not be an ^-chasing mathematician to discover its relativity.
The moment after we have returned to the wakeful state we can confidently
declare the dream to be but a mental construction. If we extend this backward glance a little further wf> have also to declare that all that happened to
us in the wakeful life of yesterday is now nothing but memories, that is mentally
reconstructed events and scenes. The philosopher does not stop here but
extends a forward glance also. He converts the present experience also into
idea for it lik^ise is a mentally constructed thing. When we remember that
earlier studies showed the present instant to be wholly unseizable because of
its immediate lapse into the past, that the attempt to grasp even a single
point in time is for ever doomed to failure and that the present moment must
therefore be a mentally-constructed one, we begin to understand that it is the
continuous repetition of this ever-moving idea of a real present moment that
we experience as time.
We unconsciously take it for granted during the course of a dream that the
dream itself is without a beginning and will be without an end, but on awakening we discover that this apparent eternity of dream-time was after ail only
*our imagination. Time, in short, is only a changeable idea but an idea which
; the conscious being, whether flung into a fleshly body or a dream one, cannot
help having.
The fourth noteworthy point about wakefulness and dream concerns their
spacing. The tremendous rapidity of dream time is matched by the almost
simultaneous here-there of dream space. The common-sense and conventional
waking viewpoint quite naturally holds that because things stand in relations
of position, size and distance to one another and to our body, they are lying
extended outside us. This opinion is arrived at because the common-sense
viewpoint places the mind somewhere inside the head and consequently identifies it with the body itself. Its belief is that space is constructed of points
which, being added together, yield extension. The total of all such points
constitutes space, which is therefore regarded as a kind of box into which
everything is put because it has to be put somewhere. Space, in short, is presumed to lie all around and all outside the mind.
Consider the same subject from the dreaming viewpoint. A dreamer finds
himself walking the wide streets of a metropolitan city like Buenos Aires.
He walks a dozen miles along its magnificent boulevards. Then he awakens
and asks himself: Where are this large city and those long distances? Can
he locate them? Obviously the Buenos Aires of his dream can be placed only
, in his mind, from which it has emerged like a fruity plant from a seed. Yet
f it had length, height and breadth. It existed in space. Therefore it follows
j that space itself must be placed*in the mind, not the mind in space as is usually
I and incorrectly done. Dimensions in space are therefore but the co-existence
of ideas within the mind, not of things outside it. This point camsmly be understood, however, if the previously-mentioned distinction between mind $ad
consciousness be remembered. Mind is the hidden root of consciousness. Such
a distinction will be fully explained in the subsequent chapter.
The space-time scale whereby 0 we measure wakeful things and events is
quite different from that used in dream. We do not lose time and sp&ce perceptions in dream, but form new ideas of them. The place-order changes, the
rate of succession alters. That is to say space and time are still there but they
are different from the familiar experience of them.
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It is not hard to grasp that the dream world does not exist for us except
as a series of ideas upon which our attention is fixed, and therefore it is not a
place but a estate of attention. Its spatiality is symbolical and lies in being
attended to. Can we not move on a step farther and grasp the harder point
that even the wakeful world belongs to the same spatial symbolism and possesses its extension and distance through being attended to? How can we
rightly take two contradictory attitudes towards one and the same mind's
own experience? If we analyse closely we shall find that our knowledge of
the world's existence is always coupled with our attention to it, that attention
to things is the essential pre-requisite for awareness of things and that the
degree of attention given is exactly proportionate to the intensity of consciousness shown. Space, in short, lies within the mind and not, as is commonly
believed, outside it. Those who deem the mentalistic doctrine fantastic may
learn from this undeniable but usually underrated if not unnoticed fact of
dream-spacing how in accord with Nature this teaching really is. "Before we
are awake we do not understand that what we see in dream does not exist
externally," says the Wei Shihershih Lun, an old Chinese summary of mentalism, which then points the moral that we also do not understand that what
we see in wakefulness does not exist externally but only as a mental image.
Nevertheless the truth that each man's world is really his own imagination externalized is as hard for him to believe whilst he is awake as it is for a dreamer
to believe that his dream world is likewise his own imagination externalized.
Consciousness possesses the mysterious capacity to assume any form of
any size. We can construct a mental image of an aeroplane, a cat, a pinhead, a mountain or a man with equal ease. Not only is this true but it can
extend in every direction without being compelled to suffer the limitations of
distance. We can think of the room wherein we are seated as easily as of
Australia, which may be fifteen thousand miles distant. Distance does not
prevent any object from existing as anj.dea, either during waketulness or during
"dreamr We buuunie aware c>t"t!ie" sun, which is millions of miles distant, as
easily as we become aware of our finger, which is but a single foot away. Our
consciousness can contain as much indeed as the vast, varied and extensive
universe contains on the same space-time level. If the world were really
outside the mind that knows it, only a miracle could ever have brought it
inside.
« The fifth point about the two states concerns the similarity of their senseexperiencfes. Thejive sensesj^erate during dreamjust^s.ihey.opera tp during,,
wakefulness^ We have eyes, earsTTTosS", TDttgtie and skin in the dream world.
"We cariTmell the attractive fragrance of dream flowers, hear the musical tolling
of dream bells, feel the painful sharpness of a dream sword, speak endearing
words to a dream friend and taste the appetizing sweetness of a dream drink.
And all these objects are experienced through the senses although we discover after we awake that both the sense-objects and the senses themselves
were only thoughts.
When we consider that the golden sun aad the silver stars shine in the
dream sky overhead as they shine in the wakeful sky, that the dream ocean
heaves its blu* waters in billowing waves and that the dream forests are as cool
ai^d dark as the wakeful ones too, that we weep with dream pain and laugh
with dream joy; we have to admit that the two worlds share our sensations to
a startling extent. There is "a dream-duplicate of everything that can be
seen in space or experienced in time when awake, even though the resemblance
is rarely perfect.
When the mind looks inward and hunts after novel fancies for its night life,
it finds every desire vivid with actuality, every image palpable, touchable and
visible, every sound hearable and every odour smellable; it discovers thoughts
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that can be handled verily as though they were solid things. And how awesome
is the spectacle of dream-senses held captive by their own pageant of images
of horror and fear in a nightmare!
,
The correctness of the analysis of sensation and percepti on which was made
in the first volume of this work, an analysis whose conclusionsplaced the thought
of the thing as prior to and substitutive of any material thing itself, can now be
1 confirmed by a reference to dream. For in wakefulness we have the privilege
of standing outside the dream situation and therefore of comprehending its
, inner working from a superior vantage-point. During dream we receive sensa! tions from external objects and become aware of them as perceptions. Yet
The thought
; these perceptions arise without the presence of any material thing.
L then appears to us as though it were the experienced material thing.
But
upon awakening we find that the thing was pnly a thought.
Thus the assertion which seemed so incredible when it was first heard becomes quite plausible when we see its working illustrated by dream sensations. The wakeful and dream experiences are two different standpoints
wherefrom one and the same mind views its projected images as if they were
external to itself. Only—in the first case they are its own refashioned echoes
of the World-Mind thinking in it whereas in the second case they are entirely
its own original productions.
The sixth point in our survey concerns the stuff of which both worlds are made.
In dream we can carve solid marble into a statue. We firmly believe at the
time in the existence of a dream-created statue as we firmly believe in a wakefully-made one. But our dream substance is purely mental. The matter of
our dream statue exists only in our faith in it. The moral is that what imagination dynamized by intense faith impresses upon our consciousness we accept
for the time being as completely substantial.
Nature thus provides in dream a valuable lesson to instruct us how objects
can exist only as ideas and yet seem to be made of matter. She warns us that
just as the dreaming man never questions the materiality of his dream images,
never realizes that they have no external physical counterpart, never doubts
that the heat he feels and the cold he shivers with are nothing less than thoughts,
so we too are liable to fall into the same error of never questioning the materiality of our waking images. We naturally find quite incredible the mentalist
statement that the chair on which we sit down is essentially and ultimately of
the same stuff as our own minds, even though the science of physics has
phatically instructed us how illusory is the common belief in the substantiality
of matter. Metaphysics may come along and successfully argue us out of
this belief but still we remain uncomfortably uncertain about the point in the
background of our feelings, however much our reason may yield its reluctant
assent. Hence Nature is benevolently ready to help us by providing a practical illustration in every dream to show how such an apparent impossibility
does actually and frequently happen within every man's personal experience.
We have here an important lesson for the materialistic critics who would
make wooden sticks and heavyistones the criterion of reality. The materialist
can never offer as invulnerable an explanation as the mentalist of such psychological situations as dreams where things are actually felt and. seen as substantial although not physically present. Dream matter is indeed precisely
like waking matter in this specific point, only the latter is longer lived. But
we can never see or experience any matter at* any time. We see or experience particular objects only. We think they are made*of matter because it
seems to be extended in space and to offer resistance to touch. But that spatiality and resistance can be nothing more than manufactured ideas is shown
by dream experience. •
If you believe in the reality of matter, you have consequently to believe in
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the absolutely fixed character of space and time, for matter is extended in the
one and changes in the other. But many occurrences in dream experience
reveal that space and time are found to possess no fixed existence of their own
and to be entirely mental; it follows that matter, which can appear only under
the conditions provided by space and time, must also have no fixed existence
and be entirely mental. Mentalism, however, makes matter an absolutely
fixed entity. If it is really not, then it is no longer matter. But mindj&nswers
perfectly to this description. Therefore matter is really mind.
We know beyond a shadow of doubt that it is the mind itself which operates
in this way during dream. We cannot say of the dreamer that two entities are
really present; his mind and some substances outside it. Hence although this
twofoldness apparently exists it must be properly understood which means it
must be understood as being nothipg more than an idea. If it is possible for
mind to be bifurcated in this way during dream then it is surely possible for it
to be bifurcated during wakefulness. This is what actually happens; man's
field of experience is then also bifurcated into outside things and inside imaginations, the chief difference being that the contrast between external and
internal ideas is so much more forceful during wakefulness.
Why does such a difference occur? It has already been explained that the
process of falling asleep is a centripetal process of drawing inwards, when our
mind naturally drops its externalizing, spatializing and form-making tendency,
a process which culminates at its farthest end in deep slumber. When however we begin to awake, our mind goes into reverse gear and again begins to
externalize its world-pictures as if they were really outside. Dreaming is a
middle stage where the mental pictures are not so sharpiy-focussed by the mind,
not so vivid and real-seeming as in waking. With the wider opening of the
aperture of consciousness in wakefulness, consciousness then attains its fullest
point of projection and its utmost degree of intensity. From this enlightening,
comparison we may gather that the clear compelling substantiality of our world
depends upon the sharpness and the concentrativeness with which we focus it.
Therefore this substantiality is in the mind, not in the world. Matter is only
a concept.
Nevertheless tlfis difference between the two states is powerful enough to
mesmerize man into the belief that it is one of kind and not of degree and that
the twofoldness pertains to substance and not to appearance. Consequently
he deludes himself that the wakeful world is factually material and only the
dream world is mental. The dreamer believes his consciousness to be extroverted but after he breaks through the charmed circle of his private world and
awakes, he learns that his belief was a misunderstanding and that his consciousness was actually operating in the very reverse direction for it was introverted.
But if the dream scene is discovered to be an internal imagination of the dreamer
after he awakens and yet it was an external actuality to him at the time, does
this not show how easy it is for consciousness to misunderstand its own
experience?
Now quite clearly there is an occult power
work during the dre^m state
which magically turns thoughts into things and ideas into forms for the perceiving mind. •But if the mind can create its own dream world of cities or
farms, and also people them with its o>Vn living, moving and talking creatures,
why should it not be able to create its own wakeful world too? When we
remember all the variegated experiences which mind invents for us during
dream, we should askfourself why it should not be possible fqr it to invent the
universal wakeful experience for us also.
Were we franker with ourselves we might honestly call this kind of dream
experience, this instantaneous creation of several living ind moving people out
of a single person, this unexpected overhearing of long conversations in the
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silent void, a revelation of the magical power of the mind. But if to perceive
our own images is to perceive them as external things; if we can evoke a whole
new world and people it too; if we can be so mesmerized by our own thoughts
as to live entirely within them during dream; if, in short, an entire worldexperience can be imposed on himself by a man's own mind, how much more
should it be possible for an entire world-experience to be imposed upon him
by this same wizard-like mind working in collaboration with the immensely
more powerful cosmic mind during wakefulness? The World-Mind does indeed present a universe of external forms and visible figures during the wakeful
state of its progeny, just as the latter present to themselves their own private
universes of external forms and visible figures during dream. But whereas
the World-Mind remains fully aware of the mentalistic character of its construction its human participants deceive themselves into assigning a materialistic character to their experience, just as their senses trick them into seeing
the sun move right across the sky. The second error can only be rectified by
reason whilst the first can only be rectified by a combination of reason and
mystic experience.
To the reflective mind, dream is a phenomenon which would be inexplicably
miraculous were the miserable doctrine of materialism the final truth. To
recognize what the universe really is is to recognize what we ourselves are;
.and that is to attain true being. Such recognition can come only in stages howf ever and the first stage is to get rid of our anti-mentalist bias and free ourselves from our obsession with the materialist explanation of visible and touchable things.
When we understand through our acceptance of the doctrine of mentalism
that the power which magically evokes this mysterious dream world for us is
part of the same power as that which evokes the familiar wakeful world, we
jbegin to comprehend something of the extraordinary possibilities of mind.
In the exposition of karma in The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga, the creative
influence of thought upon environment was briefly mentioned. Here it may
be added that whereas the mental creations of the dreaming self are immediately objectified before it, those of the waking self operate under a different
time-series and necessarily take longer—oftentimes unto a n'fcw reincarnation—
before they can be objectified in its experience. But that we partially build
our surroundings and circumstances by our thoughts remains a practical
working truth.
Let it not be believed, however, that the reduction of world phenomena to
the status of mental phenomena turns them into mere illusions, thin ghosts or
even non-existent things, as some logic-entrapped metaphysicians, many Indian
mystics and most Western uninstructed critics of mentalism believe. The
Indian mind has always been particularly prone to belief in such an exaggeration, which has been well-voiced in English literature by George Borrow,*
an author who was famous a century ago, in these words: " 'Would I had never
been born!' I said to myself; and a thought would occasionally intrude. But
was I ever born? Is not all tflat I see a lie—a deceitful phantom?* 4s there
a world, and earth, and sky? . . . "
The question here involved is essentially one concerning the meaning of
• Borrow, as is well known, was admitted by the Gipsies into their warmest friendship, was
even treated as one of themselves and shared their traditional secrets. The sentence quoted is .
particularly interesting because the present writer's researches convinced him that the Gipsies
originated in the Garhwal section of the Himalayan foothills. The Gipsies are ethnologically and
culturally of Indian Origin. The chief of a European Gipsy tribe once privately revealed to the
writer that a predecessor, when lying on a death-bed, initiated him into a secret invocation 'of the
"All-Mind" and then into its corollary, the doctrine of mentalism as expressed in the usual Indian
form which asserts earthly ^fe to be but a dream. This tribal chief was also taught at the same
death-bed initiation that because mind was creative, a thorough realization and unremitting application ot this doctrine in a particular way was the secret of successfully developing occult powers.
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reality. The critic who enters an objection that mentalism makes the world
seem icily unreal enters what is absurd to anyone like the mentalist who knows
that it enjoys»at least as much reality as the act of thinking which produces it.
We have to find a better term than "unreal". The world's real nature is as
though covered by a veil and ordinarily hidden from us. But that does not
render it non-existent, null, void and a sham, which is one of the unfortunate
suggestions that the word "unreal" brings to those who have not analysed it—
which means ninety-nine persons out of a hundred. We must ask them to
think what they mean when they assert that thej World is real whereas dreams
are unreal. To attend tol;he meaning of this worn is to take a first step toward
profounder thought about what is ultimate in life. For although it has been
admitted that wakefulness has superior claims upon us in various ways, nevertheless neither the world of waking /ior that of dreaming experience can claim
to be the ultimately real world since each is relative to the particular spacetimed way in which the mind functions at that particular level. Each is but
a state of the mind. Each reveals the conscious being as being held captive by its
creations. No dreamer ever believes himself to be deceived in his perception
of things or people during sleep, whatever opinion he forms of them after he
has awakened.
Here indeed is something to think about, that the life which he always
accepts as real at one time should be rejected by a man as illusory as soon as he
can alter his standpoint. The sense of reality is admittedly at its strongest
during wakefulness but nevertheless it is strong enough during dream to make
us frightened when we suddenly meet a wild beast and joyous when we meet
a beloved person. Neither in the waking world nor the dream world does it
desert us. This feeling must evidently come in both cases from the same
source. What is this source? We may answer this question by asking ourselves another. What is present in both waking and dream as their essential«
"stuff"? We know now that this is mind. Consequently the feeling which
makes all experience seem real arises from the fact that something real is
certainly present within it and that presence is none other than mind. And
such is its paradoxical working that although it presents only its own thoughts
during dream these,Bassume at the time the appearance of real objects and real
persons remaining outside of and apparently different from itself, whereas those
it has known during the waking state are supposed no longer real when they
re-appear in dreams for they are then imagined ones, that is, thoughts!
The hidden teaching says however that what gives both dreaming and
waking experiences their validity is one and the same thing. One and the
same mind must be working through both these phases and because they are
transient and relative to each other this mind-in-itself is by comparison permanent and absolute and consequenty the real essence of these states. Such
an essence constitutes their hidden reality.
If we look upon the world as real in its own right, as being a self-sufficient
material construction and nothing more, then we have fallen into a pit of
illusion. <r> H however we perceive that the worlfl as a mental construction is
real only because the principle of mind manifests in it, we perceive aright.
TJyj^ the experience of dream unfolds for us a piquant illustration of one of
*the higher tenets of advanced mentalism. It provides us with mentallyconstructed shows whose scenes are but Appearance and whose background as
mind is Reality. If we can purge ourselves of materialistic preconceptions and
look at wakeful experience from the same detached impersonaj standpoint, we
must realize that it too offers us mentally-made shows whose scenes are also
Appearance and whose background is also Reality.
The seventh and last point in these studies is a simple one. Whilst the
course of a dream runs smoothly and concerns pleasant things only we usually
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remain asleep but when it carries us into something dreadful like a nightmare
the shock or fear thus evoked awakens us more quickly. It is so with wakeful
life, too. During times of peace, pleasure and plenty we are coatent to drift
enjoy ably along the surface of events and to let others worry their heads over
life's meaning. But the melancholy loss of a beloved one, the painful parting
from possessions, the personal sight or experience of brutal violence or the
agonizing tragedy of war's unforgettable horrors shocks us into an abrupt
awakening. Then only does the question of life's significance receive any
adequate attention. When the pressure of sorrow is flaccid, we are bewitched
by the mere appearances of things but when it becomes sharp we seek some
relief in religion, mysticism or philosophy.
When we awaken from dream life we awaken into what is at best but a
continuation of the same self-centred tale of ephemeral joys and passing sorrows.
Both kinds of experience in this sense exist in the same dimension. But if
we could engage ourself in the adventure of awakening out of wakeful life itself,
we would if successful pass from Appearance to Reality and thus enter an
entirely new, immeasurably higher and gloriously superior dimension. It is
the business of philosophy to tell us about the possibilities of such an adventure
and to guide our stumbling feet towards its sublime goal.
CHAPTER V
THE METAPHYSICS OF SLEEP

W

E

have not yet exhausted the full metaphysical significance of sleep as
a mental state. For ordinary human existence is a threefold affair and
its consciousness an intermittent thing. A man may be stunned into
•unconsciousness by a sudden blow or an accidental fall. Psychologically he
then enters the same state as that which he enters through the working of Nature
in sleep or swoon. Not only does mind express itself through the waking
and dreaming states, but also in a third state wherein sleep attains its profoundest intensity and when consciousness completely vanishes. This condition therefore is what we must study next.
*
Let us for the sake of literary convenience henceforth call this state of deep
dreamless slumber by the simple term "sleep". Let this differentiate it in
the reader's mind from the other two aspects of life: dream and wakefulnsss.
It is commonly believed that the profound torpor of mind, the utter inactivity of muscles and the complete stillness of the five senses which characterize sleep have no other meaning than that of a halt called by Nature to the day's
activities for the rebuilding of wasted tissues, no higher meaning than the
recuperation of spent energy and the felicitous rest of tired mental faculties.
That the study of this state, no less than dream, could be a gateway to the
increase of worth-while knowledge, is seldom known. That the most characteristic feature of deep sleep—which is the complete lethargy into which consciousness falls—proffers a gol&en seam to questing minds will be a strange and
an unfamiliar notion to us.
But metaphysics, we have elsewhere said, must be basedcon the,facts of
experience. There are three main phases of human experience—thg waking,m
dreaming and sleeping phases. Experience «may change its character with
these changing states out it remains mental experience throughout. A man
plunged in sound slumber is as much an expression ofliuman existence as a
man plunged in waking activities; therefore his experience is only t& be neglected at the peril of \psing the fullness of truth.
It may seem strange to describe as a sphere of experience this vacuum-like
State of the mind, this utter void of consciousness. But is it really so? We
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seem to lose consciousness during sleep yet we remember the fact of having
slept. It is not possible to remember anything unless we have previously
known it. Therefore something in us must have known that we were asleep.
This however is consciousness in another form. Sleep is something which enters
and leaves human existence. How could we even remember that we had slept
at all unless some subterranean awareness of the fact existed at the time?
If we declare that we were aware of nothing during sleep, something in us must
have paradoxically been aware of this negative awareness or we could never
have connected sleep with waking and thus could never have known that we
had slept at all!
„
Were sleep really an absence of all kinds of consciousness how could we afterwards remember its refreshing pleasantness and speak of it with satisfaction?
Some kind of consciousness must have been present to provide us later with the
idea of this pleasantness. Again, tow could we recollect every morning the
events of yesterday and link them in orderly sequence with those of today,
unless the mind were still somehow present during the sleeping break?
That the sleeping state does not really annihilate everything in the mind
is revealed by the fact that the sense of individual identity, the entire cocoon
of thoughts, desires and characteristics which makes up the personality, emerges
afresh with each morning resurrection of self-awareness from sleep. Were
there not some kind of continuity of selfhood within the mind, we might fall
asleep thinking we were one man and wake up thinking we were another man.
We cannot therefore rightly set up the waking and dream consciousness as
exhausting the continuity of the mind's existence. It is clear that unconsciousness is really a mis-description of its most mysterious phase.
What is it that really ceases to function during sleep? It is not the mind
itself but only a particular form of its functjojiing. . Those wTicTdouEt or deny
this possibility should studylhe curious medical annals reporting cases of som-,
nambulism. Here the sleep-walker actually sees without using his eyes. This
has been definitely proved because the pupils of his eyes have been found quite
insensitive to light. He may move safely through dangerous places or pitfalls, walk in a perfectly straight line alongside the parapet of a roof whence
he might easily fall*to the ground floor of a house but doesn't, or work at some
task intelligently and accurately without being awake. Somnambulists in-1
deed show a higher degree of mental faculty when asleep than they ordinarily
possess when awake; their reasoning power, imaginativeness, memory, will
and bodily'control are markedly heightened.
Now it is noteworthy that whereas both the dreaming and the waking man
can recollect previous experiences, the somnambulist can remember nothing
of what has passed during the night. At whatever point in his sleep he may
be awakened, he will never remember what occurred to him a minute earlier.
Whereas in wakefulness and even in dream a man is aware of his actions and
the five senses function consciously, the sleep-walker does not know what he
is doing and has no sense-reports. This is indeed the unique characteristic
of somnambulism. Unaware himself of what is> happening, some intelligence
is nevertheless directing perfectly the movements of his body and keeping it
underproper ®*ntrol. Without personal knowledge of his whereabouts and
^tWthouf taking the slightest thought for his own well-being, he yet returns safely
to bed from his oft-times dangerpus adventures.
^
Is this not sufficiently startling? What is its significance for us? If it
means anything at all,•it means first, that mind can operate in two phases, tljli
one conscious and apparently normal, the other unconscious and seemingly
abnormal; second, that we would be more accurate to designate the mind as
uncommunicative rather than as unconscious during slefep; third, that mind
does not exhaust its possibilities with the single phase of consciousness which
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| we know as a continuous and laborious activity of thinking; and fourth, that
[ the innermost layer of the mind does not depend on the five physical senses for
its awareness. It means, in short, that as yet we have hardly begun to understand the tremendous mystery that hides in our own mind. Quite certainly
we have here a condition wherein some kind of consciousness must exist. Yet
it is not the kind we know of during wakefulness or dream.
History even records that scientific, mathematical, literary, personal and
philosophical problems have all yielded to the wizardry of the dreaming or
sleeping mind. There is no limit to the type of problem which may be solved
in this way. The most profound inspirations, the most sparkling solutions and
the sagest intuitions about a course of conduct to be adopted in a difficult or
perplexing situation, have emerged from sleep.v^"'
How often have those who belong to the scribbling brotherhood woken up
one morning with strange thoughts running exultantly through their heads
and got out of bed to reproduce their ideas hastily on paper? When we
remember that numerous lines of a whole poem, Abou Ben Adhem, worked
themselves out in the sleeping mind of the poet Coleridge; that problems which
agitated many a man before falling asleep were solved immediately and spontaneously on waking again the following morning, although they had been dismissed as insoluble; and that names which were forgotten and not findable
were recovered after sleep, the only and obvious conclusion is that in some
mysterious manner the mind carries on a subterranean activity during the night
which enables it to present a finished result to consciousness on the following
day. It is this deeper layer of mind beneath the threshold of conscious thinking which is the secret source of all those glorious artistic inspirations, all those
recaptured missing links of knowledge and all those intuitive decisions which
triumph over perplexing situations. "God giveth truth to his beloved in
„ sleep," sang the Biblical psalmist. To say, therefore, in the face of proven
mental activity during the sleep state that it is a lapse into total unconsciousness, is to take only the surface value of experience and to ignore all that lies
beneath it.
What we have now to grasp is that there exists a part of the mind which
j seems unconscious to us but which really has an extraordinary and marvellous
\ consciousness of its own. There is indeed a secondary consciousness which
•underlies our ordinary and familiar consciousness. A sound metaphysic therefore cannot limit the use of the term "mind" only to its particular thinking
phase of "consciousness" alone. Mind is more than consciousness, as we know it.
! W e have to recognize and admit that two types of awareness are possible; one
is the everyday kind with which we are all familiar but the other is recondite,
mysterious and utterly unfamiliar. This unfamiliarity ought not to be allowed
to let us fall into the superficial and materialistic error of setting up the first
kind as being the only kind that exists—which is what the unphilosophical
majority does.
A horse which is racing along at a speed for which a camera shutter has not
been prepared to cope with cannot be successfully photographed. The result* ant picture will be either a featureless blur or a foggy blank. The inability of
our familiar ordinary consciousness to take in the mind's st$,t.e during deep
sleep is like the inability of the camerarto take a picture of the gaUopidjfiiui*w«
It is well known that the vibrations of light, for instance, extend into wide
ranges where the phenomena they produce entirely elude our sight. Quite
widently, consciousness too is active in ways which elude the limited range of
our thinking intellect. The feats of open-eyed somnambulists, the incpirations
and intuitions of shut-eyed slumberers reveal that there is a level where mental
vibration is so rapid that the ordinary thinking faculties cease to function
altogether. Here the mind works spontaneously in a quite incomprehensible
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way, but it works. Thinking would indeed be a prisoning limitation upon it.
It does not need to think in the discursive and logical sense in which we understand the term.
On this analogy of different ranges of light-vibration we may also understand why sleep-born intuitions can instantaneously bridge the broad gap
between data and conclusion, whereas the thinking faculty has to plod the
laborious road of a long series of reasonings to arrive at the same conclusion.
For such an intuition is the product of mind when it is working within a vibration-range beyond what is ordinarily experienced^during dream or wakefulness.
In short, the mind during sleep has a kind of consciousness of its own, although
because it does not move from one idea to another it is not intellectual
consciousness. Therefore we must try next to learn something more about
consciousness. Moreover, if, as mentalism has told us, the world is an appearance in consciousness, it is quite necessary to ask: What is consciousness?
From the Conscious to the Unconscious.
What is it in us that is conscious of seeing, of hearing and of thinking?
Is it the brain? Pah!—a lump of mere flesh not much different from what we
can buy in any butcher's shop. The notion that consciousness is an emanation
kindled in the cells of the cerebral cortex in the brain is a mistaken one. Out
of this superficial notion are born most of our metaphysical illusions. Unfortunately men annex their own conflicting ideas to these terms, so a pathway
must first be cleared by defining the use which will be made of them here.
By prcrin is meant that touchable and seeable portion of the human body
canopied by the bony skull and filled with winding convolutions of grey and
white substance, which anatomists handle in the dissecting room. By consciousness is meant the sum total of the changing series of sense-impressions,
perceptions, thoughts, feelings, images, intuitions, ideas and memories which
we know directly as our own and which cannot be got at by any dissection'
with surgical knife. Strictly speaking, however, all attempts to define consciousness travel in a circle because it is itself presupposed in every definition.
What we can most effectively say is that it is "a knowing".
The brain quite clearly is to some extent a mechanism. Consciousness
equally clearly is in no sense a mechanism. Those who equate the two perform a veritable miracle unheard of in the annals of Nature. For no machine
can operate in the wonderful way that the higher mental processes, such aj
reasoning, remembering, inferring, imagining, judging and choosing, operate.
The fantastic and comfortless guess of materialism that consciousness is
only a secretion of the brain does not and cannot explain how consciousness
is at all possible. Only the surface-thinker can ever believe that matter produces it, for only he fails to see that it is already present among the very facts
upon which he starts to build a plausible argument in which it shall presently
issue forth as the supposed creation of matter. But when his clouded wits
are clarified, he will realize that he can no more start without the presence of
consciousness amongst his initial facts than he cian start to walk without using
his legs.
^ ^ N o b o d y cam observe consciousness in the same way that he can observe
•"THPytnmg else. For all his observations of everything else will themselves
require the presence of consciousness. He who, like the "behaviourist" psychologist and the materialist scientist, dwells in metaphysical twilight and
spends his time observing certain contents of consciousness only and tl^n
triumphantly exclaims that he cannot find consciousness anywhere and that
therefore as an independent thing it is non-existent, is as foolish as the woman
who searches everywhere for a necklace which she is already wearing on her
own body. His observations are comical rather than convincing.
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The rational doctrine of mentalism alone answers in a satisfactory manner
the question, How is consciousness possible? For it explains that consciousness is itself only a phase of an immaterial principle, mind; that we begin at
the wrong end when we believe that it is a function of the brain; and that we
begin at the right end when we discover that it is the light of the brain. Mind
is analogically like light, for both are unique and have a privileged position in
the scheme of things. Light makes everything else visible but itself remains
paradoxically invisible. What we take to be a beam of light, for instance, is
an illusion of the senses. It is really a beam of dust particles. Light reveals
the presence of a high mountain but not its own presence. It enables us to see
a roomful of different forms but is itself quite unseeable because it has no
form at all. So, too, mind makes us conscious of everything else but not of
itself. We do not detect it beneath our changing experiences because it is
itself without change, v /
We behold all things in mind as in a mirror. But being beyond the reach
of our senses, we observe the images and fail to observe the mirror which reflects
them. Consequently we mistakenly assign reality only to the things and
unreality to the mind itself. Nobody who has sufficient subtlety of intelligence to understand what mind really is, how ideas are formed and how we
become aware of the external world can ever become a materialist. For he
will comprehend that his experience of the world is, when traced to its ultimate
origin, rooted as an idea in consciousness, and that the prior existence of mind
alone makes consciousness of the body-idea possible.
To believe consciousness to be nothing apart from the bodily brain merely
because it is not within the limited range of physical sense-detection, aii;> to
make it the parochial inhabitant of a little place in a little head, is to fail to
perceive that by the very law of its being it must fall outside such a range.
k This mistake sets up problems which need never exist and also binds men to a
' naive materialism from which they cannot depart until sufficient discrimination, attained by metaphysical reflection, mystical experience or divine grace,
enables them to climb the steps leading upwards to truth. A wiser age, whose
area of intellectual awareness will be less self-limited, will cease trying the
impossible, cease trying to account for the existence of a unique principle like
mind, of which ordinary consciousness is but a phase, in terms of anything
except itself.
Consciousness being what it is only those can doubt its immaterial existence
who cannot reflect deeply enough within themselves. For both "that which
doubts it and that which affirms it is the immaterial principle itself. Even
before the sceptic, who is supposed to respect the primacy of reason but
doesn't, can utter a word or think a thought in opposition to its existence, it
must be there to make these acts possible I Mentalism, of course, carries these
ideas even farther. For when the sceptic sees, hears, tastes, touches or smells
a thing, then and then only does he pronounce it to exist. But these acts of
his sensing, when traced both to their first and farthest points, are discovered
to be mental acts. His acceptance of the thing's existence rests entirety on the
appeal to his own mental existence, for no one can get outside it. Let him try
to jump outside his consciousness and no matter where he lan§b he will nevertheless always still be in it! It is the *ne thing he cannot call into questiorf.
Nobody can ever form a notion of anything that lies beyond it. Nobody
can arrive at the slightest comprehension of any object unless and until it enters
|£s thinking, that is unless it is known as an idea. Yet«when we reduce things
to their final tefms as mental constructions, the result seems so alien to our
sense of what Nature is that few will grant it! Nothing is so self-evident as
the primacy and reality of consciousness, yet unfortunately nothing carries
less conviction when first propounded! But we cannot legitimately doubt its
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existence whatever else we may doubt. We may fall into illusions about it
but even illusions depend upon our being aware of them. Hence, when we
rise to the full stature of our reason, we must finally admit that consciousness
is the one thing of whose reality we are most certain and of whose existence we
are least doubtful.
Such is the quaint and melancholy paradox of man's existence! That
which he declares to be wholly beyond his understanding is itself the whole
foundation of that understanding. For it is solely by means of immaterial
consciousness that he professes to be unable to understand consciousness!
Could he but attend properly to the point, he would see that because of the
experience of awareness itself, because of the experience of memory, because
of the capacity for abstract metaphysical reflection, because of his own artistic
creativeness and because of the ability to discover universal laws, he stands
really in the presence of a super-j5hysical principle.
The scientist of today has successfully investigated a myriad things from
the nature of vaporous clouds to the origin of granite mountains, but he has
not successfully investigated the mystery of the beginnings of his own consciousness. This is because he can start his study of its origin only after his
own consciousness has already originated and not before. It is then too late
to solve the problem of such origin. Whatever he may think or do about it
already carries the inescapable pre-supposition of consciousness within it and
has to be thought or done by its light. He cannot even directly examine his
consciousness because he cannot make it an object of his own awareness, just
as no man can make his own face an object of direct awareness but has to see it
v directly in a mirror. The scientist too can look in the mirror of thoughts,
because it is their accumulation that makes up his wakeful consciousness, but
this is only an indirect process for the consciousness of thoughts is not the|
consciousness of pure thought itself. He cannot detect the latter's existence!
apart from and without the ideas and images which it generates. And it iy*
this which is here called "mind".
Nobody can say what shape consciousness has, nor what colour it possesses
nor what odour it gives forth nor what sound it yields. An image does not
exist in consciousness as a blue carpet exists in a large room, for instance. For
the carpet is in definite space-relations of size and position to the room, whereas the principle of consciousness itself cannot be seen and hence cannot enter
into any such relation. In short, it is something which the senses cannot grasp
and which is therefore quite non-material. Yet we know by our experience
that it is.
The great error of all materialism, whether it be that of the naive populace,
of unmetaphysical science or of unmystical religion, is to confuse mind with
consciousness. For the consequence of treafing them as convertible terms
and failing to make a careful distinction between them is that they have then
to make mind a result of material activities and not prior to them. Thus
mentalism not only explains the arisal of all materialistic doctrines but also
absorbs^them.
Consciousness of course would be a meaningless term for ordinary humans
unless therq^vere thoughts and images of which to be conscious. Not for a
^SfftgK? moment does consciousness femain unoccupied. It must ordinarily
feed on something. But we need not make the common mistake of believing
that mental life completely exhausts'itself in a particular form of conscious life,
completely vanishes when there are no thoughts and no images. For this
kind of consciousness is only a state of mind and like all stetes necessarily contains the possibility of evanescence. A break in consciousness such as sleep
is a significant hint of the existence of some deeper principle that underlies it.
It must therefore not be confused with this principle, which is pure mind itself
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A useful analogy to help us understand this situation—but like most analogies one which must not be driven too far—is that of the cinema picture. In
a theatre the white screen is itself unseen when wholly covered by the contrasting lights and shadows of the picture, for the latter holds our entire attention. Similarly the mental world-picture holds our entire attention during
the wakeful state and here its consciousness corresponds to the cinema picture.
What does the invisible screen itself represent? It is that which is present in
i us during deep dreamless slumber, that out of which both dreaming and waking
\consciousness itself arises, that which is the essence or stuff of all conscious
^thoughts, images and ideas; it is the underlying principle of mind. The materiallists however always mistake the waking consciousness itself for the screen,
Mental processes are closely connected with physical processes in the brain
and it is out of this connection that this materialistic illusion arises.
Mind is the general raw material of all our particular thoughts. All thoughts
are virtual in mind but actual in consciousness.. All conscious thinking makes
a tacit reference to what is beyond consciousness. We know the ever-present
mind only through the thoughts which are its products and through the consciousness which it thrusts across its own seeming dark void.
When we stand on the threshold of mind it seems, because it hides behind
its partially parallel working with the brain, as unknown and as impenetrable
as a black abysmal fog. Are we therefore to think that we stand before a
virtual void? The answer is that we may know it is present by the effect it
produces, by its manifested result and by its undeniable activity. The first
effect is self-consciousness, the first result is world-awareness and the first
activity is thinking. These three alone suffice to show it cannot be an utter
nothingness. How can that through which we are able to know the existence
of ourselves, of others and of the world not exist itself? Indeed, in Fichte's
phrase, "It is everything and it is nothing." It is because mind is prior to the
space-timed personal consciousness that it remains unknown.
We are not aware of the mechanically-produced radio-transmitted electrical
waves which may exist at the moment in a room wherein we happen to be. A
twirl on a radio set will catch and convert these waves into sounds of melodious
music. The waves are there, however, even when the room is>silent, and being
there they are real. The fact that our eyes, ears and fingers cannot register
them, that their existence is not apparent to us, does not diminish their reality.
In the same way, mind as,the essence of consciousness truly exists, truly possesses reality, but eludes the grasp of both thinking and sense-perception. If
we like to talk in degrees of reality, then it must even be more real than our
particular form of space-time consciousness because the latter itself rises and
sets in it. Mind is therefore unique and there is nothing else that we know to
compare with it in all existence.
Consider next the generally unnoticed and lazily unappreciated significances
of memory. Blinded by familiarity as we are, we do not understand its
immense metaphysical importance, its sublime anti-materialistic import. When
we reflect deeply on this wondejful faculty we may begin to understand that
it tells us of our immortality. For it can exist only because the mind's own
existence is continuous and unbroken.
What are memories? They are mejital images of the past, recWeied
4 thought-forms, pictures which repeat themselves in consciousness. Whence
I do they come? They can come only out of our&elf. Obviously there must be
1 something within us which serves as a medium for the joining together of past
1 ideas to present ones. There must be a subtle element linking them all together,
Jholding them and keeping them for us as in a kind of storehouse. Otherwise
they would be so cut off from each other that we could never recall the vanished
thoughts at all. The mere fact that we can remember events of the past, the
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very act of recognizing something that we have seen before indicates the presence of a connecting link between present conscious states and those of the
past.
>*Now what else could that link be but the mind itself? And as the past
states may have been lost to consciousness for several years, there must exist
a la^er of this complex mind which is hidden deep beneath common consciousness. The mere fact that images and ideas can be revived out of apparent
annihilation shows that they are somehow preserved in this layer. It shows
also that the mysterious blankness of the mind is not the same as its non-being.
It reveals that we do not lose contact with the past because there is this permanent element in us. And it has already been noted that the remembrance
of our own personal identity after awakening from deep sleep and the subsequent recognition of familiar peopje and places cannot be possible unless the
mind exists even beyond the sphere of what, viewed from our side, seem to be
its conscious states. Such an existence must necessarily be a secret one.
We may begin to understand the mind therefore only when we begin to
set up a psychological division within it. Its roots are hidden beyond our consciousness but its fruits are visible in consciousness. It would be the greatest
error as the greatest ignorance to ascribe impotence here merely because we
are not conscious of its workings.
This subterranean consciousness has paradoxically and misleadingly been
called the unconscious. Every modern young undergraduate now knows that
we possess an "unconscious mind"—thanks partly to the efforts of our Freudian
friends. Actually it is that wider consciousness of which ordinary consciousness is only a part. We can hardly call that unconscious which contains in
itself all the potentialities of consciousness. The fact is that the consciousness which mind possesses actually surpasses both the lower and higher limits
of cerebral consciousness. For it is the inscrutable complex mind that prch*
jects this limited consciousness into wakefulness and withdraws it into sleep.
Nevertheless let it not be thought that there are a pair of minds, the one conscious and the other unconscious. There exists but a single mind in us but
viewed from our side it is conscious in a finite human way only. Our kind of
consciousness is 8. state, not a separate and different kind of mind. Mindj
therefore is present even before the work of conscious thinking has begun. It
is the inner unknown consciousness.
• We are compelled to posit the presence of this deeper mind even when we
are unable to enter into its mysterious processes. All explanations of man
which omit it from their reckoning are not actual but merely verbal ones.
Thus the conclusion is that we may not rightly say that mind must only
operate in the full glare of daylight. We may not rightly deny that it is active
even when our consciousness does not accompany its activity. All worldexperience must first pass through certain limited forms of space and time
before it can reach the individual awareness of human beings at their present
stage of evolution. Outside of those special forms they can necessarily know
nothings Why then should we lay down the*rule that our particular spacetime consciousness must necessarily and inevitably walk with all the operathelftind? For in taking away such consciousness from the mind we
do not take away its own existence. I
It becomes obvious therefore tha< we must bifurcate the life of man. But
we are not to deceive ourselves into thinking that the hidden one is any less
real or less conscious than the manifested one. It is beyond the reach of
human thinking but the fact of its existence is not beyond the conclusions of
human thinking. And this is the best service which metaphysical thinking
can render, to convince us that it is, to enable us to conceive that it must be,
and to understand that it is the secret source of our surface life.
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The Source of Intuition and Inspiration.
When anyone speaks of unconscious mind it should now be clear that the
two terms contradict each other and that he really means uncommunicative
mind! But is the subliminal region really so silent as never to enter into
communication with us? Henri Poincare, famous French mathematician,
neatly solved many a hard problem of his science by dropping and forgetting it
altogether after he had consciously concentrated on it for a while. Later,
when pre-occupied with other matters, the correct solution would suddenly
flash into his mind. Who has not had a similar experience of being unable to
remember a certain fact, then dropping the search after it until, during later
moments of repose or reverie, of lazy listlessness or changed attention, the
wanted fact unexpectedly emerged above the threshold of consciousness?
What conscious effort could not do was successfully performed by the mysterious
movement of the deeper layer of mind, the final result of its workings being then
delivered to his knowledge.
Although the waking self is so ignorant of the workings of the deeper mind
and the latter is not normally accessible to it, it does nevertheless often receive
similar results in the form of a sudden intuition or a spontaneous inspiration.
Locke gave high but justified testimony when he declared that "the thoughts
that come often unsought, and, as it were, drop into the mind, are commonly
the most valuable of any we have". The intuition offers in a single emphatic
flash that which the intellect may arrive at only as the last result of many long
continued reflections and many different physical experiences. Where reason
cannot think out the right solution of a perplexity, intuition can step triumphantly forward with an immediate presentation of it. Reasoning is selfconscious, active and jnguisitive whereas intuition is spontaneousjrecepHye an^'
passive. An intuition needTTave noTogical connection with former thinking,
jffenceit may open up an entirely new horizon on that particular subject.
This we may now easily understand because we have already granted the
mind a power to be active in its own mysterious way, which enables it to dispense with thinking and yet send up its results to the surface consciousness.
It is interesting and instructive to note that intuition is at its soundest when
it takes a negative rather than a positive direction. It spfeaks to us chiefly
to forbid a certain course of proposed action, not to recommend one. Its
voice is usually a warning one. This has been attested by two reliable witnesses who, with more than two thousand years between their lives, have made
their highly important attestations in strikingly similar terms. TThese men
were the Greek Socrates and the American Emerson.
We may begin to get a correct intuition about a certain matter but our
emotions, prejudices or desires in connection with it may be so strong that they
push themselves aggressively forward, overwhelm the nascent intuition and
thus it quickly sinks into the background, ignored and forgotten. Only after
the lapse of time can it reappear and show its wisdom to us again or only after
we have followed the course indicated by personal feeling and suffered in consequence of our mistake do wetemember remorsefully the right leading'which
once came to us as quietly as a star at night. But with Socrates such a lesson
was not needful. He possessed complete faith in the guidanc^uf i n t ^ ^ n ,
his daimon or divine monitor as he quite correctly called it. Consequently*
he never failed to obey it.
*
«
Most Athenian citizens who reached middle life customarily played a hand
in the game of politics; indeed the game nearly obsessed iJlem. Nevertheless,
in obedience to his*intuition, Socrates stood out almost alone in abstaining from
a political career. How wise this guidance was, how much trouble it saved
him irom, was evidenced by the fate which overtook him later. For if as a
philosopher or prophet his ideas were so obnoxious to his countrymen that
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they finally sentenced him to death, how much more obnoxious would they not
have been in the far more tumultuous atmosphere of politics? The outspoken
way in which he would have flayed the skin off hypocritical platitudes and
high-sounding humbug would have quickly made a host of enemies for him.
Ha& he disobeyed his intuition and entered politics, the consequence would
surftly have been a much earlier conflict with the authorities and probably a
much earlier death.
^Socrates' own description of the way in which his intuition worked, as
given at the trial where he was condemned to death, possesses both a pathetic
and a philosophic value. His memorable words are well worth repeating:
"You have often heard me speak of an oracle or sign which comes to me. This
sign I have had ever since I was a child. The sign is a voice which comes to
me and always forbids me to do something which I am going to do. Hitherto
the familiar oracle within me has Constantly been in the habit of opposing me
even about trifles, if I was going to make a slip or error about anything; and
now, as you see, there has come upon me that which may be thought, and is
generally believed to be, the last and worst evil. But the oracle made no sign
of opposition, either as I was leaving my house and going out in the morning,
or when I was going up into the court, or while I was speaking at anything
which I was going to say; and yet I have often been stopped in the middle of
a speech, but now in nothing I either said or did touching this matter has the
oracle opposed me. What do I take to be the explanation of this? I will
tell you. I regard this as a proof to me of what I am saying, for the customary
sign would surely have opposed me had I been going to evil and not to good, y
Let us skip the centuries and match against this remarkable statement
the equally lucid one of Emerson: " I do not pretend to any commandment or
large revelation. But if at any time I form a plan, propose a journey or a
course of conduct, I find, perhaps, a silent obstacle in my mind I cannot 1
account for. Very well: I let it lie, thinking it may pass away; if it does not'
pass away I yield to it, obey it." J
An important point about intuition is that it does not arise deliberately
but spontaneously, not voluntarily but involuntarily. It is an unexpected
voice and usualfy, comes just at the precise moment when it is really needed,
not merely when it is asked for. Sometimes it comes to guide, sometimes to
bid us renounce, sometimes to bid us take cheer, sometimes it brings a sudden
alteration of outlook, opinion, judgment or decision.
# There-exists a type of intuition which is universally possessed by mankind.
Only, it does not manifest itself in any extraordinary manner and it does not
have to be sought after by any unusual method. It is the genuine faculty
although it seldom occurs in a pure form but almost always in association with
desires, emotions and egoisms which blur its outline. This is what is commonly
called conscience, the inner voice. It is a distillation of many accumulated
life-experiences and takes the form not only of moral conscience but also of
critical judgment and artistic taste. All these are the effects of experience
gained jiot only from the present earthly incarnation but also from many a
former "one. The experiences themselves are buried in the deeper layers of
memory bu^they leave such intuitions as their legacies.
/'"- : Tr!lat isthe mystery of poetic intuition or artistic inspiration but the mystery of the hidden activity of this deeper mind? All those themes and variations on themes which shape* themselves by slow degrees or sudden flashes
whilst a work proceeds, may be and often are purely intuitional. Some signs
of inspiration are the heightened imaginativeness which c^mes into play, or
the natural ease with which the work flows, or the abundant energy the artist
brings to it, or the creative heat which burns within him, or the innate
certitude which hovers around him at the time—if they are beyond the normal
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level of their possession. The artist, the poet or the inventor can bring such
a work into imaginative being by a single lucid perception into which, it is
most important to note, reasoning need not enter until afterwards and then
only to elaborate, criticize or discipline it.
How genuine a thing is this inner guidance is shown by the way in which it
alters the plan of an artistic production from the lines originally designed by
conscious thinking and develops it into something contrary to first intention,
as well as by the way in which it often takes over the work and leads the artist
himself along a road whose end he may be quite unable to foresee. It is also
shown by the phenomenon of a production being shaped by fitful spurts out
of many little fragments, which exist at first without order and without coherence. Here there is manifested a light and power which are not ordinarily
the artist's own. Only when the work has attained a certain volume will the
manner in which these anarchic fragmentsf ought to be arranged, elaborated
and connected, then appear. Until such a moment the effort will be like the
manufacture of different pieces for an elusive mosaic pattern. Some poets,
indeed, have confessed to receiving the last lines of their versesfirstI
All artists worthy of the name can use their technique only as a net, which
they must raise and throw over the intuitions which fly suddenly out of the
mysterious consciousness of the deeper mind into the familiar consciousness of
everyday for a few divine moments and are gone.
The Fourth State of Consciousness.
We have travelled so far in these considerations that we may have forgotten
that they arose originally out of our consideration of the sleep state. The
forcible or even voluntary prolongation of wakefulness over several days
without an interruption by sleep, would ordinarily lead to wild hallucinations
and eerie visions in the untrained unprepared man but might lead to something
illuminative in the advanced one. The failure of a subcortical brain-centre
signals a return to the condition of sleep. It is not that the centre itself becomes
fatigued. Its continuous activity merely measures the continuation of wakefulness and does not create it. Sleep arises when the Overself gathers all the
forces of its projected personality together and brings them t<L rest in the heartcentre so that the individual image-making faculty also ceases to operate and
sensations cease to be born. The world-image with all its variety consequently
vanishes from its ken.
Incidentally could we but detach ourselves from a body-based standpoint
which makes us the unconscious victims of materialist illusions, we would
understand that here in sleep is an additional proof that world is mentally
constructed. For when thinking arises, when consciousness functions, both
the wakeful and dream worlds exist for us. Our thoughts take birth with the
onset of wakefulness and die with the onset of sleep. For us the world's existence
begins and ends with our thoughts too. If we see the world in dreams it is
because the world being but a thought, our thoughts are still active. If we
do not see the world in deep slvynber it is because our thoughts are no, longer
active and the world, being but a thought, is consequently unable to exist for
us. Thus the mind's activity in world-making is here displayed The individual being thinks its five different kinds^of sensations into existence anttTht)^
experiences an external waking or internal! dreaming world; but when it ceases
to generate thoughts it passes into the unconscious state of sleep, when there
are no sensations and consequently no world for it.
And we need to be able to forget the world. There are hours when all
sensations are a torment. Sleep is a natural want in all creatures. We well
know the rest and refreshment, the strength and invigoration, which we derive
trom those nightly hours of retreat. Even the dumb animals hide in a corner
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when they are ill and then settle down to all-restorative sleep. When physical
suffering reaches its worst climax, a wounded man will become quite unconscious, that is he will involuntarily enter the sleep condition as his last refuge.
Sleep also proffers man the chance of forgetting not only his bodily pains
but also his mental hurts. Do we sufficiently realize the priceless quality of
this strange gift from Nature's benevolent hands? The troubles of the daytime may be almost unbearable but we may be sure that the moment we fall
into benign slumber they will vanish as though they never were. Are those
sceptics right then who complain that Nature is always merciless, always "red
in tooth and claw" ?
There are many who regard their sleeping hours as enforced breaks in their
busy waking ones and begrudge them accordingly. It is not too much to say
that they regard natural sleep as being as much a loss of time as if they had
been stunned by an accidental bloV or anaesthetized by an administered drug.
Such persons may hear, first with an intellectual shock and then with a sceptical sneer, the statement that sleep, through its recuperative effects, does not
exist merely for the sake of making their wakeful life possible, but exists just
as much for its own sake. Yet this is what the hidden teaching affirms and
what it will now make clear. Sleep is primarily the consequence of the personality being temporarily reclaimed by its divine parent. Its first value lies in
the spiritual restoration which is thus effected.
We always arise from its depths feeling refreshed and peaceful. Its afterglow is a diffused well-being, a tranquil satisfaction. We receive a hint of the
intense felicity of this state when we awaken out of it for then we feel a delightful world-released serenity. It is noteworthy that the discursive movement of
the mind from thought to thought is always suspended during slumber. We
must conclude therefore that these qualities belong to the very nature of the
thought-free mind. So far as it leads to a benign refreshment, an immense
soothing and a serene laying-aside of all carking cares, the condition of sleep is'
also given us by Nature to provide an object-lesson in the worth of release from
the tyranny of our restless thoughts.
What happens when we enter into sleep is that we enter also into this mind
which is the real origin of our consciousness. Both the thought of the body
and the thought of the world which held our consciousness in such an iron grip
are now removed.
# Consider next the strange fact that when we bestow attention entirely on
the book We are reading, we simultaneously withhold attention from the chair
in which we are sitting. The consequence is that if our reading is perfectly
concentrated, the chair ceases to exist for us. The unnoticed is in fact the
unknown. This is a simple fact of everyday experience but it is ordinarily
overlooked. Our earlier study of illusions has shown its great importance.
We may now go still further. Throughout the day we focus attention upon
the outside world and we are simultaneously aware of it, whereas during sleep
we make no such effort at all and then the world disappears for us. There is
something which confers reality—however temporarily—upon the world by
the mere act of making us perceive it. That something is mind.
If the Tjarld is mentally-constructed and if it draws its reality from the
iTiihti ftself, then because slumber is. a state where all mental constructions
vanish, where all objective ex^erlencf dissolves and where all ideas drop out,
it follows that the mind has here withdrawn more into its own natural self, its
own pristine state. •
We have already learnt that the mind is the principle hi us which really
sees, hears, tastes, touches and thinks; that these activities are only ways in
which it reveals itself in wakeful and dream consciousness but nevertheless they j
are ways which do not e v h a u c f Hs fulln w
What w p must endeavour to grasp I
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is that this same mind is still present during sleep even though the other kinds
of consciousness are not. The waking, dreaming and sleeping selves are not
really three individual beings, separate by nature. When a particular one of
them is expressed it hides the other two from us but this does not alter the
fact that it is only one and the same mind expressing itself under three different sets of conditions. And only because it is always present, because there
is no break in the continuity of the mind itself, do we naturally experience a
sense of reality when awake or dreaming. How important and how precious
therefore should it be to us!
We have indeed actually dipped deeper, as it were, into the basis of its
being when we have slipped into slumber. We have returned nearer to its
innermost reality. Thus, from this metaphysical standpoint, the third state
of mind is the most valuable of all but from the practical prosaic standpoint,
the least valuable of all. For alas! what is the use of being a millionaire if one
is ignorant of the fact at the time ? Sleep frees us from all the fears and pains
which shadow life but it also frees us from all the hopes and joys which brighten
it. This is because man then ceases to limit himself solely to the consciousness
of the flesh. But he also ceases to possess the consciousness of anything at
all. Quite clearly such consciousness cannot be an ultimately satisfying condition. Millions of men plunge into such slumber nightly but, philosophically,
are no wiser next day, when moreover they lose the peace thus gained and
have perforce to pick up their anxieties anew.
Is sleep really the ultimate state open to humanity? For its transitory
character makes us look elsewhere. Here the higher teaching steps in and
explains that Nature has indeed given man this move-up closer to the reality
of mind, but because he has not earned the right to it by his own effort, she
soon takes it away from him again. For he has entered sleep carrying with
him the deep mental seed-impressions of earthly desires, the strong emotional
'tendencies which bind him to physical life and the powerful egoistic chains
which cannot co-exist with the freedom and integrity of the mind's own pure
nature. Because he has not earned the right to a release from this bondage
by his own personal effort, Nature does not allow him to enjoy the consciousness of his thought-free liberation during his sleep but oiJy as a soothing
afterglow during the few moments after his awakening. In a sense it might
be said that she mocks him by making it always a past experience and silently
telling him that if he wants to make it a present one he must go forth and
earn it.
Is this not a hint to man that were his thinking to be deliberately brought
down to its lowest ebb, thus making his mental state during wakefulness as
similar as possible to what it is during sleep, and were this to be achieved with
complete intellectual understanding of aU that his enterprise involves, he would
consciously experience this same happy calm condition? Such indeed is the
rationale underlying some of the higher yoga exercises given at the end of
this book. It is an indisputable fact exhibited by experience and proved by
mentalism that many of the troubles and most of the illusions which a«*nan has
are brought to him by his thoughts. He can free himself from the tryanny of
those troubles and these illusions therefore to the degree that he
free himself
from the tyranny of his thoughts, provided again he does this with adequate'and intelligent understanding. In sucl mental quiet lies peace, healing and
freedom.
Such a superior mental quiet must not be confused with the ordinary
kind—so populaf among the neophytes in yoga—which can be obtained by
the ordinary methods. These methods do indeed give a man mental stillness
but they also leave the idiot in full possession of his idiocy, the self-deceived in
undisturbed proprietorship of his illusions. The state which is sought and
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obtained by the philosophic student, who not only knows its inside and outside but knows that he knows and how, is immeasurably better. It is mystical
experience grown up and come to an understanding both of itself and the
world. It is related, as will be demonstrated towards the end of this work,'
to the common mental quiet achieved in meditation as a mature adult man is
related to his own self when an ignorant child. This indeed is the mysterious
fourth state beyond waking, dreaming and sleeping which the hidden teaching
holds up before the gaze of aspiring men as a goal worth working for. What
they now experience unconsciously during sleep they could experience consciously during wakeful life. All men may attain it although, merely because
few ever seek it, few actually do attain it. It is free from all the interruptions
and alternations of the other three states; it is tenable at all times and in all
places and whether we are awake, 'dream or asleep; and because it transcends
the unconsciousness of sleep it may be called the transcendental state. Such
a state is a paradoxical one and beyond ordinary comprehension because it
is a union of deep sleep and full consciousness.
The three states are not enough. Mankind have the possibility to advance
beyond them, to win from Nature's tight grasp a fourth state which shall
transcend them all. Its inexpressible felicity is there, waiting as it has always
waited for the few adventurers who will act as pioneers for the whole race. It
is through meditating upon the inner significance of these three states that we
arrive eventually at the significance of the mysterious fourth state. It is
always there deep down within us and we never really leave it at any time, not
even when we become active in wakefulness or fall unconscious in sleep. And
now we may grasp why it is that we do lose consciousness during sleep. For
the mind's native state to which we then return possesses a vibrational range
vastly beyond that possessed by the wakeful intellect. The latter is periodically drawn inwards by a powerful magnetic force to this innermost part of its ,
being but finds itself quite unable to expand its own range to catch the wider
consciousness of the fourth state. Consequently it swoons and passes into
sleep. As its own limited life is snuffed out during the sleep it naturally denies
later that any kind of consciousness existed then.
We set up our finite consciousness as the crux of mind when it is really but a
bubble from the latter's depths, a whispered and remote revelation of its pure
being.
• "The conscious cannot be derived from the unconscious. Man is divine,"
wrote that astute statesman Lord Beaconsfield. Here alone does mind return
to its primal selfhood, to the genuine unbroken unity against which sleep's
pseudo-unity seems but a transient and suggestive hint. Here it is, but it is
not anything in particular, not this or that. The fourth state is the undisturbed
and unbroken awareness of mind-essence.
It may perhaps now be a little clearer why the hint was given in the previous
chapter that humanity can attain its fullest spiritual self-realization only when
clearly conscious of this physical world, that is to say only in the wakeful
state. " The more attention is concentrated tifc more vivid are the mental
images which result. Such concentration achieves its intensest degree during
•v>L.kofidhHeS?%id this is one reason why earthly life seems more real to us than
any other. Such is the immense importance of this earthly life, which some
mystics foolishly deny as an illusion arid many ascetics foolishly despise as an
evil, that here the achievement of our highest destiny becomes possible. For
here the intellectual thinking consciousness can work at its widest stretch
whereas it cannot even come into play during deep sleep. Our intimate relation with the hidden reality of mind, our knowledge of its constant presence,
can here be brought into full daylight as it were. The physical world is the
crux. We must realize truth about life whilst yet in the flesh, if it is to be
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truth and not a substitute for it: this is why neither dream nor sleep will
suffice to provide the conditions adequate for such realization. The Spirit of
Heaven must descend to earth and enter through the door of the body and be
a welcomed guest whilst we are fully awake, not whilst we are a'dream, or
asleep.
Thus the transcendental fourth view takes all the other three states within
its wide scope and therefore embraces the whole of life. He alone who can
attain it may rightly call himself a philosopher and none else. But such a
view must not be mistaken for a merely intellectualist one; on the contrary,
it is a profoundly mystical insight.
CHAPTER, VI
THE SECRET OF THE

DESPITE

"i"

what has been written already about them, the metaphysical
significance of both the dream and sleep states has not yet been exhausted.
It is easy, even after we have begun to believe in the truth of mentalism,
to make the mistake of taking the world as being a form of consciousness—and
even to take all other men as such—but to forget to take our own personality in
the same way. A little further reflection about dreams can help us to correct
this subtle error. Consider the case of a man who dreams that a terrible
tragedy has overtaken his family and who weeps in inconsolable despair at
their heartrending sufferings. But in the morning he awakens and the entire
episode vanishes. The brick-built house which seemed so solid, the wife and
children who writhed in pain so convincingly, now become shadowy phantoms.
He finds that the events were nothing more than mental creations.
We have here to ask ourself the question: Who was the weeping man of this
dream? He could not have been quite the same as the waking individual if
only because his mental faculties and facilities were altered and because he
did not possess the physical body which lay unmoving upon the bed. Not
only were the incidents a series of thoughts, not only were the different members
of his family a series of thoughts too, but even the sufferer wfio wept along with
them must have been a mental creation for he also vanished with the dream.
Dream also demonstrates how a ragged beggar may think himself to be a
bejewelled king and how a king may think himself to be a beggar. But the
arrival of wakefulness shows that the dream-self was at the time but an idea,
and is now but a memory, that is also an idea. If we can apply this lesson we
can also convert the whole of our past wakeful-self experience into a memory.
But a wakeful memory is not less a thought-structure than a dream one,
however much more vivid it may be. Therefore the wakeful self must be such
a thought-structure too. For if we take a retrospective glance at the stretchedout span of our own life, at the years of infancy, childhood, adolescence and
maturity which relentless time has buried in the past, at all those years whose
motley episodes are recoverableonly as memories, everything that has happened
to us now seems like the happenings of a prolonged and vivid dream. It seems
such an appalling thing to believe that those events which wefe'b^DlidjvSo^
substantial and so real when they were tactual are only like dream-stuff. Yet
does such a belief really strain probability too far? Those years when we lived
so ardently and intensely, when we experienced the loftiest exaltations and.
the most poignant emotions, when we felt the strongest passions and endured
the bitterest sufferings—where are they now? Where have they gone? They
are now only recollections of the past and they have gone into the deeps of
memory! What are such remembrances? They are simply a series of mental
pictures, that is, they are no more than thoughts in and for the mind.
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If all our past personal experience through the years—no matter whether
they are as few as five or as many as sixty—turns out in the end to be a series
of transient ideas, what are we to say of our coming life which extends into the
future? Nay, what of the vivid present in which we are living with such
immediacy? Will they not turn out to be the same when we investigate them,
because the present will inescapably become the past and the future will
inescapably become the present? They will then appear to possess neither the
same reality nor the same value which they possess now. Yet this day, this
minute, this very moment through which we are now passing must actually
possess precisely the same characteristics which they have before or after.
This is a curious situation but reflection will show that its consequences are still
more curious. Because past, present and future constitute the whole of our
human existence what else is demonstrated by it than that our own wakeful
existence is itself only a thought-series and that our personal experience is a
mentally-constructed affair?
If only a man will pause to reflect he will perceive how his own life fully
verifies this truth. Let him take a highly emotional attachment which happened several years ago which made some woman seem to him like an adorable
twin soul for whose love and for love of whom he had been born, but an attachment which eventually ended in estrangement and final parting. What is the
feeling which this episode now arouses in him? The woman will seem like a
nebulous figure in a remote past! Why? For now she is viewed as she was
even then—as an idea.
Thus we find in the illustrations offered by our changing dream selves some
luminous hints about the mentalist nature of our wakeful self also, as we find
the same truth through rigorous metaphysical reflection upon the varied course
of time. Yet the one thing of which every man is certain, the one fact upon
which he never wastes a moment to entertain doubts, is the unalterable nature
of his own identity. " I am" is a proposition which he feels can be safely laid
down as being beyond all refutation. The identity and continuity of his own
personality, he asserts, must surely be as plain to the metaphysician as it
always is to the common man. Unfortunately for such certitude, metaphysical
analysis does not lead to confirmation of these statements. For they are made
from the standpoint of wakeful experience alone. What about dream life?
There his personality becomes a little blurred and may change altogether as
wl^n a beggar with a wooden stick dreams that he has become a king with a
golden sceptre. Next, what about deep sleep? There he has not even any
consciousness of " I am", no sense of personal identity at all.
The notion that the characteristics of his own existence as a particular
individual (not of course the existence itself) can possibly be held in question
strikes an ordinary man as absurd. But the metaphysician, simply because he
seeks to reach his findings after accumulating all the available facts and not
merely a portion of them, cannot afford to leave out of his purview the dream
and sleep standpoints which the ordinary man complacently ignores. And
from the. totality of all three standpoints we 4iave already seen how he is
compelled to deduce that the ego's belief in its own complete and final coherence
as a pe^gjjjirffitjrefuted by the facts. For we can say that a thing continues as
such when it remains identical with itself and when it is fundamentally permanent. Both these characteristics .jre absent from the personality. It is
perhaps pardonable for the " I " to see how fleeting everything in the whole world
is and fail to include *tself, to note the continuous change and flow of external
experience and fail to observe its own flux and evanescence? For what is a
man really aware of? He is aware of a series of physical sensations, separate
changing mental states and fluctuating emotional moods which follow each
other throughout wakeful life. But of a self apart from the totality of this
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series he is not ordinarily aware. As a person he is, in the end, what other
things are—a thought.
It will be said however that he is aware above all of the body, that the body
is an " I " which is always present and always identical with itself. Let us try to
look into this self-identification with the body a little more closely. It is
through the senses that we become aware of our own bodies, no less than of
the external world. But it was earlier found that if we seek out the basis of
all sense-activity we find that it is our own consciousness and nothing else.
The man who has not analysed what happens when he sits in a chair or looks at
a tree naively assumes that he is experiencing something outside himself. But
he is actually experiencing something inside his own sense-organs. And the
latter in their turn can yield their awareness of anything only by virtue of the
quality of awareness itself, a quality which is utterly beyond their own capacity
Therefore the senses must themselves consticute part of the mind as much as the
" I " . But the senses are known to be parts of the physical body. Therefore
even the entire human body, as a part of the external world, although the part
with which we are uniquely related and most intimately associated, is something seen, experienced and known and therefore something which is associated
with our consciousness (as are all other objects) as one of its ideas, albeit the most
vivid and intimate of all.
It comes to this: that our sensations of the body are really activities of the
mind. Sight, hearing, taste and smell are simply localizations of these activities^The senses are really the limiting and defining conditions under which mind
works when projecting our space-time consciousness. They merely canalize
the mind's own image-making power and do not themselves create the images.
All the five forms of sense-experience are like spokes radiating from a single
common centre; a single consciousness is behind them. This consciousness is
pre-supposed in seeing, hearing, tasting, touching and smelling, a consciousness
which unites all the isolated impressions into an orderly whole. Therefore it is
also the basis of our bodies. What we understand by body is in reality something pertaining to the mind.
The materialist wholly overlooks the significant role played by thinking in his
experience. He overlooks that he has to think the body into his consciousness
before he can even know of its existence at all. Mind must present the man's
body as an idea and then only is there awareness of it. The brain itself is but a
mental product in a mentally produced world. It is the mind as the intangjble
invisible principle of awareness which makes us aware of the brain's existence,
so how can the brain be the originator of this function? In short, the mind of
the man who accepts materialism has forgotten to consider itself.
The consciousness of sense-impressions is not a property of the body because
the latter is as much an object to consciousness as any other idea, for the body
passes in and out of consciousness, as in sleep for example. How much less
then must it be a function of the brain which is merely a part of the body?
Consciousness indeed is a property belonging to mind.
The problem of the relation between the mind and the body disappears
when we grasp these great truths, that the body is only an experience of
consciousness and that such an experience can be external duri^^wakefulness
or internal during dream but is actually as much a powerfully-helcHfffbught in
both cases as is the outside space whiclj is set-up to contain both the body and
the world. The body does not stand for an actuality apart from the consciousness of it. All the long controversies and variable theories of the relations
existing betweeii the two are empty and misleading. For there are not two
separate and separable substances—matter and mind—to be studied but only
one. His body is as much a man's thought as the world outside it. In the
body mind is conscious of itself as "body". In ideation, feeling and memory
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mind is again conscious of itself but this time as the thinking intellect. The
whole mental life is a continuous flux and unrolling film of momentary thoughts.
Those which are held most strongly within the focus of attention at any particular
moment constitute the self at the time. The body-thought is only a part of it.
The 'T'-thought which man habitually associates with the body vanishes in
dreamless sleep along with all the other thoughts. Therefore the sense of
personality cannot fundamentally be a bodily one,* although it includes the
body at intervals, and must be a mental one. In short, it is a man's ideas
about himself, which of course include his ideas about his body, which constitute
his personality. If this world extended in space and changing in time is really
a thought-structure, and if the person is a part of the world, then it logically
follows that he is just as much a thought-structure too. When mentalism
reduced the world to an idea, it inevitably reduced everything and everyone
contained within it to an idea too. The world-idea springs from the same root
as the person-idea but both flower in contrasting colours.
The first of our thoughts is " I " . All other thoughts follow its arisal. It
does not stand alone but instantly associates itself with the thought which
next follows. And this is the body-thought. Unfortunately it ends by
limiting itself to the body too, which could never have come into existence at
all but for its own prior existence. Thus this association has degenerated into
a bondage of the "I"-thought to the body-thought. The only self man believes
in today is his body. Consequently the original "V'-thought becomes converted
into " I am the body". After this there arises the world-thought. The " I "
unconsciously provides the particular space-time characteristics through which
the world must first pass before it can emerge into its consciousness. Thus the
" I " veritably holds as its own thought both the body and then the world
outside the body. But because it began by deceiving itself about its own
relation to the body, because it took the body for what it is not, it ends by
deceiving itself about the things outside and around the body and takes them
for what they are not too. Hence the arisal of a triple error: the world, the
body and the " I " are all regarded as non-mental.
The " I " every man knows is indeed his self but it is not his ultimate self.
When he discovers that his own personal existence is no less a thought-structure
than that of his physical surroundings, that everything including himself has
an imagined existence, he comes close, very close, to the gate of initiation into a
higher world of understanding. He who witnesses the events of a dream, he
who participates in them, and he who creates them are one and the same entity.
Because the process which brings the wakeful self into being is as unconscious
and involuntary as the process which brings the dream self into being, nobody
notices at the time that either one is a thought creation. Just as a man who
has been dreaming that he was a wealthy king finds on awakening from his
dream that he is really a poor peasant and that his gorgeous palaces, respectful
people and spacious country were only ideas, so it is the discovery during
wakefulness that the wakeful personality is also only an idea that constitutes
the first crucial stage of his liberation from ignorance. Jesus told his disciples
that when they knew the Truth it would set them free. They were already
physicallvjfcge so the liberation to which he referred could only have been a
mental one. Gautama was called "Buddha", which means "awakened one",
because he had awakened from Jhe attachment to his own person which was as
erroneous as the attachment of the dreaming peasant to his royal self. Then
as now the mass of humanity were still so utterly sunk in their thought-made self
as to take it for the final one.
*
* That the sense of " I " does not ultimately reside in the fleshly body has been sufficiently
demonstrated in a somewhat different manner in The Secret Path and The Quest of the Overself, so
tbe same ground need not be covered here
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The Wonder of Awareness.
* We have found that thoughts and sensations constitute the person. But
does the person constitute the whole of the " I " ? Can we separate self from the
ideas, the perceptions and the memories which it holds ? We know that there is
an " I " of some sort for it is our own thoughts that come into being and not
another's. A thought is always somebody's thought. It has a personal
background. Also, the expression " I " is unique inasmuch as it is the only
term in every human language which cannot be literally used to stand for a
class or group. Thus the meaning of terms "horse" and "house" can refer to
any or all of a million horses or houses in existence whereas the meaning of
" I " must always be referred to a single individual alone. He who speaks to
another may legitimately speak of himself as " I " but the person who is being
addressed may not also speak of the first may in the same way. Hence whoever
uses this term does not ordinarily understand by it what another person using
it will understand.
Although the " I " changes from instant to instant we feel somehow that it
knows itself indirectly through its thoughts, acts and experiences, and that
something remains constant and stationary through all these changes. If in
one sense there is a continuity between what we once were and what we now
are, then this persistent core must be a deeply-buried mental one. What is this
mysterious core? Can the " I " know itself directly?
Hume, the metaphysician, burrowed beneath his flux of multitudinous
sensations in the hope of finding a definite and constant self lurking there but
reported failure. He found only his own thoughts, varying from moment to
moment, but no thing worth calling self. How could he have succeeded?
For he overlooked that which made his burrowing possible, that out of which
the very birth of his sensations became possible and upon whose hidden existence
, he unconsciously formed the thought of a self's possible existence. The fact
that he could examine his own thoughts showed that there was something in
him which was itself deeper than them, for it could not simultaneously be both
the owner of the thoughts and the thoughts themselves, both the examiner and
that which was examined. What is this "something"? It is, it must be a
still deeper " I " which, although usually ignored, must matter most of all.
And this, when traced through the conventional confusions and unconscious
processes which habitually surround it, is nothing else than that intangible
principle of awareness itself whose own existence makes the existence of alUhe
multiple items of awareness itself possible.
Science can paint a plausible picture of the way in which the body becomes
aware of the world through the senses and the brain. It can show how every
sensation corresponds to a precise physical activity inside the brain. But it
has never yet shown nor ever can show a brain activity which corresponds to
that unique element of awareness which knows and feels all these sensations,
to the consciousness which reacts by attention or inattention to such sense
experience.
Those who would treat tits principle as a sort of froth formed on the surface
of matter, who would define it in terms of the physical brain alone and who
- would arrogate to a little fragment of bone-shielded flesh the wk^piarvel of
consciousness, imagination, reason, memory and judgment, need to be reminded
of Bacon's warning that Nature is t}> be interrogated and not interpreted.
"Hie Deficit Or bis" ("Here Ends the World") was the inscription which ancient
geographers put on their maps at the Pillars of Hercules,Situated at the western
entrance to the* Mediterranean Sea. "Here Ends the Mind", says the modern
materialist, pointing a cocksure finger at his brain.
Let him explain then those rare but authenticated cases in the annals of
surgery where large portions of the brain have been cut out by operation or
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crushed to pulp by wounding or eaten up by disease—portions containing those
nervous centres which, every physiological student is taught, give birth to or
control the psychological functions of thought, sensation and memory—and yet
the patients have continued to think, feel and remember like normal human
beings. Let him also explain why, when the marvellous structure of the eye of
a corpse continues to make retinal pictures of the scene before it and when
consequently on his materialistic theory there ought to be a corresponding
excitation of the brain, there is surely no awareness of the scene at all.
What the hidden teaching says is that the awareness is itself a separate
principle. Part of it acts upon the body, principally through the heart and the
brain. It has certain correspondences and relations with centres in the brain.
The part which thus acts is the part which is projected into a particular spacetime existence and which thenceforth imagines itself to be an entirely complete
and self-sufficient being. It is indeed what we know as the person. It is this
projected fraction of awareness which is what we ordinarily term consciousness,
that is the sum of all our personal sensations, thoughts and feelings. It is this
fractional consciousness—and not the mind whence it originates—that has its
seat in the particular body with which it is so intimately associated, a seat which
is largely located in the brain and hence the parallel workings of both, as noted
by physiologists. But even then this limited field of awareness cannot rightly
be limited only to the brain with which it is related, much less imposed as a
boundary on the larger mind whence it emanates. It is not even confined to
its associated body but, from that body's viewpoint, emanates and spreads
outward in space. The area of such expansion varies with different individuals
but in the case of an average human being this emanation extends to a distance
of nearly a couple of yards. A sensitive person coming in contact with or close
to another person may actually feel this emanation or aura, charged with
thought and feeling as it is, merely by standing within it. But even without
otherwise being particularly sensitive, people whose mental and emotional
characteristics are sufficiently alike will absorb ideas and feelings from one
another if they stand near enough to intermingle their auras. The political orator
who conquers a large audience owes more to this fact than he realizes just as the
passions which unite an unruly mob receive much of their strength from it too.
With what faculty does man dream of distant continents at night and with
what faculty docs he picture them in imagination by day? Is it not with the
mind and does this not show that it can embrace the most distant places?
At*what point of the universe dare he say that any object, however distant, is
outside his mind? Just because he is capable of thinking of the entire universe,
of embracing the most distant star within its operation of knowing, we are
entitled to say that mind is everywhere. It is like space of which nobody can
say where it ends. Space is indeed the form which mind takes. But this is
the same as saying that mind is formless. Mind occupies no definite position
in space for the simple reason that space itself is its own production. Although
all the thoughts which have existed in our mind and which still lie there latently
are beyond counting, we know that we can use the phrase "in our mind" only
in a metaphorical sense. If the thoughts had ever been there in a spatial sense
they would have needed a very large place to accommodate them! What does
this
fhere is no length and breadth for a thought and consequently no
real length and breadth for the mind holding it. Whatever we do theoretically
for the purpose of intellectual analysistondcommunication, we cannot actually
divide the mind from^the thoughts whi<!h it holds. All are one. Thoughts are
only phases of consciousness. Consciousness is only a phase tof mind. Mind
is outside the limitation of any particular place. It is not really flesh-tied, but
our belief about it is.
Were the mind actually in space, it would then be possible to assert that one
F
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part of it was above or to the left of another part. But such assertions are
absurd and cannot be truthfully made, for the mind is not an assemblage of
parts having position and distance; consequently it is not in space. For the
same considerations mind is not in time. We cannot think of one part of our
mind following next after another part. We can only think of its manifested
thoughts doing so—which is an entirely different matter. That which materialists take to be mind is but their imagination about it. It is, therefore, incorrect
to limit the mind in space solely to that portion of the body which is called the
brain. On the contrary, because of this ease with which the mind assumes
form and extends in space, because we can place no limit upon its extension, it
will be better to say that the brain exists within the mind. But ultimately
there is no such thing in point of fact as a geographical distribution of the mind,
that is, it cannot be localized, nor can we say that it has an outside and an
inside. Nobody can determine where the frontiers of the province of mind are.
It is therefore utterly meaningless to look for its location, whether we look in our
own head or elsewhere. There can be no question of a position for mind for it
is positionless. It cannot have a seat. It can everywhere be mysteriously
present. Its infinitude cannot be compressed into a little canopy of bone in the
head. The materialist tries to squeeze mind into his head but fails. The
mentalist tries to put his head into mind and succeeds.
Once again it must be repeated that it is entirely absurd to degrade the
wonderful doctrine of mentalism into the nonsensical statement that it endeavours to prove the earth, mountains, sun and stars to be all contained within
the narrow space of the human skull. We can only laugh at such nonsense and
^repeat that the brain is not the mind. It is a bit of nerve-stuff. The essence
of this doctrine is that all these things are ultimately known by the mind, are
known only as mental perceptions and therefore can only exist within such a
conscious, immaterial and untouchable principle of awareness as we know the
human mind to be. Science may rack its brains but it will never find a
physiological basis for this awareness—although it can easily find a physiological
outlet for it—and consequently never find any other path of further travel in
this affair then the metaphysical or mystical enquiry into self. Neither the
bodily sense-organs nor the physical brain nor even the two in combination
yield the actual unified perception of a thing. This wonderful synthesis can be
achieved only by the consciousness which observes and interprets the reaction
of both sense-organ and brain. It is no use talking in terms of cerebral changes
here for with the detection of this principle of awareness we depart from every- *
thing physical and enter a new world entirely, the world of pure mind. The
sensations themselves are only the objects of man's conscious attention. What
about their observer's own existence?
In the opening page of this chapter there was described the case of a man
who wept during dream over the supposed sufferings of his family. What was
the real relation during the dream itself of the wakeful man to this projected
fraction of consciousness which was his dream self ? It was that of a mere
spectator but, owing to his temporary identification with the dream self, this
relation was concealed from Llm at the time. There were thus two aspects of
one and the same man: the projected active dream personality of whom there
was consciousness, and its spectator of whom this personality itself T&tm*1*en quite
unaware.
.
Now the fact that such a double nature can exist during dream should warn
us that it may exist also during wakefulness and that the waking self may be
no less a mental construction than the dreaming one; ^hat there may be a
"" spectator behincfit of whom—because of our temporary identification with this
waking man—there is no consciousness; and that this relation may likewise be
i concealed one.
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We learnt from our studies in dream and sleep that these do not exhaust
the whole existence of mind. They are not its only possible states. Deep
sleep despite its unconsciousness hints at the existence of a still deeper mental
layer within the " I " but beneath the personality. The mystery of self can
consequently yield up its furthermost secret only when man also becomes
conscious of what he is in this deeper part of his being.
When we think of the wakeful world, it is not seized as a whole because, as
our object of present attention, it is separated from ourself and placed right
against us in thought. When we think of the dream world, it is not as the
waking self contemplating the dream self, but as the mind divested of its
personality altogether. Thus an understanding of the simple experience
denoted by the words " I dreamt" raises us to the level of a witness and clear
above that of the personality. The waking self sets itself up as the criterion of
existence and therefore speaks ana thinks as though it has itself dreamt and
slept. But that which brought both dream and sleep about is entirely beyond
its control and consciousness. If the personal self as ordinarily known in
waking did not originate dream and sleep then another "mind" must have done
so and this second "mind" must be related to it somehow. This is the deeper
mind we seek, which, itself neither dreaming nor waking nor sleeping, watches
the production of these phenomena in its offspring the person.
The absence of thoughts during sleep does not prove the absence of the
thinker. On the contrary, it has already been noted that the acknowledgment
of their absence indicates the presence of an observing element which is aware
of their arisal and disappearance. It is unfortunate, of course, that we are not
aware of this observational activity until after it has occurred, which means
that we know it only by remembrance and therefore at second hand. But sleep,
mind, consciousness and the person being what they are, this could not have
been otherwise. The wakeful state is simply the natural result of mind projecting a mere fraction of itself as the personal consciousness with the fullest force.
The dream state is the result of the same mind projecting the person with
partial force. The sleep state i§ the result of mind withdrawing the attenuated
dream consciousness into itself and closing the personal aperture altogether.
Then the individual being loses its awareness. But the mind, possessing its
own pecular kind of awareness, does not. The family " I " ceases to exist with
its compulsory return to the mind because it cannot absorb what is beyond
itself and must instead submit to being absorbed. The onset of sleep is a sign of
such complete absorption as the onset of dream is a sign of its half-absorption.
This loss of personal consciousness during sleep is inevitable because the
person itself is a nucelus of thought-structures temporarily lit into life along
with the world-thought but both thoughts dissolve when their informing
principle of attentive awareness is withdrawn. Nevertheless whether the person
be asleep or awake, the mind itself does not change with the changing states of
its surface being because it is the pure principle which renders possible all
those countless acts of awareness that constitute the experience of the other
states. After the onset of sleep the wakeful
dream self merges back into
this innermost principle and consequently is no longer present to be conscious
of anything*^ all. From its limited standpoint we are quite correct in describing sleep as an unconscious state. But from the broader standpoint of the
principle of mind which observes it, wje would be more correct in describing it
as a state in which there exists a kit|d of consciousness which is frankly incomprehensible because beyond our finite limits. But we ought not therefore
to deny the existence of this consciousness.
Indeed it is impossible to advance farther in this metaphysical study unless
the ability is developed to separate analytically two opposing concepts—the
self from the not-self, the observer from what is observed. The first step to
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advanced philosophic knowledge .is this ability to separate in understanding
that which is observed from that'which observes it. So lon^ as these polarities
are confounded with each other—as they usually are in uninstructed minds—
the higher metaphysics must remain a closed and sealed book. Such discrimination is easy where physical things are concerned for all conscious
experience is twofold and obviously involves a knower and a known, a self and
an "other", but it calls for a far subtler sense where abstract ideas are concerned.
Hence we must now make our thinking sharper than ever to comprehend what
follows.
The present examination of the wakeful self has shown us that it points
beyond itself to a principle of awareness which makes possible all conscious
experience—and consequently the personal " I " along with it—but which is
itself hidden deep beneath the threshold of consciousness. Why do we miss
noting the existence of this principle of awareness? Firstly, because it is a
universal one. It cannot be experienced in the same familiar way in which we
experience particular things because what is limited cannot get behind what is
unlimited. Metaphysically we may obtain the intellectual and total conviction
that it is there but actually we may not ordinarily become conscious of the
principle which makes our own consciousness possible. Secondly, because it
is itself the principle behind that consciousness, it cannot turn round to look
at itself. We are compelled to take for granted that it exists but being itself
the subject it cannot also be at the same time an object of our consciousness.
This hidden observer eludes our most eagle-eyed introspection because it is
totally beyond the introspecting consciousness. We are normally unaware of it
not because it does not exist but because it transcends the familiar " I " himself.
When we believe that we are conscious of ourself we are really conscious of
a heavy disguise, of the powerful complex of thoughts constituting the conscious
" I " which the unknown self puts on and takes off. This deeper self is of course
there beneath the disguise but we never know it in its undisguised state. Just
as we do not see an invisible gas in the chemical laboratory but can detect its
presence by smelling its odour, so we are ignorant of the hidden observer but
can detect its presence by noting that something makes it possible for us to be
conscious of the fluctuating states of the surface " I " . Thinking, being itself a
part of the field of our observation, unfortunately cannot break through into the
consciousness of the observer which transcends that field. The consciousness
which knows cannot itself be included in what is known. It cannot itself be
known except as the conscious idea of it, which would be like knowing a man
only through a photograph of him. For there can be no knowledge of the comings
and goings of the " I " except by some witness that could be less limited than
itself, which could precede it and be its final owner. The " I " is indeed a symbol
which stands for something immeasurably wider than itself.
Again, the personal self is gradually changing through the years but the
mental principle which informs it and makes it possible for us to be aware of the
changing conscious and bodily states, is not affected by this process and remains
ever the same. This principle is the relatively permanent element within us
and the ultimate basis of all our kaleidoscopic states of consciousness. To
become aware of the arisal and disappearance of all those thoughts^ydi make
up the totality of the waking self their witness must be relatively changeless, for
it is only the striking contrast between jthem find itself which could possibly
make it aware of such transience. Thel constant succession of sensations, the
innumerable changes of perception and experience could themselves be evident
only to some observer whose own mental permanence and unity must be presupposed or he could not notice the facts of succession and change. The
consciousness possessed by the hidden observer cannot be a fitful one. Being
the very principle of awareness, able at any time to shine through its projections,
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the wakeful or dream selves, it must therefore be an unbroken and unfailing
one.
The Hidden Observer.
We are able to see things as lying outside each other and events as happening
after each other only because there is in us something which itself is not in
space or time. The consciousness of events would not be possible if the
observing mind were itself involved in the same time-series. For the process
of knowing these events involves the process of connecting them in thought.
This in turn involves the working of a mind which cannot itself be one of the
thoughts it thus connects. This mind must therefore transcend what it
experiences and be outside the flow of our time altogether. It is only because
the consciousness pre-supposed in experience is larger than the events that we
are able to become aware of them at all. The fact that we are conscious of
the changes which make up the stuff of time is itself possible only because
there is something hidden in us which is above change and beyond time.
We may not in the movement of our thought as it traces out the possibilities
of such a situation think of changes happening within this hidden observer.
But even if we attempted to do so, the inexorable logic of consciousness would
march us to defeat in the end. For even if there were such changes we would
then need to bring in a further observer which itself must be unchanging in order
to disclose the fact of these changes! The first observer could become a changing
experience only by occurring in the larger field of awareness of the new one.
And the latter must be unchanging, because if it were not then there must needs
be a still further observer behind it able to note its changes, an observer which
must itself relatively be majestically changeless so as to note their contrast.
And even if this last one should tantalizingly prove not to be so, then it would
need a still further observer in whose field of observation it itself existed and
by which its own changes of experience would be noted.
Thus we could theoretically and exasperatingly continue without end to
construct a psychological machine wherein one self revolved like a wheel inside
another self and that again inside a third, but inevitably in this receding series
of observers we would be forced by necessity to complete the mechanism by
introducing one final unchanging observer of them all. However far we could
possibly travel inwards in tracing such a series of self-duplications, however
mjich the chimerical horizon receded on our mystical journey, we would always
arrive in the end at the same position from which we started, that is, that there
must be a limit to the series. And this limit would consist of an ultimate
unalterable element in the mind which is the real if hidden owner of all the
preceding observers. Nothing could ever bring this element, which is the very
essence of mind, to an end. It would always be present and always the same.
Nor could such a psychological situation end in anything else. It must
always repeat itself for no changing event could be an object of observation to a
perceiving mind unless the latter were relatively stable. The mutable can be
recognized only by a perceiver which is itself gjandly immutable. The mind
which made observation possible to the first ego in such a series would still be
present t o ^ a k e it possible to the last one in the series. And although consciousness of the entire total of all earlier observers would be in it as their
final owner, it could never itself £e in consciousness.
But, it will be asked, why should jhe ultimate observer be aristocratically
outside ordinary corftciousness? The answer is that as soon as we attempt to
know the knowing self of the series, we attempt the impBssible. For the
moment we could succeed in knowing it, it would become the known idea, the
observed experience, and no longer be the knower, the observer. Every fresh
attempt would only repeat this situation. Let us therefore stick to our original
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observer. And let us not forget that all these different observers are and can
only be different states manifested by one and the same mind, whose essence
continues serenely unchanged.
It is indeed the pre-supposition and permanent basis of all our conscious
experience because its products are present as that experience. But the very
fact that it must be pre-supposed in order to explain experience shows that it
cannot itself be known in such experience. Consequently, it is essential that
we keep clear in our minds this difference between the particular thoughts which
are ever succeeding each other in a flowing stream and the general principle of
Thought which secretly makes us aware of them. If it perceives then it cannot
be perceived, just as the bodily eyes are able to see everything else around them
but are unable to see themselves. This is why we are never directly aware of
pure Thought but only of individual thoughts, pictorial ideas or sensuous
images. They are merely evidenced by It whereas it is the incontestable
evidence for its own veiled existence.
As it is impossible to think of this mental stuff as possessing any particular
shape in itself, we must conclude that whatever assumes form or takes shape,
that is to say whatever is seen, must be only a mental production and not the
mind itself. And this must apply equally to so-called material things which
are presented to the five senses as to blatantly obvious mental things like
episodes of the remembered past. Then if the mental constructions of experience are doomed to pass away as transient, the mental principle itself must
remain throughout these transformations what it was and is. We must therefore be very careful not to think any element of particular or separate thoughts
into our concept of this pure Thought-in-itself, that which is here called mind.
In the last chapter definitions of the terms "brain" and "consciousness"
were offered. In The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga a tentative definition of
the term "mind" as being "that which makes us think of anything and which
makes us aware of anything" was offered. To this definition we may now add:
"and which reveals its existence in every thought but is unknown to us apart
from such manifestation".
Thus we return to our hidden observer with the qualification that it must
also be the final one. If we are unable to bring it into our field of observation
nevertheless in its mysterious way it must contain both our outer world experience and our inner personal experience within its own field. It becomes very
important for us to discover what is the relation between these two selv^.
How important this innermost self must be is deducible from that fact that
whereas the person can see the world from outside but cannot adopt the same
standpoint as regards itself, the hidden observer can stand outside the person
" I " and thus obtain a more accurate and comprehensive picture of its character
possibilities and activities. The total knowledge of the final self must indeed be
far fuller in quantity and superior in quality to that of the surface self. It
must at least possess fewer of the limitations and endure none of the mutations
to which the familiar ego is exposed. It is never in the field of the person's
observation whereas the perscjp is always in its field. Is it not an astonishing
commentary upon human ignorance that generallly the personal " I " does not
even know that this witnessing " I " also exists?
_<J
It follows from all this that the self which is in consciousness is likctKe island
of Teneriffe which is the peak of a submerged mountain thrust above sea level,
or like the visible tenth part of an iceberg/whose Vast bulk floats unseen beneath
the ocean's surface. It further followsrhat when we usa the term " I " and
think only of the body we are talking a kind of nonsense—similar to that which
a man would use if he always referred to a mere fraction of himself, such as his
big toe, as "I'M There is thus immensely more behind this simple term than
we ordinarily know. The mind cuts itself into two, the portion of which we are
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continuously aware being the observed person and the portion which makes us
aware that there is a person being the observing mind.
Once we comprehend this situation then it becomes possible to find the
answer to questions like why if the person is itself owned and is not the ultimate
owner does it seem to own the self; and, why does it yield the feeling of being
substantially our real self? The answer is that the witnessing self is present in
hidden association or mystic immanence in the personal self and reflects into
that self the feeling of its own real existence. Its presence in each one of us
thus explains why it is that we have the sense of personal identity at all. But
this does not warrant the materialistic illusion which substitutes the personality
for what underlies and supports it.
Now we have learnt that it is useless to look for the whole self in the wakeful
state alone and utterly ignore the other two beads on its string. For dream and
sleep no less pertain to it than waiting. It is useless to take only a fragment of
experience and then expect a full answer to the question "What am I ? " But
the advance which we have now made in standpoint has advanced the result
obtained. Self is thus shown to be a little more complex than it is commonly
suspected to be. It reveals itself to be threefold: {a) The physical body, (b)
the personal consciousness, consisting of feelings, thoughts, desires, images and
karmic tendencies, (c) the impersonal observer whose presence is indirectly
revealed by the person in the same mysterious way that the presence of magnetism is revealed by movements of iron filings. All these three elements
combine together to make up the total " I " . Whoever equates his " I " with
only one or confuses it with only two of these factors commits a serious error
and does not really know himself. For the physical body makes merely
mechanical responses to its environment; its behaviour cannot possibly cover all
that we experience when we utter the word " I " . And the personal emotions
and thoughts are only fleeting and ephemeral phases of the self. We are not #
angry all the time, for instance, nor do we always think of metaphysics alone, *
nor are we constantly wanting some pleasure either; that is to say, our personal
states are different by turns. Our mental and emotional conduct, in short, is
too contradictory to stand by itself for the true self. Both stable flesh and
moody feeling belong to it. But they do not include that sense of unchanging
identity of 'T'-ness which runs like a thread through all of them.
The physical body, the personal thoughts and feelings are only contents of
tjie self, not its real character. The sense of awareness accompanies every act,
every feeling and every thought. It is their common factor. The acts,
feelings and thoughts slowly or swiftly change their aspect until sometimes they
are quite contradictory but the pure consciousness of them remains unchanged
through all these endless mutations. We must not therefore make the common
mistake which totalizes them alone as the self but leaves out the all-essential
inner sense which strings them together. The common view quite evidently
needs to be corrected. Were the " I " nothing more than this series of changing
thoughts and fitful feelings it could not become aware of itself as an individual.
Such awareness evidences a deeper principle ir^its own being. The presence
of this principle may be inferred, even though it may not be separately experienced, fram its being reflected into every thought image and perception as the
stuff of awareness of them.
Thus we have advanced from the narrow personal "me" to the wider, more
inviting and more inspiring ' T \ TAe final and most important member of
the " I " family is thk unseen and unknown one. It is the subject of which they
are the object. It is the silent spectator of a play in which thet>thers are actors.
It is the mystical quintessence of the " I " . The ordinary " I " is a thought, the
ultimate " I " is pure Thought.
It should now be clear that this consciousness must be identical with the
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fourth state of consciousness which we earlier found to transcend sleep. It is
the fundamental observer who notes the comings and goings of the other three
states because it can stand aside from them in unbroken beatitude. It is our
truest deepest self because it alone outlives unchanged the surface self of changing personality.
Thus the witness-self walks through this world incognito. Only the few to
whom philosophy grants her earned favours find it out and know it by its
true name. The rest regard it under the limited aspect of a particular personality. When they employ the word "self" they do not usually refer it to anything beyond this physical being who stands before th 7m in flesh and blood plus
his little psychological collection of bitter-sweet memories and transient moods,
hot desires and cold fears. It is within such small limits that they confine the
meaning of this term. But the man who has come to genuine self-knowledge
knows what he really is over and above this Tiamed embodied individual; hence
he may aptly adopt the expressive term "Overself" when referring to it.
Theologians probably mean this when they speak of the "soul". But as our
concept is as radically different from theirs in some ways as it is roughly similar
to it in others, and particularly as it is not a theological theme for us, we prefer
to call it the Overself. The person is only a projection from the Overself as a
dream-figure is a projection from the mind of a dreamer. It is only a dependent
creature which has forgotten its origin and now imagines itself to be the real " I " .
A difficulty which troubles the student of mentalism sooner or later has to be
cleared at this point. It could not have been effectively dealt with before. We
have seen that each individual generates his own external world from his own
subconscious depths, and that if he believes the world to be external to his
consciousness, he is under an illusion. This implies that all other individuals,
being themselves parts of the world's totality, also exist only as his thoughts too.
Hence any individual can say to himself : "But if all other human beings are only
sensations of my own consciousness, then all mankind become a part of my
existence and my mental traffic with them becomes mere soliloquy. There is
then no one left with whom I can talk or to whom I can write. I am forced to
arrive at the conclusion that I alone exist! But this is to reduce social existence
to a nonentity and social communication to an absurdity. Moreover other
persons have just as much claim to sole existence as I have and these conflicting
claims to complete isolation must end by cancelling each other out. Such seems
to be the logical outcome of mentalist doctrine."
The most serious implications of this egoist error are twofold. * First that
nothing else exists except one's own thoughts. Second, that every other
individual is a product of one's own creation. The consequence of this is that
not only one's body but also one's mind is no less a creation of another man's
mind than his is a creation of one's own. Were this true we would ultimately
land not only in the semi-insanity of sheer egoism but, what is worse, in the full
lunacy of pure nihilism, the doctrine that nothing exists at all!
Students must indeed beware of falling from the materialist pan into this
egoist fire. It would be easy/o mistake mentalism as teaching that the world
we know is wholly the imagination of the individual mind and that it has no
existence outside of our little ego. It was said in the earlier voluiQe that the
world of sensations is the only world man knows. Although the statement still
remains psychologically correct, it does not go far enough. It must not be
misunderstood to mean that nothing otfter than personal sensations exist. It
is true that each of us lives in a closed circle able only to infer the existence of
the others from eur sense-impressions of their activities. But that the worldexperience of two different persons can form a subject of conversation between
them as if it were one and the same for both, is something that has to be
accounted for. The possibility of this mutual understanding is a sign indeed.
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If man knows nothing more than his sensations, there must still be something
in existence—even if hidden and unknown to him—to cause these sensations.
A man absorbed in watching a cinema picture knows nothing more than the
flickering sights and sounds which reach two of his senses from the screen;
but there is also a projecting machine which is the hidden and unrealized cause
of his sensations. The existence of material objects as the cause of sensations
has been rejected. The existence of the similarity of these sensations in
different individuals has already been accounted for by the existence of the
World-Mind's master image. Each mind is certainly confined to its own
sensational world but each sensational world is rooted in a common mental
ground. Hence approximately the same world is experienced by several
minds. The fact that two individuals can talk with understanding about the
same external thing is equally explicable by the fact that the thing is mentally
constructed and that there is a'common consciousness underlying all the
individual consciousnesses. It is this consciousness which brings all those
different selves together and gives a similarity to all our sensations of the world
and, because of our self-communication with and understanding of each other,
enables us to assert the existence of other persons outside us, although it is
quite impossible to experience their consciousness in precisely the same way
in which we experience our own.
We have to think the world independently of whether we want to or not for
the plain reason that this greater mind is thinking it into our own mind, is
projecting and knowing the external world through the individual mind. Every
object in the universe is held in the larger infinite consciousness, whether it is
thought of or observed by the finite consciousness of any human being or not.
The World-Mind does not directly create the world but its presence makes
it possible for both ourself and the world to rise karmically of themselves into
actuality. The World-Mind must logically be prior to its ideas, that is to both .
the world-idea and the ego-idea. The person and the world lie latent within
mind which unites and yet transcends them because it is their hidden reality.
The two are always related to each other and never found apart. Yet this
relation and they with it dissolves in a higher unity. For both are but the
expressions of one all-embracing mind.
Thus mentalism breaks through these egoistic and nihilistic circles with its
tenet of a mind which is cosmic in its operational field. Nevertheless the
egoistic conclusion, however absurd it may sound, is not so far from correctness
as first siglit may indicate. For it is unconsciously struggling to express a
profound truth which has been glimpsed as from far off. Its chief error lies in
mistaking the " I " to which it refers. Not only does the person belong to something beyond itself, to the hidden observer, but when we shallfinishthe present
enquiry we shall find that this connects it with all other selves. It has to be
included in a larger self, where all are one and one is all. Certainly if this " I "
be taken as the limited personality the conclusion becomes erroneous but if it
be taken as a universal " I " , a higher individuality, then it is metaphysically
correct. Hence to utter the phrase " I alone rfrist" truthfully we must first
transcend the level of personal existence and then realize a greater one.
His familiar " I " is simply the sort of person a man imagines himself to be,
an imagination which he changes from time to time during life. All the other
persons also exist besides our^elf but, like our own personality, they exist as
thoughts. Only when we or they firm the truth behind personality do we or
they attain an existence higher than that of a thought. For the person to
which we all cling so stubbornly is after all but a mere shadow thrown by the
Overself, a pale relic of its transcendent self. It may now become a little
clearer why the egoistic approach to the world prevents us from arriving at
truth, and therefore why the philosophic discipline demands the reining-in of
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the person. For the birth of objects as ideas cannot be accounted for and must
remain incomprehensible and mysterious so long as we persist in thinking that
the world-experience is solely our own experience. The egoist ignores the one
World-Mind within which his little mind is itself contained, fails to perceive that
his is only a semi-independent perception. Human experience is the final
residue of a process of inter-action, a fabric conjointly woven with a common
mind in which all human beings dwell and think and which dwells and thinks in
them. The world itself is the outcome of a combined cosmic and individual
imagination.
It comes to this, that there is ultimately only a single observer, the WorldMind, and only a single great world image and we as persons are contained
within the great one. If we want an apposite analogy we may liken the
World-Mind to a dreamer, the world image to its dream and the countless
creatures within it to the various figures talcing an active part in that dream.
To make this picture more accurate we would have to add, however, a further
factor which is missing from ordinary human dreams—the dreamer is perfectly
conscious in this case that he is dreaming. Now each dream-figure is itself
imagining its environment and yet beholds more or less the same world. This
happens for two reasons: first, there is ultimately only a single master-image of
its environment to which its own thinking has unconsciously and involuntarily
to conform; second, there is ultimately only one observer functioning through
and in all the innumerable individual observers who already exist within- the
dream. This of course is the dreamer himself.
But let the reader remember that this is only an analogy. It is intended to
help him understand what, by its very nature, is difficult enough to understand.
We are not here stating that the world is nothing more than a dream and that
all of us are destined to be annihilated as soon as God wakes up from His worlddream. We are saying only that the world is like a dream and that the activity
of World-Mind is like dreaming. In the end these studies will reveal that the
truth behind the world is its essential enduring reality and that the truth behind
ourself is our own enduring divinity. In what way the one is real and the other
divine is something which has to be dug out by hard labour. An analogy like
the present one is more useful to lighten this labour but cannot act as a substitute for it altogether. Let it be repeated therefore that because we are
what we really are annihilation is not for us. The hidden meaning of the dream
analogy has yet to unfold itself. Then we shall discover that there is no dream,
that life is not meant for lotus-eating but for enlightened action, because its
reality is immeasurably more wonderful than the make-believe of any dream.
CHAPTER VII
THE SCORPION OF DEATH

WHEN

Kee-Loo said to his teacher, " I venture to ask about death?"
Kung-Foo-Tze replied?*'While you do not comprehend life, how can you
comprehend death?"
" Such too is the philosophic attitude towards this matter and this is why in
all our previous writing we have refrained from touching too freely upon the
most melancholy of all topics. It is only now, when a modicum of light has
been thrown upon the nature of existence, that the appropriate time has come
for breaking this reserve. Otherwise why should anyone concern himself with
the adventures 8f man in the dark spheres beyond death when he has not
understood what has already happened to him before he arrives there? The
problem of the spirit-world, which men do not know, can be satisfactorily solved
only after they have solved the problem of the earth-world, which they do know-
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Those who accept any of the various accounts of life in the next sphere when
they have not understood the present one, can and often do easily delude
themselves.
Now, however, when we know something of the true ancestry of this world,
something of the final fate of the twinkling stars and circling planets and
especially something about our own human selves, we are surely better equipped
to tackle this problem with a little more intelligence and a little less blind belief
than is usually shown towards it. For just as mentalism has helped to fashion
a key to a correct understanding of this world so it can help us secure a correct
and rational understanding of the next world.
We all know what death will do to man's body. What will it do to his
thinking feeling self? Does he become a "spirit" ? The answer to this question
is so important to all men as to demand and deserve extended treatment.
Firstly, let it be said that the grim process of dying and its immediate aftermath
are events upon which a little light can be thrown from the more advanced
experiences of a certain yoga-path. For one of these experiences, which
occurs in some cases but not in all, is an important state of death-like trance.
From the accounts of those who have had such experiences, from the classic
descriptions contained in ancient mystic texts and from our having personally
passed through some of these phases, it is possible to procure a few hints as to
what happens during and after this momentous transition. For the rest we
shall draw upon a definite tradition about death in the hidden teaching which
can be explained in a manner appealing to reason alone.
The pain which is so often associated with this event arises either from
abrupt and violent physical changes or abrupt and violent mental ones or from
both inter-acting together. Where, as is usually the case through ignorance,
thought clings obstinately to the body and feeling clings obstinately to its
desires, where there is over-strong refusal to let both go and an exaggerated fear
of what is coming next, the physical pain is needlessly increased through a
nervous reaction. But when the dying person is sufficiently enlightened to
know that the body is his idea and to have disciplined his personal desires, he
will naturally be prepared for this great change. Just as a fully-ripened fruit
falls easiest from a tree so such a man will part easiest from his body. In the
case of a highly-expert yogi who has made meditation a part of his life, and
certainly in the case of a sage who knows his real self apart from the body, the
passing out should be quite peaceful.
Dying itself—and we do not speak here of accidental or violent death—may
fitly be compared with the squeezing of a saturated fruit for its juice. The
dying person feels an intense pressure which begins in both feet and moves
slowly up the whole body, leaving the limbs heavy, cold and numb. This in
turn affects the activity of breathing, the flow of blood and the senses of sight
and hearing. When, in the final crisis, the pressing process is completed the
heart cannot expand properly. The sensation of being intimately identified
with most of the body then disappears and centres within the heart itself.
If a strong emotional thought of some other.person dominates the mind at
this moment, as often happens when the dying person is far away from someone
who is dearly beloved, this will be telepathically and automatically communicated. The latter may then experience a sense of great uneasiness, a feeling of
something being wrong. If sufficiently receptive in temperament he may
understand intuitively that the* other ^person is dying. If sufficiently impressible in imagination#he may even claitfvoyantly see an apparition of the dying
person standing in front of him. When this happens the dying person himself
also sees the living one at the same time. In other cases the voice of the one
will be heard calling out to the other although nobody else present will be able
to hear it. All these phenomena are really mental and indicate that the dying
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person has his mind fixed upon the living one and that his anguish, love or wish
are capable when sufficiently strong of transferring themselves telepathically to
a sufficiently intimate or receptive mind, which receives the stimulus and calls
up within itself the image or voice of the other. It is the intense concentration
dynamizing the original thought or emotion which acts upon and evokes an
image within the second person, that is to say, the vision or voice is ultimately
the result of the latter's own unconscious mental activity. This is just as
wonderful a mental power as that which clairvoyance is commonly supposed
to be.
A sense of utter helplessness next overwhelms the dying man. He may
have been one of the most powerful potentates on earth during his lifetime.
Now however he feels as powerless as an infant lying on its back. He senses
that irresistible natural forces have taken hold of him and are drawing him, as
through a long tenebrous and narrowing tilnnel, he knows not whither, away
from all that is familiar and friendly into a dark unknown territory or perhaps
into self-annihilation. He yearns to express his feelings to those around the
body which is now being vacated but he finds that the power of speech is
paralysed. A terrible loneliness creeps painfully over him. This part of
death descends on his desire-filled, possession-grasping nature like a shower of
ice-cold water. But the man who has learnt the art of letting go, who understands the inner significance of Jesus' words: "Blessed are the poor in spirit"
—with him all is well. At this fateful hour too the disciple of an adept in yoga
or of a sage in wisdom will vividly behold the familiar form and feel the consoling
presence of his teacher, whose image always appears at this moment to assist
the passing over. The last thoughts of a dying man contribute to the complex
group of factors which determine what form his next incarnation will take.
The ebbing away of consciousness which culminates in the death paroxysm
provides the man with an opportunity he may not have had during his earthly
lifetime to perceive what he has not hitherto been able to perceive. For from
the moment when the pangs are over, and especially after the final beating of the
heart, the "dead" man passes into a state of clairvoyant vision which to him
may seem to extend over a few days but is really much less than that by the
different standard of our earth-time. There now begins for him the discovery
that a mysterious and deeper layer of his mind has kept a secret record of all
the multitude of his experiences from prattling childhood to crabbed old age.
Nothing has been lost but all still exists there in picture form. He will receive
flashing glimpses of most episodes and many details, particularly those which
were most intense, of his own past life. Persons who have accidentally fallen
to the ground from a great height or who have suffered the pangs of drowning
but escaped death often speak of the broken confused fragments of a similar
experience which they are likely to remember ever afterwards.
The past returns fitfully in an unwinding web of impressive sharply-focussed
pictures which stand out as external to him. Nor does he re-live them in the
same way as when he was in the flesh. For then time ran forward; here it runs
backward. That is to say, ly^ starts from the latest events preceding death
and walks backward step by step until the earliest years are reached. Thus his
past reverses itself. Again, when he was in the flesh time ran at the rate
marked out by the earth's daily round of the sun. Here it rushes along with a
hitherto unknown and unbelievable rapidity. , And all this happens because
he goes out of the body clinging to life,fwith his face turned towards earthly
existence, wanting it and wrapped up in it. Such an imaginative return, such a
living back through bygone episodes and ancient events is not merely a memory
but something more vivid than that.
What happens next is that a living being, which although he does not know it
has already imperturbably observed the death of his ^bodily being, a hidden "I"
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which has always observed the surface "I", something within him yet something
that he has not hitherto recognized as himself, will now touch his consciousness.
This being is none other than his own majestic Overself. Through its eyes he
will gaze afresh at the total impression rather than the episodal detail of his
earthly life. Through its revelatory eyes he becomes his own incorruptible
judge. The purely selfish, purely personal point of view suddenly deserts him.
For the first time, perhaps, he sees himself not only as others see him but also
as the impersonal power of karma sees him. During this time he comes face to
face with the consequences for other persons of his acts whilst on earth, consequences of which he was often quite unaware or in which he was often egotistically uninterested. He then perceives that many of his own misfortunes—so
vividly depicted again in this amazing panorama—were definitely self-made and
self-earned. By this diviner light of a conscience magnified one thousandfold,
he feels that whatever happened tc/him was a just result, was traceable in the
end to his own character and his own deeds. A great remorse overwhelms him.
He puts passion aside and sees this surface " I " as the once-hidden observer sees
it, without its own self-flattery and unconscious self-deception. He sees
wrong-doing, sin and evil in some of his deeds where, previously, he hardly
suspected them even to be present. He also sees other persons, with whom he
had come into intimate relation, as they really are too and not as they pretended
or as he believed them to be, and thus discovers how he has lived in a makebelieve world of his own. Finally^, he is made to ask himself the question,
WhatJiave I d o a e Jaath this, gift of. life ?
The second experience does not last long and is succeeded by a third one
wherein the ebbing tide of consciousness turns all existence into what he now
has the chance to understand as being the texture of a dream. All these
episodes and persons of his past earth-life begin to seem curiously remote and
unreal. The universal existence becomes mysterious and phantom-like. He
has a chance to perceive the world's materiality for the fundamental iUftsi&n
that it was. If he can realize this—and few do because it demands the putting
away of personal desires and heavy attachments to do so—and if he can hold to
this realization right to the very end, then he may definitely gain a spiritual
profit which will show itself in the following incarnation. He must indeed be
.able to free himself from this very past whose contemplation he has just finished.
J Unfortunately man usually passes through this experience without a knowledge
<
; of its high potential value, that is to say although his earthly existence now
jj seems like a'dream he does not see that it was always like a dream.
When these revelations are at an end he falls into a welcome dreamless sleep,
an utter rest of all his being within simple unconsciousness.
Only now is the transition of death really complete. An epoch of the
individual's life is at an end. The flesh has fulfilled its task of providing through
the senses the needed conditions whereby the consciousness which it enchained
was able to gaze upon and be active in an outside world, thus obtaining contacts
with external objects set in a particular kind of space and moving in a particular
level of time. In this way alone could the little %centre of finite consciousness
which is the " I " gather experience at all, experience which will one day be
distilled into the sublime discovery of reality.
In the Spirit World.
Those who pessimistically believe on teach that death is the unpalatable end
of all for man have concentrated all tfieir attention on the human body and
merely exhibit their ignorance of what the human mind is, h«w it comes into
activity and what course its evolutionary destiny must naturally take. They
would be correct in comparing death, as they often do, to the change which a
machine undergoes when its* whirring wheels come to a standstill were it not
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that a machine lacks the unifying consciousness which a man possesses. When
a machine ceases to operate we do not have to account for the loss of this
consciousness but when a man ceases to live we do have to account for it.
Why, if the body be their true self, do these materialists not insist on remaining
alive instead of yielding it helplessly one day to the cold touch of death? Let
them take a walk and refresh their fogged wits.
Those others, however, who have shed such materialistic beliefs and come to
regard the body as an intimate form of consciousness to which the " I " is
compellingly close but with which it is nevertheless not identical, will not find
the next step in this teaching so astounding as it may seem to others. For,
knowing the true relation which exists between mind and body, they cannot be
deceived into melancholy acceptance of the materialist belief in human mortality. They can understand from mentalistic teaching that mind has fashioned
a brain as it has fashioned the senses to suit its evolutionary needs, and that
the five senses spring into activity at its bidding, not mind at their bidding.
The sense-powers are mental ones as is amply demonstrated by dream-experience. The body merely brings together our five kinds of sensation into a single
group. But what are the sensations themselves? They are experiences of
the mind. Consequently the whole collection of them which we call the body
is likewise something which essentially pertains to the content of consciousness.
Every physical body must be a particular form of and within consciousness;
it exists as an intimately-held thought for a containing mind, and so we can
cheerfully understand the further truth that death can be nothing more than the
cutting off of this collection from the mind itself. Its disappearance does not
involve the disappearance of that which contained it any more than the cutting
off of a part can destroy the whole. There is absolutely no necessity for the
mind to cease its own existence when a collection of its sensations, an object of
its consciousness like the body, ceases to exist.
There is one thing which the materialist has overlooked: To what have these
ideas of both life and death come? They have come to the mind. In what do
they appear and in what will they vanish? They appear and vanish in the
mind. Therefore there will still remain something which cannot be lost, that
is, the mind itself. It is the witness of the birth and death of these ideas. Even
if the idea of life disappears at least it will disappear into the mind and be still
contained by it. Even the world-idea disappears into the self. Why then
should anyone fear death?
The unreflective man may deceive himself into believing that the world is
outside his consciousness and that when he loses it at death he loses all possibility of further human existence. But the philosophic student knows that
the world exists inside his consciousness and consequently knows that it is not
lost at death, that it will come into spatial manifestation once more when
consciousness becomes active again. In this sense his knowledge victoriously
triumphs over death. Moreover the mind itself—as apart from its contents—
is not in time, is not limited to the succession of "before" and "after", for these
are in it and for it. Hence fcirth and death, which are ideas solely dependent
on time, cannot apply to it. The mind, in this sense of not suffering from limitations imposed by time, is immortal. Only in the pitiful illusions of materialists
can it go out like a quenched flame.
Let it be noted too that the mind must have existed before the birth of the
body in order to receive those sensatiofis whose conversion into sight, hearing
and other perceptions constitute the body. No man who has thoroughly understood the tenetrof the ideality of the body can ever again subscribe to the
mistaken notion of materialism that death ends ail. It ends something but
leaves the mind, the veritable human essence, untouched.
If wfe consider the experience of dying once again, we find that when the
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short period of -post-mortem blankness terminates, consciousness slowly
revives—so slowly that the process is comparable to gestation in the womb—
until the man finds himself once again as he formerly was. The higher viewpoint has vanished: the personal one alone remains. Once again he is a living
self-centred creature surrounded by an external world. Nevertheless we must
understand that what he feels to be external is, in reality, quite internal. For,
as we shall shortly show, his new environment is produced in exactly the same
manner as were his former dream environments. Its space is not physical
but mental.
The question, Where are we after death? is an erroneous one and should be
rephrased as: What are we after death ? The spirit of the newly-dead man does
not reach this other world by any sensation of geographical travel or spatial
movement. He reaches it by a change in consciousness. The doctrine of
mentalism especially makes it eas/ to comprehend what happens to man after
death. It demonstrates physical life to be but a particular mental state; when
the latter passes away the mind itself still remains and gives birth to a new and
different state. It makes clear that if this earthly world is a form of consciousness the so-called next world into which we enter after death must also be a
form of consciousness and not a place. It explains that such is the wonder of
mind that it can create its own world by its own constructive powers. Whatever other worlds exist, they can only be mental ones, forms of consciousness
too. These subtler worlds of being are not other-dimensional localities or
geographical "spaces" but only states of being, psychological conditions. This
is as true of after-death worlds as of mystically experienced "spheres". All the
different states of consciousness, with their different time and space orders,
constitute different worlds of being for the individual minds, that is "spirits"
inhabiting them.
The newly awakened spirit first becomes aware of a succession of thoughts
and hence of time. Only later does it become aware of space and the sensations •
of what may be called the spirit-body and then the awareness of other forms,
other creatures and objects enters its field. But the so-called spirit-body is not
at all a body as we ordinarily think of the term. It is not really different from
the body—if we may think of it as such—which it formerly used on earth during
its dreams. It is a psychological state. To think of it in the gross way in
which we usually think of "bodies" is to deceive oneself. It must be repeated
tjiat all this is mentally constructed. There is really no such thing as "astral
matter" frOm the ultimate standpoint any more than there is such a thing as
earthly matter, both being only forms taken by consciousness. Those who
have mastered mentalism will understand why this must be so. But the spirit
which enters the next world in the materialistic ignorance which is so regrettably common in human life will naturally carry its old beliefs with it, and
imagine that it is experiencing a kind of matter, just as it formerly did on earth.
It is not ordinarily possible for man to examine the condition of death from
the inside, as it were, to understand by his own experience what has happened
and yet return to life. But Nature has made it possible for all men to obtain
suggestive hints about the state called death by making it possible for them to
pass through the two states of dream and sleep. All three phases of man's
existence are intimately allied with one another. We praise the wisdom of
Shakespeare, and rightly. Writing of death, the poet asked: "And in that sleep
what dreams may come ? " It is unneaessary to resort to paid intermediaries in
order to get at second hand a glimpse of what will happen to us after death.
We get it every time at first hand when we dream at night as we get it every
time when we are plunged in profound sleep 1 The psychological experience
Which we then undergo is up to a certain point the same as in death, but its
theme differs in certain w^ys. If we can put ourselves in the extraordinary
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position of a man who dreams that he is taken by death and yet the following
night dreams again that he is still alive, we can comprehend the position of the
man whose earthly body actually dies but whose mentality revives later in a
new earthly body. The likeness between death and dream is such that just as
the dreamer unconsciously and involuntarily creates scenes, events, persons and
surroundings, so the spirit unconsciously and involuntarily makes its own little
world for itself. Each movement of its thought is simultaneously a movement
of its environment. The unconsciously and involuntarily exercised power of
selective attention makes and unmakes its new experience.
Although the spirit's state is likened to that of the dreamer's, there are
however some important differences. First, it is much more prolonged.
According to the new time-standard by which it now lives, years may and do
pass away. Second, the wildness, incoherence and illogical disorder which
mark so many dreams are not to be found he/fe. Everything is presented to the
spirit in an orderly connected and plausible manner. Whereas the dreamer
cannot control his phantasies and usually experiences a wild jumble of incoherent episodes and incongruent figures, the spirit on the contrary finds
its existence fairly logical and reasonably continuous.
Those who have grasped the central implications of mentalism will not need
to be told that the world in which the disincarnate spirit finds itself, although
an-imagined one is nevertheless as feelingly real and as sensuously vivid to it
as the one it has just left. Nevertheless the new world in which it now finds
itself is not, as in the case of earthly existence, something which is shared in
common with all other human beings. On the contrary, it is unique. It
pertains solely to the spirit's own person. The truth is that just as the dream
world is ordinarily a private world, so is the spirit world. All goals end in
God. The spirit has begun its momentous return journey to the Great Aloneness of God and this first stage is a kind of precipitation into the aloneness of its
own individuality. But being alone is not the same as being lonely. It is alone
only in the sense that a dreamer is really alone with his own pictorial fancies and
human figures, who are nevertheless quite real to him and may give him many
crowded hours of experience. From this we may understand how the spirit is no
longer in a public and common world as it was when on earth. Those who would
make the spirit world merely a glorified second edition of the physical one, err.
Waking reverie, dreaming life, artistic phantasy and spirit experience—all
these four belong to one and the same general species of existence. This afterdeath life is really a kind of intense reverie in which the spirit sees its own visions
as if they were external to itself, visions peopled with images and scenes which
are subconsciously constructed partly out of the ideas, feelings, tendencies and
associations of its physical lifetime. The similarity of sensory human experiences in large masses on earth during that lifetime accounts for the similarity
of spirit experiences in large masses here too. This does not mean that all the
disincarnate beings are experiencing a common spirit-environment, however,
but that they are each using and reproducing common materials for the construction of their private environments.
Next it must be made clear that both exceptional happiness and exceptional
suffering in the spirit-world can come only to exceptional souls. Most people
are not exceptional either in virtue or in vice. Consequently it may be stated
that their spirit life will not involve any experience that need be much dreaded
nor, on the other hand, any experience that will be highly alluring. The
average individual is a lukewarm mixture of good and e\ril and consequently
should not expect any such exaggerated experience after death. The "hells"
of the wicked and the "heavens" of the virtuous are indeed sparsely populated.
The new entrant will most likely fall into a state which is hardly different
from that of an uneasy sleeper, a state in which unconsciousness is predominant
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but is punctuated with fitful scraps of dream-like consciousness. During these
prolonged spells of awakening he recovers much the same personal consciousness,
desires, emotions and thoughts which he possessed before. There is no startling
change in him. His remembrance of the past returns. He finds it hard to
believe that he is really dead. For just as his customary friends, work and
pleasure, bulked largely in his ordinary dreams during earthly life, so will they
bulk largely in this prolonged and extraordinary dream that is spirit existence.
But for the others who have been particularly virtuous or particularly bad,
there are six fully conscious states in one of which the spirit will find itself by a
process of natural gravitation and mental affinity; three being evil, dark and
unhappy and three being good, bright, progressive and pleasant. The seventh
and intermediate state lies between these two divisions. It is the one which has
just been described and to which most people pass at death. Each state may
be said to measure a different intensity of moral character. Thus the lowest
state is a sphere of hatred and wickedness, that is a repulsive hell, whereas the
highest state is indeed one of goodness, that is a blissful heaven. The forces of
moral attraction and moral repulsion determine the character of the spirit's
environment experiences and contacts with other beings.
The number of educated minds in the East or in the West which accepts
literally the belief in the horrible infernos and smug paradises of popular
religion grows smaller and smaller with the passing of every decade. Most of
us would prefer soft couches in our present drawing-room to soft couches in a
hypothetical heaven. Most of these stories of glorious heavens and painful
hells are not to be taken literally but neither are they to be despised. They
may usually be regarded as true in a symbolic way, provided they are first
purged of the fanatical exaggerations which are intended to impress the masses
and of the priestly exploitations which are intended to give power over the
ignorant. What is the truth behind them ?
The answer is that in the lower states the spirits become victims of their
own extreme selfishnesses and extreme vices, which evoke by the same dramatizing power which the dream-mind possesses (for it must be remembered that
they are dwelling in a world which is in every way equal to our dream world)
a variety of forms, figures and continuous episodes of a tantalizing character.
They dwell environed by the divinest spheres, to which only a change of thought
is needed to lift them, yet they ignorantly gaze mesmerized on their own hideous
or vicious creations. These illusions, which they hug to their breasts when
momentarily attractive but from which they recoil in fear when later grown
frightful, always begin with the promise of slaking desire but they always end
with the torment of denying it. The spirit's imagination wears itself out with
these struggles against its own self-created phantoms until finally it perceives
the truth that hell is simply the hunger of its own unsatisfied passions and thus
renounces the grosser ones. This act teaches it to keep its leering aggressiveness
on a leash and liberates it to rise higher. The first and last lesson is that the
next world is not a geographical place but a vividly prolonged mental experience.
And like all mental experiences it can and does contain geographical places
within itself. And like all vivid mental experiences it is real enough whilst it
lasts. The truth is that neither heaven nor hell is actually a place but is only a
state of the human mind, that both are nowhere to be located, and that all
after-death existences are purely mental in the sense that dreams are mental.
For example, the multitude of young «and convinced Nazi Germans who were
killed in the war—fcnatically afire with the passions of greed, cruelty, envy,
hatred and conceit as they were—were tutored in the most enectjve way.
They
were doomed to undergo a veritable nightmare in which they experienced in
prolonged form the living images of the agonies they had brought to others.
They became the scarified victims of their own debased thoughts.
G
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The pictures of hell as a sulphurous realm of shades were not therefore
without their use for keeping unenlightened multitudes within decent bounds.
Their lurid details of torture and torment indicate that the priestly minds which
painted them originally understood well the inhibitive power of suggestions
given to the impressionable minds of the populace, expecially the suggestion
that evil-doing brings painful retribution. Those who denounce the doctrine
of purgatory as mere superstitition are only partly right for they have obviously
outgrown the mental need of such a suggestion, but they are wrong from the
standpoint of others charged with the moral instruction of mankind. We must
remember too that such a purgatory as is here described is only a temporary
condition after all. If people who believe in the dreadful doctrine of eternal
damnation had either the courage or the competence to analyse their belief
metaphysically, they would no longer believe it.
In the three psychological spirit-states which have affinity with what is finer
and purer in man we may find the reality of the better side of those paradises
which orthodox religions promise to their devotees. Truly no evil thought and
no painful suffering can penetrate the happy blissful visions of these regions,
which fulfil both the personal yearnings and idealistic aspirations of their
inhabitants in a way that the past earth-life often failed to fulfil, flere they
may recognize and meet their beloved ones, whether relatives or friends, who
have passed on before them. If the love is really there it will certainly bring
them happily together again. Nevertheless, from our earthly standpoint it
will be only in the sense that two loved ones are brought together during a
dream. Each enters the spirit-dream of the other. In both cases the second
person will actually but unconsciously be reconstructed by the spirit for itself.
Yet for the spirit it will be just as vividly felicitous, recognition will be just as
blissfully spontaneous as in earthly life. The spirit in any of the seven states
will meet other people and enter into relations with-them, but these people are
actually thought-beings and these relations are thought-weavings. Nevertheless these meetings in the three higher and heavenly states can be and are most
emotionally satisfying to their participants. The fragrance of these affectionate
communions, these beautiful interchanges of thought and feeling, lingers long
in this wonderful region. For in such consciousness a stretched-out time
standard yields a period which is indeed joyously spent, compensating in a way
for much of the miseries of limitations which afflicted the earth-life that went
before. Those personal, cultural and ethical higher hopes which crossed the
skyline of their horizon on earth but which were denied realization, now finci
quick and easy fulfilment. The secret of this glorious existence is now a
familiar one: the creativeness of thought working on a level where it can play
largely unhindered.
WTiat the spirit passes through in any of the after-death states is largely
determined by the general tendency or habit-energy of what it thought, believed,
desired and understood during its earth-life. There is no reason why anyone
should not have his glorious picnics in paradise if he wants to. A dreamer may
have them, so why not a disincarate spirit? The after-death state enables
man to readize for a limited time his dominant longing. His thoughts and
affections will inevitably gravitate to the mental sphere most in accord with
them. The Asiatic philosophers have flippantly said that if cows have a heaven
it will be full of green grass and if dogs go to heaven it will be full of white bones.
This is understandable when we realize that the death-world is such a subjective
one and so largely evolved out of the individual's own imagination. Hence a
devout sincere Muhammadan who expected that he woula find himself in a
heaven with all fhe pleasures promised him in the Quran might well do so—
but not for eternity as he wrongly believes. For just as he had to wake out
of his earthly dreams each morning when alive, so the hour must inescapably
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come when he will have to wake out of his paradisaical ones also. Then he will
ruefully realize that the whole experience, prolonged though it be, was created
by his mind. There is always an end to the dreaming sleep of earthly life and
correspondingly there is always an end to the dreaming activity of spirit life.
Even though he meets his beloved ones again in the after-death state, it will
only be to separate eventually a second time. Nature is inexorable. Therefore
it is wiser to win the understanding that enduring union with others exists
only in finding the enduring self.
The passage from this intermediate state to the next one, which is that of
pure blissful dreamless sleep, is marked by a swoon similar to but without the
agonizing features of the swoon which marks the passage from physical life to
the spirit-world. The spirit now enters and dwells in a condition which is
equivalent to what it formerly knew as deep slumber. Here it finds a merciful
rest from the burden of personal consciousness, an utter oblivion of the selfcentred memories, joys and pains which have inevitably accompanied it
hitherto upon its earthly and unearthly existences. The peace and refreshment
which the man found intermittently for a few hours at a time in physical life
during th* night he now finds again for a long uninterrupted period.
The post-mortem period may roughly be divided into three stages. The first
is a stage where the dream-life is immersed in the darker side of personal existence and ignoble desire; the second is a stage where the dream-life is immersed
in the brighter and nobler side of such existence; whilst the third is an entirely
dreamless and unconscious rest. Thus the spirit passes successively through
the phases of misery, happiness and that which transcends both. Most
individuals skip the first stage, however, and start their spirit-career intermittently conscious in an unexciting neutral zone.
A question commonly asked is whether it is possible to communicate with
spirits either through home seances or through sittings with professional
mediums. The answer is that under abnormal conditions we may succeed in
doing so. But in most cases it is unlikely that the communicants will be the
spirits of those whom we believe them to be. Both sitter and medium are
usually ignorant of the working of the deeper layers of their own minds, an
ignorance which often causes them to ascribe to a spirit words and visions
which emanate from themselves alone.
It has earlier been explained that Nature keeps a perfect record of everything
that transpires in her wide domain. Where a medium is genuinely sensitive to
telepathic emanations she may glean scraps of personal identity, description
and history from the cosmic mental record and then pass them to her client in
all sincerity as a definite message from a spirit, when it is really nothing of the
kind. Again, even if a successful contact with a spirit is established the
message will naturally and necessarily be interpreted by the medium in terms of
her ordinary physical space-time perceptions and the belief that accurate
expression of the communication is taking place will then be an illusory one.
But the most serious drawback is that there exists a sort of no-man's-land,
a psychologically criminal belt which surrounds-this earth and contains the
most degraded creatures, devoid alike of conscience and truth. Strange evil
entities walk these borderlands of the dead. Nature has very sensibly put a
curtain between us and the afterworld and whoever meddles imprudently with
it does so at his peril. That lying and malignant spirits lurk behind this
curtain is a fact admitted even by spiritualists themselves. Most attempts,
therefore, to look beifind it are attempts to look for trouble.
Modern spiritualism has rendered great service to mankind in convincing
many people of the truth of survival and in consoling the bereaved but the
public would be safer in being content with studying its literature for, generally
speaking, it is a field of research which should be left to a few carefully selected
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mediums and a few prudent investigators who are sufficiently trained in
scientific methods and yoga technique to work competently and safely in such a
deceptive and dangerous field. There have been in the past a few earnest
devoted and excellent Spiritualists who have broken the hard crust of
materialism for many people and deserve every credit for doing so and there
are living today a few Spiritualists whom we personally esteem for similar
reasons, but their number is swamped by the multitude who have merely
substituted a subtler form of materialism or who have ignorantly opened doors
for lying spirits to come out of their lurking places or who have deceived themselves by attributing to outside sources manifestations from the underground
part of their own consciousness.
By the grace of the Overself or by the force of great love genuine communication is sometimes effected through a medium and does bring great comfort to a
bereaved person. But whoever is so bereaved as to feel the overwhelming need
of entering into such communication, despite the warnings here given, should
remember that the only reliable method in the end is to enter it for oneself. It
is also the only satisfying method because it involves one's own personal
experience, not something got at second hand. And this can be done only in the
stillness of mental quiet or in the vision of dream. The first demands some
progress in meditation whilst the second demands the practice of a certain presleep exercise which is given in "The Fifth Meditation" in Chapter XIV. A
pure love or a powerful spiritual affinity between a disincarnate person and
an embodied one can break through from the spirit world to our own or vice
versa. Truly a deep noble affection between two persons conquers the chasm
set up by death and brings not only loving thoughts from the spirit to the
receptive consciousness of the living person, not only a sense of its personal
presence to a sensitive mind, but in times of danger may also bring by spontaneous reaction a protective gesture which may effectually help to ward it off.
It is no idle saying that love conquers all things for at the very base of the
universe there is this wonderful unifying power. But such communication
can in the nature of things be possible only for a limited period. Any attempt
to make it a lifelong practice is to ask too much from Nature and will lead to
undesirable consequences.
The newly-arrived spirit will see his old home, city and family but he will not
know that they are figures and scenes constructed by his own mind. They will
not be the actual figures and scenes of the physical world. For communiQation therewith will now be as unnatural and unusual as it was from the earth
side before his death. Hence a change in the selective space-time level changes
the whole universe for the experiencing being. Just as living men are not
ordinarily aware of the dead, so the dead are not ordinarily aware of the living.
But just as the living may and sometimes do see a genuine apparition of the dead
or intuit a genuine communication from the dead, so the reverse may also
happen.
It was pointed out in The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga that man's space
and time senses were expancfcng. But that is only half the story. For these
senses are also contracting. Man is exploring minute worlds which are as
unbelievably tiny as the macrocosmic worlds are unbelievably vast. He has to
measure the lightning-swift rapidity of light's motion as he has to calculate the
immense age of the universe. His thought ha^ indeed to run up and down the
scale when he tries to comprehend his environment, to such extraordinary
extremes that his whole conception of time and space hs& to become equally
elastic. From Kiis it is easy to see that there are countless possible strata of"
mental existence, all of which must be relatively real to the conscious beings
who dwell within them. Hence if our idea of "here" and "now" were to change
then the particular world which hinges on it wduld necessarily change too
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Time and space are elastic. They will differ to different beings in different
planes. There is no fixed space and no fixed time. We are never conscious
of them but only of our own space or time perceptions, which are variables.
The mathematical theory of relativity has shown that different kinds of space
are conceivable but the mentalistic theory of relativity shows why they must
be conceivable. Consequently those who teach that the innumerable hosts of
spirits are continuously in touch with and observant of our own physical world
teach what cannot possibly occur in Nature's scheme of things. For when,
refusing to keep company with credulity, we understand mentalism we understand too that time and space are the forms under which we cannot help
perceiving the world. The different kinds of living creatures have different
kinds of space-time perceptions. If such differences exist between the living
creatures confined to our physical world, how much more must they exist
between them and the so-called de£d creatures of what is an entirely different
world? Each creature can only possess experience in relation to its own
particular level of space-time perceptions. To assert that all the millions of
inhabitants of the spirit-world are co-conscious with us of this physical world is
to assert what is metaphysically impossible. The belief that thousands of
ghostly eyes are constantly prying into his private existence may be welcome
to a naive and humourless person but must be repugnant to a sophisticated one.
All general descriptions of the next world which give the contrary impression
are inaccurate merely because they are descriptions made from outside, as
when a medium sometimes succeeds in passing on a communicating spirit's
account of its experience. The spirit does not usually understand that its
world is a dream world and the medium certainly does not even consider the
notion. Each spirit will have its own private world just as each dreamer may
be said to have his own too. Consequently there may be as many million
spirit worlds as there are spirits. We can therefore describe with conscientious
accuracy only the psychological condition of the spirit, not its particular
environment. Whoever has followed carefully the foregoing explanation will
understand why it is impossible to give in detail a genuinely scientific account of
everything that happens to an individual spirit. We can no more ordinarily
do so than we can cross the silent shore of sleep and describe what dreams other
human beings are having. All that can be done here, if the reader is not to be
misled as most people usually are misled when reading descriptions which
jaurport to describe post-mortem life, is to provide an outline of the general
psychological condition in which the spirit finds itself and the general destiny
which faces all spirits at the end of a certain period.
The master key to understanding the psychological experience of death is
to keep in view its identity with dream or sleep. Mind is immortal. It remains
untouched despite the body's dissolution. We have no more reason to fear
its death when the body is destroyed than we have to fear its death when we
retire to sleep at night. Sleep affects the body but leaves the mind as active
as ever in dream or as potentially active as ever in deep sleep. Death works
upon the human being in a somewhat similar manper and the experiences which
come to the soul after the flesh has terminated its living existence are nothing
else than prolonged vivid dreams or unconscious deep sleep. If we can touch
and see things and people without the help of the flesh during dream, we shall
certainly be able to do the saiqe during so-called death. And if v/e can take
a benign rest from all the fret and agitation of personal existence at a later and
deeper stage of sl^p we shall certainly be able to enjoy the same rest at a
later and deeper stage of death. That in us which can suwrive dream and
sleep in the earth-world will likewise survive them in the after-world. Why
then should any of us fear? If however we insist on believing that we must
eventually perish which moans that we insist on identifying ourself with the
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body-thought rather than its Thinker, then we must accept the fear and
suffering which come with wrong thinking.
The Pageant of Change.
Such is the human experience which follows after physical death. What
of its metaphysical meaning? Above all else stands the fact that puny man
no less than the vast world which surrounds him is subject to constant change.
His own body bears mute witness to this irrefutable fact. The straight-spined,
smooth-skinned, rosy-cheeked, brown-haired child seen again by someone
returned after an absence of two generations has become a bent-backed,
wrinkle-skinned, sallow-faced, bald old man. His life has been but a tale of
powers, functions and appearances rising to their attractive zenith and falling
to their uncomely nadir. When all the bodily changes culminate in a final
crisis there happens what we recognize asMeath. Yet what are these earlier
changes if not slow minor deaths? Does not the infant die to become a child
and the child die to become a man? Does not physiology prove that every
seven years the body is completely transformed anew owing to the process of
cellular development? And even whilst science reveals that the chemical
alteration of man's body is incessant, his own experience reveals that the
general alteration of man's thoughts is a parallel one. If the first were not a
fact then flesh and bone would not show the slow hardening and imperceptible
thickening which come with age, whilst if the second were not a fact he would
never ask himself apropos of his own self as it was a score of years earlier:
"Could I have been so different? He seems like a stranger!"
What we can see through a microscope as an individual blood-cell has a life
of about one month and then dies in the spleen. Thus man lives by the death
of his own blood corpuscles; they have to die if his body is to survive. Every
piece of fleshy tissue, every nerve-tube and muscular fibre is in fact gradually
dying daily but we do not stop to observe these minor deaths through which
the body is passing; only relatively is its final death more important than these
earlier ones. All constitute a continuous series of changes which are as inescapable as they are natural. The wearing-out of our bodies happens by the
iron process of Nature, against our wish and without our will. Youth fades
from them like light from the darkening sky and old age falls upon them like
flakes of chilling snow. The hand of death mercilessly touches all things!
Who or what has escaped it? The little plant which matures into a mighty
tree cannot avoid either slow decay or ultimate destruction in the end. /The
flower shows its fair perfumed face only to wither miserably away. When we
remember the countless millions of animal and human creatures which have
gasped a last sharp breath and expired, we may well think of our planet as being
a gigantic cemetery. Yet which among these pitiful millions who rushed out
seeking passionate life paused to think that death itself was rushing after them?
For only the man who attains some reflective moments awakens to the sad
instability and depressing transiency which permeate the stuff of all human
existence. Almost all conscious beings are lost in the fearful flux of time, which
imparts a fictitious sense of death's remoteness to them. Such is the strong
illusion which has taken root in their minds that they thoughtlessly regard as
permanent what can exist for a limited period at most, although every day
Nature is withering all things and taking all creatures away before their very
eyes.
c
Everywhere the same process is happening. Countless rivers are daily
losing themselves in great oceans and oceans are incessantly losing themselves
in atmospheric vapour. Plant and animal bodies set up whirling cycles of
carbon and nitrogen interchanges during their own growth and decay. All
living forms on the planet are engaged in a perennial flow of change involving a
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turning wheel of life and death. Fossils indeed are the only organic forms which
last for hundreds of thousands of years but even they must crumble and pass
with the passing of sufficient time. Even the particles of the seemingly inert
chair in which we sit are minutely changing from moment to moment, otherwise
it would not be liable to slow decay through the centuries, but the process is
so slow as to be imperceptible to our physical senses. It is hidden from our
eyes by the veil of time, because the changes in the chair's particles are not
immediately apparent to the eye. Is there any single moment, therefore, when
the stuff of the chair can be said to be really stable ? If there is, we cannot even
calculate its duration, for the present is ever vanishing into the jaws of the past.
No sooner is it in being than it is gone. Its disappearance is the appearance
of a fresh and equally incalculable instant. Time itself thus illustrates the
universal flow, the cosmic restlessness, the omnipresent ephemerality which
are but other names for death.
•
The life of every form on earth is forever in flux, a fleeting phenomenon which
is as brittle as thin glass and as transient as wind-blown dust. The dark stamp
of mortality is imprinted upon all bodies, whether of crawling worms or mighty
potentates. From the high Himalayas to the low ocean bed, from the protozoic
cell to proud strutting man, ail are subject to this divinely-ordained unending
process of birth, decay, dissolution and death. There is no escape from such a
flux, which is both the first and final feature of all existence. Whether it be a
race of men or a range of mountains, every formed thing rises into being only to
fall victim to this iron law of its own appearance. This very planet which
coaxes its pigmy inhabitants to build the towering edifices of great civilizations
must one day, as science itself suspects, itself decline and dissolve into cosmic
nebula.
In a group of tumbledown ruins a few miles from Lahore, India, and amid
a heap of reddish stones strewn on a marble courtyard, there stands a crumbling
sarcophagus. It bears the terse inscription: "Ilere lies Jehangir, Conqueror of
the World." Where now art thy conquests, O Jehangir? Where art thou
thyself ? Dost thou not illustrate the verse of Persian Omar?
Think in this battered Caravanserai,
Whose doorways are alternate night and day.
How Sultan after Sultan with his pomp,
Abode his hour or two and went his way.

* Music, the lovely queen of all the arts, alone can express this pathetic
realization of the sad mutability of earthly existence in a way which words can
never do. The uneartlily haunting strains of Tchaikovsky's Fourth and
Fifth Symphonies are such an expression. Change is the one certain thing
which does not change! It is equally the foremost characteristic of all living
forms, however much new pleasures may camouflage their transiency and
however long the old doctrines of Heracleitus and Buddha may disappear.
This restlessness of the universe might well make us question whether Change
itself is not the ultimate reality.
What is the law behind these fleeting pageants, these endless changes? To
answer this consider how many hundreds of crawling worms are killed and eaten
by a single bird during the course of its lifetime and have thus in part become
transferred into the bird's own living body? How many hundreds of dead
birds have been eaten in their* turn tjy living insects which have thus transformed them into tl^ir own living but different forms? And how many worms,
birds and insects have rotted and mouldered in the ground until they fertilized
the brown earth, nourished new vegetation and fed great trees into whose forms
they were themselves absorbed? Consider too that the railway train which
carries us comfortably frun^city to city burns coal which is the residue of trees
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dead for millions of years, which thus live again in the energy they provide to
propel the locomotive. This ceaseless interchange of particles not merely
within the same body but also between different bodies means that nothing can
really claim as its own a single particle of the body which bears its name.
Every particle, on the contrary, belongs to the All. Where, physically, is the
real death in such a process of constant destruction followed by constant
rebirth ? Is it not rather an endless movement of life ? Is death not ultimately
a process of critical change whereby life passes from one shape into another?
Is not every body that dies somehow and somewhere and in some form reborn
anew?
Thus the course of Nature circles infinitely. If she destroys it is only that
she may create afresh. This is true of every part of her domain, whether in
the life and fate of human beings or whether among the lands and waters of the
globe; whether in the cyclic currents of huihan history or in the ebb and tide of
animal history. Destruction and death are only part of her game; in the end
they are but illusions, although verily quite often painful illusions to those who
suffer them. The universe being what it is, death cannot be separated from
life nor destruction from creation. The convulsions of Nature which engulf
a whole continent through rolling flood or heaving earthquake are no less part
of the World-Mind's work than the creativeness of Nature which brings millions
of beautiful flowers to colourful bloom. Thus the World-Mind creates, sustains
and destroys the universe in the materialistic sense although we know now
that these three processes are but appearances in the mentalist sense.
"Nothing in the world perishes and death is not the destruction but only
the change and transformation of things," are the irrefutable words inscribed
on an ancient Egyptian papyrus. That death exists is but a one-sided halftruth. For it derives meaning only from the presence of life. And life is
equally meaningless unless taken together with its twin.
"The rudimentary universe waited for life to appear," cried the scientific
speculators of the last century. They pictured a planet whirling its hot career
through empty space for millions of years until the first microscopic jelly-like
living entity appeared, generated in the hot sandy inter-tidal mud of primeval
seashores under frowning clouds which perpetually filled the violent sky.
"But there has never been a dead universe!" retort many of the scientific
speculators of our own century in the brighter light of their later knowledge.
Thus we are cradled in a great mystery and cremated in a greater one. For
all the lengthy and admirable explanations of science are explanations of the
mechanical physical processes which accompany welcomed birth and walk with
unwelcomed death; they do not touch even the hem of the elusive garment of
life itself—the unique element which has passed from body to body, from
ancestor to inheritor, from parents to child, as a flame was passed by runners
from torch to torch in the old Olympic games of Greece.
• The activity of the universe executes a perpetual cycle because it is the
fundamental meaning of manifestation. When we gaze at the spectacle of the
world-process in the way wly'ch we have been doing, the fact that it is a living
process stands out pre-eminently. Its permanent reality lies not so much in
the amazing multitude of forms which come and go as in their being alive.
The flesh is always symbolic of something more than flesh. If death is only*a
transformation and not an annihilation, if the stream of life flows ceaselessly
through a myriad different shapes, all< this points to the permanence of the
stream itself. Innumerable physical bodies may break upland crumble to dust
and vanish from our sight, but the new bodies which they fertilize both before ^
and after death represent a kind of continuity of the life-stream. And thus we
arrive at the conception that the life involved in all these bodies must be something apart and self-existent and moreover must foe something permanent.
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Can we assign any beginning or end to this universal life-stream? We
cannot. For even if we trace it back to the remotest and earliest thinkable
form which it could possibly have taken, we realize that this form must have
inherited its existence from another one which preceded it. This in its own
turn must also have originated from a preceding one. Thus if we maintain a
constantly questioning attitude we shall regress ever backwards in thought
through a series of inter-related bodies but shall never be able to come to a
legitimate stop. The living spark which flits through all this series is indeed
as beginningless as it is endless. The life principle is greater and wider than
the forms which it takes. It does not die with these forms but, like an everflowing river bearing all things uninterruptedly along its surface, bears them
along without a break in its own existence. It is the commor factor in all the
countless little individual lives which have their little day, the single and stable
principle which is implicitly pres<ftit within and survives them all. It is their
hidden driving force. Yet it is so utterly elusive that we cannot catch it
within our mental or physical grasp for it is as mysterious as an algebraic x—
a symbol which stands for an unknown quantity that truly exists but waits to
be discovered. The essence of life eludes us because it is infinite and unconditioned. Although present in all atoms and all individuals it is not itself
atomic or individualized. It is present in the eye, for instance, yet no finite
eye could ever perceive it.
When we consider the innumerable times in which conscious beings must
have taken birth in some form or other; when we remember the immeasurable
series of variegated existences through which they must have passed ; and
when finally we consider the inconceivable endlessness of the life-stream which
has flown through them, we are forced to arrive at the conception of the lifestream being itself the only reality, the only true eternity. But life is a twin;
intelligence is always found alongside it. Life and mind are inseparable.
Hence mind is equally the real and the eternal. If every embodied creature is
subject to the death that eventually follows birth and yet bears a mysterious
life-essence which is not subject to this limitation, then our experience as a
flow of changes becomes intelligible. For we know that they are changes only
because of the subconscious contrast provided by the existence of the hidden
unchanging observer which is always present along with such experience. And
whatever does not change does not die. Thus the very idea of immortality
arises for us because there actually exists an immortal principle within us.
"
Is there any analogy which helps us to understand these difficult points?
There is. Science has taught that there is nothing in space which is not
perennially moving, from the mighty sun whose motion is doubled by the earth
that circles around it down to the infinitesimal particle of dust which the most
powerful microscope can barely catch but whose protons revolve at unimaginable
velocities. Movement is thus the heritage of all existence. And movement
means that something has passed from a particular point in space to a different
one. But such a passage is only possible when it also occurs between two different
points in time. Therefore we are compelled, atyng with Einstein, to recognize
Space, Time and Motion as inseparables. Thus whatever moves must move
spatially—be it a minute molecule or a vast solar system. And as its path is
^finite it cannot, in the end, escape from its starting-point but must eventually
return to it, that is to say, all motion is shuttle-like. Every moving thing is
really vibrating to and fro, however long in seconds or centuries its backward
swing be delayed. * In the activity of*an ocean set astir by the wind we find an
example of what such vibration really means. Wave after w a ^ travels forward
and each seems to be a separate mass of water as it heaves itself up to a crest
and then falls down into a trough. But physics tells us that our eyes are
deceived and that every moment the content of every rippling wave is leaving
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entering it and a second one. Each individual wave is constantly dying and
continually being reborn. The only constant and continuous existence is the
ocean as a whole. The universal life, seen through its innumerable manifested
bodies is forever entering and leaving them like the water, in the waves, but
seen as it really is in itself is forever constant and homogeneous like the ocean.
This is only an analogy of course and should not be pushed too far.
The antique expositors of the hidden teaching in Asia, Africa and America
symbolized the enthralling truth of this original oneness and eternal renewal
of life under the pictured figure and fabulous story of a coiled serpent. For
when this creature periodically sloughs off its old skin it appears with refreshed
strength in a new one. Such an apt symbolism speaks of the repeated reembodiments of all individual living things as well as of the repeated transformations through which seemingly inanimate Nature herself passes. Again,
when a snake lies in its underground hole ifr usually coils itself into a pattern
like a circle. Now it is not possible to mark when and where a circle really
begins or ends, as it is not possible to mark when eternity and where space
begin or end. Not only does life like a circle return whence it arises on itself
but the entire universal movement is ultimately a circular one. The earth on
which we stand revolves on its axis and when we glance up to the open firmament we see heavenly bodies which revolve around their orbits. Hence the
ancient teachers used the whirling Swastika to symbolize the incessant vibratory
movement of the cosmos and the circular serpent biting its own tail as a suggestive emblem of the self-renewal of the cosmos, whilst they used both signs to
stand for its ever-living and endless character.
If life is a universal presence we cannot rightly confine it only to such forms
as appear to us—with our very limited perceptions—to be living ones. Therefore the universe cannot produce a single dead thing although it may produce a
seemingly inert thing like a mineral or a metal. The chemical division of forms
into organized bodies and inorganic substances, the biological division of Nature
into animate and inanimate matter and even, as we have begun to show, the
psychological division of mind into the conscious and the unconscious, can only
be dictated by practical convenience and not by scientific actuality. Indeed
such a sharp division will sooner or later begin to look somewhat out-of-date and
wholly arbitrary, when the latest investigations have run their full course. The
incessant inter-atomic movement should alone suffice to demonstrate that all
stibstance is living substance, that there is nothing really dead in the universe,
whatever its appearances may be. Even the hardest rocks grow or decay witK
time, as is clearly demonstrated by the fossils embedded in them, and thus
betray the world to be a living process and not a lump of finished matter.
From another standpoint, in so far as it is the succession of released karmic
potentials arising and determining one another in a beginningless series that is
at play, it is easy to see that the world must be a continuous process and not a
stable thing. The universe is vibrant and alive. Death touches its appearance
only and is the gateway to a fresh birth. Change itself is but a manifestation
of the Changeless. This is thg meaning of the procession of ever-active change
which surrounds us. And because the principle of life is itself a power belonging
to the principle of mind, whose essence is a deathless one, even our individual
failure to know its existence does not deprive us of our share in its immortality.
If death in the immediate and individual sense is to be seen all around us, it is
not too much to declare that death in thp ultimate and general sense is a notion
utterly foreign to the man who perseverii^gly pursues his enquiry into the meaning of this universe and courageously faces all the inconvenient questions which
arise on the way.
Now anything which is seen, felt or tasted, that is to say anything which is
experienced by any one of three senses, must by«its very nature distinguish
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itself from all other forms if it is to exist at all. It has to be separated out.
Therefore it has to bear a particular form. And whatever bears such a form
necessarily involves itself in height, length and breadth and therefore involves
itself in space. But in actual experience space involves time and time involves
space. Each idea is but part of a whole which includes both and which may be
termed space-time. Space and time are inseparably associated together. And
it is the process of change which provides us with our idea of time. Therefore
this form involves itself in time too. From this point we may advance to the
conclusion that whatever assumes a shape which can be pictorially imaged in the
mind and whatever exists in the time-series—whether it be our own body or
the things which surround it—must in the end become the victim of this process
of uninterrupted change. This means that the form which it bears must be
a fugitive one and necessarily impermanent. Such is Nature's abiding law.
Death, as the most critical of all Mlrms of change, is the nccessary if heavy price
which every incarnate being has to pay for living in this space-time world at all.
But death does not speak the last word. For the twin truth to all this must
clearly be that an existence which is formless and timeless, which is in Being
rather than in Becoming, must also be an immortal one.
What am I? is consequently a question whose answer lies enwrcathed in the
fundamental distinction between the human being as we ordinarily know him
and his hidden ultimate essence. There are certain aspects of his being which
are obviously transient and these can be collected together under the designation
of his person, but that out of which these aspects arise is ordinarily beyond our
comprehension. It is here that it meets with stubborn difficulty for ordinary
life and conventional education do not afford any ground for the concept of an
existence which transcends both relativity and personality. It is also because
of this inability to extend the mental horizon to such a concept that men
usually end by degrading it; hence their eager desire for a perpetuation of
personal life after death, not understanding that all its limitations and defects
would necessarily have to accompany it too.
These studies will later reveal that not personal but collective satisfaction is
the farthest goal of life. Those who want the first without the second are foredoomed to disappointment. This does not mean however that we are consequently condemned to misery. For man possesses a higher individuality and
in it, in the realization of this Overself, there is also an exalted if less exciting
satisfaction. All solely personal satisfactions must, by their very nature, be
transient ofies, whereas that got from the Oversclf is, likewise by its very nature,
alone permanent. "Do not nurture the unreasonable wish that the changeful
shall become unalterable," is the wise counsel of a Chinese text, The Teaching
from the Platform.
To the question: "Is such a deathless, formless, timeless, infinite life anything
more than a mere theoretical concept? Is it an actuality?" Philosophy
answers in a firm voice: "Yes. It truly exists. It is reality. This universal
principle exists in every man as his higher individuality." Because it possesses
this power to manifest in changefulness without itself changing, it must be called
a principle rather than a person. It is indeed the principle of all our life and
all our consciousness. Nowhere in the cosmos can the two be found apart, the
one without the other. Whatever lives, be it a rooted plant or a roaming animal,
has its own field of awareness. This is because it is not life that produces mind,
as materialists aver, but mincf that produces life. Mind is at the base of all
things. Life is but its dynamic aspect and hence mind itself is an unkillable
thing. Metaphysicians of the East and West have wasted much of their time
and created many puzzling but unnecessary pseudo-problems by differentiating
between things and their properties, between substance and its attributes, thus
setting up an artificial separation where one does not exist. This has led to
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the delusion that energy can have any meaning other than as unreal theoretical
abstraction apart from the Mind or that Mind can exist apart from this particular
property of being active. The world is not only an idea: it is also an activity.
The latter arises because mind possesses its own energy.
Now mentalism says it is the thought that conceives the physical thing.
And because all thought is in constant flux, because it is a succession of conscious
moments, all things themselves are experienced as if they were in a constant
flux of existence. For what is the first characteristic of any thought? Is it
not always and without exception doomed to die and vanish as surely as it has
arisen? It may live for a few seconds as an inner fancy or a few years as an
outer thing but it will surely pass again. Nothing that is formed escapes from
the relativity which is perpetually imprinted on all earthly existence and this
relativity is explicable only on the basis of its being mental. Every thought
that disappears thereby contradicts its own eaftier arisal. Moreover the stability
of material things is contradicted by the discovery that they are mental constructions. There is no finality anywhere, neither in things nor in thoughts.
For the forms of things perish and^heir inner reality escapes the grasp of
v
thoughts.
Mentalism has assured us that both thoughts experienced as being external,
namely sense-impressions, and those experienced as being internal, namely what
everyone agrees to be thoughts, that is to say, the images present to the mind
as physical things and the images present to it as its own fancies, are constructions built up solely within our mental activity. The first seem permanent
and the second seem ephemeral but this difference arises more out of the selfdeceptive power of consciousness than out of anything else. For it is merely a
difference in time, and time itself is merely a form of consciousness. Both are
simply two different forms of a single basic activity. This mysterious principle
of mind which makes their appearance possible is not only uncontradicted by
such appearance but must relatively be their permanent background. Hence it
is uncontradicted either by any changes of its own nature or by any later changes
of human experience. Therefore all material forms and all mental constructions,
being liable to death, are called "the contradictable" in this school of thought,
which by contrast names as "the uncontradictable" that mind which is their
everlasting Essence. Yes! This statement evidences that it accepts a definition of mind which has no materialistic reference. Beneath the changes there
is something which never changes, which indeed holds them all within itself.^
That which spreads itself out around us as a physical world and that which is
felt within us as a thought-world constitute a unity in the end. Such a position
seems to involve a curious duality. Intellectually this is necessarily so but the
philosophical consciousness does not find it so. For it unfolds the ultra-mystic
insight which actually unifies all experience when it is at work. For it the
sharp contradition between appearance and reality which besieges less advanced
faculties disappears. Hence it is said to be the fruition of "the yoga of the
uncontradictable", the deathless prize of those advanced methods of yoga
which seek to enter into the conscious realization of this sublime oneness.
Rebirth.
But a voice ot protest breaks in. "What are all these impersonal abstractions to us? While death chants its mournful di^ge across the planet, martyring
millions of broken beasts and crushed ants who perish helplessly to its tune,
where is the hope for mankind? Is th« universal everything, the personal
nothing? Is the* creature itself forever immolated on the altar of its species, its
race? Must we accept the consequences of this chill truth which so offends our
human feelings?" These complaints are reasonable ones but let us remember
that if life is sadly stamped with transiency, death L so stamped too. The one
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is thus always a preface to the other. If anything changes and passes away,
this is only because it turns into something else.
Next let us also note what is seldom seen: that if the creature is being
immolated for the sake of the universal evolution, the universe itself is being
immolated for the sake of the creature's evolution. The universe is not useless.
The experiences it provides make the individual confront it one day and ask,
"Why? Whence? Whither?" When at long last the creature finds the
answers to these questions, it finds itself, its true eternal self. Those who ask
for personal survival after death during an endless eternity are unconsciously
asking for the everlasting survival of all their moral faults and defects, all their
mental incapacities and limitations. This in turn implies that they are asking
for the fixation of error and the stabilization of evil and ignorance. How much
better to ask for the progressive change of personality, for evolution from the
worse to the best, even though tfiis involve the gradual letting-go of the imperfect characteristics and traits of a particular personality and its gradual
transformation into a diviner and grander being? There is no need to fear this
passage from our inferior personality to our higher individuality. It is not a
retrogression towards less than what we already are, that is towards annihilation, but an advance towards more than we now are, that is towards true selffulfilment. The individual consciousness is not lost. It is expanded, increased,
enlarged.
Again, all this ever-renewed unrest, this universal proclamation that life is
an ever-active Becoming leads the creature to ask: Is there a changeless existence
anywhere? And if there is, can mankind hope to liberate itself from the
thraldom of this incessantly-turning wheel and participate in it? Thus the
pressure of constant change forces it to seek the Immutable. The depressions
of carking illness awaken it to yearn for the Undecaying. The agony of
unexpected loss arouses it to seek for the Peaceful. The touch of chill death
drives it to look for the Deathless. And in the end even the perplexities of selfconscious ignorance goad it forth in quest of the True. All these roads will
meet and finish in the conscious discovery of the mysterious principle within
itself which is undying and universal.
But even so these complaints are justified only from a certain standpoint.
For the released consciousness is only partially released by the critical transition
of death. The multitude of impressions which it has gained during its incarnat i o n have worn certain deep furrows of desire and habit. These tendencies
attach themselves to it and colour it completely. Not having yet understood
that there is an ultimate and impersonal purpose to be attained in passing
through these experiences in the earth-world, it has developed an excessive
interest in them. It has formed strong passionate attachments to the more
pleasurable ones and strong personal dislikes to the distasteful ones. And it
has come into contact with other persons, some of whom are greatly loved but
others greatly hated.
All these are mental ties, and so long as they exist the " I " necessarily
continues to feel the need of the physical body ii?t which it formed them. And
thought being creative, it will be driven by its own forces, that is its own
karma, sooner or later to return to earth again. All these ties need a new
incarnation for their working out and adjustment. No world becomes real for
us until we experience it, whicji means until we think it. That is to say, it
does not become real until we make it a part of our consciousness and thus
absorb it fully int(*our self. .Therefore the spirit is inwardly impelled to think
the space-time characteristics which will bring the earth back iifto its consciousness. Before this can happen, however, Nature so ordains matters that it has
to pass through the intermediate period corresponding to dream wherein the
earthly experiences just completed are first mentallv digested This interval is
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followed by the further one wherein the entire being rests and recuperates in
deep sleep for its next return to earth.
The individual stream of mind flows in continual circulation through the
incarnations and is not exhausted by any one of them. We were and we shall
be. No life is a finished one: we must continue somewhere and somewhen.
Hence the birth of every baby is never a biological accident but always a psychological necessity. Sexual union brings two cells together, which unite into a
single germ and grow, but it does not create new life. It merely creates the
new conditions in which an old life can express itself. Karma links an act to its
consequences less because of the fact of reward or punishment than because of
the profounder facts that mind is continuous and that all things are mental
things. If it works through a succession of apparently different persons this is
because all are connected by this continuity.
Both the rosy successes and bitter failures of life arise naturally. The
mentalities of men differ greatly and their perspectives of life must likewise
differ, because the width of the second depends on the quality of the first. Both
mentality and perspective are, in the final analysis, results gained from former
births. No experience is ever lost. All the innumerable memories of innumerable lives are subconsciously assimilated and transmuted into wisdom, into
conscience, into tendencies and into intuitions which spring from men know
not where but which nevertheless influence their characters and lives. However, the process is long and slow. We cannot jump the hurdles which bar us
from the winning-post. Who knows how many repetitions of the same sharp
experience, how many sojourns in the stumbling flesh are needed before these
aims are fully and effectively accomplished ? The one essential is right direction.
There is no standing still. We must develop or degenerate.
There is no fixed interval between the re-incarnations. The individual
karma, modified by the evolutionary karma of the planet, decides its length in
each case. Consequently a man might be reborn after one year or after a
thousand years. But a new body cannot be taken until the flesh has totally
turned to dust. It is a wise hygiene which cremates rather than buries it.
The possibility of rebirth is strangely shown by the analogy of sleep. In
sleep we disappear into dream or unconsciousness. In death we do exactly the
same. Each morning we reappear out of apparent blank nothingness with
all our personal character and particular tendencies intact. The marvel of
rebirth is thus not different from the marvel of waking up the same man each
morning. The dogma of the Christian Church which says: " I believe in the
resurrection of the flesh," is without reasonable meaning unless it means a
renewed appearance on earth in this sense.
We who crowd the modern scene are witnesses unconsciously testifying to
death's defeat. Those who can grasp the inevitability of repeated human reembodiments on earth need not fear death. Here in rebirth they can find again,
if they want it, the comfort of personality as others can find in the Overself
the aspiration to a higher individuality. Here too they can find their loved
ones once more. Thus in th^ history of the human body we have taken on a
fresh fleshly garb not once but innumerable times. The connection between
these different births may best be understood by understanding the connection
between the different aspects of the same human being at the ages of two,
twenty, forty and seventy respectively. Just as it cannot be asserted that we
find precisely the same man at each age and yef it must be admitted that each
is the inheritor of the preceding one, SQ the succeeding reincarnation is not
precisely the same as the preceding one but only its inheritor. In each there is
summed up all its previous existences, all Nature's previous endeavours along a
particular line.
The course thus run is long but not endless. iWith the last lesson of this
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earth well learnt and the first principle of being well assimilated, we finish the
weary round of reincarnations. And then, according to the temperamental
and ethical tendencies previously developed, we shall take one of three paths.
First, we may elect to merge finally and forever in the universal mind and
lose the burden of the little self in the larger peace. Second, we may leave this
star for a higher one where the forms and grades of existence are finer and fairer.
There are other inhabited globes, some lower and some higher than ours in the
evolutionary scale. Any human being who has developed so highly that he has
personally outgrown the usefulness of our Earth has thereby earned the right
to reincarnate on a globe bearing more advanced beings. But this is an uncommon event. Third, we may, actuated by an all-embracing pity, silently
take on the terrible sacrifice of abandoning the rewards rightly won and remain
here in constant reincarnation to help those who grope in the darkness of
ignorance and bewilderment. In ffiat case, self-doomed to descend again and
again amongst suffering mankind, we must expect to remain always uncomprehended and often unthanked by those we seek to serve. Whereas it is stronglyfelt desire which leads the ordinary man into a course of repeated earthly
existences, it is strongly-felt compassion which leads the sage into the same
course too.
Sometimes an advanced god-like being from another planet has deliberately
reincarnated himself on our Earth so as to help its benighted humanity before,
during or after a critical time; this happens mostly when human character sinks
into deep materialism and has to endure its attendant sufferings. Such an act
is necessarily wrapped in a mantle of mystery. It represents a tremendous
sacrifice, a veritable crucifixion of consciousness. If Jesus was a "man of
sorrow" it was not because of what men did to his body—no! not that—but
because of what they thought in their minds.
For lesser mortals who have to reincarnate willy-nilly there is always the
opportunity to mix a little altruism with the desires which force us back into
the tempting flesh. The aspiration to serve will then play its part in modifying
karma and in dictating the character of the next incarnation. A powerful
intuition of the existence of such a path, interpreted though this intuition
necessarily was in a narrower non-reincarnatory and non-physical sense, was
expressed by the young nineteenth-century French Catholic mystic St. Ther&se
as she lay dying on her bed. "The beatitude of heaven does not attract me,"
she exclaimed. " I want to pass my heaven in doing good upon this earth. My
""wish is to Work here again." To her sister's orthodox objection: "You will
look down on us from heaven?" this blessed and beautiful soul answered: "No,
I will come down. Would God have given me this everlasting desire to do good
on earth after my death unless He had meant me to fulfil it?"
It was explained in the fifth chapter why humanity can attain its fullest
spiritual Self-realization only in the wakeful state of the physical world.
Because the after-death regions here described are the equivalents to the
dreaming and sleeping states only, it becomes needful for the imperfect spirit
to return to earth again, where alone it can find tj^e adequate conditions for its
further progress. This is the final justification of rebirth.
It is the business of philosophy not to avert death, for it cannot constrain
what is so inherent in the very nature of things, but to give us a clearer understanding of the significance of death, a profounder courage with which to face
the final adventure and a rarer calmness with which to witness what few can
escape witnessing.^ It reveal^ death Jo be but a change of dress, such as we
have gone through many times before and will probably go through many times
again. It teaches us to get away from the conventional attitude, which is
based on ignorance, and to understand that both birth and death are part of
the process of educating msyikind. When we identify the 'T'-thought, which
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always arises first, solely with the body-thought, which always arises secondj we
turn the scale of values upside down and limit the larger factor to the lesser one.
Through this initial ecror we not only strengthen our sorrows and increase our
grief, but also fill our hearts with unnecessary fear. But when we become
conscious that we are conscious and that this is the most direct thing of our
experience, we have reached the momentous turning-point of understanding
the difference between both thoughts. For the need of making this miracle—
and it is nothing less—clear to our own understanding itself puts us on the
right path to achieving it.
Is it not better to believe that death is the eternal friend of man and not his
bitter enemy? That it comes into his existence from a beneficent source and
not from an evil place? That it stays him from wandering into further evil
courses? Is it not better to think with Plato that "the mere preservation and
continuance of life is not the most honourable thing for men, as the populace
think, but the continuance of the best life whilst we live?" Death reminds man
that physical well-being alone can never suffice, as it sets him free when physical
burdens prove ail too heavy. If it ends his cherished hopes, it also ends his
worst diseases and his chronic pains. When the wife of the Chinese mystic
Chuang Tzu died, he told one of his disciples: "If someone is tired, we do not
pursue him with shouting and bawling. She whom I have lost has laid down
to sleep for a while. To break upon her rest with the noise of lamentation
would but show that I knew nothing of Nature's sovereign law."
After "love", the word "death" is the most misunderstood and most misused
one in the language. Man makes much alarm when the body ceases its action
but never sheds a single tear upon the millions around him who are spiritually
already almost dead. His alarm is needless. When he will have answered
the riddle of his living self he will have answered the riddle of his dead one.
For he will then discover the grand truth that he is infinitely more than he
seems. Thoughts and things will pass, but his own essence will never pass
away. He is ultimately made of such stuff as reality is made of. When he
shall come into consciousness of his own estate he will not be afraid of reaching
the grim terminus of earthly things. The black-coated men may thrust his
heap of bones and flesh into a wooden box, but they cannot thrust him therein.
No grave has yet been dug than can hold a man; it can only hold his discarded
decaying flesh and nothing more. For no knife has yet been made which
can dissect him.
When our life has reached its westering glow, we find no nutriment in the
idea of total annihilation. Both animal instinct and human reflection tell us
that the journey from cradle to crematorium cannot be for this. Let us not
give our assent to this gloomy postulate. The more so when we understand
that the principle of life is everywhere present and that it takes an infinite
variety of space-time forms beyond our present perception. It is only our
lesser part which can vanish; the higher one survives forever. Annihilation is
not our fate. Therefore it is better to believe with Nature that death is as
necessary as its twin brother, birth, and as helpful as the respite of friendly
sleep. It is truer to believe that it is an episode in life and not an end of it, an
instant amid eternity and an incident amidst a series. It is a long dream and
a longer sleep. He whose body is eaten by worms or burnt by fire remains
untouched and unharmed. His personality returns as surely as tomorrow's
sun, whilst his essence has neither gone-nor come: it is\ And we write these
words not in theological hope but in solid certitude. Forescience, mysticism
and metaphysics combine to speak with united voice on this point. This is
something which is not only true today but must also be true always for it
transcends historical and geographical conditions. Time can never cripple
such a truth.
c
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We 9hall certainly survive the sharp sting of this scorpion of death because
the " I " owes nothing to the body for its own existence, but draws its life from
that higher individuality which lies above it unchanged and unaffected by
both birth and death—the Overself.
CHAPTER VIII
THE IMMORTAL OVERSELF

UST as it has been necessary to purify our ideas of what is meant by " I " ;
just as it will later be necessary to purify our ideas of what is meant by God;
so it is now necessary to purify our ideas of what is meant by immortality.
We did not deny the " I " . We shall not deny God. We are not now denying
immortality. But fallacious conceptions of it must be got rid of.
It has already been learnt that personality is a changing series of thoughts, a
moving cycle of states of consciousness and not a permanent fixed self. Just
as the body is a complex of component parts, so is the " I " a complex of interconnected thoughts, sensations, perceptions and memories. So long as these
thoughts stream after each other in a series, so long can the personality endure,
but when the stream stops flowing then personality cannot survive. We
witness this even during lifetime for in deep sleep there are no thoughts and
then we lose our sense of " I " .
The personal " I " is but a bundle of impermanent hopes and transient fears,
a little sheaf of cravings that change with the changing years. Nothing that
we know among them is immortal even during this present earth-life; how then
can they be immortal through all eternity? To cultivate a belief in a personal
ego that will permanently survive in a state of fixation is to prolong the illusion
that even now blinds our eyes to truth—unless of course we choose to regard
the series of continuous reincarnations as a kind of immortality which, in one
sense, it certainly is. But this conception will not satisfy those who demand
conscious unbroken continuity as a characteristic of their immortality. We
shall certainly exist after death, whether in the dream-like stage with which it
begins, the sleep-like stage with which it ends or the new reincarnation which
completes the whole circle of personality. Yet in none of these shall we have
done more than achieve a mere survival. Let this satisfy those who want it
but it is not the same as true deathlessness, which can be achieved only by
"Transcending'the transient personality.
It is here that once again the importance of our discoveries about the mindmade nature of time becomes apparent. For the question of immortality is
tied to the question of time and cannot be separated from it. In its common
form, it is naively supposed to be the perpetual continuance of the same personal
self in eternity. But this is metaphysically impossible. The mere fact that a
person appears abruptly in time makes him inescapably mortal. For whatever
has a beginning must have an ending. This is an inexorable law of Nature.
Yet, the notion of the eternal existence of the sanjp person in a world which is
itself subject to eternal change, a notion which constitutes the orthodox concept
of immortality, is one of the fond delusions which man has always liked to
harbour.
This popular notion which is based on the powerful hope of continued
personal existence in time is not the metaphysical one. Immortality is not
to be honoured by ite being a prolonged time-series, which is merely a quantitative gauge, but by its mode of consciousness, which is a qualitative one. Its
value is in us, not in time. We may live a million years as a worm or a brief
day as a man. Is the worm's immortality to be preferred to the man's
mortality?
t
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Men ordinarily love their own fettered existence more than they love anything else. Consequently their notion of a worthwhile after-death state is one
wherein they continue that same bondage to the surface life of the senses in
which they were held on earth, just as their notion of a worthwhile goal of
human evolution is one wherein they can personally enj oy perpetual bliss. They
do not comprehend that this is only one stage farther than the materialist
view which would make man but an elongated ape and which would limit his
experience to whatever manifests itself to his bodily senses alone. They do not
comprehend that if they are to experience egoistic existence after death it will
have to include all the pains and disappointments of egoistic existence before
death. There is no freedom from suffering anywhere in the universe so long as
there is no freedom from the ego. Hence even those who fondly believe and
ardently hope for such a personal survival, such an endless continuance of the
miserable limitations and unsatisfactory defects of their earth-life, will even
there have one day to wake up and start in quest of the Overself. For the call
of the inner life can nowhere be evaded although it can often be postponed. It
is the final purpose of human existence, wherever the drama of that existence
be set. Hence they too will one day have to seek escape from time to timelessness. We may mitigate the apparent harshness of this doctrine as we please
in order to help those unable to bear its full brunt, as theologians and priests
have mitigated it with their theory of a permanent personal soul arbitrarily
made static at a certain age of a certain earth-body, but we can do so only at the
cost of its truth.
An endless prolongation of personal existence with ah its narrow interests
and parochial experience would be as unbearable in the end as an endless
prolongation of waking life uninterrupted by the boon of sleep. And yet even
m this widespread longing for personal continuance we can detect the beginnings
of what will one day grow into the nobler longing to live forever in the true
immortality. For it is an unconscious perception that human existence does
possess something within it which is unaffected by events in time and is therefore
genuinely eternal, something which stands apart from all the miserable mutations of the flesh and the " I " . It is indeed an unformulated intuition which,
hiding among the perishable elements of personality, affirms that there is an
imperishable principle which cannot be brought to an end with the end of
the body. The popular error which transfers what it knows, namely, the
characteristics of the physical body, to what it does not know, namely, the
mind for which that body is but a cluster of ideas, must be corrected. Whefr
this is done the desire for the endless continuance of a body-based " I " naturally
sinks to a secondary place. When the mind-essence is recognized as the true
ground upon which the whole structure of this " I " has been built, it will also be
recognized as something which is never born and consequently never dies, as
what was is and shall be. It can then be seen that if all our memories involve
time, they also involve as a background the existence of something in them
which is out of time. This view of immortality as belonging to the higher
individuality of Overself rather than to the lower personality will then replace
the former one, which is ultimately doomed to suffer the anguish of frustrated
desire whereas the true view bathes a man in increasing peace the better it is
understood. When man continues firmly and unfailingly to identify himself in
thought with this, his higher individuality, quite naturally he comes to share
its attitude. And from this attitude the belief, " I shall die eventually" is
entirely absent. To imagine is to create. That whicl^a man thinks, he
becomes. Rightly thinking himself 'immortfl, he consequently attains
immortality.
The common conception of immortality would make it an indefinite prolongation of personal existence. The mystic conception would make it an indefinite
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prolongation of personal bliss. The philosophic conception, however, tianscends both these notions because it discards the personal life and replaces it
by its ultimate non-egoistic root, the individual Overself. The first two are
still within the time-series, albeit it is not the kind of time we ordinarily know
on earth, whereas the third is beyond any possible consideration of time or
succession. It IS. Such true deathlessness can be attained only in the Overself, for this does not derive its life, as the body does, from another principle.
It has life of itself. Consequently, the body has to give up in death what if
has previously received, but the Overself, never having had anything added to
it, has nothing to give up. It cannot but be immortal for it is part of the
World-Mind and what is true of that must also be true of itself. That which
is forever in union with the World-Mind must itself be forever free from a change
like death.
What is meant when it is said thirt the Overself is man's higher individuality
must now be explained. We know that the World-Mind must be everywhere,
yet it is certainly not everywhere, the personal consciousness. There must be a
point-instant in space-time perception where the latter can meet it. In most
mystical experience such a point is first felt to exist within the heart. But the
World-Mind cannot be confined within such a limited perception. And later
mystical experience always transcends this centre within the heart and largely
detaches the consciousness from the body altogether. Yet the finite self can
never bring the World-Mind in its fullness within this experience simply because
finitude would itself merge and vanish while trying to do so. This mystical
meeting-point, the Overself, represents the utmost extent to which the finite
self can consciously share in the ultimate existence. It is that fragment of
God which dwells in and yet environs man, a fragment which has all the
quality and grandeur of God but not all the amplitude and power of God. The
difference between the World-Mind and Overself is only one of scope and
degree, not one of kind, for they are both essentially the same "stuff". We
may climb as high as his highest self but not beyond it. Thus our personal
life is a phase of the Overself s life. The latter's existence in its turn is a phase
of the World-Mind's existence. Through his chain of relations the little self
has an everlasting kinship with the cosmic one. It can become aware through
philosophy of this kinship but it cannot transcend the relation itself.
The World-Mind apparently breaks itself up into an endless multitude of
such higher selves but after it has done so it paradoxically remains as unlimited
"and as ultimate, as undiminished in its own being as ever. The notion that the
Infinite Existence has divided itself up into such units is correct only if we
understand first, that this division has not involved any reduction in its essence,
and second, that it has not meant any real parting of them from this essence.
We can best understand this by remembering what happens in our own mental
activity. Our innumerable ideas are a kind of division of the mind but do not
really involve its exhaustion for the ideas not only arise but must vanish back
into it. Although the mind perpetually empties itself into thoughts, it is never
less itself, never less its own single presence. Nor are these thoughts separate
at any moment from the mind. In the same way,"except that it is not affected
by the transiency which affects all thoughts, the Overself is not separate from
the World-Mind. Every Overself exists in the World-Mind just as different
thoughts exist in one and the same human mind. The World-Mind's consciousness may multiply or divide itself a million times but its stuff is not really
divisible; it only appears so.
It may be noticed that the term Overself has here been u^ed only in the
singular number. Yet if it is not the World-Mind itself but only a refracted
fragment of it, a spark from its flame, should it not be right to use this term in
the plural number also? TJje answer is that this would tend to give a wrong
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impression that the Overself of one man is actually and eternally as separate
and isolate from that of another man as one reincarnation is as separate and
isolate from another. If there be a slight technical confusion in using the
singular number alone, there would be immeasurably more confusion if, in
using the plural, this dire error of any radical difference existing between them
were to be authenticated. The Overself of each man is historically distinct
from that of another man but only in the sense that each has overshadowed or
animated a different series of reincarnated persons and presided over their
different destinies. Just as there is no intrinsic difference between individual
sunrays themselves, so there is no intrinsic difference between one Overself and
another, but just as each ray will have a special relation of its own with the
objects it encounters so each Overself will have a special relation of its own
with the cycles of reincarnated personalities. Like a single ray it shines down
upon a particular person whereas the Wcftld-Mind like the sun it also shines
on all persons alike. Each Overself in itself is exactly the same as and all one
with another. In other words, the difference is only relational and not intrinsic.
There is certainly not the separateness between them that there is between two
persons and yet there is not entirely the likeness which exists between two
identical things.
The experience which one man has when he first comes into the consciousness
of the Overself is absolutely identical with that which all other men have when
they too come or shall come into it. There is no difference in any detail. The
contradictions which exist in recorded mystical experience arise either because
of the mistakes, illusions and misinterpretations made by mystics who lack
philosophical training or because they have not had an authentic experience of
the Overself at all. This will become clear when we reach the subject later in
this course. Nevertheless the memory-content kept latently within an Overself
is absolutely distinct in every case because the series of personalities projected
from it has necessarily been distinct from the series projected by another. This
memory-content cannot be abolished; it is there and from our space-time
standpoint must be recognized as establishing a claim to individuality of a
sort on the part of an Overself. Consequently we say that the Overself possesses a higher kind of individuality but it does not possess personality. The
Overself of one man is distinct from the Overself of another but not separate from
it; at one with it but not identical with it. Hence if two men who deeply hated
each other were suddenly to come into the realization of their own O v e r s e l l
they would just as suddenly mutually love each other. If they could sustain
this realization then there would be perfect and permanent sympathy between
them instead of the strife which formerly engaged them. The Overself is
consciously divine and can never lose its really universal nature any more than
the sunray can lose its real nature as light, divided a millionfold though the
latter be. We may no more impose such personalistic limitations upon it than
the single and simple corpuscular cell in the body of a vertebrate animal—which
would be but one out of many millions of such cells—may impose its particular
limitations upon the central consciousness of the animal itself. From the human
standpoint the Overself is the deeper layer of mind where man can beoome
conscious of God. It is the timeless spaceless immanence of the universal
being in a particular centre.
Why am I myself and not somebody else?t This is an important question
which can find a final answer only when we can penetrate into the consciousness
of the Overself which projected this particular! " I " into incarnation, for an
entire tangle of evolutionary necessity and karmic history would need to be
unravelled. Meanwhile it may be said that the Overself projects itself into a
series of separate beings but instead of holding its light they hold its shadow.
Although the Overself is but a segment of the on^ World-Mind its expressions
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during cosmic manifestation, that is personalities, will each possess traits of
their own which differentiate one from the other. These are the transient
differences which divide the innumerable living beings but they all exist on a
lower level than the Overself which eternally unites them. And just as each
of the figures in a dreamer's mind lives a characteristic life of its own in a semiindependent way, so the personalities projected by the Overself largely follow
their own course once they have been placed at its starting-point. The Overself
within the person is always the same and always aware of its relation to it, even
though the person is so ignorant of this relation. The memory of the essential
characteristics of all former related incarnations are registered and preserved
within the Overself, although it does not need to sit and brood over this knowledge, which is kept latent.
This higher self does not itself evolve through widening experience like the
personal self which it sends forth t6 taste of the fruit of the Tree of good and
evil. Each reincarnated " I " may be symbolically thought of as being but a
point dwelling in the superior self's infinite and eternal experience. The body
provides the field of experience, thought and feeling provide the means of
experience, whilst the higher self is the ultimate experiencing being in man, the
mystical "Word made flesh". It is the inner ruler of the ignorant personality,
the divine deputy to profane life. It stands to its related successively reincarnated persons in the relation of a sun to the planets which circle around it.
In this sense, as that which exists behind and above his sensation-emotionthinking being, as a thread-soul by which all the innumerable reincarnations
are joined together, we may call it the real being of a man. And although as
.the hidden observer it owns the ego it docs not do so in the sense of personal
ownership. It is as disinterested and as impartial towards this reflected
shadow of its own being as towards all others. The explanation why the division
involved in such self-fragmentation was the only way in which any " I " could
come into being at all is a most metaphysical one and consequently a most
subtle one. It may be understood better by understanding what is involved in
the everyday act of seeing. If we were to see white alone in everything and
everywhere and always; if we were never to see a red or a blue or even a faint
grey; if we had never known at any time any other colour than white, would it
be possible for us to see anything at all? For without the experience of
contrast we would not even be aware of white as such. Where everything is
a l w a y s white and where we have never known existence without it, we would
not only be unconscious of all other possible colours and chromatic variations
but we would also be unconscious of white as being white. For the blackness of
coal would be meaningless without, say, the whiteness of snow with which it
could be contrasted.
Now the Overself's original consciousness is a single and undifferentiated one.
This means that its only awareness is of existence but not of personal existence.
It is conscious yet not self-conscious in space and time. But such a consciousness is in a certain sense equivalent to having no consciousness at all. For
experience can only begin when we can begin to distinguish between something
that is, be it our own self or an object, from something that is not. We can
know anything, whether it be our own self or an object, only when we can oppose
it by a second thing. Therefore a single undifferentiated consciousness is, from
a merely human standpoint of cqurse, like having no consciousness at all.
Thus self-awareness can arise only when there is awareness of a contrast
between two thingft We become aware of the existence of anything only in
and by becoming aware of what it is not at the same moment.* For unless we
can distinguish it in this way we cannot distinguish it at all. Now the veiy
first of such contrasts must necessarily be that which exists between the self
and what lies outside it. That is to say, the opposition of the idea of "not-me"
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must arise if the mind is to become aware of the idea of "me". If there were no
second thing there could be no conscious existence for the "me". The existence
of "me" implies the imperative need of a co-existing and contrasting "not-me".
Self-consciousness must limit and restrict itself by "not-me" if it is to be at all.
The one must always presuppose the other. For to know anything at all is
to draw a clear circle within which consciousness must lie enclosed and outside
which there will simultaneously lie whatever is to be known as not itself.
Knowledge can only come into being if it is knowledge of something which is
not the knower. Hence the very idea of a self implies its being distinguished
from what is not the self, which means from what is outside it.
Now if the Overself is to set up the opposition of an "other" which is separate
and distinct from itself, its first step must necessarily be to limit a part of itself
to less than what it really is, to contract away part of its own infinitude and
freedom. Its second step must be a narrow and intensive concentration on
that which it thus presents to itself and which is now seemingly independent
and apart. Every concentration of mental power involves a self-forgetting
proportionate to the intensity with which attention becomes absorbed in the
thought of that which is external to it. Its third step must be to provide this
limited ego with a field of experience to complement and complete it, of which
it can become conscious as something outside itself.
Thus the projected person has come into being. It exists through what is
external to it and the latter exists through it; both are inter-locked. The two
are inseparably coupled in each indivisible moment of individual consciousness.
Thus the person's world-experience is born and in so far as the one confronts
the other, self-consciousness is aroused, just as the electric current which meets,
with the obstacle of a piece of carbon during its onward flow strives to overcome the resistance and through this striving generates light. This resistance
which the "me" requires is got through the limitation provided by its spacetime perceptions and sense-operations. In the case of man the setting-up of the
five senses produces the externalization of his perceptions and consequently of
experience, thus producing objects for his consciousness and "matter" for his
belief. Nevertheless we must not fall into the easy error of forgetting that this
felt opposition does not render consciousness independent of the world. It has
already been shown that both the "me" and world unfold from a common
source, the hidden mind. Their opposition must therefore be only outwardly
apparent and not inwardly irreconcilable. They are still related and not.,
isolated. For although felt in experience as separate and opposed, they are
known in analytic reflection as joined and united.
Self-awareness must be bought at the heavy price of such a splitting up.
Those who ask why the ego be not Overself-conscious from the first do not know
what they ask for. It could only be born at all at the cost of having some
neighbouring existence in reference to which it could have a meaning as a
distinct entity, as a personal self, and from which it could be differentiated.
For both personality and personal consciousness are modes which limit the
pure being of the unlimited cOverself. The ego could only have its separate
experience by losing awareness of the unique and universal principle that
underlies it. We can know that we exist only by knowing that some thing or
some thought other than ourself also exists. This is a supreme law which must
bind all intelligence, both that of the tiniest .gnat and of the Overself alike.
This is why the unlimited Overself must delimit its horizon, must make a
descent from its own transcendent Oneness into separate selves and must
reduce itself to setting up relations with them. Consequently, when the
universal and infinite Overself both limits and differentiates itself in order to
acquire self-consciousness, the portion of itself so limited andfinitized forgets its
infinite character. In revealing the "other" it veils«-a part of itself; in setting up
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an object for experience it has also set up a subject shrunken and dwarfed
through this lapse into personality. This is why nearly all creatures in this
space-time world have forgotten their divine origin.
Nevertheless we must never forget that the infinite World-Mind through its
intermediary the Overself dwells in every one of its innumerable finite centres
just as they dwell in it. The roots of all creatures are planted in the ground of a
universal being whose life is common to them. Not one can isolate itself from
the World-Mind in fact although it may do so in belief, any more than it can
isolate a reflected image from the light itself. Ultimately it borrows its very
life from the Overself, never has been and never can be disconnected from it.
The Hidden Side of Selfishness.
The Overself is truly an eternal image of World-Mind. Therefore it is
written in the Bible that God malle man in His own image. The reference
here could never have been to the lower aspect of man, the petty creature who
frets and fumes his way through life. The phrase fits finely however to the
immeasurably higher aspect of this twofold species. The fact that men have
turned round and denied their person, nay, even sacrificed their person, points
to the presence within them of something which is different from the person,
points indeed toward the Overself. Each man therefore has two faces. One is
down turned toward the earth but the other is upturned toward World-Mind.
The first is the "person" and the second is the Overself.
Why do we so pathetically feel our cramping limitations, our shameful
weakness, our saddening mortality, our mocking finiteness ? It is only because
we unconsciously possess a point of view which transcends our normal one that
we are able to see how limited our little self is at all. It is only because we
are subterraneanly related to the infinite that we know that we are finite beings
at all. It is only because there exists something in us which goes beyond us
without losing its hold on us that we are troubled by any aspirations at all. It
is only, in short, because the Overself is present behind its limited expression
the person that the latter can understand at all how limited it is. The quick
satisfaction we derive from material things, the prolonged absence of the
thought that one day we must inevitably die, even the very reality which we
attribute to the external world—all these when rightly understood are symbolic
promises and remote reflections of the sublimer satisfaction, the genuine
immortality and the intuited reality which the presence of the Overself within
even now uftconsciously yields us. They speak not only of what we secretly
are but also of what we may openly become.
Every individual is necessarily incomplete because of his finitude. All his
endeavours, whatever direction they take, are expressions of his unconscious
quest for completeness, of his repeated search for self-satisfaction. Hence all
his characteristics bear an illusory resemblance to those of the Overself, and
necessarily so, for he is unconsciously and often distortedly trying to express
what truly belongs to him.
When we can come to regard the limitations o/ the surface self as ephemeral
ones we open the gate to correct understanding of the hidden dirnensionless
mind at its centre. The various distinctions which arise within this mind, the
innumerable thought-forms which are perpetually being born in it, do not
diminish or exhaust it. It is useful to consider each human incarnation to be
like a tiny wave of water upon the surface of a limitless sea. Each wavelet has
its individual and unique shaj>e but all are formed within one and the same sea.
Each may think of itself as being but a tiny wave and nothing more or it may
think of itself as being not only a wavelet but also as being not different from
the sea itself. Similarly each incarnate creature limits itself unnecessarily when
it refuses to realize that it^is really not different in essential nature from the
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Overself. Each is potentially grander and greater than it Igiows. Ifltnan is
slowly learning the hard lesson that a human life is a wavelet upon the ocean of
being which must sooner or later level itself out again, there is still left the water
of which the wave is composed. This idea may be regarded as eternal death
and hence undesirable from the limited point of view of the person but it is
eternal life from the larger point of view of those who have analysed the person
and find it to be like a flickering shadow which rises and sets with the rising and
setting sun.
A metaphysical lesson drawn from the dreaming state may also help us here.
What is the true status of a number of different persons who are convincingly
seen during this state, who speak in clearly heard voices, who carry on conversations with one another and take up different standpoints in discussion but who
finally vanish when the dreamer himself awakens? He then knows that they
were dramatized out of his own mind-stifcf and that therefore they were all
essentially one and the same in essence. He knows too that his mind never
really differentiated itself into these different figures but only appeared to do so;
that is, its own continuity and selfhood remained unbroken throughout. In
the same way the Overself has always been the single being out of which the
many reincarnations have appeared, the sublime unity which always escapes
the doom of these multiple and perishable personalities whose separateness is
as much a surface illusion as the separateness of all those dream figures. It is
their truly abiding nature. It contains the highest form of immortality.
Again, because separateness vanishes during sleep the selfish strife and evil
born of it also vanish. The peace which then suffuses a man and which is
testified to by the lingering after-echoes felt immediately upon awakening could
be his during wakefulness too if he would deliberately and consciously subordinate this separateness.
It was earlier noted that everything throughout the universe is sentenced to
be forever in motion and forever in flux. But what do such changes mean
unless they mean that everything is forever making changes and thus modifying
its own identity? And in the case of human beings where—even leaving out
the equally definite but less perceptible bodily changes—the thoughts and
feelings alter so quickly that the conscious being of a few minutes ago is not
quite the same as the present one, the change in identity is not only inescapable
but also irretrievable. The mental state or emotional mood which has passed
away can never again be got back precisely as it was. Do what we will w ^
cannot keep a fixed unbroken identity but must submit to a perpetually
changing one. We are continually forced to surrender the "me" from moment
to moment. Then why not yield to Nature's bidding and surrender it altogether?
Why run vainly after something we can never even hope to catch ? To comprehend this universal truth, to accept its inflexible lesson, to cease trying to cling
only to the transient identity of the personality, in short to refuse to allow the
"me"-thought to arrogate sovereignty to itself and thus dominate its own
thinker—this is the necessary prelude to opening the heavy door which bars our
way to discovery of what exists behind the "me". For this reason every
illumined religious mystical and philosophical teacher has voiced the need of
self-surrender.
It may be objected that we feel the personality as the basis of all our conscious
existence, that to be conscious at all we have ,to pay the price of finitude and
that try as we may we cannot divorce consciousness from the personality. How
then can it be annihilated unless we want to ^annihilate^our own existence
completely? The answer is that man first of all is called upon to understand
that the world in which he lives consists of various levels of being, each one
providing through the forms which it takes a perpetual space-time suggestion
for the creature within it. This done, he is not Galled upon to deny his own
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persoffiil being but only to deny his false conception of that being, that is to
recognize it to be only an underself. He is not even asked to say that it does
not exist but only that its existence is thought-constructed. He is asked to
admit that his present understanding of " I " is incomplete and must be perfected.
Do what he may man cannot give up the " I " for it is that which has brought him
to birth, but he can give up the illusions about it which hold him captive, the
wrong concepts wreathed around it which lead him astray into sin and suffering.
Strive as he may man cannot disentangle himself from desire for his earthly
existence depends upon it, but he can, when he becomes the personality's
witness, disentangle himself from his habitual enchainment to desire. He is
asked to dwell again and yet again in this strange new world of thought until it
eventually becomes as familiar and as intimate as his daily self.
If we assume that by metaphysical probing he discovers and by ultra-mystic
practice he sees at last that the " I r is not in the body but the body is really in
the " I " ; if he realizes that the personal " I " like everything else within his
ordinary experience is really a thought-construction which feigns a permanent
and stable entity of its own; if he penetrates deeply beneath it and uncovers its
hidden essence as mind, what has he done ? He has got rid of a mistaken idea
—however powerful, however hypnotic and however over-confident his belief
in it formerly was—and he has substituted for it the contrary idea of his higher
individuality, the Overself which can never be annihilated, which forever remains
what it was, alike in quality but distinct in characteristics from the WorldMind. The personal consciousness which he has evolved after so many incarnations, with so much effort and through so much toil, is not swept away. It
remains. Only, it takes its proper secondary place. It becomes subordinate
to the Overself. Both are there within the same zone of awareness. He keeps
this sense of his own personal transience alongside his sense of a sublime everabidingness in the Overself.
If therefore he is seemingly called upon to part with the personal, he is
really called upon to receive consciously that unfettered peace-fraught existence
which is its origin. If he is seemingly asked to surrender the Many, he is really
asked to take full possession of the One which is their background.
If he is
seemingly led to deny all formed and felt experience, he is really led to accept
the ultimate principle which permits such experience to be possible at all. If
he is forced to negate the products and constructs of mind it is only that he may
affirm the pure mind itself. If he is asked not to assign an exaggerated value
to a self which is transitory by nature, it is only that he may perceive the
unique value to be assigned to an individuality which is permanent and real.
Thus whatsoever he seemingly loses is returned again to him deprived of nothing
but its transient shapes. The supersensual whole cannot be less than its
sensual part. Why then should anyone fear it ?
If it be further asked how a man can play his part in the world's work and
fulfil his obligations to society unless he stand solidly upon the feet of his own
personality, the answer is that he who has unfolded this insight has not altered
his actual existence. For practical purposes he remains the same man as before
and plays the same role in society—more likely, he will play a much better one.
He is not deprived of the slightest capacity for useful action, but on the contrary
his discovery beneficially influences his ethical standards and improves his
external life. He is not called upon to suppress personality but to suppress that
blind infatuation with it which is the source of so many practical mistakes,
moral sins and sotHil injustices; he is qot required to submerge the needs of self
but to submerge their satisfaction at the cost of injury to others. What has
such a man Lost in the end? His personality has not been destroyed but only
purified; his consciousness has not been paralysed but only disciplined to
understand itself better; hi« responsibilities have not been deserted but rather
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fulfilled in the most conscientious manner; his possessions have nbt been
scattered but only turned into a trust to be used wisely.
But is it actually possible to take up such a philosophical attitude towards
one's own ego? it may finally be asked. Surely the feat of witnessing its
activities quite impartially must always be a theoretical and never a practical
-achievement? We may discover the answer for ourself. When we become
intensely interested in an exquisitely beautiful musical piece unfolding itself
on a concert platform, what happens to us during the deepest moments of such
concentrated rapt attention? Do we not actually drop the entire load of our
own personal memories, ambitions or anxieties, hopes or fears and thus stand
aside in temporary freedom from them? Is this not a practical if involuntary
and temporary achievement of that philosophical attitude?
Admittedly no one wishes to lose the sense of "I-ness"—this powerful
instinct which is the driving force back of ail animate Nature. We have yet to
see a single case where those who denounce the ego as a fiction and disbelieve
in its existence act upon their belief. From the meanest worm to the highest
mammal, everyone loves his own existence. Why not? Why should we
pretend to be other than what we are; why should we prate of desiring to lose
our self or prattle of its unreality and non-existence, when we cannot get away
from it even if we wish to?
Every living thing, whatsoever has the faintest
trace of consciousness within it, feels this deep desire: " / want to exist. I want
to live." But the mistake it makes is the failure to comprehend that to satisfy
this intense craving it is not necessary to cling only to the limited and fragmentary form of self with which it is acquainted, for it can receive full satisfaction only when it lets the latter go and reaches towards the perfect being that
is its inmost essence. If we think down deeply enough we shall see that even
the desire to give up selfishness is itself prompted by a subtler selfishness and
motivated by a nobler egoism. We may put aside the "me" but we cannot
get rid of the " I " . We can however expand its circumference. We can also
deepen its centre. More, life cannot ask of us and yet let us remain in the
kingdom of man.
The personality is indeed " I " but it is not the ultimate " I " . For we are not
selfish enough I The trouble is not that self is merely an illusion, as some claim,
but that our present knowledge of it is only a broken fragment which has still
to be supplemented and completed. It is wiser to possess firm faith in the
infinite resources behind self and not waste time decrying its present life as
purely phantasmagorical. A man is not to be blamed for acting upon selfinterest. This is natural. He is to be blamed for failing to see that he is
taking only a surface-view. Just as the many little wheels of a great machine
are unaware of the general direction in which the machine itself is moving, so
the great multitudes of men are unaware of the general direction of all this
cosmic activity, wherein every incarnation is a movement from the less to the
more, a minor stage in man's major quest of the Overself.
We barely know our self; we clutch a more surface-fragment of it and remain
content. We do not live but merely keep alive. We fulfil our own being
only when we enter into this higher self. God's deputy to us being the Overself,
it should constitute our supreme value, that which is most worth while in life.
Loyalty to this larger self is not mere sentimentality but practical wisdom.
Selfishness is simply the ignorant opposition of the limited personality against
its proper and superior self. - If we have the cofirage to pull the bleeding roots
of this opposition out of our own nature without waiting for&armic experience
to do it for us, we may advance to the nekt and higher stage at a bound. The
"me" which recognizes and submits to this truth, the " I " which is educated to
keep to its proper place and not to claim a higher one, the ego which perceives
that its existence although a distinct one is not a separate one, the personality
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which is willing to be ensouled and inbreathed by this impersonal being of the
Overself, will then become purified of its own littleness. Henceforth it will be
an unhindered channel for a power light and being superior to its own. Henceforth the individual will enters into a sacred union with the cosmic will.
Now because the World-Mind is everywhere present, every individual entity
partakes of its life and consciousness through its ray the Overself to however
small a degree. Nobody is ever inwardly separate from it however outwardly
distinct from it. We dwell with it in a mystic togetherness, in a secret continuum. The recognition of our intimate relations with the World-Mind brings
a new interest into the dullest life and provides a fresh urge to the weariest one.
The ultimate mental essence of all the multitudes of human beings, despite their
varieties, diversities and differences, is through the Overself a shared existence.
On this view life becomes an enterprise rich with significance, for we are
privileged co-partners with Deity and not merely the puppet automatons of
Deity. Here indeed is a thought which gives height to a man.
Thus it is for man himself to rise into the grade of philosopher and make his
partnership a conscious relation instead of an unconscious and stunted one as
it is at present. When we can comprehend what life is seeking to achieve in
us, then the universe will cease to oppress us and become more acceptable.
An important value of such a message is the peace which the larger outlook
brings through bringing a proper proportion to human outlook. So long as the
surface self torments itself unendingly with unsatisfied and unsatisfiable desires
which experience in death both their final and worst frustration; so long as it
oscillates excitedly in time only to be given ironically its own final quietus by
time itself: so long does it display ignorance of its true relation to its own
hidden source. When we can lift ourself to this higher standpoint, rebellion
against life as it is dies down. We learn the wonder—for it is nothing less—of
total acceptance and learning, widen out such peace as may already have
become ours. And if we share in the activity of the World-Mind we share
also to some degree in its wonderful possibilities. Not that the ray can become
more than it is—a representative of the sun on earth—but that it can draw
from that which pervades it the affirmation of its divine quality.
We not only need a purpose in life; it must also be a satisfying purpose; and
what could be more satisfying than such a sacred co-partnership?
When we understand that the World-Mind is the basis of all existence;
when we realize that it is the sustaining and uniting principle of our own self
as well as of all other selves, our prayer and our efforts will henceforth be for
the welfare of all creatures, not merely for our own. For we will know that in
the universal good our personal good will necessarily be also included whereas
if we selfishly seek our personal good alone the derisive irony is that we shall
fail to attain it. Our duty is to consider ourself not only as a part living for its
own sake but also as a part living for the sake of the Whole. Put into plainer
language this simply means that if men were to consider the welfare of the
All as well as their own (for they are not excluded from the All) they would gain
greatly for this attitude would bring more and not less happiness. They practise
selfishness because they honestly believe such to be the way to satisfaction.
They disdain to consider the common welfare because they honestly believe
such to be the way to the loss of happiness; but when their ignorance is removed
they discover that satisfaction^ ultimately rooted not in the person alone but
rather there where all persons may meet in a common centre. For they all
share the greater iffe of God yho is in pach of them as a unity and not as something which has been broken up into little pieces. Mankind's interest includes
their own as the larger of two concentric circles includes the lesser one.
The contrast between " I " and "you", the differences between one man
and another are plain and*clear; it is consequently natural for both to accept
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the reasonable conclusion of their separateness. What both do not see however
is that the same powerful misapprehension, the same suggestive force which
prevents them becoming conscious of the ultimate reality behind the world's
multiformed appearances also prevents them becoming conscious of the ultimate
unity which in the end lies between their separateness from each other.
When the inter-connectedness and inter-dependence of all existence is
grasped, the quest of a purely individual salvation is seen to be an illusory one.
I am to be saved not for my own sake alone but because all are to be saved:
this is the proper attitude we should adopt. We can now begin to understand
what Jesus meant when he uttered the words: "Whosoever will save his life
shall lose it." For this wider self, which was the Christ-principle in Jesus, is
the secret thread which ties man to man. It also offers the scientific basis of
Jesus' beneficent injunction: "Love thy neighbour as thyself." It lives in the
" I " as the latter itself lives in the body. Wfe can begin to understand too what
Paul meant when he pronounced that truly mystical sentence: " I live, yet not
I but Christ liveth in me." The Overself is indeed the Cosmic Christ to which
we are silently called to dedicate our lesser existence.

CHAPTER I X
THE SHADOWS OF EVIL AND SUFFERING

W H Y does the Overself permit the sin of moral evil to exist in its offspring,
the person? Why does the World-Mind allow the suffering of physical
pain to mar its universe? are questions which always arise. Who that
is living today when Pain, like a moaning wind, has passed across the lace of
this earth in the wake of the onrushing victories of Nazidom, has been free
from the distant sight or even personal experience of the horrors of violence,
disaster or accident; of the afflictions wrought by dishonest, brutal or depraved
men; of the miseries inseparable from poverty, privation and social degradation;
and of the agonies borne by sick, diseased and deformed persons? Nay, most
creatures are born amid their mothers' pain; lacerating anxiety in some form
eventually becomes their intermittent lot; and finally pain once more often
attends their exit from the world's stage!
Such dismal sights, such saddening experiences, raise occasional doubts
about divine benevolence in the minds of religious people, if they are not too
craven to question the words of priest and scripture; such wounding terrors
may even disturb the smooth ecstatic moods of the contemplative mystic, if
he is not too enamoured of his own spiritual enjoyments to heed what is going
on around him; and they will certainly trouble the thoughts of the rational
metaphysician if he really is one such and not a mere parrot-like repeater of
what he has read or heard.
When the thoughtful survey the havoc and misery thatliave now relentlessly
pressed the wonted gaiety and common goodness out of present-day humanity's
life there come to the strongest hearts moods of heavy despondency, nay, even
of tragic despair. It is then that the old plaint of Job rises to expression on
twentieth-century hps. "What is the meaning, what is the use of all this
| suffering? Why do the virtuous endure unmerited anguish? Why do the
' wicked flourish?" are the bitter cries wrung frqm them. The seeming waste
and stunning wrong of so much human suffering may well make us critical of
divine wisdom. Those who cannot reconcije the contradiction^ the presence of
evil and suffering with the presence of a benign and peaceful God are not to be
blamed. Most of us feel that if whatever gods there be had consulted us when
making a universe, we would have eliminated these two bugbears of the human
race and thus have made a better job of it I It is«not too much to say that
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these twin problems of evil and suffering are perhaps the oldest ones which
have ever confronted knitted human brows. So difficult and so gigantic are
they, however, that most answers have apparently been inconclusive, otherwise
humanity would not be raising them again to-day just as they were raised five
thousand years ago.
f
For the purpose of literary convenience let us treat these twins as a single
topic. The contradictions which beset it can vanish only in the air of a subtler
way of thinking. Such a standpoint may be found. Let us descend to particular instances to understand its meaning. Let us imagine that we have given
up the human body for that of a tiny fly and that we have comfortably settled
ourself on a nice patch of plastered wall. There we surrender ourself to a busy,
pleasant activity with our funny little proboscis. Suddenly there is a lightningswift rush, the grotesque and baleful head of a lizard looms over us, he gobbles
us up and the next thing we know i? a fall into the death-swoon of unconsciousness. Now that lizard represents for us as a fly, not only the cause of our
suffering but also the principle of evil in this universe, Satan if we like to call
it that.
Imagine next that we are once again a human being with a much larger
body than that of a fly to take care of. We live in a tropical country. Day
and night we have unendingly to defend ourself against mosquitoes—those
humming plagues of the hot lands. They torment us whilst we work and attack
us whilst we play; they will not even let us sleep unless we hide behind a barrage
of net curtains. But this is not all. For some of these mosquitoes are often
the bearers of malarial fever and a single sting may suffice to render us helpless
for weeks at a stretch, or intermittently so for the rest of our life.
Now the same species of lizards which attack and swallow flies in the West
will greedily attack and swallow mosquitoes in the East. For the mosquito,
therefore, a lizard is definitely an evil thing, a source of suffering and a well of
wickedness. But for us as a human creature the lizard is highly virtuous,
indeed a genuine benediction, for it helps to remove the vigorous vectors of
malaria from our environment. The question then arises: which viewpoint is
the correct one—the fly's, the mosquito's, the lizard's or the man's? To assert
that any single one is absolutely true is to adopt a rationally untenable if emotionally justifiable position. What is a source of pleasure to one creature brings ?
misery to another. What is desirable in some particular connection proves the!
reverse in a different one. The impartial enquirer has no alternative but t o !
| admit the principle of relativity into his conclusion and to say that ultimately
both good and evil are wholly relative to the mental standpoint taken, and that
the latter must essentially be variable. This is as good as saying that both good
and evil are only relative mental conceptions and that from the point of view
of the universe itself, which must necessarily mean from the World-Mind's point
of view, there is nothing in it which is useless or unnecessary.
Let us try therefore to desert the common and conventional standpoint for
a while and see what a universal one may yield us. Firstly, let us frankly
acknowledge that there is much in this varied cosmos for which we humans may
well be thankful, much that is truly good, beautiful and useful in Nature, life
and man. The assertion that all life is suffering is an exaggerated one. For we
cannot form an idea of suffering except in relation to its opposite, which is
happiness; hence the two must exist simultaneously. And experience confirms
that both are found together in this world. The very existence of life's joys
implies as an inescapable corollary the existence of their opposites too, no less
than the existence of light impli« thai of darkness. The unbopi infant which
floats blissfully in the fluid of its mother's womb lives successfully with collapsed
lungs, although the same condition in .an adult would mean his death. When
the infant is born it takes it% first breath and signalizes the event by crying out
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with pain. Henceforth the rhythm of taking in and giving out its breath will
symbolize the rhythm of experiencing pleasure and pain which will mark the
entire course of its life until the end. Life is never all pain nor all pleasure. /
Moreover, conditions could always be worse, cold consolation though this seem.
All conceptions of happiness are relative ones. Everybody would like to be in
someone else's shoes. Indeed, the Arabs say, " I had no shoes and I murmured,
till I met a man who had no feet."
Secondly although we may certainly blame man himself for some of the
evil and suffering in the world quite obviously there remains a large portion for
which we cannot blame him, as for example the sufferings inflicted on each other
by wild jungle beasts which have no contact with him at all. Where then can
we ascribe the final responsibility except to the World-Mind itself? When we
understand that this whole world and not merely a part of it—the part which
pleases us—is a divine manifestation we understand that God must be in the
gangster too. It may be that the gangster has misdirected his will through
ignorance, misused his opportunities through self-deception and misinterpreted
life through greed but this does not make his innermost actuating force any the
less divine. We must face facts bravely and realize that the divine will is
ultimately behind the whole universe and consequently must even be behind its
* horror and agony and wickedness too.
Not that these things have been deliberately created but that they have
indirectly been made inevitable through the inner necessity, the karmic
continuity of the universe which made the infinite Overself refract out of itself a
succession of finite incarnate lives. The "fall of man" was the fall into separation, multiplicity and limitation. Strife and its consequent sufferings were
inherent and latent in such a division of being. The universe, being an effort
to manifest infinite Mind in finite mental centres, the limitation of being thus
involved inevitably leads to limitation of moral outlook and this in turn leads to
the arisal and existence of what we call sin. This again brings consequent
suffering to others and also to the sinner. Struggle exists in the world because
of the world's diversity, because life has been fragmented into innumerable
} creatures who are all struggling blindly in the endeavour to attain some want.
From the very moment of their birth they begin an acquisitive process, adopt a
grasping attitude. Hence the moment the myriads of separate finite centres
came into existence their warring future could be foretold. Their strife is
the tremendous price paid for their birth. For when, in the course of its natural
evolution, the conscious being came to distinguish itself from others and recognized its separateness, its power of free choice awakened and the possibility of
discord with other beings was introduced. For such a moment was a tremendous turning-point in its consciousness. Its karma as an individual began to
generate. Hence we read in Genesis: "And the Lord God said, Behold, the man
is . . . to know good and evil." For each finite being had to be given a certain
amount of free play within the world scheme. None could be unalterably
confined to a fully pre-ordained plan of movement. The Overself had to leave
us free to pursue paths of wickedness rather than compel us to pursue paths of
righteousness. The first was alterable through suffering into permanent and
profound goodness whilst the second could produce only a worthless robot-like
superficial and ephemeral goodness. A universe of innumerable creatures who
were not merely automatons but entities free to develop had inevitably to
become a universe of contending creatures. The cosmic evolution could not
be so fixed and fore-ordained that there would be no room«m it for individual
initiative.
0
The ego is at first unable to look beyond its immediate selfish interests.
This inability leads to a situation where there is set up between it and other
individuals of like limited vision a melancholy inevitability of discord. Out of
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its sense of separateness there slowly arises a conflict which culminates in sin
and consequent pain. It blindly seeks its happiness at the expense of others i
and thus introduces suffering into their lives and later by karmic retribution into
its own life too. Evil-doing is the price of its freedom. It is part of a divine •
manifestation, and because it is free within certain limits it has also been free
to deform this manifestation, which is what all of us have done at some time or
other. Moreover, the tension between every individual's present imperfection
and innate possibility and the unconscious yet imperative need of realizing this
divine possibility results in a strife which in its turn generates both pleasure and
pain. Its life is torn by the tension between what it actually is and what it feels J
it ought to be. Such a tension is the inescapable consequence of its double1
nature. For it is personal and finite on the one hand but universal and infinite
on the other. In its indistinct endeavour to fulfil itself the individual self tries a
hundred different roads most of whifch are at first anti-social and egoistic.
But the sharp thorns are mingled with delicate roses. If we may become
villains we may also become virtuous men. Ethical flowers and intellectual
blossoms are in the end our rewards for the pains we have suffered. Moreover
the thorns pass, the flowers remain. For the ego's sojourn in the world will
through the course of gradual evolution elicit from within it all the latent possibilities which are hidden there. That which is without will thus enable it to
reveal that which is within. And when the ego comes to self-knowledge and
feels its pristine peaceful oneness with others, the strife ends. It is certain that •
so far as suffering arises out of the evil deeds of men, the cosmic evolution will
through continuous rebirth and karmic tuition purify and ennoble all mankind
eventually, even if the process requires millions of years. For the ego wrongs
\ both others and itself only because its self-knowledge is grossly limited and its
World-understanding lamentably incomplete. Its sin consists in this, that it
misapplies its power, misdirects its feelings and perverts its will through
ignorance. The human heart is perfectly right in obeying the instinct which
drives it to try to secure happiness. But it cannot rest in external satisfactions
alone. It will be led by their limitations and insufficiencies through the religious,
mystical and philosophic quests successively. Hence it does not come into its
own until it comes into this recognition of that which underlies its own self.
If it be true that the moment man dissociates himself from the Overself, evil
is born, then the only radical cure for it is his re-association once again with the
ever-waiting source. The divine hunger to get out of this dissociation discloses
itself in the Kungers of a lower level which so palely and sometimes so ignobly
reflect it. He may not and usually does not know it, but in every quest of
amusement where man seeks to forget his cares and miseries, he seeks to forget
himself in fact, and thus to transcend himself. He runs agitatedly hither and
thither in quest of one material boon after another only because he feels the
inward void and seeks to fill it. In every desire which sends him running hither
and thither, he is seeking the satisfaction which in the end he will find only in
the Overself. In every effort to hold on to his mutable possessions he is seeking
the ultimate and immutable reality. In every incarnation he shows by his
acts or hides behind his thoughts this terrible truth that he is sadly out of
harmony with his true life-aims, that he is pathetically self-estranged. He
hunts for wealth, looks for love and tries to climb the ephemeral eminence of
fame when all the while he is really seeking the Real. For its attainment confers
a wealth which can never be lost and a love which lasts for ever.
When we understand that we are all children of the Infinite Parent, that
our love for it is as natural an&ffection'as is that of flesh-born clyldren for their
earthly parents, we begin to understand that love enshrines a great mystery. <
There is no doubt that at certain rare moments of a mortal love—especially at its
beginning—it is bereft of the#gross flesh and touches something that transcends
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its low eartliliness. For a few interludes it is an activity of the Spirit, a sacred
quest of two lonely mortals each seeking the Overself in the other, an embrace of
God under a lesser guise. Many poets have perceived this. Stephen Phillips
has phrased it finely:
N o t for this alone do I love thee; but
- Because Infinity upon thee broods.

But alas I what man seeks and hopes to find in woman, what woman expects and
yearns for in man, can only be found on earth subject to the limitations of place
and time, which means subject to loss of freedom and to cancellation by death,
to the corrosion of decay and disease and to all those fitful evils which shadow
emotional moods. For this notion of love is a sadly limited one. To bestow
it only on a wife or a child, a sweetheart or a sister, is to bestow it in anticipation
of its being returned. Man finds in timeHhat such giving which hopes for a
getting is not enough. Love cannot stop there. It seeks to grow beyond the
restricted circle of a few friends and relations. Life itself leads him on to
transcend it. And this he does firstly, by transcending the lure of the pitiful
transient flesh and secondly, by transforming love into something nobler and
rarer—compassion. In the divine self-giving of tnis wonderful quality and in
its expansion until all mankind is touched, love finally fulfils itself.
y But such a lofty tower is not quickly climbed. Only when he has seen his
most cherished hopes wither and die, only when he has vividly felt the appalling
transiency of external existence and only when he has felt in advance the prick
of sharp thorns beneath every tempting rose, does he become reflectively selfaware. Then he perceives how he has misdirected his efforts and with this
perception his life will take its most crucial turning-point and one more soul
will have begun its quest of the Overself. And the more he pursues this quest
the more will peace fall upon his harassed soul like dew upon parched earth.
When at long last the ego widens its knowledge and perfects its understanding
then this same creature which had formerly been a living centre of partial evil
becomes transformed into a living centre of benevolence. There is no greater or
grander moment in its life than this moment when such self-recognition dawns.
Henceforth it brings to others no less than to its own self happiness and not pain.
The two contending forces in the universe, the so-called good and evil forces,
are not, as is often believed, those which draw man down into matter and those
which abstract him from it, but those which generate and stimulate a selfish
personal attitude and those which generate and stimulate a selfless impersonal
one.
Each ego strives to complete itself, to enlarge itself by an acquisitive process
in the unconscious quest of its hidden unity with all the others. Hence it
follows an evolution which eventually develops into a threefold stream during
its long course: a movement which manifests as the physical, the intellectual
and what may for the moment be called the spiritual. In the physical it proceeds outward and touches low dark depths of ignorance and evil, losing itself for
a time in the illusion of so-called matter. This is the so-called descent of
Spirit in Matter. But all matter whether it be the root-matter of the Hindus
or the electrical-matter of the scientists is in the end but the appearance of a
particular thought to a particular thinker or of the cosmic thought to the cosmic
thinker. It is Thought contemplating itself jinder a disguise or through a
coloured window as it were. It is not a second and separate substance.
Desires wax mightily on this first p^th but (wane on tte third one. The
intellectual evolution provides the longest course and the greatest struggles.
For in the first stage the ego is merely acquisitive but in the second stage it
adds the further quality of being inquisitive. From being merely avid to seize
life it becomes curious about it. Out of the unio*. of these two qualities still
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greater evil is born, the insidious evil which can be wrought by human cunning.
Yet out of it too there comes after much suffering and much pain the first
dissatisfactions with itself and with life, the first discovery that the way to
overcome them is to overcome itself. Thus it reaches and passes the turningpoint of its long evolution, the point where through the unfoldment and use of
its own intelligence it turns its face around and begins the homeward journey.
In the spiritual evolution the ego proceeds inward and finally effects the soughtfor unity when it returns with full consciousness to the Overself.
If limits had not been set to the ego's movement, if its will were wholly free,
then it would throw all things into confusion and end its own existence in selfdestruction. But if it had been wholly controlled by destiny, if it had not the
partial free will which it does possess, then it would become a mere automaton,
a puppet, and end its own existence in a living death. Herein we may perceive
the infinite intelligence which makesaour universe what it is, that is a cosmos, an
ordered system. All separateness, all evil, all strife, all selfishness and all
ignorance arise during this outward objectifying movement of the mind. All \
unity, all goodness, all harmony and all wisdom arise during its inward and;
returning movement. The conflict between these two forces, between the \
separative and the unitive, is continuous but at certain critical transition periods
of evolutionary karma it becomes openly magnified in scope and historically
momentous in importance. Such a critical period is what great numbers of
mankind have been passing through during our own generation. The world
war in fact marks a tremendous evolutionary turning-point for millions of
human beings.
These facts—unknown or unregarded as they often are—inform us that
the surface of life does not show the real truth of it. When we read the book of
experience by their light, when we connect the everyday deeds of existence with
the quest of this far-off divine goal, then both this experience and these deeds
must unquestionably be completely altered on our entire scale of values.
The Triumph oj Good.
If the infinite intelligence knew that the constant play of antagonistic forces .
had to become an inevitable feature of manifested lifa; if it had to permit what
we humans regard as evil and suffering to exist; and if the universe itself was to be
permitted to exist at all as a karmically controlled self-developing and selfactuating system, it knew also that the evolutionary process would bring all
these sinning'and suffering creatures to a point where they would shed their sin
and become self-sacrificing co-operators in the cosmic order and thus the disappearance of the karmic causes of suffering would lead to the disappearance of
suffering itself. If a world-process necessarily involved separateness and
separateness at some of its stages involved selfishness and selfishness in its
turn involved evil and pain, it would be equally true that in the earlier as in the
later periods of this process, the selfishness would not be present and consequently the evil and pain would vanish too. They would not be eternal but
only provisional phases of existence.
We may be assured therefore that the World-Mind has set limits to these
two bugbears. Evil is ephemeral. In the end it defeats itself. It has only a
negative life. It represents the not-seeing of what is, the not-doing in harmony,
the not-understanding of truth. Evil is, in short, a lack of proper comprehension, a too-distant wandering from true being, an inadequate grasp of life.
When insight is gajped and these deficiencies are corrected, it ceases its activity
and vanishes. , The mystic whb penetrates into the profound core of being finds
no evil there. In these troublous times philosophy bears its calm assured
message of hope to us and bids us have the conviction that in every evil there
exists tlie cancer of its own jiltimate self-destruction. Evil is present but it is
I
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not eternally present; it will be transmuted, let us not doubt that. We are
too preoccupied with ourselves to comprehend that if pain and evil play a
dominant part on our miserable planet, there are other planets where they
may be and indeed are utterly unknown.
But why is it, if really ephemeral, that evil itself seems to have been inseparably present throughout the history of the universe? There is a twofold
answer to this question. First, this earth provides a theatre for life's evolutionaiy activities and thus ultimately for man and that evolution is the orderly
unfoldment of latent possibilities. But the scientific story of evolution from a
primitive savage humanity is only a partial truth and nothing more. The
doctrine of a historical human evolution from ancient barbarism to present
superiority is self-flattering, but not quite correct. For beings of every
grade from the lowest to the highest appear at one and the same time upon earth
and those who contribute the evil but later Evolve out of it do not vanish entirely
as a type. They are replaced by other beings who have come into manifestation
later in time. This however is true only for a limited period for an hour strikes
when the upward passage of lower types will cease altogether on this particular
planet and the evolution of the others will then hurry forward. From that hour
evil will wane and sink out of sight.
The cosmic existence renews itself in successive reincarnations, as it were.
It is itself eternal and infinite but these recurring cycles are necessarily timed
and finite, however inconceivable their periods and however unimaginable their
bounds be. Thus there has never been a starting-point which was the same in
degree for all beings, for the simple reason that there has never been a sudden
creation out of nothing but always the projection out of Mind of a beginningless
and endless self-repeating serial universe. There is no such thing as an unbroken
ascent, a smooth and merely mechanical progress. The evil in man is strong
enough to prevent it. But the ascent and the progression themselves are true
facts. Only, evolution has a spiral structure. It is not a straight step-ladder.
Life did not begin on this planet with any single group alone and will not end
with it. Hence owing to the cyclic operation of repeated re-embodiment not
only of living beings but of the whole planetary system itself, there was never a
time when primitive humanity was merely an assemblage of wild savages. On
the contrary, culture and civilization, intellectual development and ethical
aspiration, science metaphysics and art were developed in every large population
group throughout the pre-historic world and existed alongside of quite primitive
conditions. The religious myths and legendary traditions which have come
down to us from earliest recorded times carry faint distorted echoes of the
memory of these facts. Hence too there has never been a time when social
groups were either all evil or all good. Humanity has always been a peculiarly
mixed lot. Those who eventually subordinated self and refrained from evildoing were more than balanced by younger souls who had themselves to eat of
the bitter-sweet fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of good and evil in their turn.
I Thus it happens that so-called savages have always shared the planet at the
| same time with civilized peoples. Thus too a situation develops such as has
existed within historic times, when it has been as though the newcomers started
to read the serial story of human life somewhere in the middle, a particularly
difficult process for them and a somewhat disturbing one for those already
reading it.
We have already learnt that when the One Existence threw off a myriad
minor existences, evil sprang up naturally as one of the temporary relations
between them.,, When the formless Mind reflecteli itself into countless transient
and contrasting forms, selfishness—with all its melancholy train of sins and
sorrows—came unavoidably into being for a while through attachment to those
forms. But we must note that evil forms part of ; the ego's experience of the
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world not because it is inherent in the world itself as because it is in the illusions
generated in the ego by the contrasts and limitations of the world; in short, that
it is in the person, not in the environment. When it is overcome by the person
within himself and he passes away to higher worlds more fitting to his higher
space-time perceptions, there is necessarily a continued predominance of others
left on the planet in whom evil itself still remains strong. This predominance
becomes accentuated by the natural increase of population in geometrical
proportion, with the unfortunate consequence that the quantitative mass of
evil likewise increases because of the multiplication of those who are under the
sway of selfishness.
Second, although good triumphs ultimately over evil when the ego's journey
along the third or spiritual path finally terminates, we do not see this ultimate
triumph of the natural processes of development because it occurs in a realm
beyond our sight. For it cannot Lb fully accomplished whilst we are yet in this
low-grade space-time world. The fruits of victory are handed to us only on a
level of higher perception. The hard ordeals of earthly life are compensated
for in the end in a super-earthly one. The belief that absolute perfection can be
achieved whilst man is yet tied to the finitude of flesh and must needs live under
the conditions of sensuous limitation which this imposes on him, is validated
neither by facts of past history and present observation nor by affirmations of
the hidden teaching. He can certainly achieve a wide measure of freedom from
certain limitations and approach close to perfection along certain roads, but
beyond this the very nature of our pitiful planet bars his way. The ugly
struggles and appalling sufferings of life upon it are matched on no other one.
And these in turn arise because our perceptions are so poor, so finite and so
circumscribed—in short, because we are so ignorant. All that is finite, w rich
includes everything formed on our particular space-time level, is necessarily
imperfect. Hence freedom from all limitations can be man's, if he has earned
it, only when he is divested of the present earthly body and has come to the
consciousness of a supersensual changeless life. For then only can he become
utterly freed from all time and place considerations. Only when he has solved
_the mystery of time, which essentially pertains to his earthly life, will he be
~perniitted to solve the mystery of Infinite Duration, which essentially pertains to
his unearthly life.
We are always looking at the universe in little bits and broken pieces whereas
the World:Mind looks at it as one Whole. In popular language, God alone
knows all. The cosmic process has a significance in this integral sense which
our eyes always miss because of their concentration upon the bits. It stands
complete and instantaneous in the World-Mind's consciousness. The history
of man is the attempt to realize in time and space what already exists as a
harmonious unit in the World-Mind's consciousness. Both the evil and its
extinction exist simultaneously in it and could we but share that incomprehensible consciousness we might then justify the dark ways of God to despairing
man. In this consciousness there is the incredible All-time where everything
is happening at the same moment and not split up into before and after. When
we understand what time means, when we know that past, present and future
are terms that have a practical rather than philosophical truth, that they are
graven images whose worship causes us to forget the timeless reality underlying
them, we begin to emancipaterthe mind from ancient illusion. We begin also to
understand that to think of the universe as having once started suddenly into
existence out of<*iothing at all cannot be correct.
The universe's existence* in time must be looked at, if it jp to be looked at
aright, as the unity of an eternal Now, Then and Everywhen; its existence in
space as the unity of a boundless IJere, There and Everywhere. There is no
real beginning as there israoreal end to its history. An unbegun and unending
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universe is by the very fact of its nature not a stable thing created in time but
an active process working simultaneously with time, an eternal act of WorldMind. And because it is really an active mental process and not a fixed material
structure, all things and all beings within it without exception, whether in utter
unconsciousness or in full awareness, are striving to attain their inner reality,
a striving which will necessarily lift them, as it proceeds, beyond this terrestrial
sphere of limited space-time perceptions.
If the World-Mind views the end alongside of the beginning, the enterprise
along with its fulfilment, the achieved goal along with the temporal struggle, let
us not fall into the error that this makes us mere automatons. We are what
we are—super-sensuous beings temporarily fascinated by our own sensuous
space-time perceptions. Mind is the only reality. All human ideas return in
the end to the particular mind which generated them. All human individualities must likewise return in the end to the World-Mind whose ideas they in their
turn also are. The universe is nothing but the eternal activity of Mind in its
finite ideas. Human life is nothing but the travail of those ideas to reach and
realize their infinite Source. The spiritual or third path of the ego's evolution
is indeed called "returning home" by a Chinese sage.
The Overself being by nature pure and benign, how is it that these thoughts of
evil are able to arise at all? We do not perceive the tremendous complications
involved in such a disarmingly simple question. For we live tied by a relativist
outlook to the half-understood single space-time order of wakeful experience and
yet demand a perfect and complete explanation of mysteries like suffering and
evil, whose full relations we cannot perceive because they transcend all the
possible time-orders of relativity. The only answer at all comprehensible to a
human mind is that evil thoughts arise only on the Mind's surface, only in the
innumerable but totally transient forms and appearances which it takes.
Mind's celestial nature itself remains unchanged, undefiled and untouched by
such thoughts. It is like an immense ocean whose surface is the playground of
myriads of waves rolling angrily to and fro but whose vast body is quite still
and unmoved. Just as the sky's nature remains the same however many black
clouds may pass over it, so the Overself's original purity remains undisturbed
by the human thoughts, emotions and passions which pass over its projection
the personality.
°
After all, what if the finite ego does involve a seeming self-limitation for some
fragment of the infinite Overself? It is only our illusion that there is this
limitation anywhere in such an exalted being. We may and must regard it so
from our lower human standpoint but this is not the Overself's standpoint. To
get a better view of the matter we must look again at the illustration of dream
from two distinct standpoints. From the first, a dreamer becomes involved in
his own imaginations, entangled in their patterns and deluded by their seeming
• reality. From the second, he does not change his own intrinsic nature at any
moment of the dream for it remains as the underlying basis. The first view is
true but transient whereas the second is true and permanent. We must apply
this analysis to our consideration of the Overself. Some part of it has gone out
to be dwarfed apparently by its own self-imagined limitation as a single human
being. This part is fascinated or hypnotized by its own projection of the
universe which provides a background for the operations of the personality.
But on the second view we must remember that in all this the Overself is still
experiencing itself when it experiences the world and is still seeing itself when it
sees its myriad personal lives.
r.
Amid all the, horrors and all the grossfiesses of this planet's life, we need to
remind ourselves again and again of their leaf-like transiency, to remember that
the mind has fallen into error, has misapprehended its own experience. Evil
&nd suffering, strife and opposition make their appearance only on the level of
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torm, separateness and illusion. They are not present in the Overself's own
ever-perfect being. It dwells in a region of ideal unity where no discord and
no conflict could ever enter. Man may overcome them therefore within himself
by rising to its sublime level. We need to remember again and again that there
exists behind the veil of our present space-time perceptions an unsullied world
of being where these dark shadows have themselves not the slightest existence
at all. There is indeed a secret kingdom of heaven where our finest and fairest
hopes may find genuine realization. Inexorably if imperceptibly the flowing
tide of evolution is moving us all toward this grand goal, perfecting us through
the very pains and errors which are temporarily inseparable from a certain
stage of existence. This is our glorious destiny and nothing less nor lower shall
be able to hold us in the end. Salvation is for all, not for a self-flattering or
self-righteous few.
4
When we remember the enormous sufferings of our century it may be hard
for us to believe that there is a God, but it is harder still to believe that this
universe was put into being and that the formative (rather than creative)
power behind it then went off and lost all interest in it. The Mind that visualized this universe must surely be aware of the cries of the sorrowful, of the sins
of the wicked and of the struggles of the virtuous. .And if this Mind be a
beneficent one, as every seer proclaims, it must surely be desirous of bestowing
help and light wherever these be needed. Shall it not therefore eventually
remedy all wrongs and mend all defects? We fume and fret however because
we do not understand its inscrutable ways, its infinite patience. It knows
that if its own differentiation into innumerable finite centres brought discord
among them for a limited time, the evolutionary return of those centres to
itself will, with accumulating experience, bring harmony among them again.
Why all our pother to arrive at perfection? There is plenty of time stored
away yet in Nature's calendar. She herself does not appear to be in a raging
hurry. She spent millions of years merely to bring the human body into
existence; how much more time must she spend to bring the human mind and
character to perfection? Time makes our minds old and our wisdom mellow.
•JJ^e needs plenty of time to effect its high but hidden purposes. Therefore it
neeHiTrebirths and plenty of them to make man what he ought to be. The
gulf between palaeolithic man chipping flints and Immanuel Kant shaping
metaphysical history is stupendous and explicable only in the light of repeated
re-embodinjents. The perfectibility of man is ensured through this long series
of renewed experiences but for this very reason he had to be left a large liberty
to introduce his own evil, his own pain. The removal of this liberty would
have defeated the inner value of the entire process.
The wine of life keeps oozing drop b y drop,
The leaves of life keep falling one by one,

wrote the old Persian philosopher-poet, Omar Khayy&m. When we turn our
eyes towards our own past, if we have lived much and felt deeply and therefore
smned much and suffered deeply, we begin to re-echo the well-known words of
Gray's verse:
Yet, ah 1 why should they know their fate ?
Since Sorrow never comes too late,
And Happiness too swiftly flies.

So many of oup*years are ^together gone; perhaps a third, a half or threequarters of our life lies buried beyond recall. Can we shov* any receipt in
terms of inner progress for the time that we have spent? Let us at least make
something of the days yet to come that we might later look back on them and
find permanent worth wrested from their grip.
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The Freedom and Fate of Man.
When we come to consider the problem of human evil and human suffering
more specifically, we find it exceedingly complex and involved in thorny
difficulties. But here we can be helped by using the method which we have
already used in connection with the instances of the lizard and the mosquito,
the same method which Einstein used in dealing successfully with the problem
of the velocity of the earth on its travels through space. And this is to apply
a form of the theory of relativity.
If we look along a tree-lined avenue the trees which are farthest away seem
closer to each other than those which are nearest to us. If however we take up
a position in an aeroplane which is hovering above the same landscape and
look down at it through a pair of binoculars, we see then that the trees are
really placed equidistant from each other. J^he illusion has been corrected by
changing the point of view. It is possible to regard our present problem in a
broader perspective and thus effect a similar change of view. We shall then
perceive that evil may be offset by an equivalent good. Consequently our
attitude towards it may become greatly modified. Again, we count pain in the
list of evils and seek quick deliverance from it. Yet suffering may be regarded
not only from a partial point of view but also from that of the whole, when the
moral or metaphysical instruction which it may impose on the sufferer will be
seen as its obverse half. Here again we shall then have to modify our attitude
towards it. From the hard but high standpoint of a metaphysics which refuses
to accept materialism, the estimation of an unfortunate event or unpleasant
person as evil is our human and limited way of looking at events and persons
in time; it is in short really an idea in the mind.
Our parents give us much of the form and force, the health and disease, of
our body when they give its germ with the genes. Thus from the very beginning our physical life is fated for better or worse to follow a predestined course
and time merely unfolds and often mercilessly unfolds our individual story. We
are then merely hapless spectators listening to the tale. Where is the chance
here for those born to be struck down sooner or later by maladies resulting from
the defective physical organizations with which they start? Where i?
hope in this dread finality for the victims of imperfect genes?
The answer will depress some, exalt others. If despite the best efforts our
body refuses to yield amendment of its maladies; if our life is crippled to this
extent; we may turn for relief to religious faith or mystical experience or
metaphysical thoughts that enlarge our horizon but diminish our self-centredness. Our sorrowful experience will not then be valueless. There will be some
ethical or philosophical lesson to be learnt indirectly through it. "Know
that sorrow, being the means of convincing man of the need of inner life, is a
spiritual teacher," says a Tibetan text, The Rosary of Gems. Those who have
suffered deeply, whose hearts have been broken and whose hopes have been
withered, will listen sooner to a spiritual message than others, no matter
how clever or how intellectual the latter be. Most of us must usually pass
through the miseries of frustrated worldly desires before we can pass into the
ecstasies of satisfied divine ones. We are forced to revise our values only when
the senses have lost something of their savour.
All apparent evil is not real evil. Who has not known someone who has
been turned from a wrong course by sickness1? The same hardship which
weakens one man's virtue strengthens another's. Tears do not always tell us
the truth. We have for example impartially to a»k ourself htw booming guns
and bitter oppression serve as anthropological instruments which shape the
souls of men and serve the ends of super-physical evolution. We must begin to
admit with Eckhart, however grudgingly;that: "The swiftest horse that bears
us to perfection is suffering." A man may be suffefing what is really good for
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him and yet he will weep, as though it were really bad for him! Too much
good fortune has already ruined too many good men. All experience tends to
educate the intelligence and discipline the emotions. Consequently if suffering
brings men back to the blessed life that transcends it, then if only for that reason
and to that extent its existence is justified.
It has earlier been pointed out that the universe could not be manifested
without manifesting the pairs of opposites, such as light and darkness or life
and death. This duality is inevitably inherent in its very structure. Consequently it is an inevitable accompaniment of our own human existence too.
In the physical body pleasurable nerve-reactions lure us on to eat and sustain
its existence, but painful reactions are equally provided for to repel us from
drinking poisonous acids, for example. It is useless therefore in a body built
on opposing tensions to expect that we shall be so fortunate as to experience
only one of them—that is the pleasurable one—during a lifetime. A similar
duality applies to our mental and emotional life, as a little reflection will
reveal. To look for impossible one-sided perfections is to invite disappointment. Just as the forces of winter wither the foliage of trees but are not
therefore evil forces, so the destructive element in Nature withers the forms of
individuals, nations, civilizations and continents when they have outserved
their utility and the appropriate time of disintegration arrives. This is not to
be taken as a victory for evil powers but as a manifestation of one side out of a pair
of opposites. It would be senseless to ask for a world free from suffering.
Imagine what would happen to a hand accidentally put into a fire if there were
no nervous system to provide the owner of the hand with a warning signal of
pain. It would be altogether destroyed and its use lost forever. Here the
pain of being burnt, severe though it be, would really act as a disguised friend
if it persuaded the owner to withdraw his hand from the fire. So far as suffering
protects physical life, it possesses a justifiable place in the universal scheme of
things. Then what about protecting moral life ? Pain fills a place in the present
evolutionary stage of our ethical existence which is hardly less and often more
useful than that filled by pleasure. But our egoism blinds us to this fact. If
it does no more than arouse us from the stupor of understanding into which
THBSMtf us habitually fall, pain will have done something worth while. Plato
has even pointed out that it is a misfortune to a man who has deserved punishment to escape from it. After all, the punishment may awaken him to the
recognition that wrong has been done and thus purify his character. Again,
it is through pain that man's cruelty and pride and lust may best be broken,
for they are hardly amenable to correction by mere words. The pain inflicted
on a swollen sense of " I " for example by karmic compensatory working is not
really punishment any more than is the pain inflicted by a surgeon who opens
an abscess with his knife. The coils of karma which entwine themselves
around the wrong-doer are primarily there as a natural consequence of his own
acts, not as a fiat of punishment. Time is educating and developing him to
perceive the right. When he has the humility to face the responsibility for his
own past errors, he may see how many of his troubles were self-earned. Where
he cannot trace the cause to his present personality, he must needs believe it
to lie in his previous ones.
Nobody likes to impose a discipline upon himself and that4 is why everybody
has to submit to a discipline ^ imposed by karma. Hence pain and suffering
come to us principally through* the operations of karma. Their seeds may aave
been sown durijjg the present life and not necessarily during a past one. The
first error which most people make when accepting the tenef of karma is to
postpone its operation to future incarnations. The truth is that the consequences of our acts come to us if they can in the same birth as when they are
committed. If we think »f karma as being something whuse iruits are to be
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bourne in some remote future existence, we think of it wrongly. For every
moment we are shaping the history of the next moment, every month we are
fashioning the form of the month which shall follow it. No day stands isolated
and alone. Karma is a continuous process and does not work by postponement.
It is indeed incorrect to regard it as a kind of post-mortem judge! But it is
often not possible to work out these consequences in terms of the particular
circumstances of this birth. In such cases—and in such alone—do we experience the consequences in subsequent births.
Even those who accept the twin doctrines of re-embodiment and self-made
karma, which are the most reasonable of all doctrines claiming to explain the
principal vicissitudes of human fortune, are not infrequently hazy about the
proper practical attitude to adopt as a consequence of this belief. It is necessary
for them to understand first of all that although whilst evil endures we must
accept the fact of its existence as the price to be paid for the self-limiting of an
emanation from the Infinite into the finite, we need not therefore complacently
tolerate its activity. Because we believe that karma operates to bring about
sometimes approximate, sometimes adequate justice in the end, we must not
therefore for example stand indolently aside from aggressive wrong-doing in
passive trust to its operation. For karma needs to utilize instruments and its
effects do not spring miraculously out of the air. Hence we must not shirk if
we are called upon to co-operate with its intended educative effect, to work with
its intuited operations and to set those causes into motion through which its
reactions may be produced.
The second point for their understanding is the place of free will in the
practical application of this doctrine. For we weaken ourself and injure
truth if we believe that all events are unalterably fixed, that our external lives
are unchangeably pre-ordained and that there is nothing we can do to improve
the situations in which we find ourself. It is true that we are compelled to
move within the circumstances we have created in the past and the conditions
we have inherited in the present, but it is also true that we are quite free to
modify them. Freedom exists at the heart of man, that is in his Overself.
Fate exists on the surface-life of man, that is in his personality. And as man
himself is a compound of both these beings, neither the absolute fatalist flBf?rie'
absolute free-will position is wholly correct and his external life must also be a
compound of freedom and fate. No man however evolved he may be has entire
control over his life,but then he is not entirely enslaved to it either. No action
is entirely free nor entirely fated; all are of this mixed double character. The
student of mechanics who strikes a parallelogram of forces is able to arrive at
the resultant which has been born out of the commingling of their totality.
Similarly all those elements of heredity, education, experience, karma (both
collective and personal), free will and environment conspire together to fashion
both the outer form and inner texture of the life which we have to live. We sew
the tapestry of our own destiny but the thread we use is of a kind, a colour and
quality forced upon us by our own past thoughts and acts. In short, our
existence has a semi-independent, semi-predestined character.
The materialists paint a terrible picture of the universe as a vast prison
where man's fate, thoughts and acts axe wholly determined by his physical
environment. The ignorant among Orientals live in a locked-up world where
man paces helplessly to and fro—a prisoner to (Jivine predestination. Karma
refutes both these dreary contentions and assigns to man sufficient freedom to
shape himself and his surroundings. By his own development the individual
affects or enrichos his environment, helps or hinders Nature, and the reverse is
also true. Karma does not say that we must stand waiting like ragged beggars
before the door of fate. Our past free will is the source of our present fate, as
our present one will be the source of our future fata. Consequently the most
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powerful factor of the two is our own will. There is therefore no room either
for foggy fatalism or over-confidence. No man can escape his own responsibility
in the matter of shaping his internal outlook and external environment by
laying the blame on something or someone else. Everyone who is struggling
with obstacles should drink a cup of the wine of inspiration from the hand of
Beethoven—master music-maker. He who sought to hear the elfin strains of
music was himself struck stone deaf. He whose life was completely dedicated
to melodious composition for others one day became unable to hear his own
compositions. It disappointed but did not discourage him. Facing this
problem with a stout heart, he declared, ''I will grapple with Fate; it shall
never drag me down!" He went on with his work and gave still greater and
grander things to the world, for what he learned in suffering he taught in song.
Every man should study his mistakes in action and ascertain their source in
himself. Let him frankly admit hi£ partial responsibility at least and set out
to make what amends he can. This is painful but it is better than continuing
to dwell in illusions from which severe checks or sustained disappointments may
later bring him down to earth. For once a thought-series or deed is strong
enough its karmic resultant is as inevitable as a picture on an exposed photographic film. When karmic force has attained a certain impetus its onward
movement can no longer be stopped although it may be modified. This is why
it is a philosophic maxim to nip undesirable growths in the bud and thus
extinguish karmic energies before they become inexorably decisive. A thought
.which has not attained a certain fullness of growth and strength will not
yield karmic consequences. The importance of nipping off wrong thoughts at
the time of their arisal is thus indicated. The way to fight a bad tendency in
oneself or a bad movement in a nation is to check it during the early stages before
it has gathered momentum. For it is easier to scotch it at the start when it is
relatively weak than later when it is relatively strong.
Nevertheless the philosophic student must understand that if he should
fiercely resist karma's decrees at some times, it is also right that he should bow
resignedly to them at other times. For if he has not learnt the lesson of letting
go when it is wise to let go, then every mistaken effort of his fingers to hold on
af^ifi&Vthose decrees will only bring him further and needless pain. He should
not rebel against them blindly. How to comprehend which course is to be taken
is something which he has to deduce for himself. No book can tell him this
but his intuition checked by reason or his reason illumined by intuition may do so.
Such an'intuition must be carefully distinguished from pseudo-intuition,
which is a mere ccho of his own emotional complexes, innate prejudices or
wishful thinking. The former
the authentic whisper of his own Overself.
The ageless Overself holds all the innumerable memories of its related personalities in solution, as it were, so that they are and yet are not. It wills only what
is karmically earned by him during these successive lives, which is always what
will justly compensate him for the characteristics he has manifested through his
actions. And because the Overself is the source of this karmic adjustment, it
may be said that each man is truly his own judge. For it must never be
forgotten that fundamentally the Overself is his own central self; it is not
something alien to or remote from him. The real nature of karma is not
grasped if it is believed to be a power external to the self, ruthlessly dictating its
decrees for our helpless submission. On the contrary, by virtue of the fact
that the whole world is mental it'is a power working in everything and everyone.
This yields the clgjr implication that what happens to him happens by the secret
will of his own innermost beifig. From this standpoint the sufferings he may
have to endure are not evils in the ultimate but only in the immediate sense
and what appears as a blind external^ and ruthless force is really a conscious
internal and purifying one. # Sooner or later evil challenges man to obliterate
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it. provokes him to overcome it as pain provokes him to seek for peace. Thus he
turns to the quest of the Overself. It is well to remember that in the end evil in
the life of every individual is an unstable and insecure phase only. It is certain to
perish, for it bears within itself the seeds of its own destruction. Through
constant adjustments effected by karma the surface self eventually and inevit*
ably ceases the misdirection of its intelligence and force and brings them into
harmony with the divine.
On this larger view the best karmic recompense for right actions is the
upliftment of character which follows them, just as the worst karmic punishment for wrong ones is the degradation of character which is increased by them.
Mentalism makes thought all-important in the end and it is so here too. For
karma has a twofold character. Every deed creates both its physical reaction
and the psychological tendency to repeat the deed.
It was mentioned in the earlier voluirfe that thought tends to be creative
and that sooner or later it produces karmic fruit in man's general environment.
This is also true of his moral life. Here, it is not always necessary for his
thoughts to translate themselves into deeds before they can become karmically
effective. If they have sufficient intensity and if they are prolonged over a
sufficient period they will eventually bring appropriate results even in external
circumstances. This can be made clearer by an actual illustration. If a man
persistently and intensely hates somebody, even to the point of ardently
wishing his death, but if through fear of the consequences he lacks the courage
to slay the other person, then his murderous thoughts will one day react upon
himself in an equilibrated form. He may then himself experience a violent
death or fall victim to a fatal accident or suffer from a disease which is as
corrosive to his body as his hatred was to his character. Thus although not
actually guilty of committing murder, he undergoes a physical penalty for
thinking murder.
For similar reasons diseased habits of thinking may manifest themselves as
diseased conditions of the flesh. The physician may rightly see the immediate
physical cause of such a condition but he will not see the ultimate mental one,
which may be excessive anger, morbid hate, overpowering fear, inordinate lust
or habitual spite. We must not, of course, leap to the illogical conclu^KJTTJaiM' ;
everyone who suffers from a disease has been thinking negatively in the past or
present. The body has its own hygienic laws which cannot be transgressed
with impunity, although most transgressions usually occur through sheer v
ignorance.
All this is possible because the entire basis of existence is a mentalist one.
The creative factor in the karmic process is the mind itself. Consequently a
mental change is needful if its operation against us is to be radically and favourably altered. Those who cannot bring themselves to conceive such a possibility
should consider how frequently the hair of emotional women has turned grey
either on hearing unexpected bad news or on suddenly being confronted with a
terrifying situation. The change itself is purely physical because hair, skin
flesh and blood are formed and nourished out of a common root, whereas the
cause of the change is purely mental because all that really happens before it is
the entry of a new idea into consciousness. Let them consider also the rare
but well-authenticated cases of Catholic women mystics whose intense meditations upon Jesus suffering on the cross have incontestably produced stigmata—
the reproduction on hands or feet of bleeding nail-wounds. That this demonstration of the mind's power over the body extends even to the higher animals may
seem still mo^e fantastic, yet research among Ihdian peasants will soon reveal
evidence of it. For when a cow catches sight of a cobra which has merely
touched her udder by accident but not Jiurt it in any way, the fright affects her
so deeply that she will never again yield any mife.
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Man acts in the end according to his knowledge. If it be said that many
intellectuals are notorious for shaming their knowledge by their deeds, we reply
v that what they possess is theory, not knowledge. Therefore when the teaching
that he will inevitably receive the results of his actions wins acceptance through
thoroughly satisfying the rational need of knowledge and the emotional need of
justice; when this idea attains a certain degree of heartfelt force and intellectual
clearness; when its innate truth is recognized as credible and its fairness as
consoling, and when it begins to become dynamic in the world-outlook of a man;
it will then not only begin to exert influence on his exterior life but cannot even
be stopped from influencing it. Where it apparently fails to do so, it is always
either because the acceptance is merely superficial and vocal or because innate
selfishness and undisciplined passion assert themselves in the subconscious
character. In the first case the do^rine is known only by decayed tradition
or by parrot-like hearsay, as so often happens in the East. Through its
conventional acceptance it has never been turned into profound conviction and
consequently has lost much of its ethically disciplinary edge. In the second
case the complexes are at work without a man's awareness and prevent him
from giving full weight to the doctrine. This said, it is axiomatic that man
tends to do ultimately what he thinks and feels.
With the significance of his sufferings properly understood and the needful
adjustments in action, character or intelligence properly made, he may seek and
keep that mental equilibrium which is inner peace. In making these truths his
own he will face the hardships of life with fortitude and the inevitability of death
with serenity. Thus he can learn to move with an undaunted heart amid
earthly troubles and with an unruffled mind amid earthly joys not because he
seeks ostrich-like to forget the one and reject the other but because he seeks
sage-like to understand them. For in the words of a Mongolian text, "Whoso
bears joy and sorrow with even mind has spirituality, although he may outwardly seem a worldling."
It would be easy to mistake such a serenity either for mere smugness or for
shallow optimism. It cannot be the first because it is too conscious both of the
possessor and the miseries of mankind. It cannot be the second
because it is born of truth, not of emotional self-deception. It is a quality
which emerges after long philosophical practice. It smiles only because it
understands, not because it is emotionally basking in the rays of temporary good
fortune. Every flower has such serenity because every flower is a philosopher.
When it is born it finds itself smothered in the dark earth, with gloom all
around and obstacles hemming it in. Nevertheless it struggles bravely upward.
It has a natural faith, an inward urge (as all true philosophers have) that
somewhere ahead there is welcome light and cooling air. And it is patient.
Whilst it is growing upward it is calmly waiting. And so one day it adds its
quota of vivid colour, its measure of heart-catching beauty to the common
good. Now if it were a materialist, if it continually looked downward and
believed only in the darkness around, then it would never live to see sunshine.
Every man who adopts a materialistic attitude puts himself in this position.
He is born to see and to welcome the Light, the Good, the Beautiful, but
stubbornly remains in self-bound darkness. He is born to co-operate with
Nature, to work with her and secure her abundance of latent gifts yet he
opposes her everywhere and endures endless suffering because of this divorce.
There are moments when something within tells him that whatever exists, there
is yet a better, tkA wherever Jie finds himself there is yet a land of promise
and that the best of all is intangible and invisible. Nevertheless*he denies the
voice because he cannot immediately see the Better and cannot instantly
realize the Promise. So long as he will not listen to it but prefers to listen to
the voices of other men as bfind and as ignorant as himself, so long must he
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perforce remain agitated by sorrows today and joys tomorrow, so long shall
he be a stranger to the serenity of a divine life.
The Miracle of Grace.
The dark karma of sin and suffering which most of us carry is too heavy to
be carried alone. For alas! we have to face the fact of what we are, not in
serene essence but in bitter actuality: we are weak ignorant moody despondent
creatures. We are unable to remove intellectual doubts, overcome moral
temptations or solve practical difficulties. We cannot grow angel's wings
overnight. A struggle must take place; a struggle directed first against what
we know to be our vices but later against what we once believed to be our virtues!
This conflict is inevitable because the person will not lightly let go its hold.Therefore we need something on which, guite frankly, we can lean for help
until the day arrives when we can stand up sufficiently strong to bear our own
burdens. We need help. Most of us are like frogs in a waterless well and must
implore something outside to come to the rescue and lift us out of our helpless
state. Recurrent problems and repeated failures tend to break the ankles of
our self-reliance so that we feel no longer able to walk by our personal strength
alone. We must then needs look elsewhere than to our own resources. We
must indeed look for effective help to a higher power. Something greater than,
our ordinary self must take a hand in the complicated game of living.
* .'
This is true of most human beings. But those of us who have started in
quest of the Overself and who ardently long for a divine enlargement of
experience, have even more about which to be melancholy. Many of us are
not strong enough even to discipline ourselves nor to mortify our selfhood;
the heritage of karmic handicaps hangs like a millstone upon our backs and
tends to smother the yearning to better our character. And support and
sympathy are human needs. Consequently to depend on ourself alone may
lead to little satisfaction. Moreover, our intelligence is often too poor to
comprehend the subtle metaphysical truths round which so much of this quest
revolves.
For all these reasons there is room in life not only for self-effort
jiltifji ffir
divine effort, that is to say for grace. Although the enterprise of getting insight
has to be started by a man himself, it cannot be ended by the man. Thus the
person reaches a stage one day where it has to call in the help of its Overself.
Such help manifests itself as grace.
There are intellectual highbrows who regard the doctrine of grace as one*
which, however much it may appeal emotionally, has no metaphysical merit.
The rationalists laugh at it and the atheists scorn it. This is their error. The
possibility of receiving such help exists because there is a universal element in
which we all exist. There is indeed such a thing, as those of us who have
experienced its working well know.
What is grace ? It is a descent of the Overself into the underself's zone of
awareness. It is a visitation of power as unexpected and unpredictable as it is
welcome and gratifying. It is an unseen hand stretched forth from the worlddarkness amid which we grope with unsteady feet. It is the voice of the
Overself speaking suddenly out of the cosmic silence with which we are
environed. It is like a glorious rainbow of hope which suddenly appears when
all seems lost.
More precisely, grace is a mystical energy, an active principle pertaining to
the Oveiself which can produce results in the fiflds of hurafe:: thought, feeling
and flesh alikerm the one hand, or in human karma circumstances and relations
on the other hand. It is the cosmic will, not merely a pious wish or kindly
thought, and can perform authentic miracles under its own unknown laws.
Such is its dynamic potency that it can confer in&ight into ultimate reality as
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easily as it can lift a dying person back to life again or instantaneously restore
the use of limbs to a crippled one.
Because the Overself exists in every man, grace too exists potentially in
every man. When its power awakens within him he is immediately conscious
of a tremendous change in the particular direction it takes, whether that change
be mental or physical, emotional or eventful. Such indeed is the force of grace,
that in the emotional or intellectual spheres its touch often over-stimulates him
and may temporarily affect his balance.
The Overself is not far away, no farther in fact than a man's own heart and
as near as is the life that sustains his days and nights. If it is felt as far away
that is his illusion. He must cure himself of it by metaphysical enquiry and
mystical practice. The statement that God dwells in the heart of man is not
only a poetic one but also a scientific one. Shakespeare's perceptive power
recognized this and hence he could* openly speak of "that Deitie within my
bosome" in his most mystical work The Tempest. Therefore the birth of grace
is first felt in the heart, not in the head, because the heart is its most intimate
habitat in the human body.
Grace manifests itself in two ways: first, a sense of dissatisfaction and
insufficiency with the exterior life alone ; second, a yearning for inner reality.
The birth begins by a gentle indrawing of attention to the breast. The force
works by a centripetal movement which attracts his attention inwards away
from his external life and physical environment. To the degree that he
obediently yields to this centripetal influence and centres his attention more
and more on the interior direction to which it points, to that degree shall he
find his reward. He begins to feel that something lies hidden within himself of
which he must come into conscious possession and that without it he will
suffer the miseries of privation and frustration. What this "something" is
does not form itself clearly in his mind but he feels and intuits it to be the sacred
element, the divine soul. The ultimate effect is, first, to cauterize the personal
"I"-thought in the man's heart, and, second, the way being thus prepared to
confer an insight into ultimate reality. The first effect is accomplished by
stages, which may spread out over several years, but the second one is always
""a^oin'pi-ahed instantaneously.
* He may understand that the first activity is taking place within him because
of the agonies caused him by spiritual yearnings and aspirations which begin to
spring up unbidden within his heart in consequence. They are preceded by
anguish and1 tears. Consequently grace often comes as the climax of an
emotional struggle. In some cases it originally manifests as a vision of mystic
light. The vision is momentary, however, and may not be repeated. In this
sublime moment when a higher power takes possession of the ego and leads it
into itself, he may know that grace has been granted. He must give his ungrudging acquiescence to the divine leading. But although the glimpse
occupies but an instant in time, its consequences will work themselves out
during the ensuing weeks and months, sometimes during years. Once the
grace has been granted the aspirant's road takes a turn for the better. It then
opens up for him a perspective of possibilities hitherto unglimpsed.
It is perhaps in the moral sphere that the memorable touch of grace is first
ielt, and that with an abrupt force akin to a revolutionary one. Psychoanalytical professors and their followers are apt to regard what they call the
unconscious mind of man as a bottomless well swarming only with shapes of
lust and lewdness^ They have yet to learn that it holds also an infinite fund of
—

%

• The school of analytical psychology founded by the keen Dr. Carl Gustav Jung must be exempted from these criticisms. It was learnt with pleasure during talks at Zurich with this gifted
man that he disowned the materialistic views o> his master Freud and that he had arrived at a
view of man which took proper account of the mystical side.
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goodness, truth and beauty such as would overwhelm them with its graiideur
could they become but momentarily aware of it. They have made much of
the torments caused to man by his suppressed sex desires. Do they know of
the torments caused by his unconsciously repressed longings for the higher
life, the inner reality? Do they know that there is a deeper and grander
"unconscious" than that which they have allowed him and which waits for its
full recognition?
Even in the heart of the worst sinner there is this hidden core which remains
unsinning, unstained and unpolluted, the soul which is always safe and which
silently beckons him to pursue goodness and wisdom. Therefore its grace is
as much if not more for those whom a self-righteous world despises and whom a
formal frigid society rejects. The flower sheds its fragrance on all who approach
it. It does not withhold the gift from a single person. The Overself is not less
noble than the flower and will not witfihold its grace from anyone merely
because he cannot obtain a certificate of moral worth from his disdainful fellows.
At its mystical touch the memory of bygone sin is banished, the agony of present
suffering is softened, the ugliest past slips away, the bitterest resentment dies
down and the hurts of frustrated craving dissolve into thin air. The weak are
sustained, the afflicted consoled.
All our best faculties and nobler qualities, all our higher functions of thought,
imagination and feeling themselves form a link with this link between man and
God, this intermediary which is able to share in the life of both the person and
the World-Mind and thus connect the fleeting with the eternal. For man it
constitutes a goal toward which his intellectual efforts may direct themselves,
a focus for his ethical aspirations, a light on his daily path and an inspirer to
lift him above his animal side. It prompts him to practise virtue and instigates
him to appreciate beauty. It is a keyhole wherethrough he may get a glimpse
of reality. It is his central self which he has to find if he would know what he
really is and what God really is. It is also the inner guide to which some
mystics allude.
Hidden behind all human striving, often followed or denied all unknowingly
there is this unseen light and unheard bidding of the Overself. All things are
indeed unconsciously striving to realize their inherent divinity, t^frdgTSS"
towards their own ideal self, to actualize what they already are in hidden
principle and final possibility. Why should its existence guarantee that man
will turn one day and become a humble suppliant at its feet? Because when,
like the prodigal son, he has eaten his fill of the husks of divine estrangement he
will experience a reaction. Be he fettered slave or pampered sovereign, a divine
nostalgia will sweep over his heart. He will be driven by home-sickness, if not
by the sour frustrations and nauseating defeats of life, to turn his face toward
the one last yet one best hope left him. Every finite being is unconsciously and
imperceptibly drawn onwards, like a moth to a flame, to the infinite being that is
its Overself. There is no real happiness, no true peace, no enduring satisfaction
until this goal is reached. None of us would aspire toward the divine if it were
not already present within us to prompt the aspiration. None of us would feel
this lacerating nostalgia for the beatific life if the latter did not really exist.
Here then lies the guarantee that every ego will one day turn its face toward
the light and ultimately be saved and finally be redeemed.
The Overself does not always play the part of a witness however. Still and
unmoving though it be, nevertheless its presence paradoxically makes possible
all man's activities and movements. In a broad sense it is<j}pt only the hidden
observer but &lso, by virtue of its being a functibn of the World-Mind, the inner
ruler of the person. Thus it arranges the karma of the coming incarnation
before birth, for it contains all his kanyric possibilities out of the past, and it is
the secret actualizing agent which passes them dQ*vn into time and space for his
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ultimate progress. At critical moments in the personal life it may suddenly
and dramatically interfere by engineering unexpected events or by imparting
a powerful urge towards a certain decision. This also is an act of grace. In the
result the man is super-rationally guided or miraculously guarded.
He who submits to the Overself and receives its grace will be aroused from
a moral or mental torpor and will experience, usually for a time but in some
cases for all time, a noteworthy change in his character. Not only will his heart
be affected but also his head, not only his feelings but also his thoughts, not
only his desires but also his will. For the Overself is the higher conscience of
every human being because it is in very truth his guardian angel watching
over him from on high. Hence the degree of development of acknowledged
conscience in a man betrays the degree to which he is able to hear its voice. If
a moral course which is very injurious to self or others is being pursued, sometimes it interferes in the personal life with a clear and unmistakable warning. It
lifts the person for a few minutes into its own exalted viewpoint and lets him
see the hidden truth of the situation with wonderful clarity. A sense of strange
exaltation will necessarily accompany the experience, which will be so intense
as to take on the character of a deep reverie. But alas it soon fades away and
the recipient often subsides into his former and familiar viewpoint, with its
artificial resistance, and thus continues to deceive himself. He may justify
himself by a process of rationalization, not comprehending that passion, emotion,
self-interest, appearances or narrowness of experience may be blinding him to
the actual state of affairs. Hence it is necessary to recognize such uncommon
opportunities and assay them for the pur# toold that they are. They should be
repeatedly pondered over and taken deeply to heart, these rare visitations of our
diviner self, for if we fail to heed them the Overself will next speak with a sterner
voice—that of unloosed karmic suffering. We may rightly look for further help
in our difficulties—and sometime miraculous help—from the Overself if we
* follow the better path it always points out, but hardly otherwise. He who will
not heed or does not recognize it will soon find that the grey dawn will come
and default on his rosy dreams of the night.
If the man's egoistic resistance is stubborn or if he is excessively preVccupie'aVith business or pleasure so that his mind does not relax for a moment
during his waking life; if he is unwilling to forget for a while the contemplation
of his own affairs in order to remember the contemplation of the contemplator
himself; if the spurious prestige of his personality is unfavourable to its reception
in any way, then the Overself may have to pass its message or warning or
arousal during his sleeping hours. In that case he will receive the communication in his conscious mind sometimes during a dream, which may or may not be
symbolic, but more often immediately after awakening from dreamless sleep.
It is important therefore to attend carefully to the ideas arising during any
exalted state of mind coming unexpectedly at such a time and not to miss their
serious significance. For then we entertain an angel unawares and may regretfully realize this only long after the event.
The Overself works quietly and surely and changes life in an untheatrical
manner. It lays its grip on a man without blatant advertisement of the fact;
all other conversions are only emotional disturbances. The divine self works
deeper than that. It wells up quietly within a man and silently holds him to
its higher purpose by an inexplicable concatenation of circumstances. Why
does not the Overself demonstrate its power, interfere dramatically in the life of
every man on esyjgh today and-forcibly make him its conscious channel? The
answer is that just because it knows its own deathlessness ard the person's
transiency, it can afford to wait with a wonderful patience for the growth,
ripening and decay of the person's conceit and strength. This explains why
yte cannot force the coming ef grace. It appears at its own time, not ours. It
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comes suddenly, unexpectedly. It is a gift. We cannot get it by scheming or
struggling. We can make ourself ready for it, however, and so profit by the
visitation immeasurably more than we might otherwise have done.
The touch of grace can be felt in an unmistakable manner but only after a
man has been humbled, chastened and made lowly. When he finds that the
net results of self-help on the secret path are often doubtful in value and sometimes even dangerous in result through the pursuit of an erroneous course;
when he discovers his own weakness after many a futile attempt to break his
bad habits or to enlighten the darkness of his passage through life; when in
short he feels that he cannot help himself any more, the time has arrived to call
on an outside source for such help. The gracious current of a stronger power
than his own must be introduced into his inner life. But it can only be introduced if he calls on it, if he aspires towards it and if he gives his devotion to it.
The basis of attraction between those who &ek and that which gives is and must
be faith and love. All the way from the aspirant's initial dream to his final
achievement, he must resolutely resolve to stand or fall by his faith that this
higher Self truly exists and that its realization is the hidden purpose of his
incarnation.
We must alter our attitude and habitually look up with love to the Overself.
We must become as devoted to it, as attached to it as we are devoted and
attached to nothing else. That power which runs the universal life can also run
our personal life—if we will let it think, feel and act through us; if we can learn
to agree: "Thy will be done." The fact is that grace falls from heaven as
freely as dew from the sky but men receive it not.
Nothing but utter humility towards this higher self will lift the heavy bar
which confronts us at the doorway into the Pyramidal King's Chamber wherein
it dwells. The surrender of arrogant self-will, ignorant personal desire and
blind egoistic motive is both a prerequisite to and the consequence of a gfowth
into this larger life. It is a pre-requisite because when the grace starts to work
we automatically if intermittently give some external tokens of such surrender;
it is a consequence because when the grace has proceeded farther we develop a
more impersonal outlook quite naturally.
Grace is wholly the operation of Overself but man may help to caHfit forth*
by his yearning and prayer, by frequently turning his gaze from his little person
to this larger self. Ilence no sincere and sustained cry that goes out during a
crisis into the seeming void goes unheard by Overself. But it must be sincere
in the sense of being uttered by a man's acts no less than by his thoughts. And
it must be sustained in the sense of being a continuous aspiration and not merely
the mood of an hour. He who sincerely invokes the higher power will not invoke
it in vain, although its response may take an unexpected form sometimes not
altogether to his immediate liking, sometimes far beyond his fond hopes, but
always for his real rather than apparent benefit. It is often a waste of time .to
beg for undeserved favours, sometimes not so. But it is practical wisdom and
ethical sincerity to take to heart this truth—repent and be redeemed.
In the end all our values of good and evil are relative ones. They are only
our progressive but transient ideas. But here in the Overself we find the
supreme and absolute value because it transcends the plane of ideation itself.
The Overself cannot separate itself from cosmic karma but it is not subject to
the working of personal causality because it is not subject to personality, change,
relativity; being beyond the limits of these'ideas which appear within it.
When we come to examine the nature of ultimate reality we sjrall learn why this
is so. Hence personal karma cannot operate in t>uch a sphere of absoluteness,
however rigidly and inflexibly it operates within the space-time world of
relative existence. This fact that personal causation does not exist in the
profoundest plane of existence offers a great hopejor mankind. For it makes
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possible the introduction into human life and vicissitude of this totally new and
^unexpected factor of grace. It is like a lifebelt to which despairing mortals
may cling. The worst sinner may receive what he has not earned if he will
sincerely repent, make all possible amends and turn his face around in sublime
faith. Regardless of what his past life may have been if, by change of thought
and deed, he can succeed in making his voice heard in that higher region it is
always possible that there will descend this gift of grace. That which mystics
sometimes feel in the depth of their trance as the presence of immeasurable love
does not exist for them alone. It shines upon all beings. Therefore salvation
is for all. Jesus' doctrine of forgiveness of sins is a simple expression of this
truth, put into terms of morality and made easily understandable by untutored
minds. The newer principles of quantum mechanics and the formulation of
the law of indeterminacy are scientific expressions of the same truth in terms of
physics, but understandable only ''by technical minds. These principles
however must not be misunderstood. They do not abrogate the impersonal
karmic forces which govern the universe, which bring it into primal being and
which dissolve it into final non-entity. These remain as powerful and dominant
as ever. Only, we must complete the circle and perceive that the truth about
human life has room enough to include both the clutch of karma and the freedom
of that out of which karma itself originates. Which is to say, in the end, that
we do not attain our aims, whether they be physical or spiritual, by self-earned
merit alone or by God-given grace alone, but by both together. The first fits us
to receive the second.
Therefore nobody can afford to omit grace from his scheme of things.
Consequently, nobody can afford to omit the yearning for it, either. Nobody
need be too proud to pray. This raises the question of the necessity and utility
of prayer. Prayer is not to be scorned by anyone. We minify the power of the
Overself if we do not accept this statement. So long as we are imperfect so
long m£y we find it necessary to pray. So long as we find lack of anything so
long may we have to pray. Only the sage who is integrated and desireless does
not need to pray, although even he may pray for others in his own mysterious
unconventional way. Nor can we say it is always wrong to pray for physical
things: sufnetimes it may be right. But a prayer which is merely a petition to
a supernatural Being to remove self-earned afflictions from the petitioner and
nothing more can bring no other result than the psychological comfort it gives
him. It will certainly not alter by a single jot the karmic requital which is being
suffered. It will merely be a noise in the air. In vain does it protest at fate.
But a prayer which combines with itself the repentant effort to alter the
character-defect which gives rise to the afflictions and which is the complement
of an actual attempt to make reparation if someone else has been wronged,
may not be a vain one. Repentance and reparation are the all-important factors
which can make a prayer successful. They will then be a force which may
affect personal karma because they introduce new and favourable karma.
Nothing could be more self-deceptive than the phenomenon which may be
witnessed among Buddhists, Hindus and Christians alike, the automatic and
apathetic muttering of formal prayers read by rote from a book or learnt parrotlike by heart or revolving incessantly on a piece of printed paper inside a
mechanical contrivance. It is useless to flatter God, to bribe Deity or to exhibit
a merely mechanical and ephemeral fidelity.
If people make such a wrong approach it is clearly not only because they do
not understand
karmic implications which flow out of events but also
because they misunderstand ttie nature of Deity, attribute their own all-toohuman feelings to it and see it through a haze of sickly sentimentality which may
be comforting for a time but can only end in disillusionment with further time.
Let it be noted then that th$ God to whom man prays dwells first in his own
K
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heart. When his prayer produces an after-feeling of relief or peace, it is probably a sign that he has prayed aright, but when his perplexity or distress weighs
on him as heavily as before it is probably a sign either that he must pray again
and yet again or that he has prayed wrongly. In so far as a prayer exalts a
man's thoughts above his petty personal concerns, it is sure to be helpful for his
progress. In so far as it is a purely materialistic or utterly hypocritical appeal
to an anthropomorphic deity to shower material benefits of a particular kind,
it is sure to be useless either for spiritual or practical purposes. The best way
for man to appeal against the principle of karma when it is exacting painful
tribute is not to pray but to change his thoughts. The more he can alter for
the better the general trend of his thinking, the better will his external life
ultimately become.
Prayer comes to its finest bloom, its loveliest florescence, when it can utter
four short words: "Thy will be done." Thtir meaning is not a fatalistic acceptance of karma, not a reference to some power remote from the one who says
them. Only towards the close of this course will their wonderful significance
become apparent. But meanwhile we may anticipate it by re-reading them
in the following way: "Thy will be done by me"—not "to me". Nor is it enough
merely to say them. They must become vivified by inward experience. The
effort to lift consciousness up to the higher self must be made at the same time.
The success may be only momentary but in that wonderful moment the sentence
will assume authentic significance; its utterance will be heard on a higher level.
Then—and then only—will something descend and enter into its speaker to
enable the burden to be borne. And this mysterious suffusion will be that
power of grace which answers and rewards genuine self-surrender. From the
moment when, sensing the impalpable inter-relation of man and God, he agrees
to work with the universal order he shall know peace.
CHAPTER

X

THE W A R AND THE WORLD

T H E chequered surface of history is largely a tale of tears and change but its"
depths are a revelation of evolutionary unfoldment working alongside of
karmic readjustment. There is a just logic in the sequence of historic
events but it reveals itself only if we examine them by the light of the doctrine of
karma. We must recognize that there is a common national karma from which
neither prince nor pauper is exempt. It is not outside the business of metaphysics
to trace the historic workings of karma through the complicated web of world
events from present causes to future effects and from visible consequences to
invisible origins; to understand and reveal the general direction in which society
and its systems are consciously or unconsciously moving at any particular
period and to judge whether this trend should be resisted or assisted, retarded
or accelerated.
It is thus that philosophy—of which metaphysics is but a part
—can prove its usefulness as being not only an enlightening explanation of life
but also a practical way of life. The need of a metaphysical understanding of
social existence is not felt by most persons and even despised by many persons.
Yet they possess one all the same. Only because it has not been deliberately
sought for and thought out, it has not come to a sun-clear consciousness of i'self.
And because of its unconscious character it is primitive, crude, imperfect, unbalanced and faulty. It is a comfortless but uncontradictory fact that the
consequences of an erroneous and materialistic vorld-conceptton reposing on
shaky metaph/sical foundations which have been faulty to a degree are to be
witnessed everywhere in the hideous havoc and personal disasters it has brought
upoa our own epoch, in the widespread sorrows ^nd unparalleled sufferings
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through which humanity is slowly beginning to learn how deceptive was its
belief that it either understood or controlled life. We have witnessed this selfdeception in its most arrogant and exaggerated form in the case of Hitler himself.
Hitler however has been only a monstrous symbol of the extreme growth of
the materialistic tendencies of our time. His downfall could become a signal
that materialism has exhausted its most useful potentialities. His affront to
human dignity has brought the world to its most terrible predicament, but the
severe crisis and supreme sufferings to which it has led are themselves signs of
the disruptive forces which have arisen of their own accord within materialism
and could destroy much of it as they mature. Through Hitler's instrumentality
the worst of the latent evil in mankind's character has been brought like scum
to the surface, only the better to be recognized for the hideous thing that it is
and repudiated. For when a wo^ld-view has ceased to suffice for mankind
it begins to germinate its own destruction through the karmic woes which it
breeds. Thus those who will not walk willingly along the road to ethical and
mental enlightenment have to walk it under the compulsion of self-earned
sorrows. The fact of the failure of the materialistic outlook, the lesson of their
own experience, bids mankind distrust and denounce it. Thus materialism is
being destroyed not only from without by the superior offerings of mysticism
and philosophy but also from within by the cancerous consequences and
miserable failure of its own ethic.
They must take a different road and seek redemption from their past
thinking. If they could get hold of right principles they could not go far wrong
in practical details. Action is but the reflection of attitude. The solutions of
all our sociological and economic problems, for example, do not ultimately lie
within sociology and economics alone but much more in psychology. Indeed,
it may even be affirmed that without a re-education of mankind in meditational
practices and philosophic truth—which includes psychology—all reformers
labour largely in vain. The roots of our troubles lie in the imperfections of
human nature and in the fallibility of human knowledge. Philosophy is not
an aimless useless study: it leads to right thinking, which is one of the most
essential precedents of right living. It can offer not only a profound analysis
of the p5st but also sound proposals for the future.
Hence when the pressing need of today is to secure complete victory over
the deluded materialists who have ravaged this planet and misused the ancient
mystical emblems of the Swastika and the Rising Sun for their own selfish purposes, and when the pressing need of tomorrow will be the reconstruction of
the world's physical resources and social edifices after the devastations of
history's worst war, it need not seem to many a mere waste of time, energy and
brains to show that the abstruse doctrines of an unfamiliar teaching can be
applied to help us carry out these heavy tasks more wisely. Even wandering
philosophers and meditative mystics may have something to offer out of their
composure and compassion to their gloomy contemporaries which may possibly
be helpful in this confused period. It will not be a luxury then to consider
their ideas which, instead of being remote from present problems, are actually
very near them. For the illuminations gained in moments of meditative or
metaphysical retreat can be brought into relation with the contemporary issues
which face us. The dust will soon settle on the piteous tears that have dropped
on the bodies of so many slain.men, women and children, but we should profit
by the mistakes of the past as well as by the misfortunes of the present to
prevent avoida&te suffering fpr the future.
Our generation has seen tne smoke of battle, the spread of rapacious destruction and cruel desolation; it has listened to the dissemination of hate in all five
continents and has watched terror and tragedy stamp their brutual feet upon
the multitude. Those wh(f were satisfied with their environment, their house
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property, family, social status, political and economic beliefs, have begun to
discover with the abrupt loss of some of their possessions that something more is
necessary if life is to be supportable. A process has started, at first beneath
the threshold of consciousness but gradually rising above it, which first
awakened them to the fact of the transitoriness of things and, second, aroused
them to the sense of spiritual lack in their outlook. They have begun to feel
the need of inner help with which to bear the strain of all these painful upheavals. Only now are they more ready to question life as to whether it
possesses a higher purpose than the merely materialistic one. Where words
have failed to arouse torpid spirituality and teach the lesson of non-attachment, the roaring torrent of events has succeeded in doing so. Until now
many necessarily stumbled in darkness or, what is worse, walked by false lights.
The tremendous area, imposing scale of tragedy and colossal mercilessness of
what has proved the most destructive of all wars has affected men and women
everywhere and aroused them from their habitual ethical and mental torpor.
The very uniqueness of the historic circumstances attending it has invited
universal attention and fostered some reflection thereon, however little. It
has begun to purify them from earthly attachments in the sense that they are
forced to witness vividly the tragic transiency, the utter instability of earthly
things as they are forced to experience the terrifying insecurity of their own
persons. They become aware of the radical hopelessness of a materialistic
outlook, a hopelessness heretofore disguised, as it so often is, by passions, enjoyments and luxuries. They are awakening to the realization that the nature of
the chains of attachment is not altered merely by covering them with the
flowers of pleasure. Hence the war has acted also as a practical and terrifyingly
vivid initiation of the whole race into this need of inner support and deeper
understanding.
After all, man is but a pilgrim upon this twilit planet and were it not for the
harsh goad of sorrow he would often fall back into the soft arms of sense-satisfied
ignorance and lose all sight of the high place to which he is wending. We must
lament as much as anyone the nerve-breaking suffering and mind-torturing
adversity which has gripped mankind like the talons of a merciless tiger for
years. The moral rottenness of the Nazi hierarchs may have beeip the immediate cause of this agony but nevertheless we cannot be blind to the ultimate
fact that mankind generally largely contributed to this horror themselves.
Hitler thought that he laboured and warred and deceived and plotted only for
himself or at best for Germany, but he partially acted as an instrument of
collective karma. The world's condition at any time and more strikingly so
at such a time, is both an index to the thoughts of man and a reflex of his
passions. From this aspect the war is an external objectification of the greeds,
selfishnesses and animalisms which prowled within the hearts and suffused the
thinking of many millions. Let us face the stark fact that it has always been
going on, only it was going on inside ourselves. We have always had to struggle
against our own evil attributes and irrational instincts. What we first tolerated
and then fought in the Nazis is but the visible exteriorization on a mammoth
scale of feebler vices which we were already fighting on a smaller one in our own
character. The tiger and the reptile still lurk beneath the surface, albeit most
of us have sought to enchain them. But there are others who have sought to
liberate them. The aggressive and grasping mentality, the selfish and materialistic outlook are not confined to Germany alone but have their lesser representatives inside most other countries. For most other counties have men who
hate others because they belong to a different racrf or differentciass as they have
greedy aggressive creatures who despise ethical standards and strive to secure
their aims by trampling down whoever gtands in their way. Wherever there is
maniacal exaggeration and gross distortion of mental perspective, wherever
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men have made the little "1" their god, wherever there is fanatic racial or
religious hatred, wherever there is belief in mere militaristic violence, wherever
there is selfish worship of industrial achievement in brutal indifference to the
human factors involved, wherever there is extreme nationalist cupidity, wherever there is complete animalistic lack of conscience—there are evil forces. Only,
in Germany the psychologically diseased Nazis rose to the top, infected the
unfortunate people wholesale and turned their country into a lair for criminal
lunatics.
Hence in the hours of world-accounting, karma's retribution did not descend
on the Germans alone but also on many other peoples. It is an old truism that
mankind must learn through suffering what it refuses to learn through reflection.
No deliverer, no Messiah has yet appeared who can place his people in perfect
and permanent happiness. For th<$r must learn the error of their ways and
the best learning comes from bitter adversity. The chronicle of a nation cannot
differ from that of an individual. Every man must run the course of sorrow
as well as pleasure, of trouble as well as joy. So every nation must experience
similar cycles too. In this stupendous world-drama which has been playing
itself out before our eyes, each country has been allotted a special role by destiny.
But the role is largely self-made and arises out of the character of its people and
the collective karma, good and bad, which they have earned.
This said, we must recognize the terrible fact that the struggle against
Hitler is not less a struggle against malignant denizens of the nether world who
have used him merely as their human instrument in an effort to prevent or
destroy the iconoclastic universal awakening which they well know is impending
in our century. The host of hard Nazi leaders and officials wandered into
birth untamed by their experiences in the lower hells, putting their faith again
in the power of violence and bloodshed and bringing a red harvest as the final
offering to their deluded followers. Hence the utterance of Field-Marshal
Smuts, whose wartime advice weighed so much with Churchill: ''Before I did
not think there was such a thing as anti-Christ, but I believe it now. I see
what incarnate Evil means in the world." To understand this we must first
understand that all war is really fought out on three different planes. First,
the technTcal, which involves the clash of physical weapons. Second, the mental,
which involves the clash of intellectual ideas. Third, the moral, which involves
the clash of karmic forces. But this war is unique and has not only been fought
out on these'three planes but also on a fourth one. It is a struggle against
unseen evil spirits for both the soul and the destiny of the multitudes who dwell
on this planet.
We have learnt from ancient American, Asiatic and Egyptian sources the
startling story of a great continent which lies wrecked beneath the grey rolling
waters of the Atlantic Ocean. Deep in the silt beneath them lies the best proof
that a great continent and a developed civilization have sunk from human sight.
Modern science however is patiently collecting facts which show that there is
much more than mere probability in the theory of the existence of Atlantis, as
Plato named it. The Athenian philosopher claimed that it had been peopled
by a race who raised an advanced civilization. Be that as it may, the tradition
of the hidden teaching is emphatic on the point and speaks also of a vast transcontinental war which split the Atlanteans into two camps. Memories of the
same struggle have been preserved in mythological form in the undated Indian
narrative of the Ramayana. How many know that the world war which
preceded the destruction of Atlantis was similar in essence and importance to
the war through which we are passing today? Both represent struggles
between the good and evil forces, colossal conflicts for the mastery of the
internal and external life of mankind. *
During the course of ourftrngplanetary history, the general moral evolution
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rises and falls like a series of ascending arcs, but the terminal of each arc is
spiral-like on a higher level than the terminal of the preceding one. Consequently collective humanity always tends periodically to show forth its worst
characteristics before it shows forth its better ones. Such a terminal is being
passed today and it is the business of the evil powers to make the most of their
chance. Those who, through selfish bias, wishful thinking, undeveloped intelligence or unawakened intuition cannot understand the deeper significance of
the present war will not also understand that the essential forces operating on
both sides are far more than merely nationalistic, political or military ones. It
is still more a climacteric war of ideas and ideals, of the unseen powers of Light
and Darkness. On its results the cultural, religious, ethical and material fate
of mankind are to be settled for better or worse for centuries to come.
It has been told, in our study of death, £ow there exists a psychological belt
around this planet which contains the scum of the spirit world, the most
degraded of its creatures, the most malignant and untruthful of its inhabitants.
This is the real source whence Hitler and his gang have drawn their inspiration,
this is the mental level whereto an unnatural abnormal and dangerous gap has
been opened by the Fuehrer and with which he has held frequent communion
during his secret semi-trances. We may see in the sinister efforts of these forces
of darkness which, working through him, have sought by sheer violence to press
the minds of all men in a single ugly mould, an illustration of their profoundly
sinister character. For the ultimate basis of man's being is freedom, is the
illimitable infinitude of the Overself. And we may see in the vicious attempts
of the same forces to maim the lives and despoil the possessions of so many
different classes and races, through willing human agents who have been stirred
up to aggression or hatred that they might climb to eminence on other people's
misery, an illustration of their profoundly selfish character. For the truth,
which the world-wide character of the danger and struggle of the war must now
begin to impress upon everybody, is that all mankind is moving, however
slowly, towards the time when it shall eventually form one great family of
nations, that is a united commonwealth. But this truth is utterly obnoxious
to these materialistic instruments. Hence their attempt to secure earthly
dominion has been intended to hinder the physical, the intellectual* knd the
moral evolution of mankind.
There is still another significance of this titanic effort by the forces of darkness and destruction to enslave the bodies and dominate the minds.of the entire
human race. It is more hidden and more important than the previous one
although to some extent intertwined and dependent on it. These powers have
made their firm stand against the dawning both of higher general intellectual
enlightenment and of diviner ideas on our spiritual horizon, a dawning which
has become historically and karmically due. They have seen in it their own
inevitable weakening and compulsory retreat. Hence they have sought to
eliminate every man who has held even a mere fraction of such ideas, whiist
bludgeoning the minds of all others with titantic falsehood or forced co-operation. They have even side-tracked the simple-minded by utilizing the prestige
and stealing the very idea of unity, towards which mankind is irresistibly if
slowly moving, and by presenting compulsory enslavement which is their own
ugly caricature of this ideal, as being the reality itself 1 The totalitarian governments have cunningly sought to pervert sou$d spiritual instincts into false
materialist ones. The profound if unconscious aspiration to attain inward
unity with all men through realization of the Overself has beei^twisted into the
compulsion to gnk individuality into the grotesque mass mouldfashioned by the
dark elements! In other words the ideal of materialist uniformity has been
substituted for that of spiritual unity. •
Those who fail to perceive that the course and consequence of this war have
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been utterly unlike the course and consequence of all preceding wars fail to
understand its essential character. The world-drama which is being enacted
today and which will continue even after the war is unique. Its highest significance is that the powers which make for darkness, ignorance, evil and the
powers which move us toward light, wisdom, goodwill are fighting their age-old
battle anew. Everyone must take his side in this sacred struggle. Nobody
can be neutral without deceiving himself. There is no place for mere spectators.
This is a war in the heavens as well as on earth.
The Social Crisis.
The old belief that progress has an automatic character, a belief which
the West acquired in the nineteenth century, began to explode in the twentieth
century with the explosion of shell%and bombs in the two world wars. It was
th^s that we began also to remember that history has shown time and again that
mankind rises to the heights only to fall again into the abysses. Mankind's
story is not a narrative of mechanical progress but of arcs rising and falling
through varied peoples and civilizations which serve Nature's purpose during
the rise and, failing to do so any longer, perish during the fall. It is an historical
process of the epochal and interrupted development of men and their systems
successively rising to culture and power and later, with their degeneration,
making way for others. But through ail these ups and downs there is a recapitulation on a higher level and consequently there is an evolutionary selfunfolding and the coming into fuller expression of latent possibilities. Let us
not look for smooth straight-line progress when all history, whether of a race or
of an individual, shows it to be zig-zag or rather spiral-like in character.
What we perceive in human life may also be perceived in the life of the
starry worlds overhead; every astronomical revolution, every return of a
wandering planet to the same point in the zodiac which it has touched and
re-touched before, pre-figures for us this truth of cyclic alternation as a universal
law. Thus those who object to change and insist on living in the dying past
are laughed at for their pains by the very planetary system itself, which never
ceases to revolve and carries them too in its own onward and circular movement. "One insect, the worm, gives silk to man, but another insect, the moth,
destroys it. Throughout Nature we find this double characteristic, construction on one hand, destruction on the other, co-operating with the work of time.
Cosmic equilibrium calls forth at one time that which it crushes at a later time.
This is why the history of both the inferior and superior kingdoms of Nature
moves through a series of well-defined epochs. Yet every return is only relatively
the same because the whole cosmos is itself undergoing a mysterious movement
in space. For it has already been mentioned that the end of each evolutionary
arc is intersected by the beginning of a new one, which eventually rises to a far
higher level in its own turn. Owing to this overlapping both the decaying and
nascent phases of civilization exist for a time side by side. The conflict between
them precipitates a state of peculiar confusion and sharp crisis. Such a state
exists today.
Such is the mutability of social existence. Only the mental coward or the
emotional weakling will refuse to recognize this fact when once he has discovered
it. Why then should we regard our own epoch as immune from this prevailing
periodicity? Those who have a philosophic perspective and can trace the
thread of causal connection between historical events have not been taken
unawares by agy of the major international changes during the past couple of
decades. They knew what was coming and understood why jt had to come.
Thus for those who have eyes to see, the factuality of national karma is verified
by the actuality of history. Only those individuals who are biased by the
desire to keep in comfortable ideational ruts and those groups who are un-
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willing to subordinate their sectional earthly interests to the common welfare
will naturally fail or refuse to perceive that we are moving through a transitional
period which marks the decline and finish of an outworn era alongside of the
commencement and growth of a new one. But this blindness does not help
them for the changes proceed all the same.
The epochal decline is brought about by an increasing manifestation of all
the evils and maladies which have been inherent or latent in the passing phase.
Thus materialism—the belief that reality is solely contained within a matter
which can be seen, smelt, touched and tasted, the dogma that the mind of
man is solely contained by a lump of meat in his head, the denial of the existence of a super-sensual Mind in the universe, that is of God, and the setting up
of a set of selfish values for the conduct of life based on these views—represents
the essential culture and actual practice of mankind on the declining arc,
whatever its pretended culture and hypocritical practice are supposed to be.
During its early and middle phases an historic-karmic cycle proceeds slo\vly
but when it approaches its culmination the momentum of change, dissolution
and destruction increases with dramatic speed. At the general turning-point
when a new cycle is about to open the disturbance of conditions becomes like
an irresistible avalanche, men and their methods going to devastating but
temporary extremes. This process ol planet-wide disruption brought about
by swift-acting karmic forces moves a stage further with the coming of World
War II. The movement of events and with them the movement of outlook is
no longer slow and uneven but jumps forward erratically like a horse out of
control. We are covering the changes of centuries in a period of a few years,
the movement of many years in as many weeks.
We are confronted today by such a terminal period, such an abrupt closing
of an entire cycle of planetary history. At the same time the ascending arc
has also started its career, so that we really stand in a transitional phase
between the two. Hence the presence at one and the same time of two contradictory currents in our civilization as, for example, an insensate desire for
sensuous pleasure continuously occupying one group of human minds the
moment it is relaxed from its inescapable responsibilities and duties, on the one
hand, and an earnest desire for super-sensuous understanding and uplitftment ol
consciousness occupying a different group, on the other hand. Life, these last
few years, has seemed a bewildering chaos, a meaningless maze, a nonsensical
pattern of events. But there is really a perfect logic behind these events, a
hidden significance within them, an undisclosed chain of causation which has
linked them into rational shape. The crisis has been an integral one, involving
the whole of human ideative and practical activity. Because the structure of
civilization has become organic what happens on the economic side, for example,
affects the cultural side too. An entire chain of widely different factors
stretches across it and all of them are firmly interlinked, so that links like
religion and aviation which seem so dissimilar are actually influencing one
another.
Humanity stands at the cross-roads of its social existence, not sure in what
direction to move its feet. It is confronted by one road which is merely the
continuation of that which it has hitherto been travelling already and which
therefore appears easier. It is confronted by a second road which leads through
hitherto untraversed unknown territory and therefore appears harder. The first
demands less self-sacrifice in the beginning but'will take very much more in the
end. The second demands much of it in the beginning but will return very
much more in the end. In one sense it is free to'choose which9road it will take
but in anothrf' sense it is not. That is the new epoch cannot become a mere
replica of the vanishing one because both evolutionary pressure and karmic
adjustment are also at work. If humanity chores the first road then the
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new age, which has been inaugurated by the blood and violence of strife, will
continue to be inaugurated by this same terrible couple. If it chooses the second
one, then both will subside and a real peace will be established.
Philosophy believes that we shall best find our way not through the ugly
horrors of revolution but through the peaceful changes of regeneration. A new
order of society which brought less freedom, less kindness and less truth instead
of more, is not worth having and is indeed an insult offered in the name of
progress and an outrage perpetrated in the name of justice. The belief that
justifies immediate tyranny as a road to ultimate freedom, presents falsehood
as a road to subsequent truth, temporary terror as a road to permanent peace
and contemporary cruelty as a road to eventual welfare is held by those who
begin by deceiving themselves and end by deceiving others. Long ago Jesus
pointed out that one docs not gather grapes off a thistle tree and it is still true
that one does not gather the fruit #of human happiness off the tree of human
barbarity.
But unfortunately there are not many philosophers among mankind. It is
therefore the behest of prudence as well as the dictate of idealism that a generous
reconstruction should be initiated by those in a position to do so. For if those
who have power and influence bungle their chance to take the lead in this
matter of making the needful adjustments to the new tempo; if they wait for
events to push them, they will wait until events xwill not only push them but
angrily push them to a calamitous degree.
We need a new way of looking at economics and religion, at society and
history, at politics and ethics, at education and art. If civilization survives
the crisis it will either arise Phoenix-like with a nobler form or it will fall into
the marsh of increasing decay. Its past errors, recognized and remedied, will
either form the foundation of a better-ordered life or they will be allowed by a
blinded people to grow worse and thus bring down twilight upon itself. The
choice between advance to a newer epoch or retrogression to an expiring one
must be made, the decisive situation which confronts mankind must be recognized for what it is and the significance of the shocks of the past years must be
understood. For the possibility of continuing more than a little way along the
old roaCMias come to an end. A transformation of human life must occur. If
we grasp this then reconstruction will not seem so fearful for the alternative to
it is truly fearful. We must rise to the historic occasion and place the general
welfare above narrower interests.
Mankind is emerging from a tradition which once served it but now hampers
it. The collapse of a debilitated culture, the break-up of a small-hearted
economic order, the disintegration of an effete social order and the decay of an
outworn political order are inevitable historical processes, however excellent
and worthy all these orders may have proved themselves in the past. Within
the structure of these systems, valuable as they originally were on their own
level, a spiritually progressive human life has now become less and less possible
for the two thousand million human beings on this planet. The bases of the
old industrial age in the Wrest and of the old religious age in the East are being
up-rooted and scattered. It is useless to refuse to recognize these catastrophic
facts, to seek to hold on to that which is being ruthlessly torn from our hands,
to be blind to what is passing before our eyes. Whether we like it or not it is
better to open them to what is inevitable rather than shut them and suffer the
consequences. A new world will be born out of the old one. This is an event
which none can,avert. It will be worse in some ways but better in others. To
the extent that we plan this world unselfishly to suit worthwhile ideas and
ideals, it will be a better one. To the extent that we let the <*hicial situation
selfishly take its own course, it will t>e a worse one. The mind that takes the
initiative in searching for.^and securing new ideas, the ''blitzkrieg" mentality
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which has been so greatly needed to achieve successes during the war, is also
needed to achieve successes during the peace.
The single outstanding practical idea among all these ideas is that whether
the new age will also be a better age depends on ourselves, on how much our
comprehension has caught up with these titanic events, on how far and how
fast we have travelled in outlook through this grim experience of planetary war;
on how bravely we can endure having artificial values wrenched out of our lives
in consequence and on how readily we have let karma train us even whilst it
tortured us. Civilization must change; it is best for us to co-operate with
destiny in determining the nature of that change. That the transition must
meet and overcome Himalayan obstacles is plain and depresses many. It is
easy to fall into the pit of despondency and adopt a negative attitude towards
them. But if a man has a difficult taslcto perform and considers only the
difficulties which confront him, it is unlikely that he will ever succeed in doing
it at all. Just the same, if he finds himself in a difficult situation and considers
only its difficulties, he is unlikely to get out of it. Philosophy says the truth of
a situation or of a task can be seen only by seeing all its sides, the bright along
with the dark, the shadows along with the sunlight, and that the correct understanding of the principles of life should persuade us to look to our latent
resources and not sink into ignoble inertia. We can, if we will, transform the
theoretically possible into the actually accomplished. Hence the way out of
world suffering need not be into world despair but into world hope.
Mankind's crisis has been fateful but it need not be fatal. "Be firm and
patient in adversity and throughout all periods of panic/' is the apposite advice
of Muhammad. Much of the bitter karma which brought us to our present
condition has been largely worked off. The remainder may be modified by
creating and introducing an opposing current of new karma which, if we make
it sufficiently strong, can affect the old one. Nay, were we astute enough and
self-renouncingly repentant enough to foster the new factor until it became overwhelmingly powerful, some (not all) of the old forces could even be rendered
inoperative. For changed thinking co-operating with remorseful amendment
sets new karmic causes in motion which, if they are of an opposite character,
may soften the hard effects of old karmic misdeeds or attenuate their*5therwise
prolonged results or offset their unpleasant direction or at least check the stream
of negative thoughts which they generate.
We must bring our minds and morals abreast of the tremendous happenings which have shaken the world. If we do not or cannot, then we are
doomed to become darkly depressed. If the evil forces represented by Hitler
and inspiring his insincerities have striven to impede our transition into a
better civilization by proffering a pretended new order in its place, it is for those
who comprehend what the genuine new order should be like to strive to precipitate mankind's progress toward it.
If no epoch has ever been comparable
with our own in its sufferings, it is equally true that none has been comparable
in its opportunities. The groans of the wounded upon this planet's battlefields and the tears of the womenfolk in its bereaved homes will not be utterly
in vain, at the very least for coming generations, if with aroused conscience
we turn the catastrophe of war to subserve the nobler end of making a betterbased civilization, c The war will not end with the last bomb which falls or with
the last shell which is fired. It will not only have to be fought to a finish:
it will also have to be thought to a finish. That is we must re-think the social
principles and cultural foundations upon which many of our existing arrangements, beliefs^^and habits are based and use the "destruction of war to prepare
the way for a worthwhile reconstruction of peace.
Philosophy believes in constructivee service. It believes that the squalor
of the labouring masses, the diseases of the close-packed Western slums, the
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semi-starvation of the toiling Asiatic peasants could be got rid of and the
consequent mental degradation of these men and women averted. ^ The means
are here, the brains are available, the machines have been and shall be invented. Shall the will be absent? This renovation of human life would
demand much but would give back more. There is, for example, potential
abundance on one side and actual want on the other. A wise and efficient
statesmanship would try to bring the two together. The paradoxical state of
affairs which permits the masses to live in misery or poverty when the material
resources of the earth are ample, when properly organized and scientifically
developed, to maintain them in comfort must surely be improved. The shame
of mass unemployment should touch the social conscience. Our planetary
storehouse needs to be better tapped and better organized for the benefit of all
mankind. If the advanced countri^ and classes help the backward ones, all
may benefit. A tremendous all-round expansion of production, trade and
consumption is possible. The world's potential wealth is immense. The littledeveloped but vast tracts in Asia, Africa and South America would alone suffice
to provide the land and material whose co-operative working along modern scientific lines in a joint East-West civilization could greatly help to remove destitution, hunger and the causes of economic conflict from the face of this planet.
We shall begin to understand what is now happening to the world only
when we begin to understand that there have been more dynamic transformations in the physical basis of human life, more fundamental alterations in its
intellectual basis, more iconoclastic shifting in its ethical, social and religious
basis during the past generation than in all the preceding two thousand years
put together. We can interpret these plain facts in but one way. The worldreconstruction is here and we are actually in the midst of its first lap. If the
vast untouched possibilities and the immense unexploited resources of Nature
on this planet were properly utilized; if the time and labour of millions of persons working at antiquated tasks or not even able to obtain work at all were
wisely organized and efficiently directed, starvation could be eliminated and
sickness reduced, human life dignified and human existence made more worthwhile. For we have reached the opening of an age in mankind's long history
comparaSle with the opening of the age when they discovered the plough and
the wheel. There were more new practical discoveries and technical inventions
during the nineteenth century than in all the preceding centuries put together.
Industrialism began to transform the way of human living. But it was only a
crude and cruel beginning. We are now technologically right in the first stride
of history's most epoch-making time. Why should not the world, with all its
scientific ingenuity, grow richer and not poorer in the future?
Not that the post-war world can be turned into a paradise. The ideSFis
but a mirage. No miraculous millennia can arise suddenly. It is a long road
from the acquisitive instinct of the first and second evolutionary paths to the
altruistic one of the third path. Those who look for the overnight conversion
of a race betray a vivid imagination but a faulty knowledge of man. But if
as philosophic students we refuse to be carried away by emotional enthusiasms
for Utopias which cannot be materialized, this is not to say that we must refuse
to exert all energies to make this the best possible environment we can. The
world can be turned into a better place to live in for the millions of men, women
and children who have hitherto Jcnown only the degradations and discomforts,
the miseries and sadnesses which accompany a society without a conscience.
And it comes tc^this, that a co-operative friendly world will be immeasurably
superior to a haphazardly drifting one. And one certain characteristic of the
post-war period is that there will be much levelling up and much levelling down
throughout society. The chief consequence of this will necessarily be that
the coming era will be chaotic and confused.
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The so-called lower classes could for the first time in history live above the
poverty-stricken level and enjoy a more dignified and more spacious life. And
the coming inventions, which will transform domestic* social and industrial
life, will help to make this so. Men, women and children everywhere could be
fed, clothed, sheltered and educated, could live so fully and so leisurely in a
material sense, as they have never lived before at any time. The new opportunity, backed by the staggering new inventions which are coming, that faces
the human race today is colossal. On this view the war will not end with the
signing of peace. It will need to be carried on against all those diseased physical
and mental conditions which made the rise of the twin forms of totalitarianism
possible. So long as they last so long must many still remain warriors. But it
should be a war waged in the spirit, not of hatred or acquisition but of
altruistic service.
Civilization will need to be largely made anew after the stirring events
which are leaving such a terrible mark upon it. But when the powerful tension of discipline which is imposed by a great war relaxes, when peace arrives
we find that it is not peace after all. For the reaction is often indiscipline,
that is anarchy and chaos. The coming of peace will necessarily release forces
of an iconoclastic unrestrained and chaotic character. The confused stormclouds which lowered over the European scene before the war were already
indicative of deep changes in the social and intellectual climate. The postwar ferment will unleash energies that require to be directed into the right
channels if they are to bring more happiness and not more misery to mankind.
For it will be as dangerous to be swept away by unbalanced demagogic appeals
to the passions as by selfish reactionary appeals to the instincts. It will be an
urgent task to keep aloft the flag of sanity and wisdom during the inevitable
clash between an epoch that is perishing and an epoch that is being born, or
else we shall become a squirming heap of struggling men who have spoiled a
planet. Consequently those who lead groups or direct thought ought to meet
present situations not only with adequate understanding but also with kindly
understanding. Neither hate-inspired outbursts and the advocacy of brutal
methods on the one side nor reactionary refusals to make needed changes on
the other will avail. What the world needs today is not a quicker involution
but a quicker evolution. For it may accomplish the second with sweetness
and sanity but the first only with blood and tears.
When it is asked what kind of post-war world should be set up, between two
extremes we should choose neither I It is better to effect a compromise between
them but it is always best to rise to a view which is above them. Philosophy
alone, both because of its utter lack of partisanship and because of its nonmdterialistic outlook, can offer such a view. Comprehension is better than
conflict. The attitude of mutual help could felicitously solve all the problems
of reconstruction.
The little experiences of everyday living largely determine men's outlook.
Given better physical environments and more effective and timely religious,
mystical or philosophical instruction, they would once more begin to display
the diviner nature which underlies their defects and which can never be
destroyed; they would once again fulfil finer hopes and not fail them. Consequently we must change external conditions if we would change the internal
ones and we must change the mental conditions jf we would change the physical
ones. We must clear out the slums in human cities so as to help clear out the
slums in human minds. Men whose bodies are enwombed andtyredto maturity
in dark slums ^aturally possess dark slum-like minds. They have no horizons.
Hence we must attempt to make it easier for man to relax from the sordid
struggle merely to keep bodily alive and to give some thought to the nobler
struggle to keep spiritually alive. He must have enough food to eat, enough
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clothes to wear, a sufficiently suitable dwelling-place and enough work to sustain him and his family. If he lacks these things he will be without the energy
for philosophy and without the time for mystical life. If he is wholly enslaved
by this struggle or set free to starve in old age, he is at best but a half-man.
What hope of a higher mental life exists for him?
We have the chance not only to enter an age of plenty but also an age of
leisure. The growth of leisure makes the growth of culture possible. The
brain of man reduces the slavery of man. The elimination of unnecessary
physical toil gives him a better chance to think and feel above the animal.
The inventor clears a pathway for the spiritual teacher who wants to help his
fellows realize their higher possibilities.
But just as plenty misused may lead to more materialism and not less,
so leisure misused by being spent wholly in sensuous pleasures may lead to
more spiritual ignorance and not lesS. The question of their right use is primarily a question of a right mental attitude. Such an attitude can be got
from the contemplation of right ideas. For the tangible values of economic
and social forms are not the only ones that concern us. These are primarily of
value in so far as they render human living on this earth at all possible but they
possess another significance, a profounder and intangible one. Therefore we
should beware of entering into inner relationship with any materialistic school
of economics which subscribes to the sordid thought that reverses Christ's
command and proclaims that man needs only his bread and butter and the
kingdom of heaven will be added unto him. This is like trying to grow flowers
without roots. We must indeed make a better world for the masses but should
refuse to raise such an effort to the status of a single all-sufficient cause. The
failure of all such economic materialism is its failure to realize that man does
not exist primarily for the body. This arises out of its lack of new perspectives
rather than out of its lack of new arguments. Not for the bread's sake nor the
body's sake nor for any State's sake as exemplifying these things in our days
was man put down here on earth to win his bread and use his body but for
the grander sake of realizing his Overself.
The liberating study of philosophy tends to counteract such one-sided
views. 1* reveals that the practical and contemplative factors are both
essential to a balanced life. Those who regard the two lines of conduct as
logically irreconcilable are refuted by history. Our mistake, for example,
does not lie in the wide use of machines, the amazing application of technology
or the quest of comfortable living. It lies less in the practical way we live than
in the moral ends for which we live. It lies in the ruptured equilibrium between the satisfaction of bodily needs and the satisfaction of spiritual and
aesthetic ones. It lies in accepting the lack of those ethical restraints
exalted inspirations which the religious faiths of our time have so largely failed
to give. When the practical unites with the contemplative, then only will a
civilization be born upon this planet inwardly sounder and outwardly more
magnificent than either alone can conceive or create. Taken separately in
total isolation they are both unsatisfying because of the missing opposite factor.
Moreover contemplation tends historically to enervate the will and to throw
the dark mantle of pessimism over this world, whilst practicality tends to
glorify the gold nexus at the expense of the ethical and thus commits a grievous mistake. But were deep thought upon life and the devotional attitude
towards it to be linked with energetic development of the earth's material
resources and a co-operatively organized society, the resulting synthesis would
astound all
*
•
Co-operation is certainly a vital need of the coming age. It Should extend
between classes within the same nation, between the nations themselves and
even between the five continental groups of the planet. In this world where
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form and differentiation are supreme there can be no complete harmony and
agreement. The notion of making all people think alike is a foolish one. But
the unity which cannot be found outwardly can however be found inwardly.
Mentally, we can all agree to differ. Morally we can all try to feel for and with
one another. The consequences in happier living of doing so would be tremendous both for ourselves and for others. Our unsuspected avarice and respected
acquisitiveness, however, prevent us from seeing this truth, indeed prevent us
from seeing many other truths. This is why philosophy inculcates a course of
self-discipline for emotion, egoism and thinking before revealing its major truths.
What will emerge for the thoughtful observer from all the post-war conferences and congresses, therefore, is that no satisfactory solution of the practical problems which harass modern mankind can be found on any other basis
than that of a broadly co-operative one. All other solutions will be partial
at their best, mistaken at their worst, 'fhis will not only be true of the different classes, castes and groups which compose a nation but, more strikingly
if to a lesser extent, of the different nations themselves. The walls which
Nature has built between the different races and peoples will change only with
the slow changes of evolution but the walls which man's thought has built
between them are falling to pieces before our eyes. We are learning at last
how to share our lives on this planet together. For only when we can come
to see that the peculiarities of nations and the prejudices of races are irrelevant, that the prime fact is that we are human beings first and Dutchmen or
Fiji Islanders only after that, shall we begin to cease this age-old worship of
the flesh and thus begin to cease our hate-breeding materialism. World
society must one day become one society. But as this structure is beyond
mankind's present capacity, the preparation of its groundwork is not. If
they cannot get over their body-based prejudices quickly enough to attain
this goal at a single leap, they can at least attain it by a series of single steps.
If they have grown so used to their leg-irons that sudden freedom would
frighten them, then they can drop the irons one by one.
Mankind is being shaped to live as one great commonwealth on earth; the
nations will sooner or later have to work together, peacefully if they possess
goodwill but forcibly if they lack it. History and circumstance conspire to
this end, for their future is henceforth one. The evolutionary tide is sweeping them into the direction of forming a functioning whole. This means that
eventually all existing man-made boundaries between countries will break down
and vanish, that a regional autonomy will replace the old narrow nationalisms
and that each people will contribute to as well as profit by the common welfare.
The inhabitants of this planet will, at some distant time in their history,
bsgin to function as a single unified entity. This process will be helped
by the coming new inventions which will profoundly alter transport and
communications.
This is the goal held before us. How quickly or how slowly we move towards it will depend on how much or how little we profit by our past experience and our present sufferings. But the goal itself is inescapable. For it
will be a physical expression of what already exists as a metaphysical fact.
Whoever throws a pebble into the ocean of present-day world existence at any
point whatsoever starts a ripple which spreads everywhere. This may be
better understood by considering the doctrine of karma more deeply than has
hitherto been done. In The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga it was hinted that
beyond the scientific and practical form of it as there presented there existed
also an esoteric and philosophic interpretation." This interpretation will now
be given.
^We live in a regulated world-system, an orderly cosmos, and hence one in
which things are related to other things and beiags to other beings in a vast
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network that stretches through all time and across all space. The universe
is both a collection of forces which are unable to exist separately but act and
interact upon each other, and a collection of things which do not stand by
themselves but are intrinsically linked as parts of the whole. The belief that
any particular thing or being stands absolutely alone is based on deceptive
appearances. Separateness exists only on the surface; it is our illusion. Independent existence is indeed our fantasy.
Human life, particularly, is like a gigantic moving wheel which contains
within itself countless tiny cogged wheels revolving continuously against
each other. The great wheel is God, the World-Mind, whilst the little ones
are individual men. And just as the imperfect or irregular working of a single
wheel affects the working of its neighbouring ones, which in their turn pass on
something of the trouble to their neighbours, so does the daily life of mankind
feel the benefits and disadvantages df its own inter-dependence. The to-andfro flow of exchanges—mental, emotional and physical—between a man and
his human environment is constant and unavoidable. He literally shares life
with others. The belief in the existence of a completely separate person is
really a superficial one. When we examine still more sharply into what we
mean by the disarmingly simple word " I " , when we settle its innermost significance, we free ourselves from the second great illusion which after the
illusion of matter hides the truth about existence from us. To carry reflection to its farthest possible point is to see that it is impossible to confine any
being within the bounds of personality as we earlier found, when considering
the beginnings of the world, that it was impossible to confine any event within
the bounds of causality. We shall find that because personality is only a part
of the universe, it is not and cannot be an ultimate fact. We shall find that
the strands of inter-dependence and inter-relation which tie up into the knot
that makes a single person extend infinitely in space and infinitely in time.
When we try to follow up all these strands we are led from the part to the
whole, from the personal to the universal. Any attempt to isolate more than
its surface-side is foredoomed to failure. For a separate ego cannot exist
alone, cannot stand without the universe behind it.
The "U' is therefore not so simple but, on the contrary, much more complex
than it first seems. We can stake out no permanent boundaries, fix no final
limits to mark where one ego really begins and where it really ends. Not
one may be rightly thought of by itself apart and detached from the others.
Nothing and nobody is really self-existent but everything and everybody is
inter-dependent with others through an endless series. If therefore we regard
an ego as really being existent in itself and in its own right, we fall into illusion
through ignorance. Physically we are all so inter-dependent on each otheun
the present, so intimately related with the entire procession of all mankind in
the past; mentally, we are all so constantly inter-changing our ideas and so
frequently inter-circulating our feelings; and karmically, all our historic lives
are so inter-penetrating and linked in such a large network of circumstances,
that it is more correct to view the person as being only one particular aspect of
the total unified existence out of millions. Such is the relativity of every
creature that its proper significance can finally be determined only by reference to the significance of all. Any adequate meaning of the " I " must not be so
narrow as to omit its cosmic reference. No thoughtful man can look on life,
therefore, as a purely personal affair but must inevitably come to regard it as
a whole, as essentially one. Just as all the countless cells in a human body
really belong to its single existence, so all the countless creatures in the cosmos
really belong to the One Existence in a similar way. He who caw go further
and realize this oneness in full consciousness rather than in mere intellection,
permanently rather than intermittently, basically rather than superficially.
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has found the hidden secret of an undying self and united with the mysterious
flux of an eternal life. •
If therefore we wish to think truly of ourself we must think of it in terms of
the Whole. Consequently the esoteric interpretation of karma recognizes
that a wholly isolated individual is only a figment of our imagination, that
each man's life is intertwined with all mankind's life through ever-expanding
circles of local, national, continental and finally planetary extent; that each
thought is influenced by the world's predominant mental atmosphere; and
that each action is unconsciously accomplished with the co-operation of the
predominant and powerful suggestion given by mankind's general activity.
The consequences of what he thinks and does flow like a tributary into the
larger river of society and there mingle with waters from innumerable other
sources. This makes karma the resultant of all these mutual associations
and consequently raises it from a personSl to a collective level. That is to
say " I " , an individual, share in the karma generated by all other individuals,
whilst they share in mine. There is a difference, however, between both our
shares in that " I " receive the largest share of the results of my own personal
past activity and the smallest share of the results of the rest of mankind's
activity.
Hence our hint in the same book that not all sufferings are merited ones but
that compensatory good fortune comes accordingly into play. If owing to
mankind's inter-dependence we have to suffer what we have not personally
earned, it is equally true that owing to the same inter-dependence we are able
to receive unearned benefits from the general good karma. Thus this collective operation of karma is like a two-edged sword which cuts both ways: the
one painful and the other enjoyable. The esoteric view puts a fresh face on
the popular form of the doctrine, and if it has generally been kept in the background this is only because men are more interested in their own personal
welfare than in the common welfare. But the world-wide effects of the war,
which have caught almost all mankind in their net, help to vindicate the truth
of this view better than any verbal explanation could do so. For they have
brought both the fact and need of human inter-relationship out of obscurity
into the light.
"
We live in common with others, sin in common too and must be redeemed
in common. This is the last word, dismaying perhaps to those who have outstripped their fellows but heartening to those who have lagged behind. On
this larger view karma makes us suffer for and rejoice with society as a whole.
Hence we cannot divorce our own welfare from the social welfare. We must
escape from inner isolation and join our interests to those of All-Life. There
is E<rneed for antagonism between classes, nations and races, no need for hatred
and strife between different groups whether large or small. All are ultimately
inter-dependent. Their separateness is as great a delusion as separateness of
individuals, but only philosophy and history prove this truth. The situation in which we all find ourselves today compels a recognition of this challenging truth in our mutual interest.
The Personal Crisis.
Mankind need to free themselves from the sharp spiky clutch of war more
than ever before because science has turned it into an unbearable catastrophe.
They will consequently devise political schemes to prevent it. Such schemes
are necessary and may go far but they cannot go all the way. For war is
first bred in the thoughts of men before it is born from their hands. It is therefore equally accessary to set their thoughts right. When they awaken to a
more metaphysical outlook they will perceive that by starting a war against
those thoughts and feelings which breed external ^clashes and conflicts they
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can penetrate to and cut at the very roots of this perennial problem, which has
turned history into a tale punctuated by falling tears. Political conferences
can bring about verbal peace. But this may yet leave millions of men hating
each other. An invisible war will thus continue. Therefore we must keep
this thought steadily before our eyes, and present it to such as will care for it,
that real peace can be achieved only when it is achieved inside men's hearts.
"Each day I believe less and less in the social question, and in the political
question and in the aesthetic question, and in the moral question, and in all
the other questions that people have invented in order that they shall not have
to face resolutely the only real question that exists—the human question.
So
long as we are not facing this question, all that we are now doing is simply
making a noise so that we shall not hear it," wrote a wise Spaniard, Miguel de
Unamuno.
%
All these numerous errors in action and sins in ethics are traceable to the
single initial error in thought, the first fundamental misconception in understanding. The real roots of fratricidal troubles lie in human nature and all
the social, political and economic roots are but secondary. Thought is creative.
The lusts and hates, the greeds and jealousies which afflict frail man materialize sooner or later into such ugly external forms as we have already witnessed
during our own century. Whoever deplores them must realize that the most
effective way is to penetrate to their deep causes. Not that the secondary
reliefs afforded by external measures are valueless; on the contrary, they have
a most important and essential place; but that a poisoned blood-stream must
be purified at the same time that its consequent skin eruptions are tended.
The best way to help mankind is to discover and spread the truth about mankind. After all, man's institutions are drawn out of his heart and mind.
If his thinking is imperfect and his emotions debased by selfishness, his institutions will share this imperfection and corruption. Therefore they will fulfil
themselves only as they become expressions of nobler attitudes and as they
become voices of his higher unearthly yearnings, of his mysterious aspiration
toward Overself. If people were half as enthusiastic about truth as they are
about political readjustments, they might have a better world more quickly,
more surely and more painlessly. For in the end every social problem becomes the personal problem. It is because each individual member has gone
wrong that society as a whole has gone wrong. If we try to get a new and
better world without trying to get new and better men to inhabit it, we shall
find in the end that we have succeeded only in getting a new edition of the
same old and defective world from which we want to get away. But most
men are unwilling to transform their character. So life, to the dread accompaniment which Mars has played as an overture, has itself undertaken thSt&sk
for them.
War is an awakener. One of its functions is to quicken the blood-flow of
new ideas, whether they concern the technicalities of military armament, the
industrial arrangements of society, the fundamental forms of educational
literary, artistic and religious culture or the conventional standards of morality.
The economic, political, technological, social, cultural and religious cobwebs
are brushed away by the brooms of war merely because men are too timid or
too stupid to brush them away earlier by reason. But apart from this, war
tests mankind. An instance o ( this is the way it forces those who deal in vague
generalities, whether military, metaphysical or industrial, political, religious or
mystical,to face the grave and specific problems set by hard facts and definitely
do something about them, ^lere verbal heroics, glib wordy theorizing, futile
and illusory perfectionist babbling are tried in the furnace of 'ftar and found
wanting. It unveils pretences and ^hows up things as they are. It strains
our characters to the utmost. Its stress and danger bring out both our hidden
L
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strength and disguised weakness. This enforced psvcho-analysis also reveals
whether we are making real or sham progress. We may make alarming or
assuring discoveries about ourselves, we may even find that we have been
living in a world of make-believe illusions and mistaken valuations, but in
any case we shall know better both what we really are and what is the intrinsic
worth of our social and cultural institutions. There have always been recurring periods of history when society and its systems, culture and its ideas,
religion and its beliefs, rulers and their subjects are put, whether they like it
or not, through a sifting process which slowly and abruptly revaluates them
and their traditions, but there has never been a period when this process has
been so widespread and so thorough as now.
After all, this world is but a contrivance to draw forth latent perfection.
The situations in which we find ourselves and the social upheavals that surround us are but instruments to develop character and capacity, whilst the
relations we contract are the tests, temptations, opportunities and privileges
to turn our latent possibilities into realized actualities. During the last few
years humanity has been standing at the cross-roads of its own character and
consequent destiny. Both its individual members and its collective sections
have had clear-cut issues thrust upon them. There could and can be no
evasion. There could and can be no standing still. There could not even be
any compromise, save a sham self-deceptive one which would soon end in
failure. All have had to make their particular choice of direction and begin
to move forward to greater things and grander ideals or to degrading events
and lower standards. It has been a time of the utmost importance in human
history, a veritable crisis. The entire war period, including the years which
immediately preceded it and those which will immediately follow it, has created
out of its strife, agony and destruction abnormal physical situations and unique
practical experiences which have had to be faced, met and mastered by millions
of people. And to others it has presented hitherto unasked questions and
unthought-of problems concerning religious or metaphysical matters. It has
raised to the surface all those hidden pre-suppositions, attitudes and values
which secretly governed their thinking about life. Few persons could evade the
issues which have confronted them, just as few could escape the necessity of
new orientations. Disagreeable, troublesome and painful though this usually
has been, it nevertheless possesses a profound significance. For it has provided mankind with the opportunity of making distinct progress of a mental,
ethical or physical nature. The tragedy of our time has entered deeply into
individual lives and made the need of finding an inner rebirth in order to avoid
an inner collapse something that itself can no longer be avoided.
^Ust as groups and governments attempted in their ignorance of its inevitability to escape from the coming war by methods of appeasement or isolation
but found their attempts vain, so individuals in their self-ignorance attempted
to escape by methods of pleasure-seeking or indifference from facing their
inner poverty until bursting bombs or vanished supports, until all the torment
and terror of our epoch brought on an inner crisis and forced them to face
themselves. Hence in a little book written seven years ago we published the
prediction that "the hour approaches when your world shall meet itself, shall
see its own face unveiled. This is the time of weighing all things in the balance."
Thus the churning operation of war brought us nearer to self-knowledge, showed
up our unsuspected moral heights and depths.
Philosophically the most important effect of the war is less its alteration
of artificial values than the series of shocks which it has given fo the consciousness of manSfnd. Although these shocks were karmically originated, they
have also been cosmically co-ordinated in time. That is to say, the evolutionary pressure from within has been synchronized with the karmic pressure
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from without, the call of the Overself harmonized with the logic of events in
such a way as to make both force themselves abruptly and sharply upon mankind's attention in repetitions which have struck like hammer-blows deep
through the surface consciousness. They have shaken up the thoughtless
habits and selfish traditions which have so long fortified a materialistic outlook.
The most important effect of these psychological shocks has been to awaken
deeply-buried memory.
The profound importance of memory is widely overlooked. This is because
of the prevailing materialistic belief that memory is a physical faculty. It
is not. It is a metaphysical, that is, a mental, one. We have seen that it is
nothing less than revivified memories which the World-Mind brings into play
when the karmic hour strikes for the rebirth of a universe. When we come to
consider the individual mind we find that in the end it is nothing less than a
defect of memory to which all its* moral evil is due. For man, having forgotten his divine origin through long enslavement to transient things, fails
to recognize his hidden oneness with his fellows and acts for personal selfinterest alone. Forgetfulness prevails but it shall not always do so. Underneath this sin and evil, this ignorance and materialism the true self-knowledge
still exists and the true goodness still inheres. Both await their chance to
show themselves. If therefore moral evil is to be cured, the complete remedy
must be as twofold as the disease. First, it must show up his enslavement
for the degrading thing it is and call him to repentance; second, it must reveal
to him his higher nature and call him to remembrance. In his spiritual history
there comes a time when bitter bereavement, heavy loss, the failure of ambitions
or physical illness temporarily weakens his zest for the world and enfeebles
his will to live. He turns away from sensuous pleasure for a while and lets a
brooding melancholy settle over his soul. The mood passes of course but out
of its darkness there is born his quest for inner reality, his yearning for an
abiding satisfaction which is independent of external things.
Something like this has happened to multitudes of men and women everywhere through the war. Even if they have not already lost a loved one,
endured starvation and oppression or suffered wounds during the conflict
itself, life«after World War II will necessarily be harder for them, much harder,
than it was after World War I. Those who had high standards of living will
have to replace them by low ones. Those who had steady incomes will have
unsteady ones. Those who could earn enough to keep themselves in modest
comfort will find themselves with the wherewithal for modest discomfort.
And those who had little before will find they have nothing at all. Penury
will succeed prosperity. Simplicity will succeed luxury. Serious reflection
will follow pleasure-seeking. The awful truth of the transiency of eSH&ly
things will thus be burnt into the hearts of men and women who formerly gave
it not a thought. Such is the first wide initiation of mankind, abrupt and
brutal though it be, into the need of being unattached.
But what does this non-attachment mean? The monks and ascetics glibly
use this word but their sense of its meaning is not the same as the philosoper's.
It does not mean that we are to prefer being well-emaciated to being wellnourished. It does not mean that we should deliberately choose dirty hovels
in which to dwell, uncomfortable chairs in which to sit, ill-paid menial work
by which to earn our livelihood or poverty in preference to prosperity. And
it certainly does not mean that we are to turn our backs on wife, child, parent,
friend and social status. Those who say it does mean these things make
the mistake of*tonfusing different levels of ethical reference, of propagating
for universal practice a moral attitude which is perfectly right' for themselves
alone, perfectly right for men who have outwardly renounced the world and
become monks. All such public advertisements of piety, however, leave the
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philosopher cold. He practises non-attachment by understanding the transiency of all things and therefore by refusing to look for permanent happiness
in this mundane sphere, by ever keeping at the back of his mind and in the
inmost recess of his heart a secret reservation against dependence on any earthly
thing or living creature for final happiness. He will take the best that this
world offers him, if he can, but at the same time he is fully prepared to take
the worst. For he knows the real nature of the world and puts his ultimate
faith in That where no person and no formed thing can dwell. He is, in fact,
really attached only to one thing—the Overself.
It was observed by the old Asiatic sages that four .types of persons search
for the ultimate Reality: first, those who thirst deeply for knowledge; second,
those who yearn ardently for happiness; third, those whom wide experience
has made wise; fourth, those who are in grave danger, which naturally yields
the emotion of fear. Now fear is not onfy an instinctively-directed psychological mechanism for protecting the physical body but also a stimulus which
prods the mind to profounder thinking. Through the impact of war enormous
numbers of people in many lands have been involuntarily placed in this fourth
category. For many months or perhaps for some years they have not dared
lay their heads down without the haunting dread that this might be their final
sleep on earth. Even the younger men and women have been stimulated to
serious thought by the fact that death, which had formerly seemed so remote
from them, has so widely and so tightly wrapped its ghastly black mantle
around this planet.
That death is the great tutor of man is obvious, for all his property, relatives
and body leave him at a single stroke: he has then to face himself. In the
poetical phrase of an ancient Tibetan text of this teaching "he is as distressed
by death as a lotus torn from its stalk". Mankind have been forced willynilly by the turmoil and devastation of war to face up to this fact of the everexistence of death and hence to reflect, however slightly, upon its meaning.
Such reflection automatically sets their feet on the quest of the Overself.
Thus they illustrate the dictum that the war has not been all loss and that
some spiritual profit will emerge from its destructive machinery. Now because
different ethical and mental strata naturally exist among people,*the first
step on this quest is religious, the second mystical or metaphysical and the
third philosophic. Hence the present has been a period of increased interest
in all these subjects.
The masses more easily seek relief for their earthly despairs in religion
which offers a veiled recognition of Reality. Religion appeals more to the
senses of man than mysticism and hence it is easier for him to grasp. The
priR'trf this of course is that it can only offer him less than mysticism. Yet
he who, lacking the guidance of true metaphysics or the consolation of genuine
mysticism, is deprived of the hope amid world despairs which sincere religion
gives, the support in world trouble which it yields, is forlorn indeed. If, for
mstance, any sceptical Englishman did not during the dark bleak night of the
Dunkirk crisis relax his reasonings and feel the profound need of God, in the
sense of a supreme power behind the universe which upholds righteousness,
then there is hardly any hope that he will feel it at all during the remainder of
his life on earth. But those who clung to their faith in Faith got their reward
and came to see that England, as the sole free survivor in the old world fighting
the forces of incarnate evil, had indeed something to live for. For if England
had fallen all Europe would irretrievably have fallen into the abyss too. Religion has flourished in time of war because it satisfies the pressing emotional
need of immKfrate consolation and elementary enlightenment without demanding any intellectual labour in return. t "From despair we learn prayer" is
one of the tritest but truest of European proverbs*
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This is the first step in the right direction, but it is still far off from the
further positions which await man's visit. The second stage occupies him
either with mysticism or with metaphysics, depending on whether he is emotionally or intellectually inclined. But not a few persons have something of
both tendencies alive within their make-up and such will naturally occupy
themselves with the two interests at the same time. Mysticism offers a practical and personal super-physical experience through the pursuit of exercises
in meditation whilst metaphysics offers a rational super-physical explanation of the universe in terms of abstract conceptions. A life which has no time
for mental quiet and no time for right reflection is a life which is cheating
itself. Fortunate indeed are those who are sustained by the peace gotten
from the one and by the understanding gotten from the other.
Because it is immensely easier «to find reasons for our feelings than to find
feelings for our reasons and because the search for personal satisfaction is
immensely more attractive than the search for impersonal intellectual truth,
mysticism has always received many more adherents than metaphysics. The
period of anxious suspense before the war, the dramatic surprises and unpleasant strains of the war itself—no less than the chaotic uncertainties which
will come with the post-war period—have particularly brought about an
urgent need of mystical satisfaction. These have indeed combined to create
a more or less pathological state in large masses of people. The need of bandaging their bleeding emotions, soothing their jangled nerves and healing
their mental distresses is more urgent than the need of providing intellectual
food. Consequently their initiation into the valuable practice of regular
meditation, which brings such a peace-fraught benediction to the personality,
is becoming increasingly important. All over the world isolated individuals
and little groups have begun to recognize this importance and are taking to
these practices. Not only so but a movement for a dedicated minute of "going
into the silence" for daily prayerful meditation has actually been linked up
with the Government-controlled broadcasting systems of England, Australia
and New Zealand since the war began, in the correct hope that this observance
will help both the invisible and visible wars against the forces of Darkness.
Indeed if the terrible strain and tremendous burden of our times will have
driven mankind to take notice of and place a proper value on meditation as
an essential part of their daily programme, if their failure to find outer peace
will have driven them in sheer desperation and through this way to seek
inner peace, then the war itself will not need to be written off as a total loss in
history's balance sheet.
The third and highest stage in the long pilgrimage of man is philoggQjiy.
This also has found its recruits through the impact of our planetary upheaval
but they are necessarily much fewer in number. For they seek not only a
satisfaction of the religious need of reverential worship, the mystical yearning
for inward beatitude and the metaphysical search for rational understanding,
not only to attain and synthesize all these different-coloured elements and
then bring them into balance with the further element of altruistic practical
activity amongst mankind, but also to attain the transcendent fourth state of
consciousness which is nothing less than insight into ultimate Reality. Here
man directly meets God face to face as it were, and not at second hand through
the screen of his beliefs, emotions or thoughts about God. This is the hidden
goal which, whether truth draws them or sorrow drives them, whether peace
lures them or reason persuades them, is one and the same in the end for all
men. Whoever completes his passage through this stage can vigjv all peoples
and their wars not merely by the light of contemporary politics but also by
the light of eternal laws. He can recognize the divinity in sinful creatures
where none else can do so.f He can see in the very midst of violent strife that
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there is yet something sublimely beyond all strife. He can compassionately
regard afi men and women as children of the same Father, albeit when some
of them slay others in war to gain a little more land they are naughty little
children. If there is a long way from the first bud to such a bloom it is also
true that the finest fruits ripen slowly. The quest upon which the awakened
amongst mankind have now embarked is the most worthwhile in their history.
The terrible feet of Mars have not tramped all over this planet for nothing.
All through the tragical transition of this war there has been going on a silent
but incessant movement of thought away from materialism. Not till the
tension of actual fighting comes to an abrupt end with the coming of peace
can we expect this movement to show its important consequences in the
conscious mind of mankind. The aftermath of this unique war when the
cannons once more point their silent unused muzzles in the air, must inevitably
be the widespread self-discovery of an ethical, religious and mental crisis in the
individual no less than of a cultural one in the community. For the outward
state of every people reflects the inward state of each component member.
He cannot shift responsibility solely to his guides, rulers and leaders. For
in so far as he acquiesces in their acts and principles, he must share that responsibility and consequently the karma that follows after it.
Behind the grave significance of our times stands a further fact. We have
learnt already that from the moment when a separate centre of consciousness
was projected out of the Overself, its eventual struggle against other separate
centres could be accurately predicted. So long as the person denies its own
divine source, so long must it live in perpetual if hidden conflict both with
that source and with other persons. This must be related to the fact that
there are limits set in space and time for every evolutionary world cycle,
although these limits are so vast as to seem non-existent to our limited human
powers of conception. The consequence of this is that the number of persons
who come into existence during such a cycle is necessarily also finite and
limited. The mass of conscious beings follow their historic course of development collectively, rising and falling with the evolutionary tides more or less
together. Those who at present compose the human race stand generally at a
point on the second of the three great stages of its planetary life, ttfat is the
intellectual, which is itself midway between the entirely externalized or physical
and the entirely interiorized or spiritual stages. It is on this second stage
that the process of individualization reaches an extreme limit. Such a limit
has now been reached by the human race generally. The unfoldment of its
latent possibilities through the medium of separateness can go no farther,
except it be to go towards utter self-destruction. Therefore the evolutionary
impulse has begun to turn it away from its present excessive pitch of individuation and to direct it towards the ideal of union, both with its source and
with the rest of its kind.
Such is the unprecedented planetary situation today. The same process
which projected the ego from the Overself into that exteriorization of its own
consciousness which we believe to be a material world is now at work to
withdraw it again. This reversal of directive force necessarily involves a
certain abruptness in its operation. We have indeed reached the most tremendous spiritual turning-point in humanity's long history. It has found itself
here today not only because of its past external actions but also because of its
present internal needs. If conflict was the inevitable outcome of the original
movement towards separateness it is equally tru£ that the cassation of conflict, the restjjration of harmony will be the inevitable outcome of entering
the present movement away from separateness. If both the ascent of man
and the relations between man and man. have been marked by the spilling of
blood, his further course will be marked by incrisasing bloodlessness. The
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bitter biological struggle will lose its crudeness and be replaced by the recognition of values higher than merely animalistic ones. It was in this general
sense that the brief but optimistic reference in the last chapter of The Hidden
Teaching Beyond Yoga, that mankind was coming of age before our eyes and
that there was no need to lose ourselves in despair over its future, must be
understood.
Nevertheless this does not absolve us from the immediate task of passing
this critical bend in our evolutionary road, nor does it dictate whether we
shall effect this passage peacefully and painlessly through understanding and
acceptance or stormily and painfully through ignorance and rebellion. How
far and how quickly the drift away from ingrained selfishness and olden
materialism is travelling today and shall travel tomorrow with the cessation
of war becomes therefore a matter of the utmost importance. If it has not
travelled sufficiently far the near future of mankind will be dark indeed. We
have been walking perilously close to a precipice. If enough men and women
do not react to the impact of these terrible events by setting out to seek redemption, if culture does not acquire a soul instead of pretending to have one, if
the falsehood and hypocrisy which have prevailed for so long and so deeply
under the veneer of public life and social systems do not yield sufficiently
to the cold breezes which war is blowing through them, then everything will
sink with a sinking civilization. Society has been sick for a long time and has
passed into a dangerously critical state. It must better itself or else make
way for a better one.
Mankind may rend the apocalyptic veil of this problematic future for
themselves. If they can quickly produce a sufficient minority of men and
women who will dedicate their inner life to one of the three stages of the
quest of the Overself for the sake of the common inner welfare not less than
their own, or if thcv ran produce a sufficient minority of leaders who will be
permitted by their peoples to implement in action a constructive social idealism
based on a return to non-materialistic principles, their safe passage into a
brighter new age will be assured. Not many indeed are needed for this grand
purpose, for it is rather the concentrated quality than the diffused quantity
of the thought or action of these few altruistic souls which will count most
in such an historic effort at world-redemption. Thus the social crisis returns
always in the end to the personal crisis. Every man who makes his deep
irrevocable choice whether he will live only for selfish and sensual aims or
whether he will live for altruistic and purer ones is affecting not only his own
fate but also the immediate destiny of our civilization. That such souls exist
and that such leaders have begun to make their appearance affords a basis
of hope amid the terrible world darkness today. The problem still rgftt&ins,
however, whether enough will light their lamps and light them quickly.
In this connection there must be repeated, however wearisome the repetition may seem, that we can help others and ourself to pass through this
crisis by a change of thought. Our thinking is creative. The most immediate and urgent form which such creativeness should take is the opening up
of a mental channel between blinded, suffering, deluded mankind and their
supreme sacred source, not merely for self-benefit but to attract higher forces
to our earth, that they may uphold us in the terrible conflict against the
powers of Darkness which menaces our present existence and future hopes.
Such a channel may be openeel by detaching a fragmentary part of our daily
programme for the simple purpose of stilling the mind, "going into the silence"
and aspiring intensely for tlte divine Light to pass into and through us for the
blessing of^ankind. This practice is best done in an unobserved place, or at
the window of a room whilst seated in a chair with legs uncrossed for it should
be followed at dawn or sur^et, facing'towards the sun. It should be continued
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until a feeling of loving response arises, which feeling may come within ten
or twenty minutes in most cases.* Here is a chance for those who have felt
the need of a high and holy Cause in whose service they could lose themselves
and for which they could forget themselves.
Can we afford to sit any longer like a blind boy sitting profitlessly with a
book before a shining lamp? Humanity, marred and maimed as it is through
trying to live in the old selfish and materialist way, must begin to turn with
the cold dawn to higher laws for its governance. Erring grievously as it has
been, the war has at least shown its wrongdoing as in a mirror. With the
arrival of sanity's hour it must scourge itself with higher ideals and turn to
amendment. If grace for the individual man is procurable only by a change
of thought, that is a veritable repentance, it is equally true that grace for a
whole people is procurable on the same terms. The muddy tide of materialism
—whether crudely blatant or pseudo-religious—which submerged the finer
instincts of our human race must move backward on the ebb. Everything
depends on how strongly, after the sufferings of this terrible planetary purgation, this vast purifying fire of war, a better and repentant mood will arise in
a people who, having gained an insight into the consequences of their own
blunders, will comprehend the inevitability and inescapability of karma's
retributive working, who, perceiving that the fate of all units and groups is
now inter-locked, will sympathize with others where once they hated or stood
indifferently aside, and who will bring the ready assent of their instincts to
revere the reality of the Overself where formerly they ignored and despised
it. This would necessarily lead them to re-value thoughts and things, actions
and achievements, men and institutions, ethical codes and cultural qualities.
If we have seen the horrors of the past few years, we also see opening
before mankind a perspective such as was never before known in their history.
They possess today an opportunity not only to put wrongs right but also to
attain a truer view of life, to comprehend that it is not meaningless but has
an exalted purpose, that it is their privilege to co-operate in securing the fulfilment of this purpose within their own lives, and that their brief hours on the
stage of universal existence could become the prelude to ineffable ones. Mankind have been estranged from the inner sources of truth and hope for so
long that the more sensitive are now beginning to experience the thirsts and
hungers of a veritable drought. For materialists may say what they please
but it is really unnatural to live in and for the body alone, unnatural to be
nothing better than a piece of timber in mind or than a fox in feeling. It is
easy to see in recent world history the thick darkness which envelops the
minds of men but the keen-sighted may also see in it the thin rays of light
whittf are widening as they extend farther.
Human life is not a stagnant pool. There is a sacred Something back of us
which demands and must have expression and growth, which must break
through as inevitably as tomorrow's sun must destroy tonight's darkness.
And the tragedy through which our own generation is passing has precipitated such an event. As though this were a holy day of ordination, younger men
and women feel the birth with their own mind of new ideas which are spiritually
exciting and intuitions which revive their fading faith in mankind's future.
There is a wider groping amongst men for a fresh conception of their own
personal existence alongside of a sincere struggle to see the larger vision of a
less selfish mentally-helpful society. The cry for divine fellowship has begun
to go up from this earth. There are now the first clear signs of an immature
understanding that man's true business in life is Something more than making
shoes, growing corn or receiving dividends although it may include these
things. There is rising to conscious realization the knowledge that grander
For full detailed instructions see The First Meditation m Cbupter X I V .
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than the moments which wealth, fame, sex and all those transient pleasures
of the senses which constitute the best values for so many, may offer a man
is the wonderful moment when he can commune with his hidden source.
There is beginning a belated recognition that the characteristics of earthly
life—transitoriness and change—will remain forever stamped upon it, however much the old doctrines disappear and however much newly-invented
pleasures may camouflage their resulting sufferings. There is growing up
in the hearts of intelligent men and compassionate women who have suffered
deeply (for themselves or for others) during this war a nostalgic yearning for
what may be called the kingdom of heaven, the reign of goodness, peace,
truth and divinity. The only question is: Are there enough such persons to
affect the crisis as a saving leaven or are they still too few?
The doctrine of historical cycles has warned us that there is no unimpeded
progress toward perfection, that stagnation and retrogression inevitably make
their contributions too, human nature being what it is. But it has also shown
us that although there are always periods when mankind degenerates morally,
there are at least as many other periods when it advances morally. And
it is the latter which, in the ultimate reckoning, will have the last word. For
karma tends to educate a man and his own Overself tends to draw him to
itself. The sinner of today becomes the saint of tomorrow. After all, despite
the unpleasant testimony of contemporary events it is not that mankind
are really as evil as they appear to be but only that they get caught in a vicious
circle of self-made errors which generate bad karma, which in turn expresses
itself in hard grey and ugly environments. These again breed hard grey and
ugly thoughts which inevitably lead once more through a habitually malformed
outlook to further errors and bad karma. The world crisis affords them the
chance to break up this circle.
All that wars against moral truth, that would turn the hand of man
against his brother, will one day infallibly perish. None of us dare hope to
see such a day, for quick millenniums are the cheap delusions of wishful thinkers,
but all of us may hope to find within ourselves even now this same sacred principle and thus assure ourselves of its truth. We may safely take our stand
on the oneness of essential being. We may wait quietly for the World-Mind
to reclaim its own progeny. For we are ever moving towards the morrow.
If, meanwhile, we endeavour to co-operate reverently and intelligently with
its Idea, and at the same time aspire toward that region where the atmosphere
is timeless, our patience will not sink into lethargy.
This is the grand goal towards which all living creatures are moving. This
is the last residue which shall justify all their groans and tears. This is what
saves life from the charge of being useless. This is the never-ceasing heawmnly
melody which even now may be heard beneath all our transient cries by those
who have ears to hear. There is no need to lose heart. No single defeat of
true ideas and no violent devolution of revered ideals could ever be really
definite in this ancient war of light against night. Hope is the beautiful
message of the unknown goal, the star that blazes when all else is dark, the
encouragement of the sublime Perfect to the struggling Imperfect.
CHAPTER

XI

THE WORLD-MIND

I T is now needful to formulate our ideas about the Supreme Power, to
unveil intellectually a little of the mystery of the World-Mind; * But before
we can comprehend what it is we must first comprehend what it is not.
Before the builder of a hou$e can profceed with the actual putting-up of the
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edifice he is compelled to clear the site of all obstructive debris. He who
would build the house of a true God-idea must likewise first clear his mind of
all false conceptions and false beliefs. How is he to achieve this? He must
begin by doubting. He must doubt every principle and every fact which has
been hitherto carelessly shoved into the storehouse of memory under the
suggestive influence of environment, heredity or education. It is only by
struggling through such a wilderness, where the explorer must needs feel
lonely and comfortless for a time, that he is likely to reach the promised land.
Hence we must first free ourselves of defective conceptions which may once
have been quite useful but which now prevent us from perceiving truer ones.
Despite a lack of taste for theological terms, it will be better to use the popular
word "God" whilst we are examining the popular ideas and resume the chosen
term "World-Mind" when we examine the hidden teaching's own conception.
Mankind in their infancy and adolescence have made queer fantastic and
grotesque gods for themselves, have set up half-anthropomorphic, half-animal
and even animal forms for their worship or solace. But with the increase of
age they have slowly become imbued with the belief that God is a bigger edition
of their own self—more powerful, more knowing, no doubt, but still somewhat
human in outlook and understandable in behaviour. The utter simplicity of
this anthropomorphic concept of God renders it available to the most primitive members of an aboriginal community no less than to the broad masses
of a civilized society. It suggests that God is a kind of gigantic man existing
among a multitude of little men. For if we take this elementary view we
have to set up God complete with eyes, ears, hands and so on. We have to
endow it with personal likes and dislikes, temperamental caprice and arbitrary
conduct. Mankind then become its mere playthings. Such usage makes God
a contradictory mixture of omnipotence, benevolence and omniscience on the
one hand, and of racial favouritism, arbitrary cruelty and petty praise-seeking
on the other.
The illiberal and illogical belief that God could act capriciously towards
mankind, distributing special favours to some and special misfortunes to
others, arises partly from the fact that the doctrine of karma was originally a
semi-esoteric one and hence sometimes taught in a veiled form.
vicissitudes of good and bad fortune, happiness and misery were attributed to the
arbitrary will of God, who could be annoyed, angry, prejudiced or pleased with
a particular individual. It was easier for practical realistic or primitive mentalities to believe this than to believe in the subtle mentalism involved in
karma. Resignation to receiving the karmic results of their actions was
consequently taught under the form ol resignation to God's will. In the
fowfc.or public religion of most European peoples, such as the Romans, Greeks,
Gauls and Anglo-Saxons, the doctrine of karma was originally not stressed
partly for the same reason. But that it should drop out of Western teaching
altogether when it was banished from Christianity along with Gnosticism was
a calamity.
The anthropomorphic view is comforting and acceptable to most men
because it brings God so near them inasmuch as it makes God so like themselves. But what they do not see is that it also brings God near them in the
wrong way. They have merely substituted a human thought-image for the
human stone-image used by aborigines. God has indeed sadly declined in
stature and nature if we accept this view.
The question is: Do we want such a temperamental God who is merely a
projection of the human mind, that is, an idea, «or do we want God as it really
is? The pteint against the God of vulgarized religions is that theirs is not
God at all. It is "unworthy of an intelligent man's best affection or highest
hope. It is fit to receive only his worst fears an$ abject squirming. Its con-
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templation does not ennoble man but degrades him. Let us have the courage
to face the fact that all the anthropomorphic gods are mere will-o'-the-wisps
of man's own vivid imagination, gigantic phantoms of his own creation and
priestly fictions which were useful to primitive peoples but are useless to
twentieth-century minds nourished on developed reason and broadened
experience. Our very notions of existence, being based on the five different
sense-contacts, are imperfect and incomplete; hence liable to falsify the Supreme
Power if we seek to bring it within the limited range of human ideation based
upon them.
Again, if we think of God in this way as a glorified and expanded man, we
shall have also to think of him in the same space-time order as ourselves, as
running about from one duty to another like an overworked business executive! Those who stand in adoring* awe of such a dwarfed humanized God
because they cannot conceive of a better one do well. Philosophy would
never blame but rather praise them. Those however who have kept the
awe but lost its object are entitled to find a better one. The moment we try
to reduce the Supreme Mind to the finite space-time form by which we ourselves are conditioned, we betray it. It must primarily exist for itself and
not for something much less than itself. We have no right to confine its
character within the limits of man's little field of personal consciousness. Who
are we to drag it down to such a level? The Supreme is infinite and cannot
satisfy finite demands.
If we begin to talk of this cosmic mind as " H e " and " H i m " we begin to
turn it into an idol. The use of a masculine pronoun anthropomorphizes God
and reduces this loftiest of all possible concepts to a wretchedly stunted stature.
For this reason we refuse in these pages to call God by such a pronoun. The
term " I t " being neuter and impersonal, is a fitter appellation than " H e " .
Those awed by conventional thought may at first feel such a neuter pronoun
to be sacrilegious or derogatory but when they become accustomed to its use
they will realize that it is, on the contrary, the use of a masculine pronoun
which is sacrilegious and derogatory. How lofty, how pure, how austere is
the conception of God which lifts it above the need of fawning flattery and
which honours it as the sublime and sexless Principle which it really is!
The second error to be corrected sets the Deity far away from earth and
far beyond the skies as an extra-cosmic being, turning it into a Creator who
made the universe out of nothing and made it only a few thousand years
ago and that by an outburst of sudden activity rather than by a process of
slow evolution. Were God an infinite being standing alongside a world so
arbitrarily created, and were the world something really isolated, then £s#d's
infinitude would no longer be possible, for the world's independent reality
would limit God from the outside. Again as our earlier studies have hinted,
the universal activity has never had a beginning. It never started in vauco.
It has always been in intermittent existence. Hence there has never been a
sudden and special "creation" of the universe as an act which took place
once upon a time. In that case the concept of a creator outside of and apart
from the universe becomes a superfluous one. No god-like being or man-like
God has made the universe. For it is not a thing to be shaped but a process
to be re-started. But even if we did postulate an external God as a creator of
the universe, if we seek to discover its origin we are obliged to proceed further
and postulate a second God who is the creator of the first one. Nor can we stop
even there. We shall be forced to postulate a third God who created the
second one. And so we shall get ourselves involved in a serie%of creators
which must be extended endlessly backwards.
•
This is a most unsatisfactory position because it offers no final solution of
the problem of the world. *Yet so long as we think of the universe as such
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and not as it is in essence, we are driven to think of it as brought into being
by some self-existent power, call it God or anything else. The only rational
way to think of their relation is to place the universe as a thought within God
and God as the life within the universe. God then gazes at its own images,
which are within and not outside it, and thus gives them life, even to the
extent of making them appear self-sufficient.
The third belief to be bettered is that God is a separate personality, an
individual creature among other creatures only bigger and better than all of
them. This is related to the anthropomorphic error already mentioned, only
its intellectual level is higher and its sweep is wider for it includes all possible
and imaginable super-human creatures. In our studies of the human " I " we
have seen something of the limitations which beset the notion of personality.
But the basic objection to the ascription «of personality to the Supreme Existence is rooted in the fact that this necessarily separates it out from a second
existence which is not itself. It chalks out a dividing-line which says: Here
God is, there God is not. When we consider God from this standpoint we
unconsciously set up some point where its own being begins and that of all
other creatures ends. A personal God implies therefore one between whom
and other creatures there is a line of division. But when we set up such a
division we deprive God of a title to omnipresence, universality and infinitude.
The conventional religious error is to turn the infinite into the finite, the
impersonal into the personal and the cosmic into the parochial. This is done
to suit the need of the insignificant inhabitants of a tiny planet but it does
not suit the need of ultimate truth. An infinitely enlarged being is not the
same as a truly infinite being. The first, no matter how far it be stretched out,
however vast its world-enclosing sway may seem in terms of our delusive
spatial way of thinking, is on an altogether different and lower level than the
second. If God is to possess a personality, if it is to exist alongside of and outside other beings, then it will necessarily possess all the limitations which we
usually associate with a personal being. But it will then no longer be the
Supreme. If our faith cannot go out to a personal God because personality
implies limitation, then it must go out to a God that is unlimited and therefore
impersonal.
Now we know everything as a thing. The term "tree" for example must
carry the picture of a particular tree or the ideas of particular trees if we are
to think at all. We do not even know abstractions like justice or generosity
unless they are translated into concrete acts or instances. In the same way
we know living conscious existences only as particular existences. But whereas
all^vtjier inanimate things and living existences can be thought of in terms
of some other thing or existence on which they depend or out of which they
arise or into which they merge, God alone requires no such relation because
it is itself the pre-supposition of all possible relations, things and existences.
Everyone and everything else is a being or a thing but God is neither a particular being nor a mentally produced idea. But personality implies a particular being. Therefore God is not personal. It is divine Being but not a
divine being; Love but not a loving Father. It has not a personality although,
containing the total of all past present and future personalities, it has eternal
existence. With all this it must be clear that God cannot be a person. It
must consequently be a Principle. It must, in this mentalist universe, be
the Principle of Mind itself. God is indeed the World-Mind.
If this be so, it may be asked why has God«been described in the religious
and mystical revelations of every people and in every age as a personal Being?
The answer is twofold. First, such is the mercy of the World-Mind that for the
benefit of those—and this means the millions who make up the masses—who
cannot hope to enter into its direct transcendental awareness it reveals itself
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indirectly and imperfectly through forms which meet the requirements and
suit the capacities of their limited minds. That is to say it enables them to
receive its grace. Through visions or intuitions, feelings or ideas, dreamexperiences or mentally-impressed messages, it speaks to them in the way
they can best understand. Hence the variety of its world-wide transformations, each bearing a different label, under which its messages are received.
The Nameless responds out of its mercy to any and every name. » To those
who cannot grasp its impersonality it appears as an object to be worshipped
personally. It manifests in the particular form sought after by aspirants,
that is to say, the form which makes most appeal and is easiest understood.
This does not mean that the World-Mind divides itself into various beings,
however, any more than the sun divides itself into the myriad sunbeams which
it reflects upon the surface of the o^ean waves. The World-Mind's own selfexistence remains intact even when its response goes forth like a thousand
varied echoes to a thousand varied calls.
Second, it is because the first promulgator of the religion often has to
present the conception of God under a form which the masses can comprehend
and such a form is necessarily a personal one. But if he does this he will usually
have secretly taught his closest disciples at the same time that God is a Principle and not a person. Thus the outer teaching becomes a kind of device
used to help the multitude, a device intended to induce a particular state of
veneration in them. Unfortunately those who come after him in later centuries and who have not entered into the tradition of secret explanation, do
not know that the presentation of a personal God is really an instructional
device and consequently insist on turning it into a cast-iron dogma for all
alike. When this happens the device loses much of its value; indeed there
may come a time when it becomes obstructive to the growth of many
mentalities.
We cannot visualize the World-Mind. It has no form of its own by which
it may appear to us, for any form whatever would put it in space whereas it
transcends space. But it can and does make token gestures to aspirants to
indicate its existence and these gestures may take a personal form. Such
appearancos however are necessarily but transient images and temporary
allegories under which it represents itself. The mental attitude of the seeker
is here of much importance. His sincere faith and earnest devotion have
something to do with the results he achieves. For when they impinge upon
the World-Mind a spontaneous action immediately manifests itself and returns
to the seeker in precisely the expected way by a mysterious device intended
to help him in the familiar form under which he unconsciously worships it.
Thus it may spontaneously formulate a human mental image and app^tf' as
Jesus, Buddha, Krishna, or even as a living and contemporary spiritual guide
to instruct, inspire or assist them. This is hinted at in the Bhagavad Gita in
the sentence: " I reveal my grace in the different forms and aspects solicited
by the different seekers."
Thus the sinners and the sufferers, the ignorant and the illiterate are not
excluded from its help. It responds in that shape which will best help their
troubled hearts or seeking minds. The unphilosophical however cling to their
inward revelation or intuitive feeling as being exclusive to themselves or their
sect. They do not know that the Divine adopts as many different ways of
appearing to those who call upon it as the latter themselves use, Now if an
artistic style is to our taste, we get the experience of its beauty, but not otherwise. If a religious form is to t>ur emotional taste, we get the experience of its
sacredness, but not otherwise. The quality of our taste itself in both examples
depends of course on how far we have climbed up the evolutionary hill. It
really represents the state ef thoughf and feeling induced by the artistic
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style or the religious form. Whether taught by an inspired man or felt in
inspired moments, the idea of a personal God receives its value from our own
responsive belief in it. It is the last stage on our upward way to the ultimate
comprehension of the real God-idea, but it is not such comprehension itself.
It should be understood of course that when we speak here of the WorldMind responding to human needs, such response with a single exception really
comes from the Overself. For this is the World-Mind's deputy in our human
sphere. The exception is when the World-Mind also manifests itself indirectly
not only in the diversified forms of visions, etc., but also at rare intervals in the
flesh. At critical moments or crucial turning-points it responds to the needs
of a portion of benighted mankind. But the popular beliefs that God can
withdraw from the world to become imprisoned in a human body, or that
infinite Being can be confined in the finite flesh, are useful only to those who
cannot rise intellectually higher. Such a divine manifestation, such a Messiah,
Avatar or Son of God is not a direct Incarnation in the narrow sense of the
term, but a being from a higher planet whose purity or wisdom fit him to be a
channel for its power.

A Philosophical View of Religious Worship.
It may now be seen that although this teaching refuses to caricature God
by humanizing it nevertheless it equally refuses to dismiss God by denying it.
Although the foregoing lines have denied lower concepts of God in favour of
higher ones, they have not denied the general concept itself. This is the
error of the atheist. The idea of the existence of God is a true one. Men
have not been deceived in giving their belief to it, although the form of this
idea may be and often is a false or incorrect or incomplete one. The term God
has indeed by such hypocritical misuse, thoughtless repetition or semantic
variation become a coin of debased currency. When in the earlier volume we
ventured to point out that there were many conflicting and contradictory
meanings assigned to it this was done to assist the student to shake off his
bigotry and purify his own conception of God; we certainly did not want to
imply that there was no God at all. We did not protest against belief in
God, which is justified by the acutest reasoning, but against belief in a magnified man as being God, which is absurd.
The sceptic who opposes the rational to the revelational and passes cynical
judgment on God and the cosmos is perhaps right from his standpoint. Unfortunately, his standpoint is a limited one. He sees a part of the picture—and
the dismal lower part at that—but does not see the whole picture. Hence
even if he believes in evolution he also believes that evolution is a blind force.
AtHSism is justifiable only as the attitude of a vigorous reason shaking off
traditional superstitions, but if its denial of conceptual caricatures of God
denies also the abstract concept of God it is not and never can be a correct
metaphysical attitude.
And here is one of the great services which this teaching can offer to sincere
religion. It begins by pointing out that we may believe but we do not know
whether God exists; what we do know is that we ourselves and the world do
exist. It builds upward from these positive facts rather than from debatable
dogmatic beliefs. And inasmuch as it demonstrates self, time, space and
matter to be mental, the presence of the whple world within human thought
becomes nonsensical without a World-Mind to think it, because human thinking has never voluntarily created such a world. To believe that these ideas
can exist separately without a thinking being to*generate them is to believe an
absurdity. * W e g$t the knowledge of the world's existence through the five
senses only because we also get the knpwledge that we ourselves exist. Ideas
cannot hang in the empty air. They must have a ground upon which to rest.
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That ground is there always, whether it supports thoughts or not. It is this
mental principle which enables us to doubt the face-value of material appearances because their own existence refers to it. To think of the world at all
pre-supposes the simultaneous existence of a thinking mind. The error of
every materialist is to ignore the cosmic mind for which a world must exist
and from which it cannot be separated. And so long as the world has existed
so long at least there must have been such a cosmic mind. Such a deduction
is stringently demanded by the most inexorable necessities of rational thoroughness.
It is impossible for anyone who properly understands mentalism to be an
atheist. For the world as idea silently proclaims the fact of an intelligent and
conscious World-Mind as the ultimate co-thinker of this idea. In other words,
there has never been a time when the world was without a supreme God in this
sense. The inevitable and natural corollary from this is that man has never
been bereft of the presence of God. Thus the very existence of the world must
depend upon the immanent presence of the World-Mind as the very existence
of each man must have it as his secret inner Ruler. How then can a man be
called truly cultured who passes through his earthly sojourn without making
an attempt to understand, if not to commune with it ? Human arrogance must
inevitably bend the knee in submission before the World-Mind. For it is
not only the first state of matter, but also the first source of individual being.
Hence but for its very presence the atheist would be unable even to voice his
denial, the agnostic unable to utter his doubt.
It is impossible to construct a sound metaphysics of religion which shall
successfully resist criticism unless it is constructed upon the basis of mentalism. For this is the only possible scientific basis upon which religion can
safely rest. All other bases must be merely dogmatic and appeal in the end
to faith rather than reason. If the metaphysics of truth could do no more
than demonstrate this stupendous fact of divine existence to the human
reason, it would have done enough. But it can do much more than that.
For its crowning service is to provide the basis for a higher yoga which will
show man how to enter into conscious discovery of the One Mind for himself,
and that net merely during moments of meditation but during the whole of
his everyday existence.
The confusions which hang around the idea of God are necessarily reflected
in the confusions which hang around the idea of religion. Those atheists
who show their scorn for religion by uttering impatient epithets show also
their ignorance of what the term really stands for. A religion usually represents a threefold attempt on the part of an interiorly illuminated man to give
the masses some intellectual comprehension—however remote and symfloiic
or elementary and suggestive it may be—of the existence of the Overself and
the World-Mind, that is of the soul and God, some means of bringing them
into indirect communion with divinity and some practical guidance in the
ethical conduct of life. He introduces such a belief only like a temporary
mark to indicate the beginning of a circle, only until the masses can rise to
a higher and better comprehension and communion during their slow growth
with time through the reincarnations.
It is here that we may see how wise, how practical and how compassionate
were those vanished sages who gaye humanity its greatest religions, as distinct
from those lesser vain and ambitious men who exploited it in the name of
religion. For the sages who had themselves realized truth and who had experienced the ultimate beatitude were not content to hoard the one and
enjoy the other in self-centred indifference to the ignorance and sufferings of
the masses. They knew that the commqn people would be bewildered by the
abstract subtleties of philosophy, frightened by the disciplinary difficulties oi
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asceticism, saddened by the lack of time and opportunity to practise meditation and wearied by their constant struggles to earn a livelihood for themselves
and their families. How then were the sages to bring within their reach some
fragment at least of their own treasure? They solved the problem by creating
religions. For through religion it became possible to appeal suggestively to
the popular imagination. The primitive mind felt vaguely that the ornate
image which confronted it in a temple was a partial embodiment of some
supernatural entity which was otherwise remote and unreachable. The
image and the ceremonial services centred around it spoke to it in an inexpressible way and the communication seemed to penetrate to the depths of
emotional being, arousing awe, fear, wonder, humility and hope. It was in this
manner that the sages succeeded in arousing uncultured mentalities and selfcentred characters to the first recognition of an Ultimate Presence in the
universe, a recognition which would only attain full consciousness when it had
passed through all the stages of development embraced by mysticism and
philosophy. All attempts to derive religion from animism alone are fundamentally false since they ignore the vital element of religion—the electric
experience of conversion, of a "second birth", of an emotional earthquake
with the resulting transmutation of worldly values.
The popular conceptions of God are not worthless, therefore, but in their
time and place subserve an excellent purpose. Therefore the yearnings of
millions of worshippers down through the ages have not been in vain; they
were not deceived when they gave their belief to a higher power. Every
religion has its measure of truth and holds its meed of usefulness.
As the inner significance of this wonderful universe begins to unfold itself
before the student he cannot help but give it his reverence, cannot help but
become more genuinely religious than the nominally religious people. For he
knows now with unshakable conviction that the divine force is here in the
very midst of humanity upon this earth, not far off in some remote sky or
unseen world. He knows that beneath the dark exterior of human misery
there is a secret brightness beyond telling. A man is all the better for believing
in the existence of this higher power.
We must however set up a dividing line between pure religion and the
man-made institutions which claim to represent it. Religion as the personal
and private worship of a supernatural Power is an essential need of mankind
whereas religion as the institutionalized and public worship of the same Power
is something which may or may not be needed by mankind. When men
come to comprehend that true religion is belief in the existence of this supreme
power demonstrated by practice of a genuinely virtuous life and not
nefcfesarily belief in a religious institution demonstrated by practice of formal
religious rites, when they come to regard true worship as being the effort at
private self-communion with this power in contemplation and not necessarily
the public utterance of fixed prayers in buildings, they will begin to understand what was in the mind of Jesus, Krishna and their like. When the early
Christians were bidden by Paul to "Let this mind be in you which was also in
Christ Jesus," they were clearly bidden to arrive at an inward and personal
experience.
Not that the churches, rites and prayers are non-essential. The rites for
example have more than a merely symbolic, value. Here we must remember
the earlier reference to the similarity of artistic and religious taste. What a
worshipper gets out of them depends upon what he puts into them. If his
faith, earnestness and attentiveness are large fenough he will draw from the
everywhefe-presept World-Mind, through his Overself, a response which
although very limited when compared with what a mystic may draw from
meditation, will nevertheless be something tuned to his understanding and
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feeling. If the one who officiates in a church and directs its sacred services is
himself informed and inspired, then those services may be utilized as a means
to exalt the thoughts of the worshippers and help them start the process of
communion with the divinity within themselves. And the prayers have more
than a merely formal value. If they are uttered from the heart they can
become the expression of a reverence which is the humble acknowledgment
of the existence of a higher power and to that extent begin to build a bridge
between the person and the power. But when the rites degenerate into hollow
mummeries and empty formalities and when the prayers decay into phonographic repetitions of mechanically-mumbled formulae derived from traditional conventional liturgies; when religious belief has lost its content and
vigour and only dead dusty dogmas remain; when religious worship itself is
nothing more than the constant unreverent begging for personal and physical
favours and the attempt to cajole tne Deity by memorized flattery, then the
religious institution has become a useless affair or what is worse, a hypocritical
one; finally, when the ecclesiastical structure of a religion becomes more
important than its ethical values as manifested in actual conduct, then it
has begun its worst descent.
Now and then there arises a Man who has gone far from the common
track, who has discovered the Absolute Being and returned to share the discovery with his fellows. But he soon finds that only a few can absorb what
he has to tell them, the few who become his closest disciples. What he brings
to others appears to them like the blazing sun at full noon, so dazzling that
they raise their hands to shade their eyes, preferring the more comfortable
half-darkness to the dazzling light. The consequence is that within a century
or two, sometimes within a generation or two, the comprehension of the halfillumined many supersedes the comprehension of the wholly-illumined few.
The ripples of influence spread into ever-wider circles amongst those who,
because they lack the faculty of properly comprehending the true doctrine,
misunderstand and mangle it. The meaning of his message becomes narrowed,
the emphasis is laid upon the letter rather than the spirit. The forms of doctrine, the organizations of men become more important than the living truths
behind th% doctrine, the personal character of those men. Righteous deeds
become of less account than hypocritical acquiescence in erroneous dogmas.
The means are revered but the end is completely forgotten. Finally the religion
becomes a shell, half-empty inside but impressively ornate outside.
There are three chief justifications for the existence of a religion: (a) its
intimation of world meaning with a consequent practical influence upon the
character and actions of people for the better; (b) its affirmation of the existence
of a higher order of existence than the material one; (c) its proclamation-of a
way to communion with the divine power. It should inculcate in mankind
a belief in supreme Being as a preliminary to their step-up into conscious if dim
communion with that Being through real prayer, and it should elevatei a section
of mankind in character and inspired services and set restrictive bounds on their
baser attributes. But when an institutional religion fails to achieve these principal aims, fails to prevent wickedness or to convince men that their physical
existence contains a higher purpose, it begins to fail in its own purpose. The
recent history of large parts of Europe and large parts of Asia proves plainly
that institutional religion has begun to fail on both these counts in those
regions, for atheism and wrongdoing, both open and masked, have become
common. Large numbers among mankind have seen too much distress in this
epoch of gigantic upheaval and widespread change, suffered too much personal
disappointment to accept such a situation blindly.
*
In this age of growing intellectual enlightenment thertf are many persona
who have advanced beyonrj the appeal of such elementary ideas and who
M
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consequently need stronger pabulum. It is for such only that we venture to
write, for we would not unsettle the faith of others even if we could. The
most illiterate aborigine who worships in his own primitive way is perfectly
right in doing so and is acting in the best possible manner for himself. He
has started an attitude of veneration towards the World-Mind, even though
he does not yet know that it is the infinite World-Mind which he is remotely
worshipping as from afar off rather than the grossly finite form with which
local tradition has provided him. It would be unwise and unmoral for anyone
to disturb such a religious attitude. Nobody should disturb the aborigine but
rather encourage him. The same boy who is taught at school that the universal
stuff is constituted from a certain number of different chemical elements is
later taught at college that it is really constituted from electrons. Why? For
the same reason that those who begin with ^popular religious belief are later led
by life to mystical experience or metaphysics. All men worship the hidden
reality but most men worship it in ignorance ; only the philosophical do it
understanding^. Thus they begin as religionists by bestowing superstitious
adoration upon the Deity and they end as philosophers by giving it both
intelligent understanding and reverential homage.
The aborigine's uncomprehending loyalty to his carved wooden fetish is
admirable only for the quality of veneration which it shows, not for the direction which it takes. If he attempted to impose its worship on a civilized
man he would be doing wrong. And if the civilized man attempted to impose
his own more developed form of worship on the aborigine before the latter had
begun to have doubts about the efficacy of the fetish, then he too would be doing
wrong. There is no universal standard for all because people are not alike in
mental reach and moral capacity. The philosophical objection, therefore, is
not to anyone's belief or worship nor even to the anthropomorphic conception which would make the Supreme Mind an angry, spiteful or racial God, but
to the foolish attempt to impose any form of belief or worship on those who
are mentally outgrowing it and are becoming dissatisfied with it, or the intolerant attempt to persecute those who now cannot accept such a narrow
idea as being true in the absolute sense. When such bigotry arises it becomes
a duty to expose its narrowness and falsity. If it insists on giving God a shape,
a form and a personality which the World-Mind by its very nature could
never have, all right. This is an early view, but it is the only concept of ultimate reality which most immature minds can grasp. And we must let them
keep it, if this is all they can comprehend, but they in their turn must not
attempt to graft it upon the minds of those who have passed out of this early
stage, those whose intelligence is growing and who begin to perceive that the
idea tfcat God is apart and separate from one's own self is an idea which is
born of ignorance. It is not wrong to give the masses images to worship,
unreasonable dogmas to hold and a personal God to believe in, provided they
are told as they get older and reminded periodically that these are tentative,
that higher views exist and must be respected, and that they need not
necessarily cling always to the lower view throughout life. It is quite proper
to teach such elementary views to the young in mind and body but it is quite
improper not to teach them more advanced views if they mature in mind. The
original object of creating orthodox religious institutions was to serve truth,
whereas the obiect of some selfish prelates or ignorant clergymen has been
to suppress it. For if these early symbolic ideas are allowed to remain so
long-standing that they become deeply rooted in man's mind, then what was
intended to be a foreshadowing of higher truths bccomes a vicious superstition.
If he is to spgnd the whole of his life as a mere worshipper of dead stone images,
dead irrational dogmas, dead uninspired priests and dead unheeding personal
gods, then truth turns to untruth and what should have helped him bridge
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the period until he is ready for a higher conception of divinity becomes a
definite hindrance. From such superstition bigotry is born, from bigotry
come quarrels and sectarian strife, and these finally issue in persecution and
bloodshed. If religious guides will really and willingly help their flocks, some
at least among the latter will by and by grasp something at least of the grander
ideas not kept hidden from them. It is for the benefit of such advancing but
bewildered and baffled persons alone that we wish to purify the conceptions of
Deity and worship, never to annihilate them.
Another noteworthy error on the part of most religionists is to assume
that in their available orthodox scriptures they have everything which their
Master taught. For no master could have taught the multitude what was fit
only for the comprehension of the few.
He who has fathomed the philosophic significance of what occurs within
incense-wreathed or image-filled temples or what is preached in bare simple
halls comprehends that these forms are speaking in their own fashion to simpler souls and conveying elementary lessons which will one day be developed
in their fullness in the philosophy of truth. He understands well that there
need be no quarrel between philosophy and religion for what the former expresses in abstract concepts the latter expresses through concrete symbols
in its modes of worship and forms of belief. The inner meaning of those
symbols is a philosophic truth. Man's intelligence rises by successive stages
through the incarnations from the symbol to its reality, from the letter to the
spirit, from the hand-built exterior sanctuary to the unwrought unshaped
interior stillness. It is hard for an unpractised or unprepared mind to rise
to an abstract mystical or metaphysical concept of God. What it can do,
however, is to form a concrete picture for itself which can correspond to the
abstract idea. That is to say, it can take hold of and understand an image of
God by an act of imagination. Such a picture for worship or meditation is
provided by religion. Then in the course of its own gradual evolution it one
day develops the capacity to see through its own image into the profound
concept of which this is a mere representation.
It is this reality of the World-Mind which popular worship unconsciously
exalts btft actually misconceives when it accepts the sentimental dross of
superstition, fanaticism and intolerance along with the gold of sincere religion.
"Whom ye ignorantly worship Him I declare unto you." These words, uttered
by Christ's messenger at Athens, may properly be uttered by the philosophy
of truth to it. He who would make a mere idea, a mere finite mental image
into the true God blasphemes and materializes God, not he who doubts or denies
the blasphemy itself.
The unparalleled bitterness of the times through which we ha^T been
passing indicates that we need the support of God more than ever before.
And if, in most cases, we cannot obtain this support on a basis of knowledge
but only on a basis of faith, let it be at least a rational faith and not a superstitious one. Let it not be a faith which sooner or later we shall abandon
in disillusionment or despair but rather let it be one in which every advance
of growing reason, every episode of widening experience will only confirm and
strengthen. Atheists, seeing nominally Christian nations fighting each other
in the West and nominally Buddhist nations doing the same in the East, blame
religion for this moral degradation into insincerity. They are mistaken. It is
not real religion but the absence of it, on the one hand, and the defeat by
vested interests of those wh9 would preach its primary truths, on the other,
which are really responsible for these deplorable conditions. The disappearance of genuine religion from the world would be a gr^at calalnity as the
disappearance of false religion would be a blessing.
This then is the message* of philosophy, which today might well be accepted
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as the friend of institutional religion, were such religion more loyal to its
founders and ethics and less to its bigotry and errors. For humanity needs
more faith in a Supreme Power during such dark times, more faith that goodness is eventually rewarded and evil-doing eventually punished, more faith
that we are not merely a bunch of greedy animals but also have a higher and
finer human purpose to outwork in life. The future of mankind rigorously
requires the further development of an anti-materialistic trend.
Thus we have seen that as mankind progress they develop different ideas
about God. The same also occurs to their ideas about its relation to the
universe. The earliest group of civilized ideas set it up as the World-Builder.
This theory is based upon the observation that a house does not arise of itself
but is constructed by some being—in this case a human being—who belongs
to a higher order of existence than the house itself. It adopts the belief that
the sun and stars and the whole of Nature could not have come into existence of themselves but must have a Maker. And just as a house-builder uses
bricks for his work so God is believed to have used a substance called "matter"
for the manufacture of this universe. God is one thing and matter is another.
Consequently God stands apart from the universe. And as man is a part
of the "made" world he looks up to his Maker with awe and reverence to be
worshipped as something utterly remote from himself.
The value of this view is its acknowledgment of the existence of a higher
order of being. The defect of this view is that it conceives God under the
form of a magnified man. This makes him a particular object among other
objects and sets him apart from us. In its highest form this belief regards
God as an infinite Being but still places it outside of and apart from the universe.
Such a view is better but still metaphysically unsound. For if God is outside
the world, it is limited by the world and thus loses its infinitude.
When the ripening human intellect rises to a higher stage, however, the
second group of ideas is born. It sets up God as the World-Architect. This
represents a transition to the recognition that the harmonious movements of
the sun and stars, the orderly arrangements of Nature point to a higher power
which not merely makes the world but also plans it with an ultimate and
benignant purpose in view, a power which is not merely existent But is also
all-embracing, all-merciful and all-knowing. God is thus the life of the world
through and through, its very soul. This removes the defect earlier mentioned by removing the anthropomorphic image under which the supreme was
conceived. It puts a positive purpose into the universe, a beneficent plan
behind it. It places the universe within God, who thus becomes its immanent
principle. Its followers no longer look outside or afar for God but within
themselves as their inmost soul.
The defects of this view are that it still has not annulled matter but retains
a duality of spirit and matter; it still keeps two separate principles as coeternally existent and co-eternally conflicting. Only when human intelligence
reaches its full maturity does it evolve the third progressive idea of God, that
of the World-Mind, an idea which takes into itself all that is true in the earlier
ideas and at the same time transcends them, an idea which expresses completely what the other ones were struggling to express so partially. The
belief in a God who is outside the universe is as natural for unmetaphysical
minds as the belief in a God who manifests as +he universe is natural for metaphysical ones. From this loftier standpoint the universe is a veritable selfrevelation of God, not merely something made p y it. There is only a single
reality. There is no matter. Mind is the only being. Thoughts and things,
men and 'universes are but manifestations of Mind. The Frenchman
MaleBranche came close to this truth when he declared: "We see all things in
God." .The World-Mind therefore is the universe?
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Just as it was not right to expect a Class I schoolboy to grasp higher mathematical explanations, so it was not right in former centuries to expect the
struggling masses, pre-occupied as they were with the daily toU for subsistence, to grasp such a lofty philosophic doctrine as this, which needs abundant
leisure and trained mentality for its adequate understanding. This was one
of the several reasons why the doctrine was hidden from them and why it
became the esoteric property of a privileged few. Today most of these reasons
have become noticeably antiquated in consequence of the tremendous changes
which have come over the world scene during modern times. Therefore after
the present storms have subsided and before the present century closes, we
shall witness the release of a staggering knowledge, of which the ideas sketched
out here are mere precursors. The mystical and philosophic enlightenment of
mankind will then spread over the»horizon to an extent unknown in ancient
times.
Actually the teaching has always been open to anyone who, wishing to get
at the essence of things, cared for it sufficiently to devote the needful time,
energy and self-discipline to its mastery. For the best amongst the higher
order of priests in antiquity were also mystics and even philosophers. They
made it a part of their duty to watch and stimulate the spiritual growth of
their flocks rather than to prevent it. Consequently they were always observant of those who could be led to superior doctrines and interiorized practices
and such were fully encouraged to advance into them. Thus religion, mysticism
and philosophy formed a functioning unit, as they would today were our
spiritual guides more awake to the grave dangers to which their institutions
will be exposed after the tensions of war have relaxed unless a new spirit and
a new flexibility enters them. When the entire universe is subject to the
law of constant change, when everything in this space-time world is stamped
with relativity and transiency, how can the human expressions and applications of truth hope to escape changes and adaptations themselves? Religious
worship is needed. It has an essential place to fill in human life. Rightly
understood and rightly expounded it attracts faith, ennobles character and
protects society. But when its influence wanes, when its ideas are no longer
vivid, and*when its practice becomes widely ignored its sponsors should ascertain why this is so and remedy the causes.
God in the Universe.
When we understand mentalism we understand too that the World-Mind
does not exist separately alongside the universe but in it and as it. The world
was not arbitrarily created by outside intervention but was periodically selfborn through the hidden activity of karmic forces under an ultimate law.
The impressions of all objects in the universe lie latent within the inner depths
of the World-Mind, until they become active by the general working of karma
when they are externalized in the familiar space-time level which we call the
physical world. The world-series is not only self-actuating but also selfdetermining. There is no intervention of an outside being simply because
there is no outside being. Thus it is the heritage of karma which really brings
the appearance of a universe into being and not a personal creator. We must
not personalize the World-Mind in relation to its activity. It does not make
the world like a man making a # boot. It does not create the collected karmic
potentials but only offers the ground for their existence. They form a selfactive system. The belief that all these karmic energies are like the parts of a
vast machine which is alternately set in operation and stopped by a machinetender and that their operator is a separate personal God sitting* in solitude
beside them would not be a correct o$e. For they do not need any separate
entitv to "work" them. TXe karmic forces are set in motion spontaneously,
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not by the arbitrary fiat of a personal power. The mind-substance of WorldMind is their inseparable ground and from it they derive their self-actuating
power. According to our human way of looking at things they have existed
since the beginningless past and their very nature constrains them to selfactualize themselves as a cosmos when they rise out of latency and to dissolve
this cosmos when they subside. There was no special reason why an external
power had to make a world out of matter but there was every reason why it
had to make it out of its own self because the latent karmic impressions within
it had to manifest themselves.
Hence for this superfluous concept of a special creator mentalism substitutes the superior one of a principle which being nothing else than Mind,
reproduces the universe out of its own substance, contains it within itself and
is thus both immanent and transcendent. The universe is as inseparable
from the universal mind as a man's ideas are inseparable from his own mind.
Thus mind is moulded and yet Mind is the moulder. Mind takes on a myriad
forms and holds them as though they were other than its own self. When we
know fully by insight the essence of the tiniest ant, we know also the essence
of the whole universe. For the mind-stuff which is behind the form of an ant
is one and the same mind-stuff as that which is behind the form of a universe.
The mind is the world. He who can perceive this has travelled far.
Thus instead of an absentee God we have an everywhere-present one who is
the very essence of the world. The cosmos is nothing less than the selfexternalization of the World-Mind which is self-existent and needs no second
thing in which to reside, no matter from which to make a universe. Thought
in its pure ultimate single essence is the substance of the universe. Those
who cannot comprehend this may perhaps do so if they will remember that
during one and the same dream, at one and the same moment, they can be
immediately conscious of a tiger, a tree and a crowd of people. What is it
which has thus manifested itself in all these different figures in this manner?
Is it not a single mind, their own?
Thus mentalism renders it easier for us to understand three great truths.
First, that the universe is God made manifest; second, that God must be
immanent in the world just as our own mind is immanent in every one of our
own thoughts; third, that because it has a mind behind it, the universe cannot
be a senseless affair but must possess a consistent meaning. The world is so
intimately connected with the World-Mind that it becomes meaningless and
unthinkable apart from it.
The universe expresses infinite intelligence and possesses meaning precisely because it is a manifestation of infinite mind. The presence of WorldMind divests the whole world-process with sense and sanity. We may translate this into the statement that God is the secret and original source of the
universal mental and biological activity, the basis and bedrock of the whole
world-experience.
We earlier found that the whole universe is alive and mental. But if we
understand the implications of the unconscious, we must add that the whole
universe is also conscious. One fundamental error which is often made by
those who approach this subject, whether they do it as materialists or
religionists, is to picture consciousness only in an anthropomorphic form.
They cannot get away from the view which ljmits the activity of awareness
only to the way in which we humans think, know, feel and experience things.
Even if mind be denuded of consciousness as man knows it this is not to say that
it is denuded of consciousness as it itself knowS it. We must give up this
anthropoceirtric definition. We must make a sharp distinction between mind
as human awareness and as pure awareijess.
If bright flowers and grey minerals have no brains this means not that
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they are unable to be conscious but that their consciousness is of a different
form and inferior to the human kind. The way in which some plants distribute their seeds no less than the way in which they protect those seeds
against premature destruction is as much a tribute to the presence of universal
intelligence as the way in which external forces are brought in to sustain life
on this planet. The materialist theory that as soon as biological forms
developed a brain the process of knowledge came into being is simple and
plausible. But it is unable to account for the discoveries of Bose which
demonstrate by strict laboratory methods that plants react to events in their
environment in a manner which shows a certain measure of understanding. It
is unable to account for the intelligence revealed by minerals and their salts
when their molecules group themselves into seven precise crystalline patterns.
For although they exhibit intelligence, neither crystals nor plants have evolved
organized brains! The consciousness is not only in the colloids of animal
organisms, where science has begun to detect its presence, but also in the
cells, where science has failed to detect it; and not only in the visible brain
but also in the invisible mind.
If we can appreciate this, we can proceed further and comprehend that
the fortunes of living creatures are not left like straws to drift in the wind.
Evolution is guaranteed because some fragment of the cosmic mind is itself
the life-force which strives upward through all the muffling veils of the four
kingdoms of Nature, a striving to attain self-maturity which is inherent in
every finite form from that of a so-called dead mineral to that of a living man.
Consciousness too develops along with the life-force, attaining conscious
sensation in the lower animals, conscious thinking, that is intellect in the higher
animal and lower human stages, and spiritual self-knowledge that is insight
in the higher human stage. Therefore we need not fear that the cosmic purpose
in its creatures is doomed to final failure.
Anyone can see how, if we take the kingdom of living creatures alone,
consciousness slowly expands as it evolves from the lowest coral insect to the
higher mammals, but this is only a fragment—although one of the most important fragments—of what the universal evolution entails. If the more reflective
and mora advanced scientists say that we cannot rightly leave out the mineral,
the metal and the plant whose rudimentary consciousness stand at the base
of this movement, philosophy adds 4'nor the sage who stands at its summit".
The mind-essence is as much present in a picce of stone as in an animated
human being. But whereas the stone cannot rise to the consciousness of its
own essence, the human being has always the potentiality of doing so.
The intelligence in control of evolutionary processes can come only from a
fundamentally mental basis underlying those processes. All this explains why
biologists discover an amazing intelligence at work in the intricate formation
and orderly maintenance of living organisms. It also explains why physicists
find an extraordinarily sagacious behaviour in the energies they investigate
and why Nature reflects a rational functioning throughout its vast domain.
We may detect not only the intelligent system at the base of Nature but, in
the graceful forms taken by mineral, acid, snow and ice crystals, for example,
her artistry too. The presence of such orderliness in the cosmos shows that it
could not have been born from an unintelligent source. The most microscopic
and elementary of protoplasmic cells in the human body exhibits as rational
a sense of discrimination in selecting its food as any ever exhibited by our
modern Rationalists when they sit down at the dining-table! The materialist
who sees only blind and unreasoning forces living in the universe is to be
pitied for his own blindness and unreason.
»
Thus the world evidences a hidden mainspring of life* and mind, will and
intelligence. Although w* must not restrict the World-Mind by believing
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that it works like an architectural planner or legal statute-maker, for these are
purely human in outlook, nevertheless anyone with an eye to see can see that
the universe reveals that it is being held in intelligent and intelligible order.
Arbitrary caprice did not create the world once upon a time. Blind disorder
has not ruled it since then. There is true meaning, there is strict law, there is
genuine coherence, there is a movement through stone to flower, through
beast to man, through higher and higher levels of integration in this universal
existence. When this is understood, it can then also be understood that
karma is not merely a law of inheriting previous impressions or of self-reproduction or of moral retributive justice but is also something much larger. It
is an eternal law which tends to adjust the individual operation to the universal
operation. It works for the universe as a whole to keep its innumerable units
in harmony with its own integral balance. c Retribution merely falls inside this
activity as a small concentric circle falls inside a larger one. The results of
each individual's existence, his heritage of thought and action have to be
controlled so that they shall in the end obey the larger regularity of the cosmos
itself. Every part is bound to the whole. Everything thus tends to ultimate
Tightness. It is indeed comforting to perceive that the universe has such
significant equilibrium at its secret core.
There now arise the questions: Why was the world brought into existence
at all? Why such prodigality on World-Mind's part in bringing to birth
vast universes through tremendous geologic periods, only to disintegrate them
again afterwards in the boundless abysses of spaces? Why this brown earth,
those moving men, this golden sun, these speechless animals and those twinkling stars? An intelligent man is driven to seek for an intelligible purpose in
the universal existence as much as he himself seeks to put one into his own
individual existence. To pass from cradle to grave without either the belief
or hope that some secret mainspring is driving the world onwards and upwards,
without being able to interpret some kind of a meaning in its endless movement, is to turn his life into an unsatisfactory wilderness. The Bhagavad Gita
rightly points out that those men are on the lowest level who regard the world
as devoid of significance and without a superior cause.
One of the most prominent of the traditional schools of Oriental metaphysicians and mystics would make the universe a game of make-believe
which the Infinite Self plays with itself, to and for its own great selfish delight.
Were this view true then the universe could rightly be regarded as a vast
torture-chamber with God as the chief torturer of swarming multitudes of
hapless victims. It would also deprive existence of ultimate sense and rational
significance. But such a dismal theory finds no place in the hidden teaching.
These problems are intractable unless we first understand that the universe
is not brought into existence, that it is not created, and that it arises because
it must. The World-Mind must obey the everlasting law of its own being and
periodically manifest or reabsorb the world-image. What is this inner necessity
which so compels it to do so? It is karma, the ultimate and eternal law governing the perpetual movement of its own activity and consequently governing
the rhythm of universal existence and non-existence. This however is not a
law set up from outside, for there is nothing outside World-Mind. Its inner
necessity is beginningless and endless because the World-Mind itself is a
beginnin^less and endless force. Hence the question why the world was
brought mto existence is one which we put only so long as we do not know
what the world really is. When we understand that it arises in obedience to
the general law of karma, that it is a perpetukl self-reproduction appearing
intermittently in cosmic cycles, that it has never had a beginning or wUl ever
have an ending, we see that there can be no ultimate purpose in it but only an
immediate one. Such questions are based on tfce untenable attitude of the
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questioner in taking for granted (a) that sudden creation of the universe in
time is ultimately true, (b) that the universe was formed by an independent
outside Creator. A universe formed on the basis of these two factors would
naturally have purpose inherent in it. But there is no separate Creator. The
collective karmic impressions rise of themselves within World-Mind. This
is because there has never been a time when they did not exist for, although
their forms may change, they are as eternal as the World-Mind itself. Indeed,
they are part of the World-Mind's nature. Hence they constitute a selfactuating system. Because we can set no date for the World-Mind's own
beginning nor any terminus for its own life, we must consequently refrain
from the illogical attempt to set a beginning or an end to the universe itself.
And the World-Mind has not made the world but only afforded the ground for
its existence, the receptable for i1g mutually acting karmic potential forces,
the stuff for its general karmic manifestations and the life-principle for its
ever-moving activities which take place of their own accord. But we must
not fall into the error that this view makes the universe a mere machine.
For the ground receptacle forces and stuff all being mental, the world also
is a mental activity and not just a mechanical movement in matter.
The world was never brought into existence but has always been in existence, however intermittently it reincarnates itself. In one sense, it is like a
revolving wheel which forever circles on itself. No sage has ever calculated,
no seer's insight has ever penetrated the primordial darkness around the
beginnings of this process of ever-becoming which constitutes our universe
simply because there are none. We can only say that it is the very nature
of the universe to exist eternally in the sense that it is the very nature of
everything else to exist only for a time. And because this is its own nature,
because in this sense it is utterly outside the transiency of the time-series and
has never had a beginning inside it, it is useless to ask why it was created.
The question becomes unanswerable because it is unaskable; it no longer
arises and consequently can no longer be put. The fact that the world is a
perpetual self-actuating process, is something which precludes us from asking
such a question. We have to accept that the universe is. And whatever really
is can neyer cease to be, just as whatever never was cannot really come to
be. Where the opposite seems to be true that is our sense-born illusion. If
we see the universe dying and disappearing, it has merely been transformed
into latency as a man's thoughts disappear into his mind, where they lie in a
latent condition. What the universe is here for is a query which becomes
meaningless by this light
The problem as stated is a false one, a pseudo-problem. The world movement will not deprive the World-Mind of its own wonderful being itet stops
or add to it if it continues. Alternate space-time manifestation and withdrawal
of the universe are as inseparable from its nature as breathing is inseparable
from human life. We have to accept the necessity of such mysterious selfmanifestation as an integral part of its nature and as an eternal law of its
inherent being. Consequently we cannot strictly and metaphysically say
that there is any deliberate teleological purpose as such in the universal scheme
when everything is thus happening of its own accord under a hidden karmic
self-necessity. Again when we understand that World-Mind has its eternal
existence outside of time whereas the cosmic process takes place inside time,
we understand then that the World-Mind could not possibly pursue a cosmic
purpose with some self-benefiting motive. There is no gain for itself in evolution,
no purpose to fulfil for its ovfai benefit, no profit to get to satisfy its own desire.
The AU-Knower.
•
^
'
But if the universe has no ultimate purpose inherent in it this is not to
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say that it has no immediate one. And if the World-Mind has no self-motive,
no special purpose on its own behalf, this is not to say that it has none on
behalf of the innumerable creatures within the universe. Its own presence
provides adequate significance to life from their standpoint. In these matters
we are not left in the dark. We have quite enough to do to comprehend what
the immediate evolution is working out in the universe and what it is seeking
to do with the teeming multitude of creatures. And here the hidden teaching
on the basis of ultra-mystic insight can quickly tell us much that we need to
know. It can tell us something about the end which the cosmic evolution
seeks to secure in mankind. It can tell us what human life is for and consequently provide us with worthwhile practical aims.* And this is a long step
forward. Our own existence is not purposeless. We humans have been given
a goal to struggle for. We may clearly l^now what it is. Is this not enough?
The World-Mind abides unchanged and unaffected by the general movement. The cosmic process goes on therefore not for the World-Mind's sake but
vicariously for the sake of the individuals within it. Hence the inner necessity
which calls it forth into existence must not be misread. It is purely karmic.
If we are called upon—as we are—to become co-workers in this process it is
not really for the World-Mind's sake but for mankind's sake. Let us not
make the mistake of imagining that our participation in the divine work is
needed to help the World-Mind's interests. It is not. World-Mind is not
struggling against great odds, is not calling for man's puny help. Being
itself the source of the All it is not in want of anything. "The divinity
requires no aid," announced Roman Seneca. The interests which shall profit
are ours—not individually but as an inter-dependent whole. Nor let us fall
into the speculative error of those theologians who imagine that it is struggling against an antagonistic satanic power and that our help is needed here
too. Such satanic forces certainly exist and we of this unfortunate generation have had plenty of painful evidence of their handiwork but they are
not supreme. They are merely centres of finite life and intelligence which
have misdirected their will and thought to extremes of time and extent.
Consequently they have doomed themselves to ultimate destruction. There is
ultimately no other supreme power than the World-Mind.
„
From the practical standpoint, which is that of the part and not of the
whole, when we comprehend that every living creature from protoplasmic
cell upwards is seeking to realize its own existence and that this quest becomes
a conscious one in the higher forms of man, we may however speak of the
universe possessing a final purpose. In this sense only the World-Mind is
forever producing and perfecting out of its own substance and under the
necescjy conditions of time and space a universe whose members will grow
in consciousness through a series of planetary wanderings towards a sublime
goal. The value of the cosmic activity consists in the general upward direction along which its individual centres move. The universal movement is
destined to raise life and intelligence to ever loftier levels. This is the immediate and immanent purpose behind it. The development of self-subduing
conscience and the unfolding of higher consciousness are the chief ends and
best values which Nature is working out in man. For the personal self there
is always a goal toward which it can aspire, hence there is always a purpose
underlying its own existence. It will progress in its own intermittent way
precisely because it is finite. The stretch of Us little space-time existence is
too narrow not to bring it half-muffled reminders of the illimitable infinitude
1
whence it came forth.
What kind of perceptions, what kind of consciousness has the World-Mind?
• The Scientific Editor ol the New York Tapes frankly confessed in conversation that eveo
twentieth-century science can really say nothing about the purpose of iiie.
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The attempt to answer this question is a useless one unless we change oui
way of viewing time. So long as we regard time as something operating
independently apart from consciousness, so long will it be impossible even to
form the merely symbolic conceptions which represent the limit of an intellectual answer to such a question. Our remembrances of the past, our anticipations of the future, even our moment-to-moment living in the present, are all
mentally constructed. This would sound incredible were it not that our faith
in time has been sadly sapped by the mentalist and dream investigation into
its real character, as well as into mind which is the root of time. The present
event seems real and the past one unreal only because our full concentrated
attention is being focused upon it but is absent from the other. The immense
power of either attention or inattention to build, eliminate, quicken or slow
down different spheres of experience is hardly known and seldom noticed by
the multitude but the yogi who has successfully trained his mental powers
of rapt absorption soon ceases to be astonished at the extraordinary modifications in his space-time experiences of events and persons which thenceforth
occur. It is quite possible for anyone who has the requisite concentration or
sufficient interest and desire to develop the requisite intensity of concentration
to convert his own past into the present for instance. A man who has lost a
well-beloved wife may do it frequently when sunk in reverie over remembered
episodes. Any expert yogi can do it at will by bringing into the centre of his
mental focus a thought, theme, person or picture. Where then does the fixity
of time lie? Where is the difference between past and present? Both lie
within our mind and nowhere else. Both are ideas.
If during dreams it is possible to pass in a few minutes through a series ol
episodes which would require several weeks of wakeful time, and if during the
influence of a drug it is possible to experience a single half-minute episode in
what seems several hours, then it is clear that the order in which we experience
events in time can be fantastically quickened or fantastically slowed down.
If this is possible in the case of a human mind, if the attempt to impose our
common standard of waking time upon a dreaming or drugged man is futile
and absurd, is it not equally futile and absurd to attempt to impose any time
standard at all upon the World-Mind? When we understand that no limit
can be set to the number of different time-orders which can exist, we may
understand that one second of our wakeful time may be equal to one thousand
years of time in another type of consciousness whilst one thousand years of our
wakeful time may be no more than one second in the existence of a superior
consciousness.
We may go even further and declare that not only does the mentalist
nature of time make it a variable thing, that not only must there be^toithin
the World-Mind several different time-series, but that although the timeperceptions of a creature belonging to one of them will be unknown to a creature in another series, the World-Mind itself will necessarily be aware of all
these possible variations. How easy must it be for the World-Mind to quicken
its own time-sense so immeasurably that it can embrace the happenings of a
whole cosmic cycle of millions of years in a moment? Or to slow its consciousness down to the level of a creature whose whole long-drawn lifetime is
to us but a few hours? Or to experience in one-millionth of a moment what
we can experience only in a miljion years?
And this, unimaginable though it seem to a limited human being, is indeed
the case. The successive happenings of our own time-order so appear for our
benefit, not for the World-Mind's. Our finite way of observing events in
time, of experiencing changes in succession, is not the cosmic *way. Our
time-order is simplv one'particular dre^s out of many whicn the cosmic worldidea wears.
•
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The infinite World-Mind sees the universe in itself and itself in the universe,
it is not unaware of what is happening here below. Its consciousness is perfect,
which means that it embraces all possible time-series. Every event is indeed
present to it but not in the way in which it would be present to a finite mind.
For World-Mind grasps its world-idea in what to us is an all-timed fixity. The
accomplished world, not less than its countless tiers of evolutionary change,
suffering and joy, is simultaneously and infinitely present to this unconceivable consciousness. It is erroneous therefore to believe that what is now
dead past to us is the same to the World-Mind. The latter views the universe
not only in succession but also simultaneously. Such a state, such a higher
dimension in which past, present and future time are co-equal can of course no
longer be called time in the human sense of the term.
What are the World-Mind's space-perceptions ? Just as, during a single
act of attention in our finite way, when we enter a hall in the midst of a concert
we can take in the hall itself, the crowds of listeners and the strains of music
and yet attend to the business of walking down an aisle to our seat, so the
World-Mind in its infinite way can take in the entire universe in a single act of
its own attention, can make everything and everyone in it the content of its
consciousness. From this illustration of what the mind of feeble man can
accomplish we may derive a mere hint of what the infinite World-Mind can
accomplish in the way of embracing the entire universe in a single all-comprehensive thought. Every place in the whole universe is equally present to
its perception. Its experience is all-pervading, being always in contact with
all objects at all times. If anyone who ascends to the observatory at the top
of Empire State Building can see so much of New York City and so many
different objects all at once, it is not too far-fetched to assert that World-Mind
can see the whole cosmic process all at once.
The World-Mind's consciousness embraces the ALL, else it could not be
what it is. It perceives the world without having to perceive it in bits and
pieces as we humans do, that is it perceives integrally, holding everything in
a single vast vision. This means that the parts are seen in their true relation
not only to each other but especially to the whole. There is nothing outside its
experience, but we must not make the mistake of imagining such experience
only on the very low and restricted level of human perception, which can
only string events like beads on the thread of time and hang things in space
like fruits on a tree.
What is true of the time-perceptions of World-Mind is therefore equally
true of its space-perceptions. Because it is the consciousness common to all
beings, because it is present everywhere in everyone and everything, its experience is necessarily all-inclusive too. It completely embraces all possible
space-orders because it is conscious of the universe as being within itself whereas
we are conscious of it as being outside ourself and can function only in one
state at a time. Nothing external can circumscribe the activity of the WorldMind simply because nothing external to itself exists. Nevertheless although
the number of forms in the universe seems to us to be beyond computation
this is only because of the limitations of the human mind. Actually it is
measurable because an ordered universe is inseparable from a numbered one.
For although the World-Mind is not itself bound by laws of individual causality, time and space, its manifestation in the wprld of appearances is necessarily
bound by them.
The World-Mind's totalized all-inclusive single idea of the universe may
be whole, perfect and accomplished from its standpoint but from the standpoint of tht individual centres of conscious life within that great idea—being
unable to expand ftheir restricted experience—every event has to develop
successively in a special time-order and every object has to rest in a special
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space-setting if it is to be present at all. Hence the World-Mind has to set
up mental divisions of space and time within the individual in order to set
up its infinite variety of karmic actualizations. We, its products, enter into
those divisions and feel their reality like mesmerized subjects. But the ultimate truth is that they are ideas, no more and no less. Dreams seem to occur
within time and space for they contain both events and things but if we consider them from the philosophic standpoint we discover that no fundamental
change has occurred to the mind of the dreamer; it has neither moved at all
in space to the distant city seen in dream nor hardly moved in time to the
numerous happenings within that city experienced during what is but a single
second of wakeful time; it has remained in reality motionless in time and
space. This may help us to understand how the World-Mind appears to
manifest a particular space-time-stibstance world but is itself actually allpervasive, all-timed, all-spaced and all-substanced, eternally self-conscious being.
The notions that the all-conscious mind of this universe can be unconscious, as Von Hartmann believed, or mere blind will, as Schopenhauer thought,
are untenable. Both Schopenhauer and Von Hartmann saw quite correctly
that this deeper mind did not use the conscious thinking process which we
humans are accustomed to use. But they made the mistake of deducing
ficst that in its essential state it does not possess the attribute of any consciousness at all, and second, that human consciousness was essentially different
from it and consequently separated from it by an eternally uncrossable barrier.
They would have done better to point out the incapacity of our present consciousness to know what is beyond its range and to indicate that other forms
of consciousness may exist. We must clearly grasp this point that space-time
consciousness is the off-spring of mind, which must at the very least be allowed
what its offspring possesses—the capacity to know itself. And if the greater
must contain the lesser, if that which exists cannot possibly arise out of that
which is not, then mind must possess a consciousness which at the very least
must equal that which we ordinarily call such and at the very most must
unimaginably transcend it. Hence if the World-Mind failed to recognize
itself in every form in Nature, however low, however bestial and however
circumscribed, it could not be the soul of the Universe. To the World-Mind
all things and all knowledge and all orders of consciousness are equally present
at a single glance for they are all one to it. Its own existence is therefore an
eternal Now, an endless Here. This is esotcrically expressed in the very name
of Allah, the Muhammadan God: A1 signifying the beginningless, La meaning
the endless.
If the World-Mind knows anything at all it must also know the way in
which the space-time world appears to and is experienced by its space-time
creatures for the greater consciousness being co-extensive with the All, includes
and does not exclude the lesser. There is no particular form of experience
which it cannot take into itself. Every place is its "here" and every time its
"now". It does not leave out what is finite, it embraces all the possible finites
and yet it is itself infinite.
All experience involves things seen in space and changes made in time.
We must know their "when" and "where" if we are to know them at all. It
is however only from the human point of view that we can make this assertion.
There is another possible point <?f view wherefrom the world is embraced as an
everywhere-ness and an everywhen-ness. This of course dissolves the very
meaning of time and space,
we understand them. For just as an ant crawling over a sleeping man's body cannot stretch out its own intelligence widely
enough to comprehend what that man, at his own narrowed stretch can easily
comprehend, so man himself cannot .stretch out his space-time perceptions
even to a fraction of the extent of the World-Mind's. Time has acquired an
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exaggerated value among us. The theory of progressive evolution has given
rise with some Western metaphysicians to the theory that Deity is actually
evolving, that with more time we shall have a grander God! The ancient
sages were not so superficial. For they knew time to be a mental product and
they knew that Mind itself transcended it.
The condition of human knowing is the setting up of a relation between
'"I" and "not-I". All our knowledge is thus relative to our consciousness.
How can we hope to know in truth the ultimate nature of a consciousness
which totally transcends all such relativity? We cannot rightly judge its
consciousness by human standards. It is unphilosophical to try to force the
infinite World-Mind into our little circle of finite space-time experience. What
is an immeasurable cosmos to human experience is brought to a single point
in the World-Mind. If we with our limit&l human faculty cannot grasp such a
truth let us not deny it. What is an eternity of time to human outlook is
brought to a single instant in the same all-thinking mind. It has already been
pointed out that the ancient sages represented the ideas of infinity and eternity
under the emblem of a circle returning on itself, sometimes modified into the
figure of an ever-revolving Swastika-wheel. In this light, we may meditate
on the mysterious saying of the cosmic Christ speaking through Jesus: " I am
the Alpha and Omega, the first and the last; for what was first comes at last
and the last is the first." If the World-Mind can manifest and operate in a
multitude of different space-time orders without making us aware of what it
is doing, we must be prepared to accept the fact that the inevitable limitations
of our own perceptions cover those'other orders with a veil of blankness for us.
If one of our demands be that it display to our consciousness the method and
manner of its universal working, we ought not to complain that it is ignored.
All this majestic monism is truly and literally incomprehensible to human
conceptual thinking. It is inconceivable to us precisely because we are finite
and human but that is also precisely why we should not commit the error of
denying such possibilities altogether.
We first imagine a humanized personal God who sits caught in the same
web of space and time relations as ourself, and inevitably every succeeding
thought about this God made with our own hands becomes filled tvith falsity.
And because the universe is itself spun out of God's very self, our thoughts
about the universe naturally suffer from the same falsity. We do not see
that the moment we make the initial error of putting God in our own or indeed
any space-time order, we have to regard its self-manifested universe as some
thing born suddenly in time and appearing suddenly in space, and therefore
with its prior existence still left unaccounted for. We need to lift our concepts
of b<Tth right out of space and time—making God the unpicturable formless
Mind and making the universe beginningless and endless. If this is a notion
which we have never clearly appreciated before we should remember that
Nature lays no banquet of obvious truths for us at her table. That which
we require to feed us must be dug out by ourself with blistered hands and
aching head. Everything that is worth while is recondite, unobservable and
hard to come at.
CHAPTER X I I
THE UNVEILING OF REALITY

HE World-Mind is bound up with the universe not only so far as the
latter is born of its activity but also because mentalism shows that it
is the universe itself, from the vdtimate standpoint. Whatever point in
this measureless universe that we can think ftf, the World-Mind is there.
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The man on* our globe, the man on distant Mars and the man on still more
distant Neptune ultimately derives his inward consciousness and outward
experience from it. There is no point in space from where we can possibly
conceive it to be absent. This is what is ordinarily meant when we call God
omnipresent and infinite. Such a view is true so far as it goes but it does not
go far enough. 1 For here a word of warning is needful. It has earlier been
explained that if God is regarded as universal wily in the sense of possessing
colossal amplitude, as being self-multiplied to an unimaginable extent, we err.
For we put it in space whereas space is only an idea for it. And if we deem it
to be world-conscious only in the same sensuous way that we humans are, then
we merely succeed in forming a refined anthropomorphic concept.
For the universe is in space and time whereas "the Mind of the WorldMind", if such a phrase may be used, is not to be wholly subordinated to its
own emanation but must claim its own freedom, which means that it is not to
be subordinated to time and space. These two states of its own existence are
as far apart as black and white. The incessant movement of ideas which
constitutes its manifestation of a cosmos does not represent the course of its
own life. When reflection and yoga lift the curtain we are at last able to see
earthly life for the show or appearance that it is. Everything which is in this
universe is a perishable show of itself by the imperishable World-Mind,
but it is a show which hides immeasurably more than it actually reveals. Just
as a dreamer's mind remains perfectly intact, unlessened and whole even after
it has emanated a widespread dream-universe, so the World-Mind remains
perfectly intact, unlessened and whole even after it has emanated an illimitable
physical one. Nothing of either the dreamer's mind or the World-Mind is
really lost by such activity. Just as an author's ideas are not destroyed even
though the paper upon which he has projected them is destroyed, so the WorldMind is unaffected by the appearance or disappearance of the images whose
total projection constitutes a cosmos. And just as the artist's mind remains
as whole and undivided after its labours of creation as it was before them, no
matter how numerous the creative thoughts to which it gave birth, so the
World-Mind remains unlessened and unweakened in all its incomprehensible
integrity aSter the creative giving-forth from itself of the myriad units which
compose the whole world-idea during a period of cosmic manifestation.
The One becomes a multitude. The World-Mind continually and spontaneously throws its being into living universes and living creatures. But
that can never exhaust it for it never really loses anything by this process.
The One has produced the Many out of itself, not out of some extraneous
material, and cannot be measured by its expression in the universe, for this
is always an incomplete one. We cannot arrive at Reality by stitclflhg together millions of little pieces. It is not the whole in this sense. It is not only
the totality of things but much more the essence of things.
We can easily comprehend how one human mind becomes many thoughts
in succession yet still remains beyond them as its unlessened self. We can
also comprehend how the same mind exists in all these different thoughts.
Thus we can more easily comprehend how the World-Mind can manifest in a
million forms and yet remain its infinite transcendent self. It is not contained by the universe, unbounded though the latter seems to be, in the sense
that all space is not contained by an empty jar. The jar can only give us
through what it holds a bare hint of what space is and the universe too can
only give us through what it holds a bare hint of what the World-Mind is.
The World-Mind is not only in the universe but also metaphysically beyond it.
The finitude of the world points to the infinite which transcends ^he world.
The fact that it is but a changeful Appearance suggests the unchanging Reality
which underlies it. If the cosmos is truly a self-revelation of the World-Mind.
1
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it is nevertheless neither a full nor exhaustive revelation but only a fragmentary one. Thus the world is exhibited before us as self-revelation of
Mind's immediate presence but, until we enquire more deeply, not of its nature.
We cannot stop with the dynamic conception of the World-Mind alone.
For so long as it is conscious of its relation to the individual centres, so long as
it is active in the out-breathing and in-breathing of universes, so long as it
has to work with time—however far beyond and beneath our human range its
own amazing time-sense may extend—so long is it in the realm of appearance and not reality, so long is it in the sphere of thought-forms and not of
undifferentiated Thought itself. We cannot stop with this conception therefore if we would know intellectually at least what is absolutely ultimate, what
is definitely final in existence. We must proceed on our way. And indeed
it is the World-Mind, the living God Itself* which bids whoever comes to the
comprehension that it does exist, whoever understands it to be the ultimate
ground of all life and being, to look beyond it to THAT which alone possesses
the uttermost reality. He must understand that although mentalism reduces
the world to idea, it does not reduce reality to idea. Thus we arrive at the
problem of the World-Mind's own nature. After che problem of matter it is
the deepest and darkest one which confronts us. And because it is the ultimate source of everything it is likewise the ultimate key to everything. For
we have reduced all human beings to cells in this cosmic mind and all material
things to the co-produced thoughts of both. Everything exists within an
ocean of mind just as all waves exist within the watery ocean itself. Cosmic
Mind therefore is unique and like nothing else in existence. It is the ultimate.
It is irreducible to anything simpler than itself. The importance of getting
even an intellectual insight into its nature and meaning is such that it must
simultaneously yield an intellectual insight into the nature and meaning of
God and of reality, that is into the most fundamental problem open to human
reflection.
Many may object to our use of the term "mind" in this connection. We
have no quarrel with the use of other words in its place if it be understood that
they are not descriptive enough to be anything more than mere conventional
labels, useful only to help us think and read about something which lj^s beyond
thinking. But earlier semantic studies have shown the futility of merely
making pleasant noises in the air or black marks on white paper without some
corresponding comprehension of them. Wide experience has proven that no
amount of words will ever make the meaning of "Spirit" for example clear
to a man who lacks all mystical experiences. Therefore we have usually discarded its use as a synonym for the highest existence. Few words, on the
contrary, are needed to make the term "mind" meaningful to him. This is
because he finds its derivations continuously present within himself. He can
no more escape its manifestations as consciousness, imagination, thinking and
memory, for instance, than he can jump out of his skin. His own mind above
all else known to him bears the nearest or at least some sort of resemblance
to the great Mind which sustains him. True, in his case its scope is immensely
reduced and its actuality immensely dwarfed. Nevertheless it is a resemblance
and therefore can help him in his effort to understand what would be otherwise so incompfehensible. This term "mind" is so suggestive, so much easier
for those who have studied these pages to interpret correctly than any other
which might be used, that we shall deliberately employ it henceforth to stand
for the ultimate reality of all things, the absolute principle of all life. But to
differentiate such an employment from the common unreflective usage which
makes it rrerely identical with one of its activities, that is consciousness, and
to prevent its confusion with the mere sum of conscious thoughts, we shall
here henceforth always adorn the word with a capital initial letter. Some-
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times we shall vary its use by the synonymous term "Thought", capitalized
as it is here, not in the sense of the activity of thinking, which remains uncapitalized here as "thought", but as its background.
Just as every human being possesses an outer life of wakeful activity
and an inner life of passive dreamless sleep so does the World-Mind possess
a corresponding twofold life. Its outer and active one is of course bound up
with manifesting the cosmos. What is its inner and passive existence? The
unity of the so-called unconscious with the conscious self in man provides us
both with a key to the unity of these double aspects of the World-Mind and
with an image of what reality is like. Man can turn his mental gaze outwards,
when he sees a fragment of the universe spread out before him; or he can
turn it inward during deep sleep, when he sees nothing at all being wrapped
up in himself. Similarly the World-Mind can look outward and contemplate
its own manifested ideas; or it cAn look inward and be absorbed in its own
self utterly bereft of those ideas. Actually this analogy does not represent
the whole truth however. For whereas man falls unconscious when he enters
so completely into himself, the World-Mind does not but remains in a continuous and conscious, timeless and spaceless self-contemplation as pure
absolute Mind.
Thus the World-Mind is not solely and entirely wrapped up in the cosmic
jmage. We must distinguish between its exteriorized existence and its interiorized life, that is to say between the foreground of its attention concentrated
upon its space-timed activity and the background of its attention concentrated upon its undisturbed stillness, between its terrestrial meditation and its
celestial contemplation. The point may become clearer by considering what
happens at the beginning and end of a cosmic period, the curtain whose rise
and fall reveals or hides all things. When the World-Mind externalizes its
attention, the karmic forces spring to life of themselves and evolve a cosmos;
when it turns its attention inward the same forces retreat again into latency
and the period of manifestation closes. During the ensuing disappearance of
the cosmos the World-Mind contemplates its own absoluteness alone and
knows nothing else. The first aspect is the World-Mind in alternating activity
whereas in the second it is in primal repose.
The sharp distinction between the two phases exists only in existential
expression, not in essential nature. It is in one sense like the sharp distinction
between a man in sound sleep and the same man busily thinking and active.
He himself remains essentially unchanged but what he is doing in one state
and what he is doing in the other would make him seem to non-human beholders
a different creature. Just as we have to treat man as a single being (mental)
for philosophic purposes but as a twofold (physical and mental) one for practical purposes, so we have to treat World-Mind as a single entity from th*>philosophic standpoint but as twofold from the practical one. Both aspects are for
us simply different ways of viewing it. This does not make one less important
or less real than the other. They are distinct but not different from each other.
Nevertheless this analogy is suggestive rather than exact. Whereas these two
courses exist side by side perfectly in World-Mind they do not co-exist in a
human being but hold sway in an alternating rhythm. Again, human thinking
and activity are based on the five senses which in their turn have an extremely
limited range. But the World-Mind's range goes far beyond and is above the
senses. Consequently we must remember that the phrase "World-Mind thinks"
means immeasurably more th&n it seems to mean. It is the movement of an
infinite wisdom within an unlimited range.
To differentiate our thoughts about this double existence of World-Mind it
is necessary to have separate expressions for them, but to avoid falling into the
error that there are tvro different beings it is equally necessary to keep thc^e
•
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expressions related to each other. Hence the hidden teaching simply drops
the prefix from the name World-Mind and all limitations with it, leaving the
simple truthful name Mind to stand for ultimate essence, absolute reality.
Thus Mind exhibits two aspects: the first as self-contemplative wherein
it is aware solely of itself; the other as self-evolutionary wherein it progressively
manifests the world and thus limits its own life and consciousness. The first
aspect is sheer Mind-in-itself. The second aspect is Mind as it stands in inseparable relation with the universe. The first we call Mind and the second
World-Mind, but both are really one. We can arrive at a correct notion of
God only by thinking of it in these two ways. If we regard it only as an infinite
and transcendent being wrapped up in the static contemplation of its own
perfection, remote and aloof from this finite world of ours, we see only a half of
the truth. If we regard it as the universal energy working actively within
every cell and every star, creating, preserving and destroying tier after tier of its
space-timed universe, inspiring an evolutionary endeavour in countless series
of conscious creatures, we see the other half. The World-Mind possesses both
characters and is at once power active in the universe and absolute being
withdrawn in rest. The immense difficulty of reconciling these two opposed
factors exists however only for the undeveloped intellect, not for the unfolded
insight. For the sage may discover by personal experience that his innermost
self is static even whilst his outer person is active, and thus comprehend how
the same opposites exist at the same time in the World-Mind.
Mind is the one thing which can produce a thousand other things which are
all different from each other, and yet remain what it is in itself. It is in essence
the Formless but by reflection the Formed. It is both the One and the Many,
whichever way we wish to look at it. The universal existence therefore is a
unity in diversity and a diversity in unity, a rest amid movement and a movement in the midst of rest. The world-picture is ever-changing but the screen
on which the cinema picture is projected is ever-still.
Psychologically, all this may be summed up as follows: When Mind is active
in knowing and distinguishing one thing from another, it is finite consciousness.
When it assumes forms and qualities, it is the things themselves. When it is
centralized as an individual observer of these presented objects it is the " I " .
When it is centralized as the observer through the Overself of all the innumerable
separate observers, it is World-Mind. When it is passively at rest, it is itself,
Mind. The universe cannot help eventually but move from the Many to the
One. This is why all life tends to the grand climax of blessed unity in the end.
The Fourth Gospel
If ^e turn to the New Testament and particularly to that part written by
St. John and commonly called the Fourth Gospel, we shall find some of these
same thoughts expressed in another way. Its opening sentences: "In the
beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God," plunge us immediately
in the deep waters of the metaphysics of truth. For the universe is nothing
but the outcome of divine ideation. The entire world is but a thought held by
the World-Mind. But the World-Mind itself arises at the beginning of a cosmic
period as a luminous thought in Mind. It is the first and last of all possible
ideas, the one idea which includes and contains every other idea, however
diverse it be.
Now every idea implies a corresponding meaning. The meaning of the
universal process, that which gives significance to all existence and thus redeems
it in the end, is the World-Mind. Furthermore words are the expression of
ideas. A ^prd is a sign or a sound which stands for an idea. Hence the WorldMind is represented in St. John's sentence by "the Wgrd".
Let us consider next that when human lips are^hut and still there is silence
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and inactivity. This represents the ineffable silence and utter inactivity of
Mind-in-itself, as well as of World-Mind in the state between two cosmic cycles.
When the same lips open and speak, the silence is broken and the spoken word
comes forth. This represents the opening of a cosmic cycle when the WorldMind arises and creative activity spontaneously begins anew. Until then the
Supreme rested in its own mysterious timeless spaceless being, unbroken by
events and therefore unbroken by any succession of past, present and future.
But the manifestation of universal activity signifies the entry of some part of
itself into time. That is to say, simultaneously with its own arisal the WorldMind holds the thought of a time and space order for the benefit of its creatures.
Hence John's succinct phrase, "In the beginning was the Word."
Mind is the ultimate essence of%everything, of every idea from the WorldMind itself downwards. John therefore equates it with the ultimate term which
he knows: "God". Now whether the force we call the World-Mind lies concealed and latent in the illimitable and absolute essence out of which it arises
periodically under an immutable law of its own being or whether it is actively
engaged in the work of emanating a cosmos, it is as inseparable from that essence
as the sparkling lustre is inseparable from a cut diamond. It forever abides
with Mind. Hence John says, "And the Word was with God."
• We found earlier that life and mind are twins, that the immense stream of
energy which expresses itself in innumerable and diversified forms throughout
the universe is one side of a coin of which consciousness is the other. Therefore
John goes on to say: "In him was life; and the life was the light of men." For
the World-Mind through its intermediary the Overself gives both life and
consciousness to its projection, the person. This however is only the human
application of this truth. There is also a universal one. When with the swing
of the karmic pendulum the universe moves back into dissolution the WorldMind, in its aspect as sustainer of that universe only, moves back into dissolution
too. The World-Mind as the activating' intelligence behind the universe,
appears and vanishes together with its manifestation. All that is left between
two cosmic cycles is only its essence, Mind. The universe is its projection but
it itself is§ also a projection, albeit the primal and spontaneously self-originated
one. The World-Mind as such exists only therefore through all the millions
of years that the universe exists. The two indeed rise and set together. Thus
the whole universe exists originally as a germ inside the World-Mind and the
World-Mind in its turn exists as a germ inside the Absolute Mind. This analogy however must not be taken too far as there exists at least one important
difference. The Absolute does nothing to bring forth the World-Mind but the
World-Mind appears spontaneously and periodically by itself according to an
eternal law whereas the universe is emanated by the World-Mind's own active
force. When the latter lapses again however it becomes the pure stillness of
Mind.
The gradual unfoldment or evolution of the universe is really a gradual
manifestation of the World-Mind itself, a mutual interplay of its own mental
projections. So John says, "All things were made (i.e. manifested) by him."
It is noteworthy that John does not say all things were made by God. Why he
does not do so should be understandable in the light of the foregoing words.
For the absolute Mind is concealed in everlasting repose. Mind in its own
nature is inactive and self-sufficient, without need of anything, not even of
self-expression. It abides utterly in and for itself. The active and expressive
principle is something whicA arises out of it, the World-Mind, the "Word".
We are not to think of World-Mind as having been deliberately created by
Mind, That would be to think wrongly of it. We are to conceive its origin as
self-born: ittarose of its owji accord. •
Before a cosmic cycle beg;/is there is'literally nothing in existence, no forms
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of any kind and no conscious beings. This may be symbolically depicted by
the darkness of night, The beginning of a cycle would then be symbolized by
the sun's rising and its activity by the light of day. We may picture to ourself
a point of light appearing in this boundless darkness and spreading itself out as
an ever-expanding circle. There is nothing except our own limitations to stop
this process of expansion going on to all infinity and to all eternity in our picture.
In this analogy the primal point of light is the World-Mind at the dawn of its
manifestation, while the ever-expanding circle is the universe as a process of
Ever-Becoming. The whole cosmos exists potentially within this point, a
possibility which our studies in the illusoriness of space must be drawn upon to
vindicate. Hence the universe is continuously expanding and incessantly
amplifying itself until the reverse process spts in and the cosmic cycle exhausts
itself and finally closes. The vast ocean of light eventually retracts until it
becomes a point once more. Then even this point vanishes.
We have spoken of these things as being symbolic. There is however a
certain genuine actuality about this analogy. For the creative energy of the
World-Mind is a force whose grosser manifestation we know as the various
energies of the physical world. Light is the first of these energies. They are
indeed its radiations. The fiery nebulae and the atmospheric electricity, for
example, are generated in the end out of this primal Light. The seers hi
ancient Egypt, India and Iran knew this truth. The scientists of modern
England, France and America are beginning to know about it.*
"In the beginning Ra (the Sun) raises himself," is the announcement in the
Egyptian Papyrus of Ani anent the world's creation. The hieroglyphic
characters for light and speech are identically the same. Hence in the Papyrus
sentence just quoted Ra represents precisely what St. John calls "the Word".
"Light thought, 'Would that I were many! I will create.' " is the announcement of the same event in the Chandogya Upanishad, an Indian text. And
every high-caste Hindu is supposed to worship the Sun because it is the vesture
of God. "God has created the world out of His own substance, that is His
own thought, and the thought becomes Light," declared the prophet Zoroaster
in Iran thousands of years ago. Since then his followers have worshipped
light as being the one element of Nature in this gross material world which is
nearest to Deity.
According to the present teaching this ever-luminous ultimate energy, this
inexhaustible radiation from the ultimate reality of Mind is the World-Mind.
It is the Original Light of which our sun is merely a single expression. Everything in the universe without a single exception has proceeded from it. This is
why mystics who succeed in attaining sense-free intensity sometimes actually
see this effulgent Light, either as a speck in the heart, a flash within the forehead or as an all-enveloping ocean. Such a vision, if authentic, is always
accompanied by a great bliss but it rarely repeats itself once its significance
has been grasped.
* Sec the author's Discover Yourself or The Inner Reality for recent experimental results quoted
in confirmation of this tenet. There may here be added the following testimony of a distinguished
scientist, Sir William Bragg: "Our distinction between radiation and matter becomes one of degree
and not of kind. This widening of our view of the nature of things is surely one of the most remarkable consequences of modern research. Light, visible and invisible, electrons, matter itself, arc
now seen to have common properties and to be united in some manner we do not yet fully understand." Thus transcendental perception and laboratory discovery meet and verify each other.
We live indeed in a veritable light-universe. This statement cannot be comprehended unless it
is understood that there are two kinds of light-radiations: (t) the visible, (2) the invisible. The
visible light-rays which form part of our familiar experience are feeble and fractionary when contrasted with the high-frequency rays—such as ultra-violet, X , gamma ana cosmic rays—which
are pouring throughout space. Hence the word "light" is used in a wider sense by modern physics
than merely visible light. The spectrum which we can see forms but a small fragment of the entire
range of electro-magnetic radiations. Therefore we must nr>t ifiisinterpret the word by narrowing
down its meaning only to a concept drawn from our unaid\l human sense-cxperience.
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The space-time perceptions of human beings are too limited to comprehend
that which is their infinite principle of life and thought. Most men are indeed
totally unconscious of its existence. Few ever develop the insight which is
needful to perceive that this is what makes their own existence possible and
their own thinking possible. For the others, the multitude, there is only darkness where the few see light, only the failure to comprehend that the so-called
non-existent is not only the concealed source of their own wakeful and dream
consciousness but is also All-knowing and All-present being. This is what
John means when he continues: "And the light shineth in the darkness; and
the darkness comprehendeth it not."
We may summarize the situation so far reached by the statement that the
fundamental principle of any and every existence may be thought of as sheer
Mind when it is in repose and as the World-Mind when it is in motion; that
Mind exists in and for itself whereas World-Mind exists in and for its manifested finite creatures; that Mind holds no object or second thing within its
consciousness whereas the World-Mind manifests its cosmic idea as though it
were an "other" not itself; and that Mind remains unbrokenly and timelessly
the same whereas the World-Mind is active for tremendously prolonged periods
during cosmic manifestation and then returns to latency according to an
immutable law inherent in its own nature. According to the ultimate teaching,
fhe length of each cosmic period constitutes one eternity. In this sense only
can we say that the cosmos is eternal. Hut as the World-Mind itself spontaneously arises and disappears with the cosmos it too is eternal in this same sense.
Hence the saying in the Egyptian Pyramid Papyrus: "I myself am Re, the
Son of Eternity, abiding in all beings."
Although the World-Mind itself transcends all our human waking and dreaming standards of time, these time-orders still have a meaning and importance
for it because of its progeny. Whilst it is thinking of its manifestation for
their benefit, its own state is not timeless for timelessness is not the same as
the totality of immensely-varied time-series. Nevertheless the World-Mind
never forgets itself in the innumerable forms it has taken; it always experiences
the full measure of its own blissful repose. Paradoxically and to human intellect incomprehensibly, it is simultaneously self-aware as the pure principle of
Mind. Ih the first state it contains all past, all future, hence no time-distinctions at all. The World-Mind as such endures eternally and pervades everywhere but as Mind it cannot even be thought of in connection with finite time
and finite space! It transcends them utterly.
Time without events happening in it has no meaning. And time stretched
out to the tremendous length of a cosmic period, that is to an eternity, will
also have to be filled in with events of some kind. But it is still confinement
within the time-order, however long-drawn-out it be. Timelessness is ^Bmething
quite different. It is that Infinite Duration in which Mind exists. "Endless
Duration, Great Time swallows all the poisons of this world, otherwise the
world itself could not exist," said an ancient Oriental Sage. The World-Mind
is everywhere in space and everywhen in time. Mind is nowhere in space and
nowhen in time. That is, World-Mind is eternal whereas Mind is timeless.
This principle of existence, whether as Mind as World-Mind or as the series
of manifested universes, is without beginning and without end. When the
student takes to the path of enquiring: "What is the meaning of the world?"
he reaches at length this perception of its endless nature as a cosmic process.
The next step follows naturally and he then perceives that its essence ever
was, is and shall be. But Jhe himself is a part of the world. Consequently
his own essence too shares this endless nature. It has not a perished past nor
an approaching future but only a timeless Now. It Is. # We can add no predicates to these short words. But why should our human weakness tremble
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at this inability? The Old Testament phrase " I am That I am" emphasizes
the timeless Now and repudiates the "was" or "shall be" of the fleshly life.
The timeless Now must not be mistaken for the passing present. It is that
condition which is outside all time, outside all contrasts of past and future.
It is not the same as the prolonged present. The latter belongs to a triad of
before, now and after, the former belongs to a unity—infinite Duration. The
old conceptions of time dissapear before such serene contemplation. Once
we understand that finite time is a form of thinking we may begin to understand that infinite Mind cannot be confined to any of its finite and transient
ideas but must exist even when there are neither the thoughts nor the sensations to create time. Those who can comprehend this will also comprehend
why it exists changelessly and timelessly. The Egyptian temple Mysteries
symbolized this same timeless being under tfie picturesque figure of the impenetrably veiled goddess Isis, and it was ordained that no uninitiated man might
lift this veil.
When we turn to time's twin we find that a similar extension of significance
becomes needful. Infinite Duration is separable from Infinite Space. We
know from our studies in dream and relativity that finite time and finite space
vary according to the way in which they are experienced. That is, they are
only ideas. Metaphysics takes all these notions and examines them. It finds
a fixed time to be inadequate, a fixed space to be contradictory, a fixed material
substance to be inconsistent, and therefore it rejects time and space and matter
as being nothing more than appearances and as not being ultimately real. But
just as finite consciousness points beyond itself to the Infinite Consciousness
whence it roots out so do these three ideas point beyond themselves to their
infinite ground. All spatial-orders therefore merely hint at but never exhaust
the beginningless and endless character of Infinite Space itself.
Thinking outwards as far as we possibly can, imagining the utmost stretch
of universal existence which we dare, that which remains will always still be as
boundlessly vast as before. Whatever distance we may measure in cosmic
space, that which is unmeasured will always remain unmcasurable. That is to
say, Infinite Space is the easiest picturable aspect of the ultimate reality as
Infinite Mind is its easiest understandable concept. For whether ,a cosmos
exist to fill it or not, whether the ever-Becoming flows through it or not, Infinite Space must always exist. Whether we ourself are here to think it or not,
it is. Although it eludes both senses and intellect nevertheless even the mere
thought of it does offer a hint about the undimensioned ever-enduring and selfsufficient existence of reality itself.
Once we form a correct idea of Infinite Duration we know that it cannot
be dividjtf in any of the ways in which we can divide time itself. Duration
transcends all possible measurement, multiplication or division. For the same
reasons it is impossible to impose any measurement or division on Infinite
Space too.
We gaze at the world through the coloured mental spectacles of "when" and
' 'where" and do not comprehend that we see nothing as it really is. Such are the
limitations under which our knowledge is received, such the conditions under
which our thoughts arise 1 A further way in which we have to experience
things and events is in a cause-and-effect connection. From a practical standpoint these three forms constitute the way in which we come to know the
external world. In the case of the first two forms we have just learnt how
when we ascend to the philosophical standpoint the matter assumes an entirely
different aspect. This also applies in the case of *he third form of experience.
For then th^re is but a single real entity to be considered and nothing else.
And when there are«not two separate things existing there can be no twofold
relation either and hence no such relatioh as caijpality, which depends on the
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prior existence of both a cause and an effect. It is easier to understand this by
understanding what happens when we dream. All the dream figures, events
and things are after all nothing but the single essence—mind—out of which
they were constructed and to which they were visible. From the standpoint
of this mind it alone reigned and there never were two things at any moment;
therefore causality could not have really reigned during dream and must be
dismissed as a fiction. No real change occurred in the mind and no causal
relation consequently ever came into being. But if we descend to the lower
standpoint and consider matters from the point of view of the individual persons
and things within the dream itself, then we admit the existence of a multiplicity for we perceive one thing acting on another and producing an effect, and
then we are forced to admit that causality does reign here. The same results
follow analysis of wakefulness. Vhus from the standpoint of the person
causality exists but from the standpoint of the person's essence it does not.
If we accept the materiality of the world we have to accept the ultimate reality
of all that goes with it, that is the personal entity and the relation of causality.
If we ascend higher and regard the Overself alone, then the world is seen to
be not different from it in essence and consequently the causal relation is seen
to be an illusion. Hence personal karma, being based on causality, cannot
cfperate here and the descent of grace which nullifies it becomes a possibility.
The Mysterious Void.
From these conceptions we may next ascend to the enigmatical climax of
all this metaphysical teaching. It should now be clear that God is nothing
that can be caught in our personal space-time net, nothing that can be seen,
heard or touched; and we must think away all limitations from World-Mind's
essence if we would catch even a hint of its true and perfect being. We must
not try to put the ultimate into a strait-jacket by particularizing it into a
shape, a time-order, an attribute or a creature. It is, so far as our human
perception goes and so far as our human reflection can go, not this, not that.
A world of changing phenomena cannot be a self-sufficient one, a world stamped
by relatiyity cannot be an ultimately real one. Therefore the real world
must be an absolute one where there is no change, no relativity, no time, no
space, no thing that can change, no time interval between events that can be
measured and no distance that can be calculated. But such an absolute
thingless, timeless and spaceless world would be utterly empty when viewed
from our side. Thought would come to rest not in a particular something but
in a seeming blankness of being. If we think away all the form and solidity,
the texture and taste, the smell and colour of any object, what remains?
When every attribute and quality has thus been thought away, we arffieft with
what is apparently an empty negation. There is nothing in this boundless
empty silence for an observing intellect to take hold of. As there is no particular appearance in space or time and no intellectual image by which we can
think of it, it looks like a blank nothingness bereft of all content. There is
here no space for any shape and no time for any event simply because there
is here no space-order and no time-series at all.
When we probe deeply into the nature of Mind we find that it is ultimately
inconceivable, except by negating all its properties, which leaves a vast Void
that is paradoxically the only- existence. When the World-Mind is by itself
in between the cosmic periods and has withdrawn its emanations, it too merges
in this unfathomable Void. • In this, its own ultimate state, the World-Mind
comes to final rest. The sublime Silence which holds it, hear^ no -sounds,
sees no forms, observe^ no movements and performs np actions. There is
here no distinction betweep one thing and another, one being and another,
one creature and another. If/therefore it be asked what was before the World-
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Mind the answer must be not nothing but No-thing-ness. For we cannot call
it existence because there is nothing and nobody at all here to exist either as
an experiencer or an experienced thing, either as a thinking being or as the
ideas thought of. There is no room here for personality whether sub-human,
human or super-human, for all separateness is utterly obliterated. It transcends all the relativities inseparably associated with such personality. Because this conception of the ultimate being deprives it of any kind of form in
space and of any kind of existence in time; because it divests it of all relations
with a second thing and of all that self against not-self background which is
what we mean by consciousness, it seems indistinguishable from complete
non-existence.
The intellectual conception of the Voict at first always seems repulsively
austere to human sense. It is associated—although quite wrongly—with
conceptions like cold death and silent cemeteries. This reaction arises from
the ingrained materialism of human sense, the incapacity to look beyond what
it can see, smell, taste or touch. In the beginning few can face the concept of
this vast Void without shrinking back in fear and fright. Yet it is necessary to
face it until it becomes familiar and acceptable before we can pass on to the
next higher degree of understanding. For it would be an error to interpret
the term Void in a negative and nihilistic sense only. However paradoxical
it may seem, there is a positive sense within it too. If the Absolute is so remote
from all that we know of as existence, nevertheless it may not be rightly described as nothing. It positively is, although it has no individual existence.
This notion of a formless and featureless Void is indeed ungraspable by the intellect and can only yield its profound meaning to a higher faculty of insight.
For if it is the real nature of us all and if some in the past have come into its
knowledge they were certainly not nothing nor was that which they knew nonexistent. It must possess some kind of being therefore. According to a
Tibetan text of this teaching, "Men created time out of Voidness: they themselves are Void. Those who understand this can dive deep into the element of
Nirvana, which transcends relativity."
It is admittedly not easy for our form-ridden consciousness to accept this
notion that Nought is the equivalent of Reality, that Emptiness is tiie basis
upon which all our wakeful, dream and sleep experience is built and not a
solid ultimate material stuff, but once we thoroughly comprehend it we comprehend also that it solves the final enigma of existence. We must deny
everything before we can understand everything. We must first find and
affirm the Ultimate to be not this, not that, before we can find out what this
and thatveally are. Nothing that is measurable, nothing that is finite, nothing
that is formed can possibly be it. It is only by leaving out all that is transient,
by negating all that is familiar, that the final concept of all can be grasped.
The Void is really un-nameable, for even this word itself is entirely a negative
one and does not hint at the positive "Be-ness" which fills the actually it
represents and which has a real if mysterious existence of its own.
The mind cannot successfully represent an absolute void to itself for even
when it believes that it has reduced everything to total blankness it is itself
still there to think this blankness. At the very moment of thinking the Void
the mind is actually itself filling the Void: By the very act of declaring nothing
to be there the mind declares its own presence. • By asserting that all is darkness it asserts the existence of its own light. We cannot think of a nonexistent thing, for even if we declare it to be such tye are at least thinking the
idea of it. The notion of an absolute void is equally unthinkable for even if
everything else were? eliminated the thinking mind would still be there. The
metaphysical meaning of thoughts lies in Thought *The fact that l^ind appears
to be a "nothing" is only our illusion fbr it is th^finql irremovable reality left
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when all else is thought away. The notion of utter non-existence is therefore
fictitious and illusory. The idea of absolute annihilation is equally an illusory
one. Even beneath the negative thought which we entertain there is an
affirmative sense—the subtle sense of sheer being itself, the mysterious element
of awareness whose mere presence enables us to utter this very world-denial.
Thus there paradoxically is a residuum—the Mind-stuff out of which it is born
—and this continues to exist unaffected by the disappearance of the particular
forms into which it was temporarily moulded by our space-time consciousness,
but without which it is like but not really no-thing. For all these properties
which we have thus thought away are also limitations. That which is left
over is Mind in its own pure intrinsic nature. Thus we see that this unlimited
and infinite being must be unconsciously presupposed before we can know
its limited and finite manifestations within and around us.
The Void is unique inasmuch as we cannot even set the idea of Fullness
against it even though the latter is contained in it. Thus everything we see
around us has come forth out of the Invisible, which cannot therefore be a
mere nothing. The Void is empty only of individual and separate appearances
but not of the universal reality which is their original nature. The materialist
notion of a stuff called matter which spreads out to fill empty space as water
spreads out to fill an empty vessel may be matched against the mentalist
notion that the Void itself is both potential stuff and potential space. Were
we to remove every vestige of the universe with all its creatures from the lowest
cell to the highest man, from the subtlest proton to the bulkiest star, the ineffable mysterious Emptiness which would then remain would be Mind in its
pure primal and unmanifest state. If there is nothing that is relative in the
Void this is not the same as nothingness. The Real is still there, transcending
all relativity. We may not call it non-existence because it is the permanent
ground in which all things are rooted, the foundational boundlessness in which
all lives are contained.
Beyond the senses oi all creatures, beyond the ideation ol man, this alone
forever is. This then is the only real existence, all else being but an intermittent appeqxance within it. Just as in actuality the body of man cannot be
separated from his mind, so in actuality the All cannot be separated during
cosmic manifestation from empty Mind. A matured understanding must see
the World-Mind under these double aspects. The universe exists during its
period of manifestation in this Void like a cloud in the sky, but before this
period it is wholly merged in Mind. Hence we read in Genesis: "And the
earth was without form and void." We can trace things back to thoughts and
we can trace thoughts back to our mind and that again to the Supreme Mind.
Therefore we may say that from the standpoint of common experieifte Mind
is the cause of the universe.
"The mysterious quality of Mind-Essence is that though you may look at
it, you cannot see it," said a Chinese sage. Psychologically, the Void means
that purity of the Mind where it is devoid of all the colourings of creative
imagination, that cessation of forms, feels, tastes, smells and sounds which means
the cessation ol earthly consciousness, that vanishment of the world of ephemeral appearances which leaves only the world of everlasting reality. Mind in
its primal state has no attributes, no desires, no will and no shape; it has no
visible perceptible or conceivable individuality, no possible magnitude and no
adequate name; it is not a thing graspable by hand or thought. The reason
why in the utter stillness of the Void there is no past, present or future, no time
at all, no space-orders and no forms to fill them, no manifestation oj" dissolution
of the universe either,, is that such activity exists only»for and within the
imagination pf the individuals within them, not for the Void-Mind. Just as a
dream exists for and within ytie imagination of the dreamer and the birth or
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death of a dream-figure does not involve the dreaming mind itself, so there can
be neither birth nor death, neither passion nor desire nor sorrow in the Void
but only in the thoughts which individuals rooted in it impose upon themselves.
Because the mentalness of all things is seen to be a fact, this does not mean
that they are non-existent and because the mind-essence is invisible, intangible
and incomprehensible to the bodily senses, this does not mean it is to be reregarded as nothing. Things are not to be denied but understood. They are
the transient forms which the everlasting mind-essence takes. ** They are
certainly there but they are appearances which are doomed as forms to pass
away but as essence to abide everlastingly. The world is actual, it is vividly
present to our eyes, ears, fingers, and yet it is nothing less than an appearance.
We achieve a measure of understanding only when we arrive at acceptance of
this paradox. Mind is not mere emptiness but the very reality itself behind
all our world-experience. The Void is only a blank nothingness from the
materialist standpoint, whereas it is the fundamental reality, the basis of all
manifested existence from the mentalist one. It is also the universal state
before universal existence itself arises. Paradoxical of course but perfectly
true, the Void, the No-thing which we never experience directly, is ultimate
reality whereas the All, the Every-thing which we commonly experience, is
an appearance within it. Everyone sees the world-appearance but few catfth
the truth of it. The world's reality is not a self-existent or self-supporting
one for it depends on the original Void-Mind and indeed arises from and is
merged back into it.
What the unenlightened regard as substance, that is the form of things, is
really its negation, whereas true substance, that is the essence out of which
those forms emerge, is disregarded by them as non-existent. The hardest
barricade for our Western understanding to break through is this simple acceptance of the Unmanifest as ultimate reality. We think in terms of measurable
forms and solids so habitually that we have lost the power to think in terms
of undimensioned formless Thought itself, which is the unseen reality of all
those forms and solids, the hidden rock on which they all rest. He who hopes
to find the Real where it is not, among transient shapes and fleeting conditions
which are but appearances in the mind instead of looking where it is in the
Mind-Essence itself, is like the ignorant monkey which tries to catch the moon's
image upon the water's surface.
Mind does not lose its formless placeless intangible empty character when
it intermittently assumes the universe-related nature of the World-Mind. It
is void of all forms, personalities and ideas yet paradoxically it is the root of all
forms, personalities and ideas. There is no movement, no activity in it. Yet
it contalhs the endless possibility of all movement and all activity. From
nothing comes everything, from silence all sounds, from unconsciousness
emanates consciousness, from zero all numbers, from invisibility everything
visible, and from intangibility all tangible things. This is what the Buddha
meant when he made the momentous declaration of Nirvana: "There is, O
disciples, a something that is not born, not produced, not created, not compounded. Were there not, O disciples, this something not born . . . there
would be no possible exit for what is born."
How is it possible for the Unchanging to become the Changing, for the
Immobile to pass into Motion, for the One Mind to manifest itself so abruptly
as the multiformed universe? Nature has given us a glimpse of the answer in
giving us sleep. For there we ourselves experience how mind in its unified
and undivided state breaks suddenly into a multitude of thoughts and things,
when it breaks intp dream or wakefulness out of d$ep slumber. The One
splits itself up into the Many. The individual myid loses nothing of its own
integrity by this apparent self-division. The lAiiversal Mind spends itself in
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the evolutionary existence but yet remains unimpaired, undiminished and
unexhausted. Mind can manifest itself in various ways but although none of
them make it any the less Mind yet all of them appear to be different from each
other. This is like the figure 10 which can be expressed arithmetically as
5 X 2, 6 + 4, 20/2,10 X 1, 7 + 3, and so on. All these formulae are different
representations but amid all their permutations all are equivalent to the same
result—10.
Many intellectual wings will cease to flap in this rarefied atmosphere. This
cannot be helped. Man must renounce his littleness and touch the universal
if he is to honour truth. But experience confirms that those who fail to fly
here at the first attempt often succeed at the fifth, the tenth or the hundredth
attempt. If perseverance conquers in the end it is because they are dealing
here with something which is not q^ite so remote as it seems but does indeed
pertain to their own innermost nature. We have to study the Real by progressive phases. Thus this aspect of it as a great Emptiness is not to be taken
as the final one. Yet its comprehension constitutes a necessary stage in such
a study and has a twofold result. First, by depriving the whole universe of
all its material substance, it breaks down our innate materialism. Second,
by reducing all separate things to a seeming void, it removes our last excuse
foj attachment to them. Thus it is not only a metaphysical stage to instruct
us but also a disciplinary one to liberate us.
This seeming nothingness is the secret basis of the whole universe's existence,
the original source whence it emerges, the last refuge whither it retreats. It is
the first and last of all things, the Nought and the All, the only enduring reality
whose presence Nature is always hinting at but never disclosing. Its infinitude
is unutterable, its existence immutable and, to earthly sense, its mystery
impenetrable. When therefore materialist science and unillumined metaphysics lay Nature out on an analytical dissecting table like a corpse for cutting
up and later announce the results in the name of knowledge they gain everything except the one truth worth gaining.
The World-Mind emerged from Mind and the universe emerged from the
World-Mind. This preposition "from" must not be taken literally however;
it is only u$ed for want of a better term. The universe has never been outside
the World-Mind nor has the latter been apart from Mind. Any preposition
used about it which possesses spatial implications is deceptive. In its first
aspect World-Mind is the Nought-conscious whereas in its second aspect it
is the All-conscious. For in the first it gives itself entirely to itself whereas
in the second it gives itself to thought about what appears as an"other" to
itself. If we may regard the World-Mind as itself a thought of Mind-Essence
and the universe as a thought of the World-Mind, the universe them b^omes a
thought within a thought! The primordial Void becomes World-Mind and
does not create it. The World-Mind becomes both the world and man and
does not create them. Man's mind becomes his thoughts and does not create
them. Thus the hidden circular thread of continuity which runs through them
all is completed. Just as it is one and the same element which is manifest
as vapour, as water and yet again so differently as solid ice, so it is one and the
same Mind which is as the World-Mind and manifest as the solid universe.
If it be asked why the universe is so incessantly restless, so constantly in
motion, we may now answer that this very activity is striving in various ways
to move towards the original state whence it emerged, a striving which is
unconscious in almost all the individual centres but which rises into selfawareness in the human being*at a certain stage of his development. Thus the
ever-becoming character of the universe is simply a sign that behind and beyond
it exists the ever-still essence of empty Mind. * For here the Divine reveals
its own indescribable nature* tyidimmed by mists and uncovered by illusions.
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The Real World.
What is reality? It cannot be something which is here today and gone
tomorrow. It must be something which over-passes the periphery of time.
The first mark of reality is that it has always been in existence. Something
of this universe, whether it be visible or invisible, whether it be so-called matter
or so-called spirit, must have had an everlasting existence. For if the contrary
were the case, if nothing whatsoever had even once been the condition of
universal history, then the universe could never have arisen for out of nothing
only nothing can emerge. Even the most primitive intelligence demands some
reason to account for things. Therefore the original "something" must have
always existed and must still exist. This we may call the ultimate reality.
It is the never-ending origin of the All. It is Mind.
There is no thought of anything without a corresponding negation of that
thought, without an opposing contrast. Hence no idea is ever alone but a
second one is always alongside it. It can never exist by itself. It may be
said that the second mark of reality is that it should be able to exist by and in
itself. It should be in no need of anything beyond itself upon which it must
depend. Its strength should lie in its self-sufficiency. What it is in itself
and not as it reacts differently on different observers, is the Real. This lifts
it quite out of the space-time world of relativities. Neither the three transient
states of consciousness nor the numerous transient ideas generated by milfid
can therefore be the Real. They are always dependent and never self-sustained.
We must seek deeper for their unknown everlasting ground. Because we have
found both the wakeful and dream worlds to be nothing but the movement
of thought-forms and because the enduring unchanging element not only of
those worlds but also of our own self, has been found to be the element of
undifferentiated Mind, then this alone constitutes their reality.
The world being an appearance, there must be something which appears.
This "something" is the inner reality—Mind. This use of terms like inner self
and external person, inner reality and outer appearance, innermost essence and
manifested form, is, it must never be forgotten, only a metaphorical and not a
literal one. They are terms belonging to the concept of space. And space
itself being only an idea, space-relations must also be ideas. The intellect
possesses this power to spatialize reality and externalize experience. Nevertheless it would be misleading to believe that this happens otherwise than in
appearance, for the reality necessarily always remains what it was and is.
Forms, things and existences in space—all these are themselves thoughts and
as such necessarily changing appearances, necessarily constitute a "becoming."
To find the reality behind them we must depart from the Many into the One.
And that can only be undifferentiated Thought itself. Thought in its ultimate essence is reality, being, oneness, so majestically self-described in the words
of an old Sanskrit text, the Atma Prabuddha Upanishad\ " I am now Thought
itself stripped of all restlessness; I am alone and constant; I am without a body
or birth; I only am the essence of being; I am the ultimate truth."
It is clear then that the ultimate existence is Thought-in-itself in its purity
and integrity apart from its operations and productions, in ail its boundless
infinitude. Although mentalism converts things into thoughts it does not
declare the latter to be the final reality. They are something which that
reality constructs for itself. Nor does it declare consciousness, as we know it,
to be this reality but something which that reality puts forth from itself. Beyond both thoughts and space-timed consciousness lies their mysterious essence,
which dwells in a changeless Here, an everlasting Now. This essence of all
things is o$e and the same Thought, which appears both in the ego which sees
them and in the things themselves. Mind is the t9tality of all experience,
the starting-point and terminus of all «existence,fthat which knows and that
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which is known Yet paradoxically it is withal for man the unconscious and
the unknown. If ideas are transient, the stuff of ideas, Thought itself, is not
transient but is their reality itself, as Hegel saw, and also ever eludes our
thinking, as Goethe grasped. But this elusivenesss is due more to our ignorance of what to search for than to our inability to attain it. The metaphysics
of truth fills this lack and the philosophic insight sees clearly where unillumined
thinking fails to see at all.
When thought is driven inwards from the diversity of things to think upon
itself, it undertakes its last and loftiest task. For here alone shall it find that
mystic unity which underlies and contains all those things. Insight reveals
and reason confirms that all the multitudinous objects in the world are manifestations of a single stuff—Mind, which is perpetually manifesting hints of its
own substance. When this is grasped then the very unceasing existence of
the Many is seen to prove the everlasting existence of the One. The movements of ideas are seen to evidence the unmoving observing element in the
background. They constitute a dwarfed revelation of that against which they
are seen and by which they are known. Every finite mind is thus a hint, to
the profoundly reflective person, of the everywhere-present infinite Mind
itself.
# We may win access to the emptiness of undifferentiated Mind, to the Void,
either through mystical trance or through philosophic insight. If this is done
through the former channel alone then only its edge is touched and our consciousness of the world will be temporarily annulled so long as the trance lasts.
This is why Indian mystics, to whom the trance state represents man's ultimate
achievement, declare the universe to be illusory, shadowy and unreal. For
Mind at this level has no sense of being discriminated into separate "I's", and
docs not cherish any consciousness of being split up into countless forms. It
transcends the consciousness of all other existence. It never breaks its own
unity by descending to awareness of the manifold and multiple world. In
this respect it is like man himself who has no awareness of the thousands of
cell-lives which are born and die every few weeks within his own body, although
they are so intimately a part of himself. It is true that the forms by which
we experience the world are no longer possessed by the entranced mind but
nevertheless the World-Mind which imaged forth those forms and which is
their essence still exists in the Void and still knows them. This means that
the mystical declaration of the world's unreality is one of those uncertain
statements which must be linguistically analysed if it is not to lead us into error.
If this is done, the net result will then be that our experience of the world's
appearance is ephemeral but our experience of the world's existence is essenti0
ally real.
Some leading Oriental sages (not mystics) among the ancients also emphasized the illusory character of this world and put it forward as the most prominent
part of their doctrine. But, as earlier explained, this was done only as a
temporary measure, to help aspirants break their bondage to belief in materialism, and more particularly their bondage to the body-thought, for at a later
stage the same teachers taught that this same illusory world was none other
than a form taken by reality itself. The teaching of the world's unreality
was given to beginners and intermediates on this quest so as to persuade them
to shift the emphasis of attention to the unseen reality, that is to say it was
given as much because of its disciplinary value as because it was true of the
forms taken by experience. I#t was a tentative and not a final teaching. For at
a later stage it was withdrawn in favour of the doctrine that all is of oije substance, all is essentially real. Mentalism follows a similar course to that of these
teachers and after concerting matter, into thoughts, it converts thoughts in
Thought.
'
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The metaphysical separation into Reality and Appearance, into Being and
Becoming, as much as the mystical separation into Spirit and Matter, God and
Illusion, must now be recognized for what it is—a tentative antagonism and
not a final one. The student who can rise so high must now transcend even
this distinction. He must see all things as not-different from the original
Mind-Essence, must embrace them in a single realization with the essence
itself. When we give up the traditional dualistic conception which puts
Spirit at one end of a stick and Matter at the other, we give up the greatest
fallacy which has ever dominated mystical thought. The term "fallacy" is
used only from the philosophic standpoint for every concept possesses a kind
of truth on its own level. For the method of progressive revelation to suit a
particular stage of understanding which was followed by wise men of all times,
had a place for all views within its amplk folds. The simplest mentality was
provided with an explanation of the universe which was based on the existence
of crude solid matter alone. The more matured mentality was provided with
a more refined explanation which introduced the intangible element of Spirit
as a force which interpenetrates and activates tangible matter. These were
and are the two fundamental views of the universe upon which all kinds of
variations and modifications have been made. But the third and philosophic
view begins to present the universe in terms of consciousness, at first with the
teaching that all we know are our own ideas but that these ideas are true
copies or representations of material objects existing outside consciousness,
with a unifying ground for everything in Spirit. But finally the advancing
mentality is taught to get rid of all these materialist, semi-materialist and
composite conceptions and advance boldly towards the ultimate view of pure
mentalism which reduces everything without exception to one element alone—
Mind.
If the experienced world were really the complete illusion that so many
mystics pronounce it to be, then it could teach us nothing and our pilgrimage
through it would be utterly useless. Indeed our journey through such a world
would not be a pilgrimage at all but a mere wandering in a vicious circle.
We would not come out on "the other side of the hill". Those who would
turn the world into an illusion to which no value should be attached are nevertheless compelled to recognize its presence and evolve their theory to account
for it. That the world is worthless to them is an indication of their inability
to grasp its deepest significance.
Nothing is valueless in the philosophic scheme of things. At the very least
all things are emblems of the ever-present Mind; they exist only because it
exists itself, they are real only because it is real. It is not so much what they
are as \Aiat they point to that matters. At the most they play their respective
parts in educating the mind step by step during its long climb out of the morass
of ignorance. What the dreamer experiences is at least as real to him as what
the wakeful man experiences. This is an example of the relativity of all experience. Actually—whether dreaming or waking—he himself is a product
of ideation as much as his external environment. His own reality is as relative
as that of his experience. As a person he has no permanent reality but as the
Overself he possesses it. An adequate view of him must combine both these
aspects in its perspective. The ascetically-minded monkish metaphysician
who denounces the universe as unreal, who would make it a vain shadow, confuses a tentative standpoint which seeks to disentangle man's mind from
materiality, with an ultimate one which seeks to yew its essence rather than its
form., It is wrong theref re to regard the universe as illusory but right to
regard it simply a§ what it is; a mental creation. Imagination is a power
belonging to the cosmic Mind and therefore neither it nor its products can be
deceptions in the ultimate sense. What is illusory is the world's materiality,
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not its existence. Philosophy cannot accept a dualism which with a religious
or metaphysical axe splits the world into Spirit and Matter. He who speaks of
the war between them knows not what he says. Duality is an illusion of the
mind. The ancient dualism between Spirit and Matter dissolves and disappears
for the enlightened man. For he perceives that the innumerable host of
things are but ideas and therefore not different in essence from his mind. He
perceives further that when all things are thus reduced to a single stuff there
is and can be no difference between both. The sensuous world is really a
manifestation of Mind. There is nothing else than Mind. Matter and Spirit
are fundamentally the same. Illusion and reality are but intellectual counters
for the beginner to play with. Dualism is only for the ignorant. There is
only the One. When we recognize that the Real is continuous with its Appearance and that the latter is indeed the very incarnation of it, when we understand
that the vast universe is a presentation by the Mind to the Mind, the tendency
to scorn the flesh and desert the world itself deserts us.
It is as incomplete a vision to see the world as transitory alone without its
underlying reality as it is to see the reality alone without its manifestation as
the world. The two are inseparably linked and true insight sees them as such,
not as opposed to each other. The Real and its expression through the WorldIdea are, after all, not two irrevocably separate things but an unbroken unity.
Tlte materialist too believes the world to be real but in a quite inferior, different
and self-deceptive sense. We are seeing the Real all the time when we see the
external world. Only, we are seeing it at second remove, as it were, and not
immediately, the ice and not the vapour. As St. Paul phrased it: "The
invisible things of God are clearly seen, being understood from the things that
are made."
This is ultimate reality. It is this which men have consciously or unconsciously meant when they have spoken of Spirit and Divinity, for there is no
other. Whilst everything else exists relatively, this alone exists absolutely
for itself and not in dependence on another thing. This matterless principle
may be called, with Paul, the unknown God, or with the mystics, the Godhead,
or with the theologians, the Deity. But after all, when we have given it all
the names we have ever heard of, when we have called it by every Oriental,
Occidental? religious, metaphysical, ancient or modern label we can remember,
it will still be nothing else than the mysterious Principle which as life exists in
all of us and in everything around us, and as Mind is the basis of all our awareness of these existences.
Millions of Christians have uttered the Lord's prayer, have repeated the
phrase, "Hallowed be Thy name." What does it mean? It means that we
shall not formulate any thought, word or phrase which will label, tag or separate
God from anything else that we know or can think of—including ours€lf. We
shall try to feel the sacredness of God without attempting to separate it from
anything and everybody, because God is ultimately everything and everywhere.
There is a world of real being which humanity has yet to find and to love: this
is the unwritten task set us by life; this is the meaning of earthly existence for
all.
Is it futile to set down such remote thoughts about a shadow-like reality at
a time of unprecedented world upheaval and world conflict, when most of those
who read them are unlikely to feel their truth and even less likely to realize
their truth during the present incarnation? It would sometimes seem so were
it not that they are set down for the sake of a few who need them and were it
not that it is believed that th^y will penetrate deep down beneath the conscious
minds of others and kindle sparks from a long forgotten past, awaken juried
layers of memory to a fresh activity. All the present-day human suffering on
such a tremendous scalers djie^n the end to defective remembrance. Mankind
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have forgotten what they really are, whence they came and whither they are
going. It is one purpose of writings like the present effort to help a little to
restore such lost memory. For that which begins as recollection will end as
recognition.
CHAPTER XIII
INITIATION INTO MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE

HEN a man attains the serious conviction that this ultimate everpresent and all-pervading principle behind and beyond the universe is
sheer Mind, his very earnestness will naturally lead him one day to ask
such questions as: Can I come into a personal relation with this transcendental
reality? Can I transform the theorcticaf understanding which has so far been
gained into a practical and conscious realization ?
The answer of philosophy is clear and definite. It not only affirms that
such a relation and such a transformation can undoubtedly be consummated
but that they are the ever-shining goal of all philosophic endeavour. Therefore the primary duty of a thoughtful man is and shall forever be to seek this
consummation. It is for this supreme self-fulfilment that he is here on earth
at all, this is the glorious task which he has to accomplish above all other tasks,
and this alone shall provide him with a genuine profit from his commerce with
the tribulations and temptations of an all-too-brief existence.
How then can he come into first-hand knowledge of the Real? To find the
answer we must first turn back to The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga, where
the available sources of knowledge were progressively traced through authority,
logic, pseudo-intuition, intuition and mystical experience. The work showed
some of their chief merits and demerits and stressed the necessity of using reason
as a check upon the others. The term "reason" was interpreted in its widest
fense as the. active functioning of . human intelligence, stretching from the
practical-scientific pole to the abstract-metaphysical one. Care was particularly taken to point out that its use was not to be confused with the use of logic.
The uncertainties of logic will for ever render its operation an unsatisfying one.
He whose inspiration is derived from logic alone will never speak 1?he language
of complete assurance. Whoever looks for the ultimate truth rather than the
mere preponderance of probabilities will become sick of syllogistic procedures
in the end. In the words of an ancient document of this teaching, logic—as
an instrument of ultimate truth-finding—leads only to "mere weariness of
the tongue". Consequently the fact was emphasized that reason is superior
to logic and that no man, whether he be a hard materialist or a soft mystic, can
afford to dispense with it. His senses plainly tell him that sky and land meet at
the horizon, but reason just as plainly tells him that this is a misapprehension
of experience. Thus reason is one of the most important means whereby he
may unfold his innate gift of intelligence, a gift which comes from the hands of
God and not, as some believe, from the hands of Satan. Such an unfoldment
will enable him to co-operate increasingly with the general evolutionary trend of
cosmic life. The years when he comes to rational maturity are his best mental
years as those when he comes to bodily maturity are his best physical ones.
"The superiority of man rests on the jewel of reason," remarked the Emperor
Akbar, one of India's most outstanding Muhammadan rulers. We concluded
therefore that when purified from prejudice and egoism, when adequately based
on a sufficiency of facts, and when appropriately used in combination with and
in cQntrol of external authority, asserted intuition and mystical experience,
reason is ordinarily man's most valuable guide to the adequate understanding
and proper conduct of life.
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But at the same time we hinted at the existence of insight, a faculty which
although now merely latent in mankind will transcend all others when developed. It is needful to explain why reasoned knowledge has its own special
limits and part of the business of metaphysics is to tell us what those limits are.
When, for example, in the companion volume it was maintained that science
must rise to the level of metaphysics and that metaphysics must take care to
ascertain its starting facts with scientific accuracy and to collect them with
scientific thoroughness, this did not mean that metaphysics is to be limited
solely to a mere synthesis of the data collected up to the present day by all the
various sciences, making it in fact nothing more than a generalization of existing
scientific knowledge. It would be absurd to regard such a generalization as
ultimate truth and its absurdity should be apparent to anyone who has absorbed
the contentions explicit in the ctoapter dealing with relativity. For then
metaphysics would share with science all the dangers which lurk in the latter's
specialism, all the relativistic limitations implicit in space-time observation
and experiment. Each of the five senses can only cut out certain definite
details from the world which is given in experience; it cannot grasp the whole of
experience at any particular point in time or space. Consequently it deals in
the end only with such cuttings. Were metaphysics to be based only on science,
it would then become a one-sided affair and fail to achieve that all-embracing
comprehensiveness which should be its aim. It would become a glorified
branch of science masquerading under a different garb. Again the scientific
method cannot alone suffice for metaphysics because being analytic it deals with
parts and thus overlooks properties which belong only to "wholes" and also
because it treats with things only as sense-experienced facts and ignores their
ultimate meanings. That music, for example, is more than a series of noises
is something which only art and not science, only feeling and not reason, can
appreciate. The intellect can calculate, measure and analyse quite effectively
tangibles like salt and sugar, for that is its province, but it cannot effectively calculate, measure and analyse intangibles like unselfish love and musical
charm, for here it is blind, deaf and dumb. It may, however, believe that it is
able to do these things, but this is only a self-deception. For then it will be
dealing oudy with its cold conception of them, its dead ideas about them. Still
less can it deal in actuality with a transcendental principle like the Overself.
Finally the futility pf making science the sole instead of a partial basis of
metaphysics is evidenced by the impossibility of reaching any complete totality
of scientific facts. These are always changing or increasing and consequently
the knowledge based on them is altering too. Science as such can never get all
the facts. The scientist who would attempt faithfully to find all the factors
which go to the making of even a simple thing like a lump of rock crytf al would
probably find himself in a lunatic asylum. A final and fixed collection of all the
individual facts about the universe is unattainable and hence sense-based
knowledge must always remain partial and incomplete. The feat of compassing
all the facts is an impossible one for science, which therefore is and must always
remain imperfect. A perfect metaphysic cannot be based on science alone; it
must embrace even what is yet unknown to science.
But if science, as the expression of concrete reason, cannot alone lead us into
ultimate truth, neither can its higher octave, metaphysics as the expression of
abstract reason, do so. To explain this point we must revert again to the first
volume. Those who deplored the space therein devoted to the analysis of wordmeanings may have since begun to notice how useful such analysis is to the
philosophical enquirer. If vte went at greater length into it than the subject
seemed to warrant, it was only to get readers to question their commonest
experiences because they take such experiences far too readily for granted. In
the foregoing metaphysical^trfdies we have been forced to weigh certain words
o
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with scrupulous care. And the results have proved to be of mnch importance
to fact-finding in our quest. For example, we have seen how the simple statement " I see a tree before me" will if properly analysed lead its utterer all the
long way from materialism to mentalism. It is no simple process being simple!
It is immeasurably easier to see a tree than to understand all that is involved in
the act of seeing it. The whole wonder of world creation lies hidden in this
little operation. The whole problem of the universe yields its final solution
when this short three-letter word "see" is made to yield its own final meaning.
Indeed the whole of The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga is nothing less than an
extended application of semantics to the statement: " I see an external world."
It is an attempt to get at the meaning of these disarmingly simple words. The
value of this attempt will be vindicated by our final results. We have also seen
how the glibly-vocalized word "God" will, if only the man who uses it can be got
to attend to its meaning, lift him up from the concept of a humanized caricature
of the Supreme Mind to the concept of that pure Mind itself. When we begin
to get behind the mask of words to that which they really represeat, when we
begin to state a problem with an adequacy which conventional or careless
language seldom attains, we begin to light up obscurities and remove
difficulties.
There is a still higher reason why we must ask ourself to separate the meaning from the word. However useful such semantic analysis may be in clarifying
metaphysical thought and correcting general error, this is not its final or most
important use. But the higher use could not have been thought out until the
present point in our studies was reached. Mind, the ultimate reality, transcends all individual thoughts because it is their pure undifferentiated source,
because they are tied to relativity whereas it is absolute. Consequently
truth, as the knowledge which reveals the nature of reality, will not live up to
its name if it merely offers us a collection of particular thoughts and not that
which is the essence of all thoughts. All thinking of any kind whether scientific
or metaphysical can in the end only provide us with a conclusion that is itself
merely another idea, that is a thought. People talk of rising from higher to
still higher truths, and of discovering more and more truth. What they really
discover are higher intellectual conceptions of truth. But these are «only ideas
in their minds. This is not the same as truth itself. There is only one ultimate
truth, not two. The intellect offers a reality which can never be a felt reality
but only an indirectly reflected or verbally described one and then only in
negative terms. When we ask intellect to seize, express or give conceptual
form to ultimate reality, we ask it to perform a function which transcends it;
consequently intellect must here break down and something higher take its
place if *we are to push on toward the successful completion of our quest.
Reason, even of the most metaphysical kind, must at this point realize its own
ineffectiveness to cope with the Real, which is the unthinkable, the untouchable,
the unnamable. Ultimate truth being outside the relations and oppositions of
space-time things escapes the grasp of thinking, which can deal only with such
relations and pairs of opposites. It is these alone that constitute meanings
for the mind. But when the mind has wholly returned its attention on itself,
there is identity, not relation; unity, not duality. Consequently in this absoluteness no separate particular meaning can form itself. Mind can know that
it is, but not that it is this or that. For any added significance would limit its
infinitude. But thinking and meaning are expressed in words, nay, are interlocked with the use of words. Whatever is explicable by words is only a thought
construction and as such subject to all its limitations. The Real, however, is
also tHe unlimited. Therefore, all instruction and revelation given in verbal
form, all learning dependent on verbal communication,* all so-called union with
God which needs verbal communion, must noV hn mistaken fo* the genuine
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knowledge of truth. We must beware not to deceive ourself into thinking
that because we have intellectually laid hold of a meaning we have therefore
laid hold of truth: we must not take the word for the thing. Hence we have the
right, when anyone talks of God, divinity or reality, to probe semantically into
his use of these words and ascertain whether he speaks out of inward understanding of what he is talking about, or merely makes a babbling noise in the
air or simply runs after verbal shadows on paper.
It will be easier to ascertain this fact successfully with the keys now placed
in our hands by these advanced studies. If the immediate purpose of such
analysis is to shatter the materialism and illusion embedded by ancient habit in
man through his use of language and to silence his unreflective utterance of
such words as matter, time, sight, experience and Spirit, thus leading him
eventually to change his views, th£ ultimate purpose is to show that what can
be put into words is only the graven image of reality, never reality itself. That
whatever we can formulate into phrases must be a thought, never pure illimitable Thought. That whatever we can speak of cannot be the indescribable
element which makes all speech possible. For where is the room in thinking
or speaking for such an unlimited and unlabellable principle? Where is the
mould into which we can possibly press the infinite No-thingness? Whatever
i<4ea we form about it in consciousness will in the end be but a string of empty
unfilled words, nothing more. The moment we think of Mind as being this or
that by nature or as having this particular quality or that special attribute, we
inevitably affix a limitation upon it. And this would falsify our understanding
of what is utterly limitless. The truth is that so far as words can go, we can
only correctly say that Mind is, not what it is.
Again, whether we describe the World-Mind as being ever-resting or everactive, we are making only mental representations of what is really unrepresentable. Anything that can be written down cannot be a statement of ultimate
truth; at best it can only be a statement of someone's idea of truth. Every
word which is uttered about that Infinite Being is, if given as it must be given
a relative meaning, a deception and not a description. Hence all writing by a
pen and all utterance by the lips can only hint suggestively at it, never explicitly
express oi» adequately explain it. For all that can be put between the hard
walls of words are intellectual concepts alone. Let us be wary then. Thinking
touches a profound mystery here. It cannot affirm that the Ultimate is like
this or that but equally it dare not deny anything to the Absolute either.
Here its antennae have stretched their farthest towards a shoreless sea. It
may declare only that supreme Mind IS. And such a grave declaration is
perhaps the most important it has ever been called on to make.
We have earlier seen how every word-meaning inevitably implies ihe existence and calls for the contrast of a second and opposite one, which is inseparable
from it. Without this "other" it could not indeed explain itself. The word
"white" for example assumes significance for us because it differentiates itself
from "black" No meaning can exist unless its opposite also exists. But here, in
nameless wordless silent Mind, we find the sole and only exception to this rule,
the self-existing element which has no opposite at all because everything emerges
or dissolves in it, the self-explanatory significance which is undifferentiated
from any second thing, the unique Idea which not only shines by its own and not
by a borrowed light but also illumines all other ideas because it is the unnoticed
consciousness present in them, the unbounded Meaning in which all lesser
meanings float as in an unbounded ocean. The Real cannot be discriminated
as against a second thing: heiice we cannot apply any names, i.e. word^, to it.
We cannot say that it possesses any particular property without implying that
it does not possess the Opposite property. But if it be rSally illimitable and
absolute how Can we rightly'texfclude anything from it? Consequently we are
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compelled not to stick any descriptive spoken label at all to it, but rather to
let ourself fall into a significant silence on this matter.
Where both Jesus and Buddha kept their sublime silence whoever breaks it
must pay the penalty. It is not hara to understand why they refused to enter
into such discussions. They knew well that any possible statement affirming
something about it would—such being the limitation of language—necessarily
exclude something else. This would theoretically convert the unlimited into
the limited and hence falsify the teaching about it. For here they were dealing
with a region beyond the sphere of human sense-based thinking consciousness
and the question naturally asked by all as to what happens within it to this
particular consciousness is meaningless and inappropriate. And here they were
dealing too with a region which cannot in any way be brought within the timeseries, for there is nothing within it that caA be chronologically placed as being
before or after, just as there is no idea of time or succession within the deep
sleep state. Mind can find perhaps some kind of .expressive but still only
symbolic utterance in silence or in action, but nobody will ever be able to
utter the lost Word, the mysterious Name of God itself. Strive as we may it is
impossible to form any clear and coherent idea of that which transcends all
finite ideation. The Ultimate is unanalysable. We cannot make it into a
positive conception. This Consciousness which transcends all space-time
consciousness cannot be caught in an intellectual test-tube and passed round
for every prying curiosity-seeker to handle.
The student should not forget however that the present explanations are
not only intended to stimulate his own rational thinking upon the subject but
also to awaken his own intuitions about the subject. Consequently it has been
necessary to steer a way between that minimum of explanation without which
he will remain in the dark and that maximum with which he may remain in a
self-deceptive light. The metaphysical work of reason is to prove to us intellectually that something exists which the reason itself cannot grasp because ot
its super-intellectual character. This is indeed the loftiest service reason can
render. Therefore it fulfils itself when it humbly points like a stretched-out
finger beyond itself. And even if the conceptual figure of reality with which it
provides us is only a figure and nothing more, the possession of a cofrect figure
is immeasurably better than the possession of a wrong one or of nothing at all.
And this indeed is what our efforts so far have really sought to achieve, which is
not a useless undertaking.
If now we turn back to our studies in consciousness and to the relation
between the hidden observer and its projected personality, we may further
comprehend why it is that the latter is so completely unaware of the former and
why it is«that we never catch ourself in the very act of being truly self-conscious
in this diviner way. The personality is continuously plunged in giving itself
/ u p to physical sensations or to the memories or anticipations of those sensations
so that the experience of its own inward essence is continuously missed. It is
always outward turned and never inward turned except in sleep. It is too
absorbed in the ever-changing spectacle of the outside world to become a
spectator of itself. For our whole being is absorbed in getting experience of
the external world through the five senses, our whole attention is extroverted
and turned away from the hidden innermost self, our whole life consists in a
flight from the Mind within the mind. In such a condition the " I " cannot observe its surface life any more than a sword can cut itself. It always knows
itself only as mixed up through the senses with the external world. It is
* consequently never genuinely and purely s&f-conscious. Completely to
1
withdraw attention from the world, fo turn round and bestow it upon its own
self, the " I " wouldfirstneed to shut dowp all those senses—an act which ordinarily causes it to yield to sleep or swoop. But sfcclP states are ordinarily useless
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for the purposes of conscious self-knowledge, however useful they may be for
the purposes of bodily rest or thoughtful reflection about self-knowledge.
We are indeed like sleeping men when we compare our present field of
awareness with the field of its possible extension. The hidden observer knows
the person but the person does not know it. How can he get at it? For it is
not like a stone pebble which we can pick up in our hand, not like any object
which possesses the experienceable qualities of roundness, smoothness, hardness
and so on. Compared with a pebble, Mind-in-itself is like a great nothing. Forit can neither be seen nor measured nor weighed; indeed it possesses no sense perceptible qualities at all. It is the most mysterious element in our mysterious
existence. Our difficulty is that this pure awareness, this ever-present principle
which enables us to know all experience, is not easily thinkable because it is not
easily picturable. We can assigni it neither dimension nor shape, neither
beginning nor end. If therefore both science and metaphysics, both concrete
and abstract reasoned thinking are revealed as unfit to provide a conscious
return to such subtle reality, we must pick up the original questions and ask how
this possibility is to be realized. For after the foregoing considerations reason
will find itself wondering whether the Real is something which exists only to
tantalize men from an unalterable distance, to mock them by offering itself
only for fruitless speculation and not for first-hand experience, and whether
thinking is to be left trembling on the verge of a bottomless chasm which it is
forever unable to cross.
The answer which philosophy hopefully affirms leads us out of the impasse
in which we find ourself. The absolute Mind is called unknowable only in the
sense that neither the senses nor the intellect can directly know it. We may
seek it through a quite different approach. The principle of awareness, being by
itself unjoined to any particular idea or special form, must be known in a different way from that whereby we know the ideas and forms which are its objects.
Where reason fails miserably to think the Overself because it cannot, it may
however become the Overself by humbly merging into it. When this happens,
luminous being supplies the answer which limited thinking cannot. We must
ourself become absorbed, and with us all our baggage-train of thoughts, in that
which is tjie hidden basis of both thinking and experience. The attempt to
know the hidden observer must alter into an attempt to become it. That is
to say, the distinction between the observer and the observed must disappear,
the object of thought must dissolve into primal Thought itself, knowledge and
being must unite with each other. The " I " and its transcendental father, the
ego and its eternal witness, must somehow wed. Then only will there be
an inward knowledge by self-identity of the lower with the higher. Then only
can the " I " become aware of the sacred presence within its innermost shrine.
Such is the path to which philosophy's extended hand beckons us.
The element of awareness must introspect into itself, the terrestrial personality must coalesce with the celestial source which it seeks to know. Now such
a demand would ordinarily be regarded by Western psychology as an absurd
one. Its science knows only of particular awarenesses. Consequently it
refuses to admit that there is such a thing as the activity of bare awareness
itself. It is perfectly right from the standpoint of its own thumb-and-fingers
experience but perfectly wrong from the standpoint of sense-transcending
mystical experience. Here therefore the hidden teaching is forced to part
company with science, which by the very nature of its activities is too shortsighted to discern the flies in its intellectual amber. For it knows from its own
ancient tradition and modern experiment that such introspection is possible,
that if the right conditions are first provided the power of making this element
self-aware, independently of and aside frton any particular, object of awareness.,
may be unfolded. Such anjf xtlted aim is set before itself by philosophy through
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a three-fold approach which yields insight into the Over-conscious as its result.
That something exists whose intrinsic nature is so transcendental that it is
not to be apprehended by human thinking need not now astonish us. That it
may be apprehended by a profounder form of perception will not astonish us
when our intellectual course is completed. This power of apprehension which
is latent in all men although active in few, is such a form. The term "insight"
is used for it primarily because he who possesses it can see what is, not merely
what appears, can see into the inner reality behind the world-appearance which
our image-making faculty has super-imposed upon it, can clearly feel the eternal
life-essence within all the transient planetary forms. Sight is a function of the
body, understanding is a function of the intelligence but insight is a function of
the Overself. In the ancient hidden teaching the use of this faculty was
originally called "opening the eye of transcendental knowledge". The difference
between an intellectually reached truth and a philosophically reached insight
is like the difference between poring over a printed map of Rome and actually
making a personal visit to Rome. Reason works by grasping one thought
after another, whereas insight pierces at once like a sharp arrow through the
thick hide of appearance. When man reasons about an object he arrives at
knowledge only after the reasoning is finished, that is after a certain period of
time has elapsed, whereas when he sees the same object the resultant knowledge of its existence is immediate and instantaneous. The supreme insight is
like the stripping of a veil whereupon something not before presented to consciousness is seen, felt, understood and coalesced with at one and the same
moment.
Where the intellect struggles in vain to grasp what is beyond both thinking
and explanation, this insight with lynx-like keenness successfully perceives it in
a single illuminative flash. With its final maturation there comes to an end all
study in the realm of relative truths. For it yields a truth which is the unique
all-embracing Whole in which all possible relative views can find a place and of
which all the contending doctrines are really if unconsciously attempts at
interpretation from different levels of thought. Where the intellect must go on
endlessly collecting and comparing items of knowledge, insight disdains all
particularity because it perceives that which affords the possibility of all
knowledge and which is the ground of all things experienced—the secret Mind
itself. This reality which ultimately rests behind yon dusty earth, that
crimson flower, those toiling men; which makes them in proportion seem as
mere shadows flung for a few moments on a screen, which scoffs at all the efforts
of inquisitive scientists to detect it; which theologians have surrounded by
impenetrable mystery and metaphysicians have gazed at in despair from a
remote intellectual distance; which is the central tormenting enigma that
turns thoughtful men dizzy and weak men mad; which drove Herbert Spencer
to declare finally, in his bewilderment, that it was and would forever remain
"the unknowable"; which will yield neither to the bold advances of intellect
alone nor to the frenzied call of emotion alone; this grand arcanum cannot
nevertheless escape us in the end because it is the Mind within our own mind,
the Self over-shadowing our own self.
The Three Stages of Meditation.
Thus we have reached a point where only some kind of trans-intellectual,
that is some kind of mystical experience, can make sense of our declaration that
this Mind is conscious and realizable in a positive sense. A reference to the
dictionary gives the meaning of "realize" as: "to teel as vividly or strongly as
if real: ^to bring home to one's own experience; to acquire as the result of labour
or pains". Consequently we must now journey to the*fresh waters of such a
peraonal realization of Mind and leave ^ehind theVLrg' desert of merely thinking
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about it. Hence it will be necessary to speak now of ways and means of
obtaining this kind of psychological experience. It is not enough to secure
an intellectual conviction of the truth of mentalism. We have to secure also a
practical experience of it. But the soul that seeks to soar up from our grubby
earth to the pure empyrean must needs gain wings. No animal possesses this
inner mystical eye which man possesses; hence no animal can ever behold the
elusive reality of pure Mind which is the ignored essence of its own uncomprehended selfhood. In opening this new and transcendental faculty of insight
lies the unique opportunity of human birth, which we may waste in the pursuit
of ephemeral things or capitalize in the quest of divine ones.
Now manifestation means limitation. When the World-Mind manifested a
universe, it had to manitest a boundecTbne. When the Overself projected the
person it has to self-limit a fragment of its own consciousness. Hence the
moment the person turns inward to aspire towards and contemplate upon its
own origin and nature, that moment it has the glorious possibility of fulfilling,
the ultimate promise of its own limitation, evolution and involution. Thfe
necessarily involves detaching consciousness from the five senses which principally contribute to the materialist illusion. Without this there can be no
personal realization of mentalism but only an intellectual echo of its truth.
• * We must learn the art of retreating from the sensuous and surface existence.
This is best done through deliberate self-discipline. The broad threefold lines
on which philosophy carries out this discipline will not only lead to the accomplishment of such an aim but also to the larger one of developing insight. They
run parallel to and do not succeed one another. They are first, the re-direction
of thinking, second, the re-direction ofpractical activity, and third, the redirection oi teeling. The firsf is acKieved by metaphysical reflections of a
mentafist character such as those recorded in the foregoing pages. The second
is achieved through the abnegation of the personal will in a certain way which
will be described in its proper place towards the end of this volume. The third
is achieved by educating the attention through the employment of regular
exercises in meditation or yoga, as it is called in India, and will be described
now. Yoga is a twofold term, meaning both the process and the result to which
that process leads. Yoga as a set of mental practices to be followed is one thing
and yoga as the unified condition of mind which is the final fruit of those practices is another thing. Yoga as a process calls for constant efforts to achieve
inwardly-turned mental concentration and as a result it yields its practiser a
serene condition where thoughts subside and thus reveal the diviner back-|
ground which their activity hides. When the mind is active we have thoughts;'
when it is still the thoughts vanish. Few have ever consciously attained this1
utter stillness of the mind's natural state and so, few know what t£ey really
are. Yoga in its best sense is simply the deliberate attempt to accomplish this
task and thus become conscious of the so-called ''unconscious".
Who has not lost himself in some pleasant reverie or got wholly absorbed in
completely pleasant intellectual work? Who has not then lost count of time,
almost forgot his surroundings, overlooked his standing worries and perhaps
even failed to notice something of his physical pain? This is an experience
which has happened to most people. At such a time they are unconsciously
practising meditation. Elsewhere we have pointed out. that it is really the
beginnings of a yogic experience only with the yogi it is deliberate and controlled, whereas with others it is involuntary and uncontrolled. It indicates in
i^$uli|le way that when we are entirely wrapped in our inner self to the exthe things, people^.nd events around us with our mind concentrated
*some congenial idea, we tend to accept ideas as being the only realities.
Definite and detailed instructions how to practise the art of meditation have
already beer> given in threey)f*the author's earlier books so it is unnecessary to
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recapitulate them here. But during the years since those books were written
both a wider experienct and a careful study of the efforts and results reported
or observed among numerous students all over the world renders it most
desirable to clarify certain rules, correct some misapprehensions and stress a
few leading principles in a brief review of this art, which is still so unfamiliar
and obscure to the average Westerner. The key to success in yoga is fashioned
partly from the natural capacity for concentration which we bring to the task,
partly from the energy with which we pursue it but more especially from
repeated and regular self-training. Said so supreme an authority upon this
subject as the Buddha: "Nothing know I that without exercise would be more
inflexible than the mind. Nothing know I that by being exercised would
become more flexible than the mind." Theorizing is useless; one must sit down
and practise daily. If he does so and corre«tly even for only six months, good
results will accrue. People have only to begin to make up their minds sufficiently that they would like the fruits of yoga to begin to put the rules of yoga
into practice.
But meditation calls for a place and time in which to meditate; it must
indeed be made into a habit as regular as the habit of taking meals, as attractive
as taking dinner. The student cannot afford to leave its practice to chance
moments or to occasional empty ones. This may call for a little re-arrangement
of the day's programme; it may put him to a little inconvenience, but whatever
it demands it will certainly give back much more. Habit rules humanjjfe.
The man who has learnt the secret of creating new habits is able to control
i that which controls life. And among the best habits a man can make is that
of meditation. We would not only emphasize but over-emphasize the value
and urgent necessity of introducing this habit into modern life. Doubtless there
will be difficulties in finding time. Most people have constructed a network of
activities and pleasures around them from which escape is not easy. Some are
certainly essential but others are often not. A sense of proportion is needed.
The same man who complains that after a day's activity at unavoidable work
or inescapable business he is too tired to take up meditation practices will
reply if asked to do them in the morning instead, that he is then too busy
dressing and breakfasting. In the end he cannot do them at all! Were anyone
to promise him a substantial reward for each practice faithfully performed,
however, it would be astonishing to watch how soon he would manage somehow
to find time. He would curtail the inessential, rise a little earlier or do something else. For he would no longer give his time grudgingly to these practices
but gladly. They are irksome only when he sees no swift or tangible reward in
their train. A change of mental attitude towards them is therefore necessary.
These exercises should in the beginning be practised daily at the same place and
at the same hour but when enough progress has been made this rule may be
ignored and the work may be done at any time and in any place. No monastery
is needed for it. A room in which a half-hour can be spent alone morning or
evening will be better than an ashram. For the progress made in such an
artificial retreat will often be illusory and may even crumble to pieces at its
first thorough testing in the outside world, whereas the progress made in the
midst of ordinary duties and in spite of environmental opposition will be hardforged.
There are certain physical hindrances to settling down to this practice and
whilst they are present the attention will be diverted to them instead of to
.the proper theme. The first hindrance is noise. Each external sound becomes
linagnified during the internal quiet of meditation? Hence a silent convenient
Jspot sKould be chosen. The meditator must have environmental seclusion if
•he is to fulfil his higher rather than tfis lower possibilities. The second is the
active movement and sudden intrusion 6f othei* pfrsons. He must be undis-
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turbed during the practice period and this is best ensured by locking himself in
a room. The advantage of choosing such a place for meditation is that no one 1
can then enter to derange his thoughts or to detract from their central theme.
This also is not a rule laid down for all time however but only as a preliminary
and essential counsel concerning the aspirant's earlier efforts. It will become
less important and less operative as he ascends into the advanced stage. The
third hindrance is a fidgety swaying or fitfully turning body. This is most
serious when it affects the head. Therefore it is better to keep the spine '
erect. If a stool or a chair is used, it should be as low as is convenient for one's
legs. The student may rest his back against a wall if he is squatting or against
the back of his chair if sitting. For, when the highest stage of meditation is
reached, it is necessary to secure steadiness of the body because the consciousness enters a delicate and sensitive state where even a slight physical movement
immediately disrupts the attainment. This is also one of the reasons why the
cross-leg ankle-intertwined posture is used by the Himalyan Indian yogis.
It provides a firm stable seat when consciousness is partially withdrawn from
the five senses, when bodily fluctuation would throw awareness back into the
senses again. In their case the uprightness of spine is also sought because they
seek through intensive breathing and will-power exercises to drive the vital
foice latent in the sex organs upwards along the spinal cord to the top of the
head, thus sublimating and spiritualizing it.
.A fourth hindrance is ill-health. The pains and unrest and malfunctioning
of the body may become strong enough to distract attention to themselves so,
utterly as to render meditation an impossibility. Modern students who have
to get rid of this hindrance of ill-health must avail themselves of all the knowledge and help, orthodox and unorthodox, which exists today, not forgetting
that this is a region where personal karma is often particularly active. Paradoxically, however, there are not a few cases where the enforced leisure supplied
by illness has successfully promoted meditation whilst the disgust for the body
provoked by illness has actually made the mind meditative for the first time.
These physical hindrances to concentration are sometimes more easily
remedied than the emotional ones, but sometimes not. Emotional upsets,
moods of (Jespair and depression, feelings of passion or bitterness, even a too ^
flighty imagination—these will also interfere with the work. Therefore the
student must at the beginning of his practice strive to drop all thought of his
personal affairs, to exclude all memories whether pleasant or painful, to withdraw attention from the day's business or interests and to universalize his outlook during the period set aside for it.
A common hindrance among city workers as a reaction from the speed,
clamour and bustle of the day is mental exhaustion. Although some persons
find in their very fatigue an aid toward successful meditation because ifprovides
them with the rest and relaxation they need, others find that a tired mentality
leaves them too listless to derive any profit from meditation. In such a case
it is better to abandon the exercise until they feel fully restored or if this is not
easily brought about, to abandon it altogether for the day. t A helpful means of
restoration is to lie for a few minutes supine on a perfectly flat surface, with
legs and arms totally relaxed and the giving-out and taking-in of the breath
rhythmically equalized, slowed down and prolonged. No, pillow or any other
head support should be used.
Another psychic hindrance is impatience. The first few essays in meditation
pass so slowly and so irksomely that most novices soon give up the practice. Such
uneasiness arises naturally oftt of the conflict of being drawn in two opposite;;
directions at once. Their thoughts are unaccustomed to being turned iilwarltev
towards something that seems vague, rerfiote and unreal but, on the contrary^
are well accustomed to beimgtfUrneddutwards towards the world of clear-c&|
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definite things. It is easier to renounce such an unequal struggle than to
continue it. Consequently the virtue of patience must become theirs if they
are to eat the fruits of their sowing one day. Every aspirant must, from the
' beginnings of this practice, impress his mind with the sure hope that if it is
unremitting and done with deep interest, results will be sure to show themselves. Such a hope will not be an extravagant one. Most efforts made
during a novitiate are irksome, self-conscious and often boring but time renders
them pleasant, spontaneous and even interesting. When anyone learns the
beginnings of a new art like cycling there is a certain history through which he
passes which has its precise parallel when he learns the beginnings of a new art
like meditation. Just as the bicycle runs hither and thither, to one side or
another, despite his efforts to guide it and heedless of the will which he would
impose on it, so the thoughts run hither and thither to one subject or another
during meditation, despite his efforts and heedless of his will. The monotonous
necessity of repeated practice, the unavoidable pain of mishaps and falls which
mark the rudimentary attempts at bicycling have their mental counterparts
which also mark the rudimentary attempts at meditating. But the happy day
arrives when, as if by magic, the practiser of the one art finds he can ride
steadily and straight ahead on his machine and the practiser of the other art
finds he can keep his thoughts steady, concentrated and controlled. Thus
with the passage of time from an irksome task the daily exercise in mental
quiet becomes transformed into an easy and natural one.
The first and last steps of yoga are steps in concentration. The perfect
^concentration of attention is one of the essential keys to success. Every great
achievement has been the result of intensified thought and single-minded effort.
Unless thought and feeling are guided into well-defiiied channels, they are
like steam hissing aimlessly into the air instead of driving a hundred-ton
locomotive. The constructive engineer attempts to direct the power which
his engine evolves into a few selected directions. In* this way the power reaches
a greater intensity and accomplishes more than if it had been scattered into
many directions. This simple lesson in mechanics has an analogical truth for
the student of mind. He must learn how to focus the power of his own thought
along one line, thus heightening its intensity and increasing its influence. The
burning-glass can focus the sun's rays on a single point of a paper sheet until
the paper catches fire. This too is a good simile of what the student has to do in
these exercises. The snake intently watching its hapless prey provides a final
example of the kind of concentration he must adopt. If it is not easy to reach
such a perfect point, it is because his heart lies elsewhere. Therefore unless
the interest is engaged, his concentration exercise will be a failure. It is little
use taking a particular exercise merely because somebody else likes it or has
succeeded with it. Therefore the student is asked to select those exercises
alone which make some appeal to his interest and imagination. If this is done
he will not have to try deliberately or artificially to concentrate but will
instead feel himself carried away spontaneously into a natural absorption in
the subject.
He may begin by focussing his attention on any single point which may be
either an external object, an internal idea, or simply within himself. His consciousness must be brought under control and kept upon one thought or thought
series or one thing or detail of a thing to the exclusion of all others. His thoughts
must be kept tied like a wild elephant by the cord of remembrance to the stake
of a single object or subject selected and not allowed to run aimlessly hither and
thither. It will inevitably be necessary to bring them back again and again
from their attempted wanderings, which will require both skilful handling
and hopeful perseverance. Just as ^fixing his sight oil a single point ahead
when bicycle-riding will eventually enable an iriej^perienced rider* to retain his
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balance and become a successful cyclist, so the fixing of attention on a single
thought-series in the mind whilst learning to concentrate will eventually enable
the student to ward off all other thoughts and thus practise meditation success-1
fully. But a physical object can only be a starting-point to enable his swarming thoughts to become collected and fixed. Sooner or later he must call
attention from outside things and break it away altogether. With this he
finishes the first stage (concentration) of yoga and enters its second one
(mediation proper).
v-"Metaphysically, yoga is really the retraction of awareness from the not-self
to the self, the brushing away of all the disturbing thoughts and interfering
T3eas which obscure true self-consciousness. This is achieved through taking
hold of a single thread of thought and firmly grasping it, through a supreme
effort of concentration upon one iden, which may be anything at first but must
be spiritual in the end. For meditation must always tend to gather itself up
towards an increasing aspiration, towards something diviner than mere thinking, towards a final act of sacred communion with his better self. —^
The dictionary definition of meditation is "close or continued thought",
but there is much more behind the term as it is used in mysticism. The student must now shut his senses against the outer world and his attention against1
intruding thoughts and wandering fancies. Although this cannot in any case
be easy, it yields to patient striving. This stage is a process of undoing the
work of the five senses, an operation leading eventually to loss of touch with
the outside world, a wandering beyond it to an inner region of rapt reverie
where no physical sensation will be heeded although thinking will still be active.
Throughout the day a long and continuous siege of his mind by percepts from
the senses takes place. Only in sleep or in the mystic mood is he released
from this never-ending war. Hence the full power of one-pointed attention
must be directed deep inside his being and the mood of rapt absorption cultiated. Only if he persists in doing so, only if he resists the backward pull of
external environment and checks the sense-directed movement of wayward
thoughts, only then shall he succeed in penetrating at length to the mystical \
core of consciousness which lies on the fringe of the true " I " . The glorious
climax of ajl these efforts will, by the grace of the Overself, come at last. On
that memorable day the tension which is the inevitable consequence of his
rigidly acquisitive attitude towards life suddenly falls away. The strain which
accompanies his desire-filled existence relaxes altogether. With this a stillness of spirit comes over him and when meditation reaches its highest point,
yoga passes into its third octave (contemplation). Then intellectual reasoning
ceases and mental images no longer appear. Then the attention spontaneously
empties itself of all its objects save consciousness and centres itself in tj^e heart,
not head. Thus from willed concentrated thinking he passes gradually to
passive reception, from mental activity he sinks inwards to relaxed quiescence.
It is in this third stage particularly that great care must be taken to keep the
body absolutely steady, for even a slight muscular disturbance or a slight
change of its position will react quite disproportionately ayd may easily disturb and break up the contemplation.
/
^ A successful concentration takes abouf two and one-half minutes. This
keeps the mind unbrokenly hitched to a single object, point, or thought. The
time stated does not include the usual preliminary period required by beginners
to settle the body, pacify the emotions, get rid of extraneous thoughts and get
into the actual state itself, a period which may well take treble and quadruple
the time taken by concentration. A successful contemplation takes about
twenty-six minutes. This period yields the full quality; nothing more ian be
gained from a longer one. It is unnecessary and indeed* difficult to extend
contemplation beyond the styte'd time.' Moreover on the philosophic path it is
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considered inadvisable to make a habit of such prolongations because social
apathy and psychological negativity may then easily result. It is not possible to
assign any particular length of time for a successful meditation, however, for this
may extend from a few minutes to, in highly exceptional cases, a few hours. A
fair average would be about a half-hour. Once the faculty of attention has been
trained in this way it can be fixed at will upon anything, any object and any idea.
Art, its appreciation or creation, Nature, its love or companionship, likewise constitute ways of approach to the mystical state. Practical instruction
in the use of both these mediums for mystical purposes has been given in
The Quest of the Overself. For those who can enter into them naturally, they
provide excellent paths which are nearly as important as the conventional
yoga paths. Whenever they lose themselves for a few precious seconds through
becoming absorbed in some beautiful landscape, some lovely masterpiece of
art or even some refined personal affection, they touch the fringe of this state.
The attraction which they feel for beautiful things is merely a foretaste of the
attraction which they have yet to feel for Beauty itself, which is ethereal and
not physical, formless Spirit and not a formed thing. Those who cannot
understand what mystical theory seeks to express may more easily do so by
remembering the indefinable charm of these fleeting moments. Contemplation
seeks to recapture their soul, to prolong and stretch them into a mood and%to
make them a recurring part of the common daily life.
The artist is forever trying to bring his mental images before others, whether
they are uttered in melodious sound, cut in shapely stone, brushed in coloured
paint or written in poetic words. Consequently image-ing is the first part of
his work. Whilst he is engaged in such activity these images assume complete
and vivid reality for him. Hence every artist worth the name must be a mentalist, whether he knows the metaphysics of mentalism or not, else his creative
impulse is meaningless. Now the artistic or inventive genius usually develops
an absent-minded inwardly-absorbed mood when his ideas germinate or when
his creative capacity becomes active. Such a mood is indeed the characteristic
hall-mark of his temperament. But what the genius develops unconsciously
and sporadically the mystic develops consciously and regularly. And whereas
the genius makes the production of an external work the ultimate object of his
contemplation, the mystic makes a complete withdrawal from all external
experience into an internal one the ultimate object of his own practice. If
artistic creation or aesthetic appreciation are forms of meditation, they are not
ultimate forms. Nevertheless they are close enough to it to enable the inspired
artist or the lover of Nature to enjoy as much as the mystic the blessedness of
contemplation. This he can achieve only if at the supreme moment of aesthetic rapture and concentrated intensity of attention he will drop the very
subject or theme which has induced his rapture and will rest suspended as it
were in the pure feeling itself. All thoughts of the physical "thing" must be
forsaken, only the super-physical "Idea" must remain. If he can succeed in
doing this the emotional upheaval will subside in an immense and exquisite
tranquillity. For, in deserting the external object which awakened his rapt
inward mood for the mood itself, he will desert in theological language Matter
for Spirit. Thus a complete psychological experience will replace the mixed
half-mental, half-physical one. Thus too art will become a means of evoking
what is above art and every artistic creation will become a symbol of something
more than the thing created.
An uncommon but unforgettable form ol mystical experience may occur at
a period of fated parting from a beloved persofi as a hearing of melancholy
inner tausic. This happens when karma compels separation for the sake of the
spiritual progress of one or the other. ^ The inexpressibly sweet but poignant
music win not be heard by the bodjly'ears bftt Jiysteriously and clearly felt
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within the heart. This does not mean it is merely a hallucination. The
beautiful but sorrowful strains will echo throughout the whole of the inner
being. The experience will last for a few minutes only and be followed by a
great depression, but it will deeply imprint a certain spiritual instruction which
time can never efface.
Even the bitterest critic of religion, the most mocking doubter of Deity, the
hardest supporter of rationalism who has followed his generation and got caught
in the serpentine coils of materialistic cynicism, will begin to unwind them in
such a seraphic presence as he will feel during mystical contemplation. From
the moment when he first experiences it he will date his life anew. But quite
apart from its important place in this quest of the Overself, meditation has
also a utilitarian value of its own in the common everyday existence of mankind.
The peace and detachment whichta man may develop from these moments
deliberately set apart from his everyday existence for such a purpose are
precious. It is therefore regrettable that its deliberate practice should have
nowadays passed into the almost exclusive possession of monks and ascetics,
and that it should be so little in vogue in the West as compared to the East.
Part of our aim has always been to introduce this art to a wider circle. Everyone—and not merely a few cloistered hermits—should learn how to meditate.
Tao long has the modern Western world been a victim of the unbalanced view
wherein life has spelt action alone; too long has it given itself solely to what
concerns exteriorized day-to-day living and only if there has happened to be a
minute to spare has it sometimes bestowed a few thoughts upon the eternal
themes as a mere parenthesis. A nerve-racked mass-produced society which
has lost its sense of proportion and thinks it sufficient for a man to listen only
to the roar of machines and the clamour of close-built, close-packed cities,
which turns with impatience from a leisurely listening to the quiet voice of its
interior self or from the deeper music of life orchestrated by inspired artists or
from the rich stillness of majestic forest-glades—such a society is a miserable
pathological case. Its daily life is far too extroverted. This unbalanced and
insensitive condition is deemed "natural". But the introverted state is not an
unnatural one as so many foolish people and narrow scientists think. It is
indeed a $art of what should constitute the complete state of a normal man.
Western society's healing can come only from a wise restoration of a lost
integrality. Hence it must resort to the technique of meditation in order to
restore the broken balance.
So far what the average mystic seeks to achieve is precisely what the philosophic mystic seeks to achieve. But at this point they must part company. The
latter fully appreciates the significance of the other man's achievement but
knows that if he has reached a marginal tract of existence over which blow
strange winds from the Infinite, it is not the same as the Infinite itself. Indeed
he not only sees a further yoga path opening out from here where the other man
sees nothing at all, but he also perceives that meditation is only one of the phases
through which he has to travel. Thus the ultimate path possesses a threefold
character whose rounded integrality truly entitles it to the honour of being
called philosophic.
Some of the reasons why higher forms of contemplation are necessary have
been given in The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga but the more important ones
will unfold themselves in the course of the following chapters. For the moment
let it be enough to say that philosophy is not so foolish as to cast aside any
of the worthwhile results of the lower strata of yoga. On the contrary it takes
them up and absorbs them by relating their gains to its own higher processes.
Only it asks the aspirant to push on with his work until he comes out t>n the
other side of the hill \yhere there is ful? enlightenment, pot to stop halfway
where there is only twilight^ 9
•
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The Unfoldment of Intuition.
Although the student who has come thus far will be well prepared to receive
the higher forms of meditation which constitute part of the yoga of philosophic
discernment, a world-wide experience shows that he will come still better prepared and will make an easier approach to them if he has previously unfolded
some degree of intuitive sensitivity. Many creative artists and many layfolk
who appreciate their productions do possess such sensitivity but they do not
understand the governing laws of its arisal nor the conditions under which it
operates. Before disclosing those higher exercises therefore it may be helpful
to consider what can be done practically to kindle or improve the intuitive
faculty as a preliminary to kindling the superior faculty of insight itself. But
still more important than this is the fact that most mystics depend upon what
they call intuition as the principal sourceiof their mystical knowledge. It is
therefore also necessary to understand what intuition really is, what are the
right and wrong ways of cultivating it and how to distinguish it from its counterfeits.
Remembering all the facts stated in the fifth chapter about the hidden source
and true character of intuition the student may well ask whether it is possible
to evolve a practical working method for the unfoldment of such an elusive,
involuntary and subconscious activity. The answer is decidedly in the affirmative. Nevertheless it cannot strictly be said that intuition is a faculty which
anyone can cultivate. For as our studies in deep sleep and the "unconscious
mind" have shown us the source whence it arises is ever-present within him.
All that he can really do is to cultivate giving attention to that source—which
is a different act. The willingness with which he does so and the frequency
with which he does so will measure the frequency with which intuitions will
arise. It should be remembered also that although intuition can be brought to
bear upon such widely different matters as intellectual difficulties concerning
doctrine or practical conduct relative to worldly affairs or creating and developing
an artistic theme, the underlying principle of its operation will always be the
same. If anyone wants illumination upon a particular subject or guidance
when confronted by an important problem and if he has exhausted all the
ordinary means of getting it, the way to begin is to believe that thg answer is
already existent within him but that it is first needful to make it rise above the
threshold of his mind's deeper levels and appear in his everyday consciousness.
Such confidence will not be misplaced although the successful voicing of that
answer cannot be altogether free from interference or assistance by the karmic
factor. Quite naturally the next act should be to put his mind closely upon it,
that is to concentrate his fullest attention and thinking power all round its
various facets. This may call for some gathering together of the available
facts concerning it. Such a concentration may have to be repeated several
days, perhaps even for several weeks, according to the individual case, but on
the other hand it may not.
The third point is highly important. After such an act of concentration he
has to assist the transference of the answer from the hidden to the open level
of consciousness. This is achieved by the paradoxical process of banishing
altogether its theme or subject. The reason for such a strange device is that
the intuition is not brought into manifestation by an act of his personal wjljt.
Its presentation is definitely an independent one. When therefore he reaches
a position of complete bafflement in his reflections, the wisest course is to
become passive instead of remaining positive. When he is tired of hunting for
the solution of a problem in such a situation it is. not seldom wise to abandon
both altogether for a time. He should still the wakeful consciousness, as far
as he is able, by letting go of the everlasting fussiness Mihich insists on trying to
solve problems or to secure direction through its jpwn limited personal efforts
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alone. He should relax attention from the subject, close the shutters down
upon it and turn his thoughts elsewhere. He must indeed take a little mental
holiday. What the surface consciousness has failed to settle or solve must now
be regulated to the deeper mind beneath it in the confidence that there lies the
perfect answer which he seeks. Whether or not he can secure this answer is
another question. It will always be strange however that after he has let the
question sink away it is more likely to return unexpectedly of its own accord
with the solution ready-made. Whilst he is searching for an intuitive answer it
temperamentally eludes him. When he stops his search and sits down to take
a cup of tea or gets up to take a walk, it temperamentally approaches him!
Hence he who seeks the guidance of intuition or the touch of inspiration must,
after concentrating on a matter, drop it completely and not persist in forcing
an issue earlier than the mind is wiUing to bring it about. If he does this, the
answer which he seeks may arise spontaneously, may come unexpectedly in
a sudden flash within a few seconds after he lies down to or gets up from a rest
or it may not come until some other day. If he overdoes his tense pre occupation with the subject he may unwittingly set up a barrier to receiving that
which the deeper self may have ready to impress upon him. On the other hand,
if he underdoes such pre-occupation he will not rightly deserve to receive the
inmer revelation about it. He must not rely too much upon the thinking self
and yet also not too little! The proper balance in this procedure can only be
found by sufficient practice.
The connection between deep sleep and the hidden mind has already been
pointed out when accounting for the connection between intuition and sleep.
It is now ripe to reveal that those subterranean activities which result in such
manifestations as intuitions, artistic inspirations and problem-solutions do not
really occur during the sleep itself but rather during the borderland region
which lies between and vaguely overlaps both sleep and waking. It is during
the momentary flash of such a twilight state of consciousness or during its
parallel condition of waking reverie that the most authentic intuitions occur.
This is why Oriental faqueers or Occidental clairvoyants enter into a halftrance when they want to gain intuitive knowledge, for it is a corresponding
state. Consequently the fourth phase of this process is to pick up the subject
again and ruminate it questioningly just prior to a short rest upon a couch
during the day, or just prior to falling asleep at night. The result of doing so
will be that something within will put forth antennae, as it were, which will
grope beneath the so-called subconscious level of mind for the knowledge which
eludes the conscious self. During such deep or half-sleep or reverie mind can
solve the hardest problem, even though there is no consciousness of its activity
at the time, and later present the solution entirely of its own accord. Such
guidance will then appear either as a self-evident wakeful idea or as
experience during dream or as an imagination during moments of absent-mindedness.
The proverb is well known in many different languages which bids worried
people to "sleep on it!" It is a sensible one. Both Churchill and Roosevelt
often take a short sleep in the late afternoon. How much, during the dark
confused earlier days of the struggle against the Nazi gambldf for world domination, did they owe to this habit? The Italian composer Puccini admitted
that several of his best creative musical ideas had come to him during the
course of his dreams. * Rodin, the French sculptor of tliat celebrated figure
The Thinker, told his friends that he had actually seen in advance during the
dreams the pictures of his finest artistic creations. Nor is it only in the sphere
of art and statesmanship thaft such things happen. There is indeed no sphere
which is exempt from them. Niels Bohr, the scientist, discovered during a
dream the fundamentahprinciple of his remarkable atomic,theory.
The fifth factor which n\ust enter Into the student's calculation is that an
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intuition when it comes is as swiftly evanescent and as delicately Iragile as is the
memory of most dreams after waking up from them. The intimations of its
presence are so subtle and so brief that he may easily overlook them altogether
and thus remain unaware that he has ignored a desired guest. A voice which
is so soft and gentle is quickly smothered at the bidding of unbelief and oversceptical reason, as also through the pressure of convention and affairs. And
even if he does hear it the momentary character of its existence may easily
cause him to ascribe a corresponding unimportance to it and thus dismiss it
outright without understanding what he is doing. Only later may he become
aware of his mistake and that through the severe instruction of painful events.
Only then may he regretfully remember the still small voice whose leading he
failed to follow. Therefore he must train his personality both to open itself
to the faintest monitions which come from within as well as to cling on and
follow them up until they develop into clearly formulated messages. Because
the welcome whispers of intuition come on wings it is sound practice for those
who want to hear them—whether laymen or artists—to keep a notebook at
hand so that they may be instantly recorded before they can be forgotten.
An analogy will perhaps help to make this point clearer. Whoever owns a
radio receiving-set which is only of medium power may be familiar with the
following experience. As he idly twirls the station-finding knob in quest ohan
interesting speaking voice or some melodious music, he hears a faint sound
coming as from afar off. If he is impatient he turns away from such a faint
response and continues to twirl the knob until someone's voice clearly breaks
forth or until the strains of harmonious sound stream out of the amplifier. If
however he is not in a hurry or is well experienced in the moods of a radio set,
he probably lingers for a while on the faint response which he first heard and
keeps the station-finder concentrated upon it. Presently the sound grows in
strength until it becomes sufficiently distinct to be recognized as a voice or
melody of the kind which pleases him and therefore worth amplifying by the
volume-knob. Now the beginning of intuition is just like that. A thoughtemotion will first be lightly felt within. But it will leave almost as quickly as
it came. Therefore it must be caught on the wing if the student would catch
it at all. If it is not ignorantly brushed aside nor unconsciously suppressed, if
the concentrated attention is fully engaged upon it, then it may gradually
amplify itself until an idea whose truth seems perfectly self-evident will presently formulate itself in his consciousness. He may already be sensitive to
atmospheres, places, people. If he will only extend this sensitiveness a stage
further and grow more and more intelligently and discriminatingly conscious
of his own mental processes, he will begin to possess intuition. It will however
not be enough to recognize an intuition for what it is, nor even enough to comprehend clearly what it says to him. He must also learn to obey it. If he
finds its bidding distasteful or if he delays such obedience for personal reasons,
he may sometimes miss a valuable opportunity whose loss he may long regret
afterwards. On the other hand, loyal obedience quickly brings a sense of
smooth peaceful certitude about the matter which always increases as time
progresses.
The sixth point is a corollary trom all the previous ones. It is to learn how to
wait patiently for the right answer. A strong hindrance to the manifestation
of intuition is an impatient desire to gain the answer before the deeper mental
processes have been able to lay hold and present it to the surface consciousness,
if he is too premature in seizing what is thought to be an answer, he merely
$ets for his pains either a pseudo-intuition mistakenly regarded as the real
. thing"or else a mixed answer which is an Irish stew of a genuine half-intuition
interfused with an«emotion or prejudice contributed by his own wishful thinking. Only by a profound patience which is wilfingpto continue waiting until the
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coiTect answer comes can such pitfalls be avoided. Moreover, the consideration of all these practical points should not lead him into the wrong belief that
intuition manifests itself only in a single form. The message he needs, the
answer he seeks or the creative idea he gropes for may sometimes come to him
from an external channel, such as a book opened at random, a sentence dropped
by sheer chance during conversation or even a letter written just at the time by
a friend. The truth of such an external response has of course still to be recognized by something within himself alone and hence it is still worthy of being
called intuitive. All such strange happenings lose their strangeness when he
thoroughly understands the mentalist basis of all existence, when he knows
that one and the same deeper level of mind runs through and links together
all men and all things.
The seventh outstanding rule in this art is to check every alleged intuition
by the widest use of intelligence, of which reason is naturally the most important part, and where possible by experience and authority also. This does not
mean that he should fall into the error of trying to make every intuition conform to the demands of these other three criterions, for then there would be no
need to seek its help at all, but that they should be used as checks to guard him
better against self-deception. Whoever accepts the attestations of what he
believes to be intuition without trying to verify or test them has only himself
to blame if later they lead him astray. Because he may be so carried away by
the force of its undeniable immediacy and sacrosanct air, he may shrink from
critically examining, revising, checking and testing the correctness of an
intuitive response. It is however useless to submit the feeling of innate conviction as constituting sufficient proof of its validity. For in order to penetrate
to the sphere of genuine intuition he has first to cross the treacherous region
of pseudo-intuition. This is not an easy crossing if he has ignored or despised
the metaphysical discipline. The response may come to him in an impure mixed
form. For he must struggle against his own desires, wishes, hopes, fears and
selfishness—all of which are likely to masquerade as authentic intuition when
they are nothing of the sort.
One way to detect these smooth-tongued
inasqueraders is to note whether they are clamant, overmastering and passionfilled; to observe whether they try to force and rush him into an act or course of
action uncler great haste; if so it is most probable that their excited voices
speak from the pressure of personal emotion. The authentic voice of intuition
is usually received amid inner calmness. Even in the last case the emotional
background may still be quite marked but it remains only a background and
not a dominant factor. Both an alleged intuition and a genuine one may
appear as self-evident. But the former is loaded with selfish desire or personal
excitement whereas the latter is not. There are indeed among others three
distinguishing marks of genuine intuition. It is calm, clear and cert&in.
The student must frankly recognize that although intuition will always
function perfectly his receptivity to it will not, and that although it will always
be faultless his understanding of it may not. Moreover, there is no guarantee
that the appeal within will always be answered. The self-made karmic factor
also and always has something to say. Do what he will tllere are times when
no intuition will be forthcoming. It is wise then in such a case not to simulate
one out of misleading rationalized feelings but frankly to fall back on his
ordinary resources. Hence the errors which are ascribed to intuition do not
justly belong to it. Hence too the need to introduce the three checks as a
corrective. Let him take warning of this need from a famous contemporary
example. Hitler's intuitionuguided him to disregard the expert advice of his
General Staff on some important strategical points in the early stages of the war,
and guided him to astpnishing success, yet the supposedly same faculty also
guided him cin later stages bf the war to commit disastrous blunders of
*
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Himalayan magnitude. Just as willingness to listen to and follow the bidding of
his trustworthy intuitions must be reckoned amongst a man's good fortune, so
the willingness to listen to and follow the bidding of his pseudo-intuitions must
be reckoned amongst his bad fortune. This obedience to a false light has
wrought much misery in many lives and brought not a few to mental distress
and material ruin.
There are two stages in the student's unfoldment and it is only in the earlier
stage that such verification of claims is needful. For it is only then that the
student's receptivity is faulty, uncertain and irregular. But this unfortunately
is the stage in which most men still remain. Only when after long experience
and careful watching of results a man becomes completely familiar with the
way intuition really operates, detects its authentic signs at once and never
resists its oncoming; only when in short th«i faculty becomes quite mature is
there then no longer any need to apply a check to its correctness by reason or
otherwise. It would indeed be foolish to do so because the perfected faculty is
wider than reason and can reach where reason is only confounded. Such a
development however is uncommon, Hence our warnings in the earlier volume
about the need of discriminating between pseudo-intuition and that wonderful
faculty for which it is so often mistaken. The mystic particularly has yet to
comprehend that he often confuses belief with intuition just as the materialist
has yet to comprehend that he always confuses existence with its essence.
If he believes that an impulse is divinely inspired when in fact it is nothing of
the kind, he is obviously putting himself in a risky situation. Anyone who
seeks to find intuitive answers to the questions which arise on this quest of the
Overself must set himself against the gross self-deceptions and grotesque
exaggerations of wishful thinking, emotional bias and idiosyncratic impulse
which everywhere masquerade as the very voice of God.
The term "intuition" has, in unfortunate fact, been grossly abused. Its use
has been dragged down by the stupid, the unbalanced, the cranky and the
charlatanic to a low level where it is supposed to provide a hall-mark of divine
authenticity for what are really errors, conjectures, exploitations, egoistic
desires, wild hallucinations or even demonistic obsessions. The spontaneous
arisal of mystical intuitive thoughts containing honest revelations, discoveries
and predictions is an undoubted psychological fact, but this is a rarer occurrence
than it is generally supposed to be and the possibilities of error are so great that
intelligence, experience and authority should always be applied to check their
correctness.
Again, as has already been pointed out in the explanatory supplement* to
The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga, the mystically-minded ought not to confuse
intuition with the far superior faculty of insight. An adequate definition has
therein beSn given of the difference between them, so here we shall merely
stress the emphasis on the most essential of all these differences. It is incorrect
to use the term "intuition" for the apprehension of what is beyond its own
range. For it is a term whose ambiguity has made it just as much the plaything of gamblers on.a race-course who pick winners through their intuition as
of mystics who receive ego-flattering messages direct from Deity through the
same channel. There are primary and secondary levels of mind and consequently there are its primary and secondary products. The former are insights, the latter are intuitions. Sages speak from the highest level; mystics
contemplate and geniuses speak, write, paint and compose from the secondary
levels. Primary consciousness is exalted but calm; secondary consciousness
is exalted but excited. The first does not change its settled mood, but the
second falls intermittently into rapture, ecstasy or abstract reverie. Although
;
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both arise spontaneously and suddenly, intuition glimmers discontinuously
now and then even at its best but when insight is fully and finally active it
shines like an ever-burning Egyptian lamp. It is the business of intuition to
offer correct guidance in earthly human and intellectual matters whereas it is
the business of insight to transcend them. Intuition deals only with ephemeral
ideas, whether they concern race-horses on the one hand or even metaphysics
on the other, whereas insight deals with that eternal source whence all ideas
ultimately arise. Insight, in short, is the faculty whereby man can penetrate
through the terrestrial forms amid which he habitually dwells into the infinite
and ineffable reality behind and beyond them. Nevertheless the unfoldment
of intuition constitutes a valuable preliminary accomplishment which renders
easier and quicker the unfoldment of insight.
CHAPTER XIV
THE YOGA OF THE DISCERNING MIND

HAT he has heretofore learnt may have seemed too remote in its metaphysical abstraction to be useful to him, but nevertheless it is not with*
out personal bearing for the seeker. He who has cared to go so far will
possess in the foregoing pages a foundation for practical endeavours which, as
part of the threefold qualification needed for success in developing insight,
must take the shape of actively engaging himself in a series of mental exercises
which will help to open the door of a higher consciousness for him. Once the
truth of mentalism has soaked into his understanding it becomes very much
easier for the student to follow this quest. Not only is his external life brought
under control more quickly, not only are his emotions and passions subjugated
with more awareness and hence with less difficulty, but the practice of meditation can be turned into new channels whence it emerges more usefully than in
any other way. Such channels are these ultramystic exercises, most of which
have been formulated on a mentalist basis. They are the logical outcome of
the metaphysical teaching. Indeed, they are hinged into it, supplement and
complete t it. He who has intellectually mastered its tenets will to that
extent be able to enter understandingly and sympathetically into these exercises
and thus follow them more easily and practise them more correctly then anyone
who has not done so. It is now possible to grasp another one of the several
reasons why such repeated stress has hitherto been laid on the doctrine of
mentalism. The exercises cannot be properly done if mentalism is not correctly
understood or fully accepted whereas if it is the student will have a clear knowledge of what he is doing when he practises them. All demand that the intelligence shall be brought into play—a demand which is not made by tAe ordinary
yoga methods, with which they must not be confused as they differ in conception, purpose, spirit and technique. This is indeed why the system of ultramystic exercises is called "yoga of philosophic discernment" and also "yoga of
the discerning mind"—names which may here be abbreviated to "philosophic
yoga".
1

W

To keep the attention from flying inwardly to one thought after another, to
transform its natural condition from one of restlessness to one of steadiness,
should be the primary aim of all the junior yoga methods. Any other is a sidetrack to be avoided. But when this aim has been achieved the student is
ripe to practise the senior methods here outlined. When the strain of meditation comes to an end, when>the difficulty of keeping to a single fine of thoughts
- is felt no more, the preliminary stage has been passed and the student*is ready
for philosophic yoga. „ Just as when the"*pull on a rope is sufficiently strong the
resultant tension at last reaclfes a point where the rope snaps altogether, so the
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strain of concentration comes to a sudden end and vanishes altogether. From
this memorable moment, meditation proceeds with ease and surety. It is no
longer a necessary duty but a benign privilege. And it is to reach such a point
that the yoga systems of concentration have really been devised.
Nevertheless it is not always necessary for everyone to pass through all these
stages in sequence. There is no other objection to anyone practising these
ultramystic exercises than (a) the probable inability to concentrate successfully
and to withdraw his attention from externals if he has not practised ordinary
yoga exercises, and (6) the probable inability through metaphysical ignorance
to discriminate between the ultimate reality, Mind itself, and its mere products.
This is not to say that the novice who attempts them will be wasting his time
but that he may find them too difficult, too far beyond his reach. These are
the only reasons why prior progress in ordinary meditation is usually required
but in many cases they are all-powerful reasons. However, some are already
if unconsciously advanced enough to start meditating directly on the ultramystic exercises, whilst others may unconsciously be prepared to utilize them
successfully because of practices done in former incarnations but now forgotten.
This is a matter to be determined by experiment. Moreover, in all such operations there is always a possibility that the mysterious ^-factor of grace may come
into spontaneous play direct from the Overself. Therefore even those who a*e
still beginners may experiment with these exercises if they wish.
The exercises given in The Secret Path and The Quest of the Overself form
excellent preparations for those given here. Indeed, there is an obvious line
of progressive continuity from those earlier ones to the present ones, for the
appeal to intelligence and understanding has been consistently maintained
throughout, whilst their search for the source of the self-thought comes close to
the present search for the source of all thoughts. Thus the present exercises
absorb and then transcend the earlier ones. Because no single method of
meditation will suit all people at all times nor even the same person all the time,
the student should select the one which makes most appeal to him at present
and feel himself free to change it for another if the moment comes when such
a change seems advantageous. If at first sight it appears easy or attractive to
a reader, this will probably be because he has practised it already iij. a former
incarnation. Consequently it is preferable that he should take up this particular one before any other. In any case, all are not to be done simultaneously.
A single exercise may be taken up for a few weeks or a few months at a time;
then he may change over to a different one.
Because, in their present modernized form, they demand only a small
fragment of each day for their practice, small enough indeed to suit anybody
who is something more than a mere dilettante, these exercises are fit even for
use in this*hurried twentieth century. Because they are intended for modern
active people and not for medieval monkish ascetics who have fled the world,
it will suffice to practise for a single sitting of about three-quarters of an hour
daily or, if desired, for about one half-hour each at morning and evening sessions.
Like all yoga practices they must be done as regularly as possible, for the rhythm
of patient persistent repetition thus set up is a definite aid to success. What
must be also impressed upon the student is that the beginning of philosophic
meditation—unlike the monastic kind—may come of itself at unexpected
moments, even when engaged in daily business. He will find that his active
life is occasionally and momentarily interrupted by a spontaneous recall to the
still rapt mood of these meditations. If this happens he should not neglect
the precious opportunity but should yield at once to the mood. This can best
be doneby dropping whatever world business or pleasure he may be engaged in
and turning his attention inward to saVour the sweet stillness whilst reflecting
intelligently upon it. Three or four mitiutes \fill usually suffice* although it
•
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has been told of Socrates how he was caught and kept standing on his feet
for the better part of a whole day by such an ultramystic reverie. It may
start into sudden effortless activity through such obvious things as the hushed
quietude of eventide, the colourful sky at dawn, the appealing strains of music
or the profound lines of metaphysical prose. But it may also start quite
inexplicably (to the surface consciousness) in the midst of mundane work,
or in the midst of trivial duties as when lacing a shoe or even when lifting a
soup-spoon to the mouth! Therefore he must not take a narrow pedantic
and mechanical view of such meditation. He must not limit it only to set
formal exercises practised at set times with the tick-tock regularity of a clock.
For he should understand that although he is here dealing with what is most
subtle and sensitive and mysterious in his inward existence, it is nevertheless
not something which is really rem&te and apart from outward existence. He
is dealing with Mind.
Everyone experiences Mind at every moment in its fractional and limited
form as the flowing series of thoughts. It is always there with him and within
him. Only, he has to open his eyes to its presence. Consequently it is not
something too far off from him to be attained at all nor even too obscure to be
attained without overcoming almost insuperable difficulties. If he sets about
tfle task with intelligent understanding and in the right manner, and if the
unpredictable influx of grace also occurs, anyone may attain this goal during
his present lifetime. The first and foremost obstacle to the discovery of what
is so intimately ever-present within him is his innate materialism. This need
not necessarily be of the crude popular kind or of the polished scientific kind;
it may also be of a subtler kind. It is indeed often disguised under religious,
occult and mystical forms. The right cure for it is a grasp of mentalism.
1. A Meditation on the Sun. The course of higher practices is usually
begun with a preparatory exercise which is at the same time of such a character
that it may be continued alongside of the others and even after the most advanced stage has been attained. It is particularly valuable to beginners,
whether in ordinary mysticism or on the ultimate path, because it helps on the
one hand* to purify their self-centred attitude and on the other hand to bring
about a descent of grace from the Overself. The practice is extremely simple,
even disarmingly so, but those who estimate its value by its simplicity will
greatly err. It is really a humble invocation and worshipful salutation of that
supreme power which has manifested as this universe. Theoretically, it is a
recognition of man's fundamental oneness with Nature, his inescapable kiiship
with the cosmos, his sharing of a common life. Practically, it is a communion
with Nature at her most significant symbolic and glorious poinj, the sun.
Therefore this exercise is connected with the sun's appearance and disappearance from the sky. For light, when traced to its true source, is nothing else
than the first energy emanated by God, the World-Mind, and consequently
the first state of so-called matter.
The student may begin by resolving to rise from sleey before daybreak in
time to watch the sky's transformation from the darkness tf night. In ancient
times those engaged on this quest of the Overself in non-European and Oriental
countries were usually forbidden to remain asleep at this period. The regulations of the Mystery-schools of initiation required them to be found in the midst
of performing this exercise when the sun was half-risen above the horizon.
But it is more difficult to keep such a rule in our grey Northern climes and still
more difficult in our higft-pressure modern civilization. Therefore it will
* suffice for those unable to do so if thejj will practise this meditation i t sunset
instead, to watch th& opposite process take place. On« of the worst defects
of modern Civilization is^ mat it tends Jo divorce man from Nature. Western
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man especially does not know what he is missing when he misses devoting a
few minutes to catch the calm blessing of dawn or the beautiful peace of sunset.
For he then possesses an opportunity to profit by Nature's secret operations
bgfcause certain mystical forces are available to assist communion with her.
f t e s e two periods are neutral points in the inner movement of our solar system,
wji^se^hidden activity then turns back and starts in a reverse direction. During
them there is a profound pause on the part of Nature wherein the transcendental
forces have the freest and fullest play. The precise times when he may come
into contact with these sublime forces are (a) in the morning between the time
when starlight begins to wane until the time when the sun has just risen;
(b) in the evening between the time when sunlight begins to wane and the
stars have just appeared. When the sun's first greeting arrives on earth or
when the purple shadows of twilight surrourfd the globe, or at both times, man
may come into a closer harmony with Nature than is ordinarily possible, except
at new moon, full moon and eclipse days, which are always very favourable to
the successful consummation of yoga practice. But in any case whoever undertakes this exercise must repeat it daily until he completes the annual solar
cycle if he wishes to become perfect in its practice and to obtain its full results.
Not before 365 days have passed can this stage be reached.
The first practical essential of this exercise is to sit in an unobserved plaoc
either outdoors or indoors facing directly east in the morning or directly west
in the evening. If the student is practising indoors then he must take up a
position at a window which will enable him to see the sun. If, as often happens
in Europe and America, the sun itself is obscured by clouds or mist, the exercise
may be practised in just the same way and the eyes kept upon the growing or
fading light in the sky in the same easterly or westerly direction where the sun
would be found were it visible. The squatting posture which is permissible
in ordinary yoga is to be avoided here. This is because such a limb-locked
posture helps to kindle its practiser's own forces through his own will-power
whereas here the object is to become the passive recipient of super-personal
forces. The cross-legged hand-folded posture closes the magnetic circuit
whereas the one required here keeps it open and receptive. He must sit in the
style depicted in certain ancient Egyptian statues, that is resting on 3 seat, the
legs uncrossed and slightly apart, the hands also unfolded and resting on the
thighs just above the knees.
Thus he fixes his gaze upon the rising or setting sun or the coloured sky.
All other thoughts should be put away at first and his whole attention concentrated upon the physical phenomenon which he is witnessing. The rays of
light must enter his body through his eyes. In this way alone do they attain
their utmost effiqacy for the purpose of this exercise. Such rays when
absorbed in this manner and when at their mildest as they are at these hours
also possess the latent power to assist the healing of physical disease, to restore
wasted strength, to pacify a troubled heart and to disinfect a noxious emotional
nature, just as at noonday strength they possess the power to disinfect noxious
places and polluted.water in the tropics. His emotions will be uplifted and
refined as he watchLs the gradual appearance and shifting play of the sky's
colourings. Artists and poets with their superior intuition have often felt
this truth that there is a profound inner significance in daybreak and dayfall,
although they have not understood it. For they have observed that such a
variegated movement of beautiful colours does not occur during the night,
when the sky is dark or black, or during the day, when it is usually white or
blue or grey.
•
In the second stage the student tries to partake of the profound inner pause wherein the entire soter system is so bfiefly plunged, to experience within himself what is actually occurring within the greater existence of whicbhe is a part,
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to tranquillize all his thoughts so that personal matters are wholly absent.
Just as the sun at dawn illumines the physical world, so the Sun behind the
sun, the mystical Light of the World-Mind illumines man's mental world at
the same time, penetrates it through and through, provided he is present and
passive in consciousness to receive its power. He must thoroughly steep
himself in this wonderful mystical stillness wherein Nature is plunged for a
few moments.
In the third and last stage of this exercise the student seeks to move with the
outspreading or waning light until he embraces the whole planet along with it.
For this purpose he has to picture himself as a purely mental disembodied being,
as a formless consciousness mentally dissociated from the physical body, whilst
at the same time he has to strive to identify himself sympathetically with the
life^of all beings, whether plant* animal or human. He should make the
"ycon%ption as alive as possible by permeating it with faith and conviction,
and D^ holding the sense of countless creatures existing everywhere.
Thus he exercises his belief that he is ultimately mind and not matter and also
strengthens his perception of the true relation between himself and the cosmic
life. In the first case, the same creative faculty of imagination which ties
a man to the belief that he is only flesh and nothing more is used to help untie
him from it, to help liberate his consciousness from the tyrannical rule of the
body-thought. In the second case, the student makes use of the oft-neglected
truth of his physical and vital oneness with the universe. He must
reverentially hold the thought of being a part of the grand boundless
Whole. He must try to realize that his own existence is inter-connected
by a beginningless and endless web with all the other existences around
him. There must be deep devotion and heartfelt feeling in his thoughts.
Even the slightest understanding of the cosmic wonder should rouse the hope
and instil the confidence that his little personal life is not without its sublimer
significance.
He reaches the goal of this stage when the physical scene vanishes, when
he is no longer conscious of it, when attention is turned inward wholly on the
beautiful mood or spirit thus invoked, when all form is absent and he feels in
complete^apport with the universal being, so complete that he knows he is an
integral part of it. When he feels something of this relationship as a loving
response—a feeling which may arise within ten to twenty minutes in the case
of a moderately experienced meditator—he should cease trying to absorb
support from the All, whose soul is the World-Mind, and begin trying to pass it
out compassionately and share its grace unselfishly with others. He sees them
in his imagination suffused with its warm light and sublime peace. First he
directs this effort with his love towards those who are near or dear to him and
to any special individuals whom he would like to help in this wajf. Then he
directs it towards mankind in the mass whom he must regard as unconsciously
forming one great family. Third, he directs it towards individuals who are
hostile to him, who hate, injure or criticize him. He must consider them as
his teachers for it is their business to pick out and make him aware of his
faults. Consequently, if indirectly, they are his benefactors. If in the process they exaggerate the facts unjustly or falsify them dishonestly, karma will
come into appropriate and effective play and bring the needed suffering and
purification. It is his business to desire their inner moral growth. He need
not send them his love and indeed in the case of those who are obsessed or
inspired by evil forces should definitely not do so, but he must send them his
pity.
•
It is quite fitting tor the student to close the exercise with a very short
silent personal prayer to the Overself, if he wishes to do^o. In that case it is
best if the dawn exercise *ia used to ask for
• strength, light, truth, understanding,
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inspiration, and material help, whilst the eventide exercise is used to ask for
peace, calm, freedom, unselfishness and opportunity to render service. For this
meditation is particularly associated with the act of prayer and with the diffusion of grace. It is in effect a humble appeal from man to a higher power, a
confession that he knows himself to be weak, erring, ignorant and that he needs
its aid in overcoming his weakness, his sinfulness and his ignorance. It is
also a cry to have made lighter the heavy karmic burden which he carries and
for which he must frankly acknowledge he has no one but himself to blame.
Divine forgiveness, guidance, grace and even regeneration are the fruits of this
exercise. It is an abasement of the little self before the immensity of the cosmic
one, a chastening confession of dependence on a higher being. It is a getting
out of his blind littleness, his endless pre-occupation with his own narrow personality and a perception that he belongs to k larger order of being, that he is
but a part of the magnificent Whole. It is finally a recognition that the Sun,
as the source of Light, as the supreme visible symbol of the World-Mind, is
God's heart-centre in this world system as the heart in his body is the Overself's centre in his own little personal system.
This meditation occupies an unique place in the hidden teaching. Although
traditionally regarded as either a companion exercise or a preliminary and purificatory one to whatever other practices may be followed, it is nevertheless oife
which the greatest sage will not disdain to follow even after his ultimate attainment, just as a mighty river which has joined the ocean still continues to pour
its waters therein. In his case it will be both an expression of humility and an
adoration of the Supreme. But in the case of the neophyte, its use is eventually
to evoke within him a mysterious grace-giving force which shall by its own
inherent intelligence lead him to the exquisite blessedness of the discovery that,
despite all appearances to the contrary, he lives environed by a matterless
world in which his own destiny is inescapably divine.
s^rf A Meditation on the Past. In this exercise the student must set out on
a strange journey. He must set out to visit the man he used to be and events
he has earlier experienced. It is to be practised at night just before sleep. If,
for any reason, it is inconvenient or impossible to do so, he may practise in
the morning instead, immediately after waking up. But the power and the
possibilities of this exercise will then be notably lessened. After getting into
bed and settling himself down, with legs fully stretched out and not curled up,
the student begins to direct his consciousness to the past. He reviews the chief
eveiAs of the day starting from that very moment and works his way slowly
backward from one experience or feeling or idea to another; first through the
evening, then thrpugh the afternoon and the morning and finally he returns
in memory t o the moment of hisfirstawakening. He must not however stop even
here but must try to recall the dreams if any which he had during the previous
night. He should indeed stop this review only when he reaches the mental
picture of himself settled in bed and about to fall asleep the night before. If
he is devoting the morning to this meditation then of course his thoughts will
start instead with t!»ie night's dreams and end with the previous morning's
awakening. The need for blacking-out all other images which will otherwise
intrude themselves, thus defeating concentration, renders it desirable to meditate on images which are intensely vivid. Hence he must draw upon the mind's
picture-making power to its utmost extent. He need not relive everything
that has happened during the twenty-four hours which have gone by. It will
suffice if he picks out a few major occurrences, activities, contacts and reflections1 which possess some importance both from a personal and from a *
philosophic standpoint.
*
•
What is essential, however, is to see hi£ own body*with its actions as though
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it were someone else's. He has to behold it working, moving, talking, enjoying
and suffering with the same easy sense of being separate from it that he feels
when beholding the other figures which enter into the day's life. At the same
time he Should bring his own deeds and his own thoughts and feelings before
the impartial tribunal of his better self for philosophical evaluation. He should
adopt a detached attitude to enable him to expose unconscious complexes and
hidden motives, to view critically and without favouritism his own dreams,
acts and thoughts according to the higher ethical and intellectual demands of
philosophy. He should stand spaciously aside from his personal life and view
it as a thing apart; its excited joyous hours and its tragic unhappy days will
then seem much less important as happenings and much more important as
tutors to impart philosophical lessons. The exercise therefore requires the strong
use of his creative imagination botlf to retrace his steps and to accomplish this
bifurcation of consciousness.
As he calmly surveys the person, treats it theoretically and actually like a
separate and different creature apart from himself, and then critically judges
its thoughts, feelings and deeds quite impartially and quite sternly, hejcreates an
effective means of self-betterment. This will purify his motivation, educate
his emotions, strengthen his will-power and improve his mental capacity.
Tlfus the mind's power to create its own pictures and recapitulate the past is
utilized to modify his own character in an effective manner. Moreover, the
repeated and faithful pursuit of this habit will eventually improve the powers
of remembrance too. They will not only begin to yield up during the meditation little details of the past that would otherwise be permanently buried but
will also begin to yield its contents at any time of the day when he wants them
—and that with a smoothness and readiness not before experienced.
But such benefits, excellent though they are, represent only a partial purpose
of this exercise. For if the retrospective review is earnestly and intensely
practised, in so far as it arrests and reverses the time-flow it lifts him out of the
illusions which make the present alone seem real and the mental certainly seem
material. Hence its philosophical purpose begins to achieve itself not during
the actual meditation itself but only during the intervals between two meditations. Then the student begins to realize that the past day being now but a
memory and hence but a thought-form everything he is now seeing—including
himself, others, events and environments—is likewise but a series of thoughtforms. He begins to see the results in exceptional experiences, in strange
if brief interludes which unexpectedly enter his wakeful life and grip his thoughts
without warning.
During these interludes the outside world will assume a new and amazing
relation. The winding streets or lonely jungle which stretch all around will
be felt as though they were like spider-webs directly spun out of tne inmost
point of his own being. The solid walls of a house will no longer be entirely
separate from him, the very ground on which he stands will no longer be merely
alien substance and the living person who stands at his side is no longer a wholly
separate creature. The frontiers between self and not-self which make man
a natural materialist somehow fade and fall away. Not <that the particular
objective forms of being vanish; they do not, but that their being itself becomes
strangely intimate with his own at this mysterious central.point within himself.
He becomes luminously aware that the mind bestows reality upon its own
constructions by bestowing concentrated attention upon them, and that they
are projected by the mind outwards from within itself, as indeed is the whole
world. He understands n o ^ that the mind makes all things for he sees within
""ft all that he formerly believed to be outside of it. Whereas the popular
and even scientific view is that^ sensations which produce Ihe panoramic spectacle of the ftorld are themselves produced within us by the physical objects
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which are outside us and are impressed upon our minds from without, he will
experience the very contrary to be the truth.
These strange occurrences will be not merely a matter of reasoning but a
matter of the most vivid experience which will be feelingly alive with afctuality.
Critics who think that this yogic initiation into mentalism is experienced only
by befuddled dreamers or unbalanced mystics should consider that it has also
happened to a famous scientist. Sir Humphry Davy, the brilliant English
chemist and inventor of the miner's safety lamp, first discovered and experimented with nitrous oxide gas. He himself described how, after inhaling this
gas, the old form of his familiar everyday world began to vanish: " I existed in
a world of newly connected and newly modified ideas," he narrated. And
this scientist whose life was devoted to the investigation of physical things was
forced to confess: "Nothing exists but thoughts. The universe is composed
of impressions, ideas!" Let nobody complain however that this view of the
shifts and changes of our world-scene robs it of its reality and turns it almost
into a mere dream. He is not robbed of reality but merely of a limited conception of reality. For the only thing that is continuous throughout the endless mutations of his world-experience is that which both makes and observes
it—Mind.
The final philosophic purpose of this exercise is to awaken the student Ho
the consciousness of the hidden observer. This is a more difficult achievement
than the previous one and consequently comes at a later stage. It may manifest itself either during the meditation or when otherwise engaged. He will
become intermittently aware that there is something in him which is other than
the evanescent events themselves, which is indeed their unaffected imperturbable
Witness. He discovers that in himself which notes the bare existence of the
experience, which is pure consciousness dissociated from its personality and
its forms. He will begin to watch the ever-changing stream of his own feelings,
the pulsating waves of emotion and mood, with serene dispassion and calm
evaluation as the screen between his everyday mentality and transcendental
consciousness intermittently thins down. This will bring a great stillness to his
heart and a great deliberateness to his active life. Again and again he will
find his heart put under enchantment and his brain made mute, tte while an
indefinable peace and indescribable detachment proclaim that something
unearthly dwells within and about him.
\
A Meditation on the Future. The moments just before falling asleep
are important to every man. They contain latent power to transform his
mental, moral and physical existence in an effective manner. If he utilizes
them aright, hetmay gradually alter both his external environment and his
internal character for the better. Such moments are even more important to
the student on this quest of the Overself however, for they contain latent
power to transform his consciousness also. When settled in bed at night he
begins this exercise by suggesting some leading ideas and anticipating some
leading activities of the following day. But he should not merely try to predetermine somethmg of its character; he should also pre-determine it in a
particular way. It should portray him as the ideal philosophic man he seeks
to be. It should reflect what his better self wants him to think and do. Hence
he visualizes himself possessed of specific, desirable, moral and mental qualities
and putting them in action. He imagines the way in which he should rightly
react to any meetings with other persons likely to happen. He must visualize
himself not only as he should wisely think and liobly act but also, as in the
previous exercise, as though he werera detached spectator looking impartially^
upon the personality.
«
t
tl
The focussed clearness and uninterrupted intensity with which these images
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are imprinted on his consciousness together with the lulled quiescence of his
physical senses will partly measure the results achieved. He must put vividly
mto his consciousness the precise images of the thoughts he ought to hold and
the behaviour which he ought to manifest when confronted by the chief probable happenings, duties, moods and so on. The characters, scenes and events
must be painted with photographic sharpness on his canvas. When it is alive,
alert, concentrated, strong and disciplined, the imaginative power can greatly
help a man to master himself. But on the other hand when it is vague, dreamy,
wandering, feeble and diffused it becomes a hindrance and a drag, preventing
progress and causing stagnation. Naturally the imagination which is going to
succeed in such an enterprise must be a powerful one. The faith which must
support and confirm it must be equally strong. Every idea which he impresses
on himself in this way should be impressed calmly and feelingly and firmly but
not violently; there should also be an easy confidence that success will salute
his effort. He must perseveringly repeat these suggestions quite often not
merely verbally but by the process of visualizing their fruition. Such
repetition is important.
An ideative suggestion which he formulates and gives himself whilst in
this rapt mood will tend to realize itself. His actions will spontaneously and
involuntarily come into correspondence with the pictorial and reflective
suggestions which were held in consciousness during this highly critical
moment. Indeed they will have no option but to do so, for a profound psychological law is involved here. But the most essential point is to fall naturally
asleep whilst in the very midst of practising the meditation itself. Therefore
the least digression towards bodily consciousness may break the absorbed
concentration and deprive the suggestion of its power. Whilst he is holding
these beneficial thoughts which shall pre-determine his future thinking and
conduct, if wakeful consciousness drops away the deeper level of mind will
then take up the thoughts for him and work them out in its superior way. For
next day he will find himself unconsciously carrying out the suggestion which
he had deliberately given himself the preceding night. When the events or
meetings actually happen he will feel a sudden inner impulse to act precisely
in the way»he had earlier pictured to himself. Hence the first important result
of this exercise is the effective remoulding of character which it brings about,
the steady wearing down of faults and vices and defects, the steady building up
of merits, virtues and good qualities. By repeating it every night good habits
can be created during the wakeful life and bad ones broken up. The pqjver
which is superior to thinking consciousness and emotional tendency is thus
drawn upon to develop rightly and benefit permanently both together. It is
perfectly possible for every student to call in the aid of such * highej force for
his own satisfactory self-improvement. Here is a practical reasonable hope
which can make him happier, strengthen his will and shape his life more closely
to his higher ideas and finer ideals. The little successes which will sooner or
later encourage him to continue this practice will be accompanied by a sense of
growing power. To his amazement he will find that his visualized conduct
will become spontaneously operative without any great strain on his limited
strength of will and that his previous suggestions will actualize themselves
without any inner struggle or opposition.
All this introduces a new factor into his karma which in turn brings about
some modification of it and eventually some refashioning of environment.
Indeed, all sustained and concentrated intense mental images affect his future
circumstances because Mind^is the real basis of all circumstances. Whatever
engraved on consciousness in vivid reJ/ef during the passivity of the* senses
in pre-sleep, especialjy tends t^ repro4uce itself creatively and operatively in
the external life, subject i\ot only to adjustment by karma and evolution but
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also by the habitual trend of thought if it is in conflict with the images or ideas
thus engraved.
This exercise is valuable to help him remain unaffected whent unduly
suggestive or unconsciously hypnotic influence is being exerted upon him by
other persons or even by a deliberately impressive external environment. On
the other hand, so far as he attempts to introduce other persons into his meditation, the student is earnestly asked to keep his mind and motives pure. Otherwise he-may involve himself in karmic requitals of a painful character or, which
is even worse than temporary physical pain, in the permanent degradation
of his own character. The temptation to interfere for his own selfish benefit
with the freewill of others may easily arise but its obedience leads in the end
only to disaster. Indeed it would also defeat the very object of these exercises,
which seek to lift the practiser above the narrow agitated personality into the
wide passionless atmosphere of truth, to make him feel that something which is
over and above his ordinary self has taken hold of him and is lifting him upwards
alike in consciousness as in ethics and understanding. To overcome the
resistance of the person in moral issues is a primary task which has to be accomplished in the silence and secrecy of such meditation.
If however the student carries out his task faithfully he will, as in the previous exercise, arrive at a further important result. This practice will tend"to
shift his centre of spiritual gravitation and thus to overcome the emotional
vacillations, the physical passions and the intellectual illusions of the person.
He becomes increasingly conscious of an inner strength which paradoxically he
recognizes to be great in proportion to his capacity to recognize that it is derived
from something beyond himself, something which is universal and impersonal.
It is indeed derived from the hidden observer. At unexpected moments of
ordinary routine existence and amid his manifold duties, he will suddenly
become aware of its presence. He will rise from mere participation in events to
calm witnessing of them as well, to see them as they should be seen. At such
moments he feels that he is standing curiously still whilst the turbulent processional drama of the world moves all around him.
Thus he learns to separate the impersonal "soul" from the active self by
metaphysical understanding of both these aspects of himself alongside the
periodical mystical effort to bifurcate his consciousness. As his efforts are more
and more successful he will more and more lose the egoistic sense of living and
working merely for personal interests alone, a sense which really springs out of
thec.materialist self-identification with the body. It stands in the way of
appreciating inspired truth as much as it stands in the way of appreciating
inspired music. For to the degree that the thought that he is listening keeps on
obtrudingrinto Iris attention, to that same degree it causes a man to lose his
emotional unity with the music and diminishes its pure enjoyment. Only when
the consciousness displaces the predominance of the sense of being personally
occupied with life does the hidden observer transform external existence
from being the prosaic and materialist thing it ordinarily is into something
veritably divine.
4. A Meditation on the Timeless Self. Although this exercise is not done
in the conventional way, that is in solitude and at the same set time every day,
but is to be deliberately inserted into the external life of routine activity, it is
from such an informal character that it derives its peculiar philosophic value.
The student not only puts it into operation at odd moments or during waiting
periods, or when he finds himself free for a few minutes, but also deliberately
breaks into whatever work he may be doing and stops. As a mere three o i l
four minutes will suffice for the practice thistneed rfot .disturb his exteijor^
existence or interfere seriously with his exterior duties. Moreover it may be
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done almost anywhere, for the solitude which must needs be created is entirely
an interior one. An important point is to train himself to start the practice
suddenly and to let the thoughts of everything else subside at once, so that he
can plurfge himself instantaneously into the different outlook it demands.
This is a knack which comes with experience.
He should abruptly reject the thoughts or desires which happen to engage
him, calmly suppress all personal reference and put himself in the mental
position of a man waking up from a dream and suddenly realizing that he was
not only playing an active part in the dream but was also remaining quite
immobile as the mere witness of that dream figure itself. In the same way,
he must stand aside from what is happening around him and even from the
personality which is fitting into the environment, becoming utterly aloof from
its business or pleasure. He shoitfd remember the metaphysical tenet that
behind all those thoughts which were changing continuously, the consciousness
which observed them remained static throughout, unmoved and unaltered, that
through all the flow of experienced events and things there was a steady element
of awareness. He should try to identify himself with this consciousness and to
disidentify himself from the accustomed one.
He will be chiefly helped in this endeavour by pondering again and again
on*the awakened dreamer's relation to the sleeping dreamer. He may also
find some help in considering the cinema screen which remains stationary whilst
pictures appear and pass over it. The first typifies the unchanging witnessself whilst the second typifies the person's cvcr-changing experiences. Just as
the pictures do not really affect the screen so these experiences do not really
affect the consciousness by virtue of which they alone exist. When this relation
is immediately clear to him he completes the meditation by comprehending
that whereas all these experiences assume form in space and follow successively
in time, this witnessing element itself is formless and free from successiveness.
This witness-self eludes the academic psychologist because he is naturally
holding on to time and this is something which is mystically raised above time.
Copernicus found that serious difficulties remained inexplicable on the conventional theory of supposing the earth to be fixed in space whilst the sun and
other stars^wheeled around it. He reversed the process and imagined that the
earth wheeled around instead. This solved all the difficulties at a single stroke
and revolutionized the scientific outlook of his era. During these moments of
meditation the student must bring about a similar reversal of outlook in his
own conscious life. He must temporarily drop the com -^tional belief and
assume that space and time are travelling in him, in his Ligher individuality.
The utter intensity with which he abruptly lets himself slip out of the world
of time is important. His ultimate aim is to arrive at the supreme acme of
forgetfulness, to let his time-existence be swallowed up by the tinfeless one.
The experience sounds like something to be feared. It is actually a delightful
one. The townsman is comforted only when he thinks in modest short-term
periods and profoundly frightened when the possibility of an endless existence
extends before him. The desert dweller, on the contrary, who has watched
Nature pursue her perennial unfailing course and assimilated something of the
tranquillity which envelops such places, has a better appreciation of the
beginningless and endless character of the cosmos and therefore of the "Soul".
That which never dies and was not born, which has existed from one eternity to another, can exist only in a timeless Now which is beyond human conception but not beyond human experience. He who can learn to live feelingly
in this everlasting Now kno\fs how artificial are all those oppressions of time
which humanity clings so slavishly and so^hort-sightedly. He knotfs that
these ^visions which it»insists pn making? are mere conventions which help to
npiifte practice life possible tout which *ar§ illusions in the greater absolute life
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of Infinite Duration. The passive submission to time keeps man enchained.
The willed meditation on the infinite observer which is ever with him and
within him is a revolt which weakens every link of his chains. If the unimaginably stretched-out time-life of World-Mind is beyond human reach the timelessness of pure Mind is within possible experience. As the Overself it is the
stupendous ever-present fact of his life. If he ceases to ignore it and repeatedly
strives to know it the hour will certainly arrive when he shall do so. < For
gently and gradually, a realization will come to the student that he is no longer
imprisoned by the body, that an inexpressible spaciousness of being is now his.
The planetary scene will seem like a shadow show. The people in it will seem
like shadow actors playing allotted parts. He himself will feel fleshless and
ethereal. A queer feeling that this is an experience he has been fated to meet
since birth will creep into his heart. He'will find in himself the wonderful
confirmation of that which reason merely affirms and religion only hints at—
the glorious fact of the timeless soul.
A Meditation on Dream. When wakefulness slips down to zero a
transformation of consciousness occurs; it either manifests as panoramic
dream or is submerged in total unconsciousness. Usually a man falls asleep
when occupied with a train of feebly-held thoughts or with a movement* ot
erratic imagination, either of which may fitfully continue its interrupted
existence through the merely mechanical activity of its related brain centre.
The latter however being partially uncontrolled functions incorrectly and
grotesquely. The memory of this distorted experience plus the suggestive memory of earlier wakeful experiences plus the association of ideas recently held
during the wakeful state form the basis of the average confused dream. What
he vividly remembers, however, is only the last few links of the chain. This is
because they are still within the focus of concentrated attention whereas all
the earlier links have faded out of focus altogether.
The condition which lies between sleeping and waking is not only extremely
interesting, for it does not belong to either category and is indeed a borderland with characteristics which partake of both, but also extremely important,
for it is very receptive to suggestion. This infinitesimal intermediate point on
the verge of sleep offers a unique opportunity for the practice of concentration.
It has already been explained that the final trend of thought held firmly and
clearly in consciousness whilst one falls asleep is taken up by the deeper level
of jrnind, which then works upon it in its own mysterious yet effective way.
This strange mental power may be utilized to exercise control over dream life.
The opportunity to develop it and to free it from foolish or even evil experiences exists within the ante-room of the nightly return to sleep, particularly for
those who are more or less habitual dreamers. The others who rarely dream at
all need not regret the fact, which is indeed to their advantage, for eventually
the higher goal for aspirants is complete repose in an utterly thought-free and
dream-free state.
The student settles himself at night for sleep and then directs his thoughts
forward into the ff.ture, seeking first to imprint powerfully upon his consciousness the suggestion that his forthcoming dreams shall rationalize themselves
and then to picture fiimself passing through certain definite experiences during
them. He should pre-determine to introduce rational order and logical unity
into them. He should aspire to see himself forcefully waking up in his sleep
enough to be fully aware that he is still dreaming but not enough to be aware
of the physical world which has been left behind. The mind must be utterly
intent when giving the nightly ^elf-suggestion and nothing else should be
mitted to gain a mental foothold, f i e will assist this«development if he takes
particular not^of the most vivid aq/i most lucid1 dreamS which leave asharp
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impression on the mind and keeps a brief written record of them. If therefore
he wishes to remember more of any dream he must take the utmost care not
to get out of bed abruptly. The transition to waking activity should be of
the slowest, gentlest and most spontaneous kind. He should lie utterly still
and inwardly attentive immediately on awakening, permitting no other thought
to intrude and break his concentration than the thought of the last moment of
dream.
Success will come more quickly if he is thoroughly convinced of the truth of
mentalism. For if in the midst of his waking activities he can keep in the
background of his mind the truth that all his experience is a mind-constructed
one, he will inevitably carry the same attitude sooner or later into the midst
of his dreaming activities. When this conviction becomes natural and habitual,
it more easily extends itself to his dream experiences. It will help if at odd
moments during the day he drops his accustomed standpoint and takes up that
of a dispassionate witness. He should pull himself up to reflect that what he is
doing will become like a dream a moment or two afterwards, for it will slip into
the past and become ungraspable except as a memory-idea. Also, as he moves
from place to place he should occasionally reflect that the place previously
left has likewise become a content of memory and that what it is then it always
was*—a thought-form held by consciousness.
Again and again he will fail to proceed farther in this practice than the point
of everyone's common experience, that is again and again he will pass into the
incoherent and unsatisfying fitful dream condition or the full blank of unconsciousness which stamps the ordinary sleeping condition of mankind. Consequently much persistence is required to bring this exercise to its ripe fruition.
But one day the strange event will occur which will assure him that he has
opened a new door in his nightly life. True, it will open only a very little
distance at first but after the initial success this distance will progressively
increase with time and perseverance. He will pass into a paradoxical state
during sleep when the dream life will no longer deceive him for he will clearly
realize at the same time the fact that what he is experiencing is really nothing
else than a vivid dream. He will possess the quaint sense of being awake in
the very mi^dst of his dream. Yet it will wear all the definite awareness, the
clear shape and the luminous colour of wakeful actuality. Such a man does not
dream in the ordinary sense, does not suspend the critical judgment and coherent imagery of his mental operations and does not waste his night in those
vague, idle and fantastic constructions which pass with most of us for dreams.
Nights spent in snrh coherent and connected dreaming will be in striking c<Jhtrast to nights formerly spent in aimless and jumbled dreaming. It will be a
rational existence wherein all his faculties of will, judgment, civicism, memory
and so forth are just as effectively working as during wakefulness. His dream
life will indeed eventually become in part a natural continuation of daytime
activity, although within much wider limits. He is expected to utilize this
exercise as an attempt to implement his highest ideals. Therefore his dream
conduct should show a greater self-control and a loftier morality than his
wakeful conduct shows. Any descent from this ethic will expose him to certain
dangers. Vigilance is here needful.
^ The mind creates its own new time, space, matter and causality in dream.
When this power is brought under conscious control, the student will attain
almost magical powers of making dream events happen according to his will.
Mentally he will not only be able to visit distant scenes and thus annihilate
space or converse with distant persons and thus annihilate matter, but will
be able to create them at will, to imagine episodes and unfold incidents
wjhich spring into lifelike actuality the Very moment
wills them. His
^movements will be afelightfally free aftd his wishes instantly realized. The
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feeling of possessing both the freedom and the capacity to mould existence
will naturally be an exhilarating one. Nevertheless he will be quite conscious
that this is only an adventure into fantasy, a journey into Alice's exotic wonderland and that it will terminate all right by an awakening into the conventional
daytime wakeful state.
A further development of this experience may arise in the course of time.
He may find that should he engage in thinking about anything or anyone with
sharply focussed attention during the dream experience a kind of clairvoyance
will manifest itself. Finally a peculiar power may attach itself eventually to
his nightly existence, for he may even discover, to his initial amazement, that
certain events, contacts and conversations of the following day will be foreshadowed by the previous night's clairvoyance.
A related exercise which one may attenfpt who has not yet developed to the
point where he is able to get through this practice with surety and ease, if he
ardently wishes to communicate safely with the "'spirit" of a beloved departed
person, is to concentrate just before sleep on the mental image of this person
and to formulate the suggestion that a mental contact may be brought about
during the coming night. Although the space-time levels are so different that
Nature's veil ordinarily hangs thickly between them, the concentration may
however evoke a certain kind of response. The mind of the meditator May
reproduce this for the benefit of the dream consciousness. It is possible that
the spirit will then enter his dream life in this half-indirect way although it is
not possible for this to happen for more than a few minutes nor for more than
a few times altogether. The practiser is strongly advised not to overdo this
exercise, which will not contribute to his spiritual growth in any way and if
repeated too often may even retard the growth of the other entity. It is
mentioned here only for his personal comfort in case he is unable to get over his
bereavement yet does not feel it right to resort to other methods. If however
there is no demand for communication then he may rightly send his love and
peace to such a spirit as often as he wishes at the close of any of his meditations
throughout his lifetime.
Thus the control of dream life may lead to wide results. The practical
value of this achievement lies in its transformation of the sleeping hours into
conscious ones when useful mental work may be done for himselt and useful
spiritual work may be done for others. The metaphysical value of this achievement lies in its clear confirmation of the mentalist doctrine about the nature
of the external world and of the person who experiences that world. The
mistical value of this achievement lies in its power to divide consciousness
into two parts, one being an impersonal observer who remains the same at all
times and the qjher being the personality which experiences changes. For the
ultimate1 goal of the principal meditation is not to live in a fanciful world nor
even to know that he is dreaming but to introvert attention sufficiently to let
go of the personal standpoint. If his motives have been pure and his aims
exalted, the student will experience at occasional intervals during his ordinary
wakeful life a condition like an absent-minded themeless reverie. Then the
picture of his own. face or body will continuously and vividly recur before the
mind's eye. He will seem to be looking at himself from the outside. If this
picture can be steadily held the next stage will soon supervene. It consists of
a distinct sensation of being separated from the body and standing behind and
above it like a fleshless spirit. We are not here speaking in a spatial metaphor
but in literal descriptive terms. He should not be afraid of this experience.
It will quickly pass off and cannot harm him. <?n the contrary, he will find in
time that another presence hasc come to life within his mental orbit, a catoethereal presence. e He must try t& hold himself, as it were, in this divine
atmosphere from the first moment that he feels it* around him. •
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The amazing mechanism of the dream mind which makes such things
possible has then attained the fruition of its higher possibilities. This is of
course a rare attainment. Hence Tripura, an ancient Sanskrit manuscript,
says, "Unbroken supreme awareness even in dream is the mark of the highest
order of sages." But nobody need be a sage to experience such a superior
dream existence. Whoever has made some advance on the ultramystic path
may (not necessarily) partake fragmentary, fitfully and sporadically of it.
So also may some who, like Descartes, through prolonged bouts of concentrated
non-materialistic metaphysical reflection have unwittingly taken a number
of steps on this path. The sceptic may stamp all these experiences as impossible. To anyone who has no faith in them, who believes that mind is brain
and spirit is matter, they are certainly impossible. He may also stamp them as
hallucinatory, as being the obvious result of suggestion or the natural activity
of imagination. We answer: "You are not far from the truth. For if you knew
how much suggestion and imagination entered into your waking life you would
not find it so miraculous that they should also enter into your sleeping life.
And if you knew that almost all your earthly experience is in a lofty sense
hallucinatory, you would not deny man the power to control those private
and broken hallucinations which you call dreams. When you shall understand
vtfiat imagination truly is, when you shall break open the shell of comprehension
which hides your greatest treasure, Mind, then and then only shall you dare to
place bar and limit before the wonderful possibilities of man."
*^fr^A
Meditation on Sleep. When we wake up from a deep dreamless
sleep and open our eyes we are at first aware only of what meets our gaze. The
consciousness of external surroundings comes at that moment—and at that
moment only—before anything else. It is only as a subsequent thought that
we become aware of ourself as a particular person, as the bodily " I " . This
initial impersonality is psychologically something like that which belongs to the
state of the witnessing self. Where are we during such a moment? We are
not in our personal "I"—nevertheless it is there. We have merely disengaged
ourself from its accustomed dictatorship. We have in fact forgotten ourself.
Giving up the surface self therefore does not mean its annihilation. It is given
up only t?> find it again in the higher individuality. It does not disappear but
simply falls into its proper place within the latter's larger perimeter. It is
still present, still alive throughout such an experience but it now knows that
the tiny drop is within a boundless ocean and that the ocean supports the drop.
From this we get a hint of what is the consciousness of the hidden observer not
only during wakefulness and dream but even during deep sleep. The notion
that such sleep is entirely devoid of all consciousness is another of those illusions which hold the human mind in powerful thrall merel£ because it relies
on appearances rather than on enquiry. A round top whirling at high speed
seems to an observer to stand absolutely still and motionless. In the same way
the mind during sleep seems to the wakeful ego plunged in utter unconsciousness.
Actually it is experiencing a kind of consciousness which is beyond the personality's power either to imagine or, ordinarily, to enter. Hence the reiterated
request of philosophy that we give up the personal outlook, for its finite limitations block the way to the truest knowledge.
Both at the unexpected end of dream and when wakefulness has just run
its course there is for the briefest instant a transitional condition of the mind
when it is aware of nothing but itself. It is then quite free from ideas, all
sensations have ceased andjall imaginations have vanished. This intermediate
•moment when a man is beginning to pass in or out of sleep is a pivotal point.
For although his thoughts have lapsed his cbnsciousness has not. He is aware
but he is not awcJre of any* individual thing. Personality cannot function
Q
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here and the change-over magically takes place above its head. This dark
drowsy period between the end of wakeful consciousness and the beginning of
its transformation is a wonderful one indeed. Being the line where waking
consciousness meets sleeping unconsciousness, it is on a plane different from
both.
Patanjali, author of the best-known classic Sanskrit manual on yoga,
rightly lists sleep as one of the five hindrances which have to be overcome by
the yogi. In its elementary technical significance this injunction applies to
beginners, bidding them keep the mind awake and alert during meditation, for
otherwise there can be no effective concentration of attention. In its advanced
significance however it applies to those who are on the ultimate path and is an
injunction to bring even their sleeping life as much under control as their waking life. It is impossible for anyone to fall asleep unless he withdraws attention
from the sensations, images and thoughts which beat upon the door of consciousness. Sleep is simply the culmination of this process. The attention
then falls into suspense, as it were. It is equally impossible to fall into the
deepest yoga contemplation unless he likewise withdraws attention from these
three. But here the attention is not submerged; rather it is more alert than
ever. Those who have not been initiated into the ultimate path have often
misinterpreted this paragraph of Patanjali. This misinterpretation led some
Chinese yogis to drink tea copiously at midnight and some Indian yogis to
spend the night standing on their feet or lying on beds of spikes in the hope of
evading natural sleep. Philosophy disdains such misguided methods and
explains that the wakefulness required is of an entirely different and superior
kind.
This exercise, like the previous one, is to be practised at night just before
sleep. It is a fact that man then first loses consciousness of the feet and then of
the lower part of his body until at last he is aware only within his head. This
is the crucial moment when the world which ordinarily filters through the five
senses into consciousness disappears. Only after this does he suddenly lapse
into sleep. It is the pause here for a fraction of a second which has to be detected by extreme vigilance. The attention must be kept from straying and
held so acutely that the bed, the room and even the body become dolled to the
point of obliteration. The student should try to overcome the all-round loss
of consciousness, to conquer the overpowering swoon which comes with sleep.
He cannot prevent sleep for Nature's habit must have her course, but he can
prevent the fall into ignorance of what is happening to him during the passage
intcf'the new state. He must try to keep his awareness and to remain in it
even whilst his body and thinking faculty are completely at rest. He must
observe himself jnd be more than watchful against the tremulous coming of
sleep in thJat delectable borderland through which he passes, in those fluttering
fractions of a moment which time the passage from gross wakefulness to profound slumber. We may well ask whether anything could possibly exist
between these two states. But experience offers the best answer. If this is
the crucial moment when a man will lose even this tiny seed of awareness and
fall asleep as almost all men do, it is also the critical moment when through
advanced yoga practice he could enter into the Light itself. Those alone who
have taken the trouble to practise these exercises are best entitled to say what
practical possibilities they contain or whether they will "work" or not.
But this pause between the two states technically termed "the neutral
point" is as brief as a flash of lightning. If he succeeds in seizing and keeping
hold of it, he may pass from this stage into the pur/e Mind—the background of
all his conscious thought-moments—and retain it as a mere glimmer of uttor
emptiness throughout the night. If by self-training and the force of his resolve
he can fix and prolong this instant when'he is still neither dsleep nor yet awake,
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he will pass into a kind of complete self-absorption. The fourth state will
come upon him unawares, that is he will not be conscious of his actual entry
into it. One moment and he will be in the ordinary wakeful state and the
next mohient he will be in the transcendental one. The process of transition
will take place in a sphere outside his own consciousness. He will then discover
himself to be in a new world of being. The momentary consciousness has
become a footprint which has led him to the hidden self whence it originated.
If the student is unable for any reason to practise this exercise at night, he
may practise along the same lines in the morning. This does not offer the
same full scope of attainment, however, but it is a valuable substitute. In
this case he has to detect the pause which follows sleep itself just prior to
wakeful awareness of the external world and to concentrate entirely upon it.
He should close his eyes and immediately interiorize his attention and send his
first waking thoughts back into the beatific silence, letting the world remain at
a distance for a few minutes. He has to fill those minutes with a sharp search
for the realization of the pure awareness. He should not let go too readily
of that silencing of thought and that quiescence of personal activity which sleep
has brought about. Each fresh morning that greets his newly-opened eyes
should find him seizing this opportunity at once. The consequence will be
tlfat he will find himself experiencing intermittent flashes of this transcendence
during all the coming day's activities.
The nature of the mind being awareness itself, whoever attains its transcendental state can never again fall into complete unconsciousness. Consequently
he can never fall into deep slumber. He can fall asleep however, byt his sleep
will not be devoid of awareness. The loss of ordinary sleep will not affect
him detrimentally for the body will have its natural recuperative rest, the brain
will be free from the procession of vagrant thoughts and thus have its repose
too and the emotions will be caught and held by an intense vivid illumined
peace. Such a state is incomprehensible to mankind at its present state of
evolution and can be verified only by personal experience. The average
student will have to train himself for a long period before he is likely to reach
this region wherein he will be neither quite awake nor quite asleep. Those
who ha vc^ thoroughly mastered the doctrine of mentalism and applied it habitually in their waking lives will have the least difficulty in entering this supersleep state. In any case if anyone wishes to profit most from this ultramystic
exercise he must both enter and leave in the same gradual unhurrying manner
the mysterious corridor twixt sleep and waking to which it conducts him. More
and more as he is able to remain in this condition will it spread from his Sleeping hours to invade his waking ones. Whoever can succeed in this practice
will find that the sublime beatitude of the transcendental consciousness will
be intermittently present throughout the most feverish activities' of the day
and fully so* throughout the slumber of the night. That which continues
unbroken as the substratum of wakefulness and is never annihilated by sleep
unconsciousness is the reality he has to find. It is a state which is but it is
not this or that in particular. There is a mysterious inexpressible quietude
and delightful stillness in this sensation-free thought-less s^te of wakeful sleep.
The curious thing about the hidden observer is that it is very much awake
when we are very much asleep, as it is perfectly conscious when we are utterly
unconscious. It is the " I " which is ever-aware and consequently our real self.
Thaconsciousness so gotten is a unified and universalized one and is not occupied
with the self and not-self relation. Therefore and to this extent it keeps its
similarity with the sleep of«ordinary mankind. It hovers in a sort of watchful
•Felf-contemplation, never losing hold on itself and consequently never falling
into the oblivion of ordinary^sleep. With this entry intp the consciousness of
the hidden dbserveihnan \^ill come at'last to comprehend the proper significance
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of St. Paul's words: "Then shall I know even as also I am known." If we call
it the fourth state of consciousness this is only to distinguish it intellectually
from the waking, dreaming and sleeping states. It would be more metaphysically truthful to say that it is not a state but the very essence of all consciousness itself, and hence the very essence of all those three states. It is timeless,
spaceless, matterless, causeless, impersonal and free. It is Thought clearly
seeing its own pure universal blessed and absolute self, bereft of all divisions
free from all limitations and abstracted from all projections. Consequently
it is not consciousness as we understand the term but rather its mysterious
root. With its undifferentiated impersonal character it is almost incomprehensible and almost indefinable to the ordinary flesh-tied, sense-bound and
thought-chopping consciousness, just as man's own activities of abstract ideation, unselfish idealism, religious aspiration "mystical adoration and aesthetic
appreciation are unknown to the cat which sits smugly at his fireside. Thus
the sleep state, which is so devoid of light and significance during the present
psychological state of mankind, bccomes full of both for the developed man.
7. A Meditation on the Serpent's Path. A piece of music is not only composed of a series of sounds which follow each other but also of the series of
silences which intervene between each note. Yet we are mostly conscious of tlfe
sounds alone, not of the gaps between them. Just as silence is the hidden
background of all these sounds so Mind is the hidden background of all our
ideas. Thinking is normally an unobserved element in our common life. We
pay no attention to the thought process but only to the objects which call that
process into oscillatory activity. Our study of the nature of physical consciousness revealed its alternating and broken character. It was pointed out that
the incredibly tremendous speed of its vibratory movement hid this character
under the veil of an illusory unity and that actually there is an infinitesimal
gap between each flash of the world-idea and the next. This gap is nothing
else than the great stillness of Mind-in-Itself. Were there always an appreciable interval of time between two thoughts then we would find that interval
filled with awareness of their root—Mind. Everyone would then be conscious
of his divine nature. But unfortunately although the thoughts are themselves
discontinuous the personal "I"-thought dominates them all and behaves like
a caterpillar which lets go of its foothold on one leaf only after it has firmly
created a foothold on another leaf. Consequently the true gap between two
thoughts is covered over by the personal thought which thus creates a continuous Screen of sheer illusion that hides the reality of pure Mind out of which all
these thoughts, including itself, emerge.
As this interval1 between the fall of one idea and the rise of the next does not
exist for hi^ ordinary consciousness the student has to set himself to create one
by practising a formal exercise. It bears the peculiar traditional name of
"The Path of the Serpent", because it seeks to make attention glide like a
snake into reality by watching for and seizing the intervening state between
ideas. His task is to make his thoughts examine themselves in an effort to
trace back their owrvancestry, a task which is like using one thorn to pick out
another which has got in the flesh. The moment that thoughts try to know
their source they start to travel on a path different from any that they have
ever taken before and one which will bring them more and more into their own
real hidden selfhood. As each sensuous image springs up in consciousness* as
each movement of reason presents him with a new thought, he should dissolve
it promptly again by a thrust of the will, as it were" He should seek to get his
consciousness back to its primal pure state and to keep it there. The numerous*
individual ideas are £0 be displaced fe they arjse. He dis-identifies himself
&
firojn them so that they find no footholi *
*
'
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It would be a mistake however merely to suppress his thoughts and remain
intellectually blank and bereft of all understanding as the ordinary yogi seeks
to do. Rather must he recognize the relation between thinking as an act and
himself as the thinker. The final consummation of philosophic yoga cannot
come about unless the intelligence is brought to bear upon the relation between
the world and thoughts, between thoughts and the thinking principle and
lastly upon this principle itself. For two powerful thoughts stand in the way.
The first is the world-thought. The second is the 4 T'-thought. And both
are intimately inter-locked. They may be temporarily lulled by suppression but
they will only be permanently overcome by comprehension. The ordinary yogi
deals with the first by shutting his senses against what is outside them and thus
evades its existence. The philosophic yogi must do it differently. He must
do it by understanding that the sjpace-time form of the World, which includes
those senses themselves, is primarily the outcome of his image-making faculty,
and that the whole world is really a great thought-form in which consciousness
has become immersed. Hence he has to acknowledge and accept its existence
as being but a mental one and then to disengage consciousness from the thought
itself not by rejecting it but by absorbing it. Thus he takes the world-idea
into himself and transcends it. The same kind of intelligent effort is demanded
of him when dealing with the personal 'T'-thought. It is the worst sinner and
will naturally oppose him in his endeavour because its own illusion-creating
rule would be threatened by his success.
He should dismiss each particular and separate thought continually as it
comes into his field of awareness, as the ordinary yogi dismisses it, but he
should affirm also the consciousness of which it is composed. He should
not only comprehend the important mystical truth that thinking as an activity
is only a habit but also that the Mind which makes it possible is ever present.
The student's consciousness must insert itself through the gap between one
thought and the next and if this elusive fleeting fraction of a moment is caught
and extended longer and longer with every period of practice—and this requires
an immensely sharp and dynamically alert attentiveness perseveringly cultivated to continue without fatigue the time will come when the mind will
sink deeper and deeper into itself. When he is so fortunate as to attain this
glimpse of what undifferentiated Thought means he must exert himself energetically and unwaveringly not to let it slip away. This will certainly happen if he
is not vigilant enough because he has upset the whole habitual tradition of
personal existence. This sudden glimpse when the mind ultimately solves its
own mystery and gains in the "lightning-flash" the solution of its own significance, must be caught, precisely as the flash of intuition must be caught, before
it fades. The insight flashes so unexpectedly, so suddenly ac/1 so spontaneously
that it must be treated like the unexpected visit of a great king ko the house
of a humble commoner, a king who, ignored, unattended or unwelcomed,
may leave at once in abrupt offence at the discourtesy shown him.' He will
have to hold-the citadel of consciousness strongly and steadily against the
invasions which are sure to come, against the legions of memories, anticipafewnwr
reasonings, distractions and emotions which will try their utmost to enter the
gates or climb the walls. If they cannot succeed straightforwardly they will
try to enter in diguise. That is they will make pure Thought itself the subject
of their activity and before he knows where he is he will be outside and they
insiiel The task demands a constant vigilance, a continual remembrance of
what it is that he has set out to achieve. Eventually thought after thought—
not about external objectsf for he has long advanced beyond their tyranny, but
• this time about pure Thought itself—will ipsistently intrude itself in«what is a
masked and desperate effort to tear hifn away from increasing his intent concentration tipon pifcre ThcAignt itself,'but he must vigorouslv thrust them aside.
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The aim is self-reflectively to isolate Mind—that which enables him to think
—from the images and thoughts which stream forth continuously from it, to
achieve a state of understanding consciousness where there is no object of
consciousness. And, owing to the inconceivable quickness with which the
world-thought vibrates as successive sense-images, this cannot be accomplished
in a merely intellectual way. It cannot be done without some kind of yoga,
but when his thoughts are directed to search with determination and understanding for their own "stuff" they enter upon a form of yoga which is quicker
in yielding results than almost all other forms. Consciousness is to be caught
between two alternate ideas and thus cleared of all thoughts and kept attentively alert and wakefully alive to its own character at the same time. He must
burrow beneath all thoughts to their deepest ground. He must reach inwards
behind the endless series of disconnected • thoughts to the pure element of
undifferentiated Thought which exists behind them. The higher meditation
begins when thought is no longer preoccupied with its offspring thoughts and
is no longer directed to alien topics but seeks to get an insight into its own nature
to succeed in recognizing itself and consequently be itself. Thought is that
hidden ultimate element whose activity we know as consciousness, whose
manifestation we experience as thoughts and whose existence contains the
world-idea's own existence whereas a thought is something which the miftd
creates or has for itself and perceives in itself. The stages of deepening achievement in this meditation are: first, outward consciousness begins to dissolve
until the world becomes a mere shadow and finally vanishes altogether; second,
then the §ense of personality becomes abbreviated and fainter and likewise
vanishes; third, this is the profoundest stage when a formless, nameless, limitless, timeless existence alone remains.
Such an extreme state of lightness is experienced that he feels he has become
as empty as space and as weightless as air. He has no consciousness of whether
he is in or out of the body simply because he has no consciousness of the body
at all. The extraordinary fact about it is that although there are no sensations
of physical existence at all, the sense of bare existence itself is very strong and
intense. The world-thought and its individual thinker have now blent and
become one. So in that exalted state the duality between experiencing man
and an experienced world suddenly vanishes. There is then only a single
existence in consciousness. Thus in the end, in a grave calm and revelatory
quietude of all his being, the contemplation becomes so intense that all thoughts
will merge smoothly in their primary principle and no longer will effort be
needful to restrain them. When his meditation uninterruptedly attains this
profound depth the student will seem to be transformed into a veritable
ocean of mind-styff, a vast void wherein the personal self with its past history
and present, activity vanishes as though it never were and wherein the whole
external universe is not even a memory. Mind—boundless, imperturbable and
changeless—alone is. He passes out of his personal self and enters a condition
of absolute inner emptiness. There is nothing here to be known as there is
•nothing to be named. It is not the annihilation, so expected by materialists,
for consciousness of £ new kind still exists. It is not the merger, so sought by
absolutists, for individuality of a higher sort still exists. He has indeed come as
close to God as mortal man on this planet may come. This is the ultimate
being or be-ness. Yet there is nothing to see or hear, taste or touch or smell
in this experience, which is entirely a supra-sensual one.
^
He has found the solution of his long long quest, not as a matteiuof mere
speculation but of verifiable experience, yet at once finds himself without
thoughts, his consciousness poisecj above the brain, his lips struck dumb at»
each attempt to communicate the uncOmmunicable. Here is a wisdom which
trembles on the ver^e of speech and must forever remain unspoken. It is
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a state of beautiful quiescence, not of emotional rapture; no egoistic excitement
may enter that holy shrine. No shadow of any external thing may fall across
its illuminated threshold. No train of reasoning may be thought out in that
sublime Stillness. For the meditator then becomes what he sees; he alone is
but he is not now what he was in the world outside. He has returned to the
primal unity of being, to the sublime illimitable Void.
Here, in this vast concept of thoughtless Thought itself, of pure Thought
unbroken by any thoughts, is the true miracle of universal being, could mankind
but appreciate it properly, something sacred indeed with a sacredness unknown
to the petty and parochial views of religious materialists. Its blankness can
terrify those alone who do not and cannot understand. Here, as thinking
ceases and willing lapses, as imagination is no more active and personality
becomes utterly passive, as the senses lie quiet like a sleeping bird, there opens
a third eye in man. He sees not only that which he is but also that which
always is. That which others ignore as non-existent, the immaterial "nothingness'' of universal Mind, is precisely what offers itself now to his unveiled perception. It is not a state of non-existence. It is indeed a living actuality;
otherwise it could never be inwardly realized. But it is not existence in the
form which he can comprehend with the finite intellect. It is to be grasped
only by each man for himself by a direct flash of insight whose content is not
apart from the insight itself. It is not to be grasped by a conclusion reached by
a succession of thoughts nor by a clairvoyant vision which is still within the
limits of form. Thus Mind is to be worshipped silently, thought of negatively
and realized in the Void. All other worship yields either an imagination in
consciousness or a sensation in the body, that is it yields a symbol of the Real
but does not touch the Real itself.
With these words we have reached the limit of what can be explained about
this aspect of the ultimate reality. The truth about it is silent and scriptureless. Both reader and writer must now go into a strange wide ethereal silence
if they would move a step further. Silence is the finest method of mystical
perceptive worship. What the student has to grasp is that where there is
seemingly nothing at all but a static Silence, the Real abides; where his individual perception fails to register either form or entity, there the Overself IS.
When he can put the littleness of self aside for a moment and think of that
Infinite Element within which he dwells, he will be overwhelmed with a sense
of the wonder and mystery that surround the daily movements of mortal men.
He can then neither sing its praises aloud with those who believe nor argue about
its existence with those who disbelieve. He must remain as the thought
finds him, with dumb lips and reverent heart, with quieted body and subdued
emotion, silent indeed. This is his loftiest mood, this contended contemplation
wherein the struggling I rests at last in the ever-peaceful I AM. *
CHAPTER XV
THE MYSTICAL PHENOMENA OF MEDITATION

I
from any dreams which he may deliberately seek to induce, the
student may or may not during his course of meditation perceive some oi
those clairvoyant visions or experience some of those mystical trances
or <K&ult phenomena with which ail the historic annals of both Hindu-Buddhist
yoga and Christian-Muslim mysticism are well filled. It is consequently needful
to point out that such occurrences in the wakeful state are only the passing
^accompaniments of meditation for some students and not for all students, that
those to whom thev happen ^re not^ necessarily 'more njystically advanced 01
ethically superior t<? the others to whoip they do not happen and that whethei
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they happen or not is only of quite secondary or even of no importance upon the
Ehilosophic quest. They will manifest or fail to do so according to the individual
arma and character of each student. He will be well advised to pursue
his own inner course without trying to confuse it with another's. St. Bernard,
one of the great Catholic mystics, spent much time in meditation yet confessed
towards the end of his life that he had never seen any vision, never heard
any inner voices and never experienced any supernatural revelation—this
although he humbly disclosed that God had very often entered his soul during
contemplation. And so great an authority as St. Juan de la Cruz, one of the
front-rank Spanish mystics, openly stated: "Many souls to whom visions have
never come are incomparably more advanced in the way of perfection than
others to whom many have been given."
If some part of this training may induct visions and dreams and ecstasies
to develop, it does not like some ordinary yogas do so as ends in themselves •
but only as incidental means toward a single and higher end. This can become
clearer if we consider certain questions which are often asked. Why do such
pictorial visions vary so widely and conflict so sharply with each other? Why
do so many mystical revelations merely confirm pre-existent historical beliefs
but do not originate them? Why do they occur at all? What is the real
significance of the trance state? These questions have perfectly rational
psychological answers. But such answers may not satisfy either the ordinary
scientist, with his initial materialist bias, or the ordinary mystic, with his
initial emotionalist bias. They do however satisfy the philosophic student
because heffinds an honoured place for both science and meditation but ruthlessly discards their prejudices and erroia.
We shall here disregard the fraudulent claims of impostors and the phantasmagoric hallucinations of the insane and deal only with authentic cases. When
meditation is really what it ought to be, that is a fateful turning of man's
spiritual face homewards, an actual endeavour to enter into communion
with the everlasting source of his own being, a noble yearning of heart and reason
for the realization of a super-sensuous life, then it calls forth eventually a response from the Overself. The reaction may be shown by ecstatic feelings
which he may then enjoy for a time, or by mentally-impressed messages which
he may receive in what seems to be an actual thought-conversation with an
angel or a saint or by a conventional picture of the Supreme Being which forms
itself in his consciousness. Whatever it is, it will be of such a character as
precisely to suit his particular evolutionary degree, and also his temperament,
predifections and expectations. God or the "soul", the World-Mind or the
Overself will make an appearance to him in the way that he can best understand. This is because God is not apart from his own self, not an unrelated
far-off BeinJ,. And such an appearance is made as a recognizable token that
the Divine really exists, as a guarantee of the sacred character of the visitation.
The phenomenal visions of sacred personages or mythological events which
embellish the experience of many mystics will be found on examination to vary
WStcordance with their previous beliefs, environment, expectancy, education
and outlook. Nevertheless this does not invalidate such experience for the
Overself has sought to speak to them in the language with which they axe most
familiar. If Jesus appears to Christians but not to Hindus, whilst Krishna or
Shiva appears to the latter and not to the former, the impartial but sympathetic
investigator need not be bewildered by these contradictions once he realizes
that by spontaneously fitting its response to the aspirant's comprehension, the
Overself manifests thereby what is really a channel of its grace. In this way
the true'self communicates with ciankind in a multitude of different veiled*
forms during the longtcourse of their history. WJhat however they usually do
not know is that alongside of the wonderful and genufiie extension of conscious-
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ness which they feel because of the Overself's touch, their own personal complexes and though^ unconsciously interpret this expansion according to
their own habitual trend. The interpreting activity starts so swiftly—sometimes simultaneously—that its secondary contribution actually seems to be
an integral part of the primary experience itself. Thus the Overself lets them
unconsciously fashion the phenomenal form for themselves whilst it pours its own
formless essence into the mould which is thus proffered.
The ignorance which satisfies others cannot satisfy the philosophic student.
He must bring to the surface of full awareness the processes by which mystical
visions—whether his own or theirs—are manufactured. He must ascertain
accurately-how they actually arise, and not how he imagines they arise. He
must stop working in the dark. And thus he finds that both experiences of the
forgotten or remembered past ma^ contribute their share no less than anticipations of the unborn future; that both the immediate physical evironment
and an imagined distant one may have their say; that both the beliefs absorbed
in early childhood and the beliefs acquired in later manhood may be partly
responsible; that both statements read in books and the mind's own imaginative
power may be active and, finally, that both the naturally expectant desire to
experience a vision no less than the vanity-born wish to imprevss others may be
at*work. Usually there are seven personal factors which tend to construct
or at least to affect and colour such mystical phenomena. These are: (1) the
pre-conceived religious or mystical notions of the meditator, (2) the character
of the original focus of his concentration, that is the line of thought, the physical
object or the particular personage that he is meditating upon, ^3) general
tendencies and habit-energies brought over from past births, (4) innate complexes and acquired prejudices, (5) emotional temperament, (6) physical circumstances and environment including bodily condition and historical-geographical
situation, (7) mental capacity. Hence the mystic subconsciously builds his
vision not only out of the inspiration supplied by his Overself but also out of
these materials taken from his own personality. lie sees what he has unconsciously projected.
If we refer to the earlier studies in dream analysis and note the several
different factors which may singly or in combination mould the form which a
dream takes, we have ready at hand most—not all—of the factors which may
mould the form which a mystical vision takes too. Just as there is no one
universal cause which will correctly account for all dreams, so there is no one
universal cause which will correctly account for all visions. The same study
has also taught us that physical, mental or emotional experience may symbolically represent itself in the form of dream. Just as the dreamer may witness
the dramatic self-realization of his own unconsciously projected ideas and desires, so the mystic may witness a parallel operation too. For the*rapt bodyfree reverie of the one is not too dissimilar from the rapt body-free reverie of
the other. Mentalism has incontestably demonstrated that it is the depth and
intensity with which we hold our thoughts of things that makes them real to us.
The seeing of visions may be at one and the same time both a species of sf
taneous self-hypnotization and a sacred inspiration. WJien thought*is even
momentarily suppressed and the mind left empty, the meditator who is not
proceeding on philosophic lines himself fills this void with a vision, either by
his present unconscious expectancy of a particular form or by his previous
consokms concentration upon it. His visions may be in part his own thoughts
returned to him but they do not return alone. Something has been added.
There is in them, as the reufird of his aspiration and meditation, the unearthly
inspiration of the Overself, the compelling certitude of the Overself, tha exalted
serenity of the Oversell. Unfortunate^ if he dAes not understand what has
happened t<f him, ii*he ddfes not discriminate between die one and the. other
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of strange, silly or sinister movements illustrate the freak forms which mysticism
has taken when wrongly understood by its votaries and unscrupulously abused
by its champions. At their best they are tainted with the fact that they promise
but can never give man his highest happiness; at their worst they ape tainted
with serious psychic danger. The philosophically disciplined student's reason
must remorselessly cut through their false or insane suggestions like a sharpedged sickle. Again, whether at the beginning, the middle or even towards
the end of this quest, the aspirant must beware of glib exploiting teachers or
even insane self-styled "New Messiahs" who, with exaggerated claims to supernatural powers and with extravagant promises of speedily advancing him toward their attainment, can only cause him to deviate dangerously from his
true course and lead him away from his principal aim of realizing the Overself.
It is much safer to walk alone than to walk in such company. The inner
promptings of the Overself—if only be will take the trouble to separate them
from the promptings of his own ego—will lead the student more honestly and
less tortuously than the outer beckonings of any such man. The evolutionary
changes in mental life and the karmic changes in external life have also rendered
unnecessary much—not all of course—of the ancient dependence on a human
teacher. Moreover it is a Himalayan task to find an authentic sage in the
modern world, although it is easy enough to find reputed ones. The situation
today being what it is, as predicted by the Buddha, the average student, if unable
to get truly inspired personal guidance, should not waste his aspiration on
the search, for thoroughly competent and genuinely altruistic teachers are like
needles in haystacks, but should cultivate his own power, reason, intuition,
meditativlness and understanding of experience. The loving devotion to the
ideal which has already been felt or glimpsed must be cherished unremittingly
in the heart. It is such a love whose significant reaction acts as a force to
uplift the seeker beyond his present level. Thus in very truth he becomes his
own teacher.
Let it never be forgotten what earlier studies have iterated and re-iterated.
The Overself is the real teacher in the heart, the one initiator of all struggling
aspirants. It is the final bestower of insight. It is the benign mediator of
grace to the imploring ego. It is not a theoretical presence but a living one
with whom the aspirant can remotely or intimately commune. It can liberate
him from his ignorance, instruct him in super-intellectual truth and guide him
to philosophic enlightenment. All his efforts in yoga should be interfused
with warm devotion to the inner reality for unless he really loves it he will
never unite with it. He should therefore comprehend that a leading principle
of all these ultramystic meditation exercises is that success ultimately depends
not on the conscious efforts he puts forth but on the mysterious reaction to
those efforts. Tnis does not of course mean that the efforts are valueless in
themselves for without them there would be no reaction. It means that the
over-conscious gets to work independently upon him at a certain stage. When
this actually manifests itself it will not be during any of his struggles to obtain
nitmbjlt dflring the periods of cessation from those struggles, not during positive
concentration but during the absence of concentration. It becomes articulate
not during the thinking about it but during the intervals of not thinking about
it. Henceforth, whatever has to be done will not be done by himself. Instead, it will be done to him. He will be taken by the hand, as it were, and
led into the profound stillness which guards the threshold of the O^rgelf.
Across that threshold he will receive the reply to the question: What Am I?
Like a loving mother the Overself will take its progeny up into itself at this
wonderfjil moment of initiation and thus the inner rebirth will occur. It will
come as the culmination of l«ng sfrivikg but it is not itself an act of striving.
For only the divine gface can bring it about.
* «
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From Sight to Insight.
The pictorial visions which may attend ordinary meditation, however
beautiful or impressive they may be, are not the true vision which comes
ultimately with philosophic meditation. This is because anything which
can be perceived in space-time dimensions must needs belong to the world
of finite relativity. They are, .as St. Juan de la Cruz wisely said: "only
graces to prepare them for this greater grace. . . . Those who have the
less clear vision do not perceive so distinctly as the others how greatly
He transcends their vision." What is this greater grace? It is the awakening
to what is outside space-time existence, the enlightenment of consciousness
by a transcendental formless knowledge. To apprehend pure Thought it
must be apprehended as empty of any forms. The ultimate has no shape, size,
colour or voice whatever. Consequently whatever is seen standing before
one's inner clairvoyant vision cannot be ultimate but rather something inferior
to it. The mystic who has not purified his space-bound outlook by metaphysical knowledge, who clings stubbornly to concepts suited only to a lower
grade, may quite easily expect to perceive the Divine in the same way as he
perceives a house or to see God in a particular figure as he sees a man standing
on the other side of the street in a particular body. In such a vision he merely
se&s his idea of God. The moment his thoughts are made perfectly still he has
prepared one of the two pre-requisite conditions whereby he may become aware
of pure Thought. But such a desirable consummation will not arrive with the
appearance of further thoughts, however exalted they may be, or with the
appearance of any vision, however wonderful it may be. If he wants to see
and hear God with the mind's eyes and ears, however subtle they mSy be, he is
still in a semi-materialist stage. He has to advance to the higher philosophic
position which rejects all the senses in its approach to divinity and wants only
to know God through the pure faculty of being attuned to God. Every picture
of the Real which the mind forms during its onward progress may delude the
mystic into the belief that it is the Real itself. He must guard himself against
such easy self-deception. For only when he ceases to externalize God in
alterable pictures, only when he attains the unalterable insight into the formless
realm where there are no pictures doomed to vanish at all, can he trust the
sense of reality which has hitherto flitted from one timebound mental experience to another.
Thus one far-reaching value of our metaphysical study emerges. If, in the
end, reality is spaceless, formless and timeless, then no transient phenomena
unrolling before the inner view a series of spaced, timed and formed image* can
ever be a direct manifestation of reality as it is in itself'. Those who have
embarked on the ultimate path and seek the very root of r$ality are warned
not to get carried emotionally away by them but to minimize"their importance.
Nothing that has shape or size or colour, nothing visible or tangible, whether
physically or psychically so, is to be accepted for the final reality as such.
When their vision of God is no longer obscured by visions, when their thought
of God is exempt from thoughts about God, they will be quite close tothe goakThe philosophic mystic is less interested in forms seen subjectively and more
interested in the power which pervades those forms; therefore he gains a greater
enlightenment. The philosophic yoga consummates itself when it directs
attention away from every kind of externalized thought whatsoever, however
subfk'it be, towards the formless reality. It makes consciousness introspect
itself, In other words, consciousness must ultimately become its own object,
its all in all. The ancient texts called the threefold philosophic approach "the
path of the bird", whilst they called the lower yoga "the path of tjie ant".
Both lead to the attainment ol the OVferse/f, th*y said, but wherea. the first
confers quick salvatfon theottfer confers it indirectly and gradually. Persistent
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reflection and earnest effort to understand those ideas is as needful for the
mystic as for the materialist. For he may come close to reality but through
sheer ignorance of what constitutes it may pass it heedlessly by. Practising
mystics need not therefore be disheartened by our warnings, which are intended
only to encourage them not to stop halfway on the quest but to search and
strive for entry into the higher degree, not to come to a standstill with their
immediate objective but to remember that there is also an ultimate one.
Why do so many mystics experience ecstasies during the course of their
meditations? The answer is that when in the earlier stages the grace touches
them their emotions are so powerfully aroused as a natural consequence that
they suddenly burst out in passionate transports of ecstasy. This is the
consequence of the impact of a higher power, an impact to which novices are
so unaccustomed as to be temporarily thrown off their balance. The ecstasy
usually appears either at the beginning or at the end of an individual meditation, according to the kind of path followed. If the first is the case, then it
will die down as the meditation proceeds and yield to the calm serenity of a
higher plane. If the second is the case then its arrival will destroy the peace
previously touched during meditation, which was on this same higher plane.
In both cases its presence is due to the uprising of personal emotion whereas
the serenity will be due to experience on a more impersonal level. Raptunfus
visions and emotional ecstasies usually come at an early stage in the career of
the would-be mystic because they come to encourage him to continue with an
unorthodox aspiration or a practice which unfortunately the world at large
will discourage. They are satisfying phenomena which may or may not mark
the preliminary stages of devotional yoga and they always wear off and disappear when a well-advanced stage is reached. When a man gets completely
intoxicated with the raptures arising out of meditation he has fallen into an
extreme as dangerous to mental balance and inner growth as when he gets
intoxicated with metaphysics. Mystical ecstasies must be fleeting by their
very nature and cannot be otherwise. It is utterly impossible for any human
being to enjoy them permanently. It is better to attain a state of constant
balance than an alternating state of glowing ecstasy and brooding depression.
Ecstatic joy implies emotional activity, and activity implies transiency, change;
thus there is no final rest in such a state. That this is so is evidenced by the
history of both Eastern and Western mysticism, which is punctuated with
references to the melancholy descent at a more advanced stage into what is
called "the dark night of the soul", when all ecstasies totally disappear and are
replaced by shadowed moods of melancholy spiritual dryness. Most mystics
tell of this recoil from rapturous heights of emotional sweetness to dreary
valleys which are^lled with tantalizing memories. But this is simply the effort
of Nature ip bring about proper readjustment, to restore the balance of forces
on a higher level. And out of the tragic experience of the dark night of the
soul there will come, if the mystic lets it, the growing realization that mystic
ecstasy alone is no longer a sufficient goal for him and that an unbroken serene
'' wsewrarice of the divine ever-presence is immeasurably better.
The* mystic is chiefly concerned with his personal feelings about God. The
philosopher is chiefl^ concerned with God. This is one of the several differences
between them. It is a tremendous difference. Devotion guided by knowledge
can achieve what simple devotion can never achieve. Knowledge inspired by
devotion can likewise achieve what simple knowledge can never achieve.^ Jhis
is a secret which neither the undergraduate mystic nor the unillumined metaphysician comprehends. This is why when the *nystic reaches his deepest
point in meditation he should nqt allow himself to be carried away by hi»
personal feelings to the exteut of forgetting his higher aim. That is, he may
enjoy(them quietly bfit should not luxurfate in then*. Atrthis point he should
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instead have the presence of mind to turn his attention to the Mind-in-itself,
turning it still deeper inward to try to understand itself and seek its own reality.
Such criticism does not mean that emotions are to be extinguished. They are
and must remain the great driving force in active life for every man at every
stage all the way to the very end. But whereas they often run amok in a man
at a lower stage, they become purified and controlled through right culture at
a higher one. Veneration is even more essential to the aspirant than erudition.
Nobody need be ashamed to weep, for example, even despite his metaphysical
training, if he weeps for exalted things or in compassion for others or for the
sacred presence. So long as he has not reached the last goal so long is he an
aspirant. And so long as he is an aspirant he must be ready to weep for God,
to yearn for divinity and to shed tears over its absence from his consciousness;
in short, to feel. Indeed the acutsst intensest feelings must be possessed and
not killed off. Without them a man will never realize the goal. For God is to
be felt in the profoundest possible manner, not as a cold intellectual concept.
Nevertheless he has to use such a concept and play it off against his feelings in
order to check and to purify them if he is to find the (rue God. He has to play
feeling against reason* For out of this interaction will emerge a deeper, a
more chastened attitude towards God.
# Why do so many aspirants get brief glimpses of the supersenuous state and
then fall away from them? Why are these glimpses so rare and spread out at
such long intervals, if indeed they do recur at all? Why are they unable to
fix them ? Why, when they seek to hold them, do they find only the cold dead
ash of a mere remembrance in their hands? Why can they not recapture
those wonderful moments, which elude them even whilst their fingen'are closing
around them? The answer is in part that these are refreshing foretastes of an
attainment which still lies far beyond and are sent by the Overself to encourage
hopes, to act as incentives to pursue the quest and to tell the neophytes—
however stammeringly—what its culmination is like. Then Nature thrusts
them back for a while from meditation in order to get them to readjust themselves on their two other sides, inspired action and metaphysical reflection, for
it is only out of the integral fusion of all these three that insight can be born
and retained.
In the opening chapters of the companion volume to this work there was
stated, somewhat briefly, barely and incompletely, certain problems connected
with what yogis usually regard as the culmination of all their efforts—the trance
state. They concerned its temporary character, its failure to stabilize its own
exceptional but fugitive insights, its results in unfitting a man for further social
existence, its creation of an attitude of complacent indifference toward the
welfare of others, its persuasion of the yogi to withdraw permanently from
society and its inability to show ethical improvement at all proportionate to
the effort involved. These problems must now be provided for. Bfot this term
"trance" has some unmystical associations in the spiritualistic-seance sense,
some unfortunate ones in the Western consciousness and some ugly ones in the
medical consciousness. Indeed, it carries with it offensive p a t h o l o g i c suggestions of danger and is freely used in connection with the unpleasant phepomena
of insanity. But the peak state of right meditation is not ^morbid or unhealthy
or dangerous one, as a trance is usually thought to be, but rather one of special
exaltation and emotional happiness. It is a fruit of mental discipline, not of
mentaji aberration. The average Western reader is likely to form a wrong
ncnSon of what is meant here by such a term. He is more likely to catch the
correct meaning if the term "reverie" is used instead but here again there is the
implication that reasoning processes are still actively working, albeit in a vague
dreamlike way. "Samadhi", the Sanskrit Word ijnder discussion, has ilso been
translated by Orientalists^ ^'ecstasy". This too may be misleading when we
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remember that its highest stage is entirely thought-free. Therefore it may be
less likely to lead to misunderstanding if we here use "self-absorption" as an
equivalent and refrain henceforth from using the term "trance altogether.
What is meant is a rapt absorption of the thoughts in the essence pf oneself
and a profound immersion of the feelings in indescribable felicity. If used at
all for yogic experiences the word "trance" ought to be reserved for those cataleptic states which consummate the efforts of practicants in the final phases of
the yoga of body control, with which we are not here concerned, for such a
path can never directly lead to that realization of the Overself which is the
proper goal set out in these writings. The unconscious state attained by this
system is not regarded as desirable or necessary on the path which is unfolded
here. It would indeed be useless. The trances of the hatha yogis, of the fakirs
who permit themselves to be buried alive for# few hours or days, render the man
unconscious just as the 'T'-thought falls back into its source within the heart.
When it returns, he has had no more spiritual benefit than he has had from
ordinary sleep, whereas in the higher self-absorption of mystical meditation
the ego merges back into the heart while fully conscious. Nobody need be
frightened away from the practice of meditation therefore by the belief that it is
beyond the reach of all but a select few or that it will be necessary for them to
fall into a trance in the sense of a fainting away into unconsciousness. On the
contrary, the practice itself is not only within the capacity of all but seeks a
state of fuller consciousness, a psychological condition of expanded awareness.
The first problem of self-absorption is its fleeting character. Whether in
its lightest phase of soothed nerves, its intermediate phase of suffused sensefree reverfe, or its final phase of full absorption, world-remoteness and selfmergence, it is always labelled with impermanence. The mystic may climb
all the foothills and summits of a divine existence during this experience but
he has always to descend them again. His way yields magnificent glimpses of
growing breadth and luminosity but it does not yield a permanent foothold.
He cannot hibernate forever in self-absorption even if he wants to. Or as the
Chinese mystic, Lao Tsu, put the problem: "One cannot remain forever standing
on tiptoe." Consciousness cannot be kept on the stretch of formal contemplation all the time; it can only enter this condition at intervals. The interior
immobilization is not an enduring one and their trances are transient—this is
the constant complaint of the few mystics who have cared to analyse their own
experience.
Many Western mystics, like St. Gregory and St. Augustine, and not a few
Eastern yogis like Vivekananda, have mourned this fact that they could not
maintain what they believed to be the highest stage in mysticism, the stage of
complete withdrawal from sensations and thoughts, for more than a few
minutes or a few nours but always had to fall back again to their prosaic everyday condition. St. Bernard too has well described this recoil in his own
melancholy words: "All these spiritual powers and faculties began to droop and
languish as if the fire had been withdrawn from a bubbling pot. Then my soul
was necessarily sad and depressed until He should return." The discontinuance
of v*thec experience is always something which the mystic cannot control or
prevent. Consequently he is faced by the difficulty of bringing it into smooth
adjustment with the necessities of his bodily existence, a difficulty which he
never really overcomes. Philosophy, perceiving this, remarks that his particular method of approach has reached a point where it has exhausted its seryicableness to him and that Nature has consequently hoisted a warning signal.' But
philosophy alone can interpret this signal for hii$. The mystical experience
must be brought to completion by the unfoldment of a profounder insight an£
not left^ with its ultimate eqd unkttamed. Thus its vqry transiency becomes
useful eventually to make the mystic aware thak this cannot be the final goal
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itself and to make clear to him that he has yet to advance in a different direction.
The hidden teaching most emphatically affirms that the state of self-absorption
is not the supreme objective for mankind, however much the common run of
yogis may assert the contrary. It is only when waking that the person is
fully projected by the Overself whereas when dreaming it is only partially
projected whilst when sleeping it is not projected at all. Therefore it is only
in the fully awakened state and not in an entranced one—which corresponds
to dream or sleep—that the higher purpose of its limitations can be recognized
and the widest consciousness of reality attained. Hence although he may or
may not have to pass through trance on his upward way the aspirant certainly
does not have to pass through it when he reaches the crest. The fourth state
of consciousness is something which, in its finality and fullness, persists at all
times and does not depend on transient trances for its continuance.
The second problem by which the mystic self-absorption is beset—its
failure to stabilize its own exceptional but fugitive insight, its inability to
provide an ever-active awareness of reality—is also solved only by philosophy.
To understand this we must first understand that out of the repulsion and compulsion of a strongly-held world-view, the meditator of necessity deliberately
turns his back on his external environment, forsakes and spurns his earthly
existence during the inward progression towards his spiritual self. He first
discovers or grasps the existence of the intangible invisible imageless Mind
during a rapt contemplation, where he becomes intensely absorbed within
himself in utter forgetfulness of the external world. So intense is his concentration that eventually all sensations and thoughts vanish, all mental images
pass away and he abides in a great void, where no-thing is and whtAre he is, in
theological language, merged in pure Spirit. But the mind can no more rest
permanently in this void than the breathing lungs can rest permanently in a
complete vacuum. The individual thought-waves soon swing inexorably
back into the ocean of universal mind, his absorption breaks and the world is
precipitated once again into his consciousness. He can abide there only for a
while for he is then driven out of the mystical Garden of Eden by the symbolic
Angel with a flaming sword. Hence this cannot constitute its ultimate goal.
The yogi who attains this point may strive hard to retain it by plunging himself
anew in prolonged absorption but he can recover it again only by disregarding
the world and retreating into himself once more. Yet all-wise Nature will have
none of it and hurls him back as often as he tries. Misunderstanding her intent,
he strives all the more, ascribing his inability to wrong causes and failing to
learn its hard lesson that Nature has built the flesh for instructive exper ence,
not for stultifying desertion. The finite world is insistently there. He cannot
annul it permanently although he can do so intermittently. He may and usually
does console himself however by arriving finally at the belief mat whilst in the
flesh this is as far as man can go and that perfect liberation will tome after
death.
Mere mental quiet is an excellent thing as a step on the upward way but it
is not the true transcendence. The mental blank which is so often thcrrfbsgrption state of ordinary yogis is not the same as the self-understood awareness
which is the absorption state of the philosophic yogi. Tke peace of the first
may easily lead to world-fleeing weakness and lethargy whereas the peace of
the second can only lead to world-helping strength and-inspiration. To look
at this /state from the outside only and to believe that both enter into a similar
condition is to be guilty of a grave misapprehension. The diffuse drifting
negativity of the first is inferior to and different from the discriminative intelligent alertness of the seconcL The one merely refrains from thinking. The
other actively engages the thought-fre® consciousness in understanding its
own nature. • The on$ is all fldwers but no frjuit. The other is all flowers arid
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all fruit. Hence in The Supreme Path, a text of rules for aspirants compiled
eight hundred years ago in Tibet and still highly cherished there, the warning
is plainly given that: "The stillness of inactive thought-processes (in the individual mind) may be misunderstood to be the true goal, which is th$ stillness
of the infinite Mind." The key to this extremely subtle situation is therefore
twofold. First, the possession or absence of metaphysical knowledge. Second,
the mental attitude with which the contemplative enters the state of selfabsorption. These factors are firmly intertwined and cannot be separated
from each-other for the second depends naturally on the first.
The moment when wakefulness turns into dream or sleep is, we now know, a
highly critical one. The general direction of the consciousness at this moment
can determine the character of the dreams or the sleep which will follow it, can
indeed transform either the one or the other into something entirely superior.
The moment when thinking activity merges into complete self-absorption is
likewise highly critical. The general direction of consciousness can then also
determine the character of the state which follows it. The mental attitude at
such a time is truly creative. The mystic passes through this moment intent
only on his personal reactions to the experience, carried away by his personal
feelings of its great delight. He is made very happy by it and can never afterwards forget it. But he has left his task only half-done, a melancholy fact whi£h
is attested by his return sooner or later to the ordinary prosaic state to stay there.
Owing partly to this personal reference and partly to his metaphysical ignorance and consequent unpreparedness, he enters into the state of contemplative
self-absorption like a man walking backward through an open door into a room,
keeping h& eyes stubbornly fixed on the familiar place he has started from and
refusing to look where he is going. Just as this man will only half-know where
he is even when he is inside the room, so will the mystic be only half-aware of the
nature of pure Mind even when he is immersed in self-absorption. Moreover
this personal reference •causes his preconceived views and dogmatic beliefs
merely to be left temporarily at the threshold of Mind, as it were, and not to be
held in its purifying flame; hence they are picked up again when he emerges
once more from the experience. If however meditation is practised jointly
with the philosophic training, that is, if it no longer remains a merely mystical
exercise only but is informed by rational reflective knowledge, theA the erroneous view of reality can never revive again because the pure being will be
experienced as it is. Bliss is present in both cases but in the one its satisfying
character becomes a hindrance whereas in the other it does not. Both have
touched reality, but one has touched its quivering surface whereas the other has
penetrated to its immutable depth.
The Yoga of the (Jncontradictable.
Thus tnere is a large difference between the states arrived at by the two
methods, whose surfaces are so deceptively the same but whose results are so
strikingly apart. The yogi empties out the contents of his consciousness
bliRdlyimd ignorantly and then passively accepts the vacuum. The illumination cby pure Thought overwhelms him with its dissimilarity from all previous
experience and dalles him with its lustrous mystery. He has openedt the
mystical eye within himself but has not fully understood what it is that is
fitfully presented to it at set times and during formal meditations. It has
yielded total forgetfulness of space-time limitations but his body is stil^ within
them and his consciousness must still return to his body. When he liaS'to
return and pick up his thoughts of the world agaiij the descent fills him by its
contrast with a sense of abysmal difference. Hence he regards the world as
being the very negation of reality and Ahe chasm which ^pparates them as being
uncrqssable. So he lets the great prize slip from his bands, through a despairing
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sense of being utterly unable to hold both within consciousness at the same
time. Henceforth he is a dualist, an upholder of the belief that reality can be
attained only in trance and that the world is Matter standing at the opposite
pole to Spirit and so a snare or an illusion to be despised. The harsh ascetic
who scorns it or the dreamy mystic who ignores it is always puzzled at the end
of his own path how to relate his spiritual triumph with the universal life which
surrounds him. He does not know how to do so and consequently disposes of
the problem by pretending it does not exist. All this arises because his method
of approach does not attempt to deal with the problem of the world but ignores
it. He banishes reason and shuts his eyes to the supposedly material outside
world. Hence he has no means of relating it to the undoubtedly immaterial
inside world which he so blissfully experiences.
The philosophic student, however, studies the nature of matter and discovers
it to be a manifestation of Mind. Through such mentalistic reflection he comes
to perceive thjtf all the different evolutionary explanations of the universal
existence are true only from the relative point of view; that all the elements,
principles, energies, substances and processes out of which, it is taught, the universe has grown are themselves mental manifestations; and that just as water
cannot be different in reality from the oxygen and hydrogen of which it is
composed, no matter how different it is from them in appearance, so these
images of earth, water, air and fire cannot be essentially different from the Mind
out of which they came. In this way he establishes himself thoroughly in the
comprehension of the ultimate mentalness and hence the ultimate oneness of
all things and permits no appearance to dislodge him from this Jin tellectual
positon. He is imbued with the fact that with every breath and every thought
he is co-constructing this universe with the World-Mind and that therefore,
in the New Testament phrase, "in Him we live and move and have our
being".
The mystical exercise in which he engages himself is not a blind one. He
overcomes the world-idea by absorbing it. He utilizes the reason to go beyond
reason but he does not dismiss it prematurely. He not only discovers pure
Thought but also meditates reflectively upon his own discovery. When he
empties out the contents of consciousness he does so with open eyes, holding
steadily t5 the understanding that they are the froth and foam thrown up by
reality and not essentially different from it. After the vacuum is filled by the
presence of pure Thought, he returns to them with less and less sense of having
to cross an abyss of difference, with the consequence that he has less and less
difficulty in bringing them into relation, continuity and harmony with his
previous meditation experience. He trains himself to bring this reflective
attention directly into his everyday active existence and tc# insert it continuously into whatever thoughts may engage his awareness and whatever deeds
may engage his body. He disciplines his consciousness to hold the bodythought without identifying itself with it, to function through the five senses
without ceasing to function in the infinite Mind.
^ ^
As he continues to unite metaphysical reflection with mystical contemplation there suddenly arises within him out of their fusion ^ new faculty which
has ^neither the limitations of reasoning intellect nor the one-sidedness of mystical emotion but is actually superior to both. This mysterious state of consciousness is called in Sanskrit "that which is all-full", a reference to its completeness
and finality. It yields an enlightenment beyond that of ordinary yoga.
Tits actual realization takes place in the twinkling of an eye, as it were. For
the long preliminary course,rfhe ardent preparations, finally reach a crisis when
upheaval in the aspirant's whole nature suddenly occurs. It is as*though
a hard shell, which encases hfe inner befng, breakfe asunder and frees it. But
despite the dudden agisal of tnis insight like "a flash of lightning it has not yet
R*
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achieved its own fullness and needs time in which to mature. Unless it is effortless and natural and continuous, it is not the final and most revelatory degree.
The moment there is the slightest strain towards being or knowing, that moment
there is a descent from the true insight, a degradation of the true existence.
Such a state of effortlessness can of course arise only after a long novitiate.
The enduring transcendental awareness can come only through unremitting
mental toil throughout the day to keep the Real ever in focus. It is the longripened, slowly-grown fruit of vigilant watching over the attention as an unbroken process of harmonizing the Unmanifest Mind with its ever-appearing
ideas. Thus the proficient is not only able to get a true glimpse of reality but,
because he gets it with intelligent understanding, he is also able to stretch out
these glimpses more and more into his ordinary worldly life. Finally they
are stretched at full length into all the twenty-four hours of the day and night.
Thus they are stabilized and made permanent and henceforth he dwells in
unfettered unity. With this attainment the ultramystical .training of the
philosophic path completes itself. The thinking activity which still continues
is not quite the same as it was formerly. For it is now an illumined activity.
Thus the ultimate aim is not to suppress thinking and sit in prolonged solitary
trances. It is not even to keep the mind free from thoughts but from their
tyranny, to bring it to understand the true significance of their characteristic
manifestations as " I " and the world, and to make the man effortlessly overconscious of his own innermost essence alongside of his personal existence.
Once he thoroughly enters into the fourth state the sage is never able to escape
from it again. Whether awake or asleep, in repose or at labour, he is hkd
abidingly by its enigmatic transcendence. The fourth state if fully attained
is continuous throughout the other three. It does not vanish with the oncoming
of either bodily sleep or bodily wakefulness. It is effortlessly retained in the
sense that a man in the wakeful state effortlessly retains his personal identity.
There is no desire here to underrate the greath worth of even the mystic's
achievement but it may be said that whereas he attains a partially true insight
the philosopher attains a perfectly irue one. Nature wants he mystic to rise
from a merely emotional understanding to a calmly intelligent one which will
never be contradicted by its own lapse or recoil into a lower conditjon. Both
the imperceptibly changing thoughts of outside objects and the incessantly
changing thoughts of the thoughtb of objects, that is both things and imaginations, take their original birth and find their eventual death in this essence of
Mind, which itself persists formless, changeless and uncontradicted by anything
else which has ever arisen or could ever arise, in spite of the innumerable
forms under which it manifests itself Mind-essence never gives up its own
eterna* identityu. An illusion may be contradicted by subsequent experience;
an appearance may be denied by enquiry: but the Reality can never be negated
in any way nor the Truth contradicted. Therefore the method of cultivating
the higher faculty of the mind which blooms into such deeper unshakable
insigly~b*ars the traditional name of the "Yoga of the Uncontradictable" At
Uie^bottom ol ail the stream of thoughts the philosopher perceives always
the divine Thought. Without falling into trance, without closing his eyes,
without shutting his ears and without folding his legs like the ordinary ybgis,
he successfully keeps his awareness of the immaterial formless matterless reality.
When he can transcend the need of trance he arrives at the perception that the
differences between Thought and thoughts, the distinctions between Mind^and
its manifestations exist only from the standpoint ol human bemgs and not in
these thmgs themselves; "ha. everything is gathered up in a sublime unity in
God; that everything is a manifestation or representation of reality, and that in
very truth the whole world? is a shoVmg-forti^ by God. Thus the ultimate
state <o which evolution tends and man Attains is ofie of w>nsciou£ rest in Mind
V
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but not one of conscious idleness, one where sense-activity sqf
^ not
its tyranny, one where being continues but not domination by ^ ^nal being^
and one where the wheels of thinking whirr on but do not run avkiy witVl&iT
thinker, himself.
It is only such an abiding insight which can thoroughly penetrate the sensuous world-appearance and permanently realize that it is not radically different
from the Void itself. This explains why two inspired little treatises intended
for advanced theosophical aspirants contain certain paradoxical statements.
The one, Light on the Path, based on an old Egyptian source, first gives .the
admonition: "Seek the way by retreating within," and then, only after this has
been done, gives the further admonition: "Seek the way by advancing boldly
without." The other, Voice of the Silence, based on an old Tibetan source,
tells the developed aspirant: "Th*>u hast to study the voidness of the seeming
full, the fullness of the seeming Void."
With this the student arrives at the grand climax of all his ultramystical
endeavours and must bow in awed homage not only before the sacred emptiness
from which all things flow, not only before the holy darkness which is the source
of all light, but also only before the visible world which is so secretly and ineffably rooted in God, before the incessant activities and living processes which
ir#ike up the beginningless and endless history of this marvellous universe
itself. Men marvel at this or that new thing which science discovers in the
world but they do not realize that the greatest marvel is that the world itself
should exist at all. Whoever sees that every atom of this earth scintillates
mystically within the all-containing universal life, whoever comprehends that
there is no spot from which the One existence is absent, realizes that the human
adventure is as sacred as anything else. He understands too that man's everyday existence is itself as mysterious, as momentous and as miraculous as the
unseen and ineffable existence of any archangel could be. The concept of
this transcendental insight for those who have comprehended its significance
must necessarily be the most stupendous one ever gestated in the human mind.
And yet such supreme sagacity, such a mature and complete penetration into
the fundamental character of all existence is really nothing more than the natural
intelligence
* of man brought to its best pitch.
CHAPTER XVI
SOME FRUITS OF PHILOSOPHY

I F the universe had not been formed out of the divine essence none of thq
creatures within it could ever truly hope to come into a dwiner state. But
because the universe is the World-Mind manifesting itself, because they too
are inwardly of the same sacred stuff, all living creatures within it have the'
ineluctable certitude of eventual self-enlightenment. Here then is their
brightest hope, their best assurance that they can find the Oversell as its
intimate relation to them is sufficient guarantee that they can get us 4ielp.
Again, a transparent glass prism does not change its own essential cffoxacter
with the changing blue, red and yellow colours which it miy reflect. Mind too
never changes its own original character with the different thoughts and sensations which it may activate. The Real has always been there even when it
has no£ been felt. It is not something which can ebb and flow like personal
emotions about it. For it is self-existent and therefore ever-existent. If man
were really and completely bereft of God at any moment during his earthly
career, even for a fleeting traction of an inptant, he would never b^able to
ascend from his presejit consciousness fro a nighe* one. All the vocal injunctions of religion, all^ the sildht monkions of mysticisnf and all the rational
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persuasions of metaphysics woul^ be in vain. But the Overself is with him
here a n w . w It has never left him at any time. It sits everlastingly in the
heart - It is indeed his innermost being, his truest self. Were it something
different and apart from him, were it a thing to be gained and added to what
he already is or has, he would stand the risk of losing it again. For whatever
may be added to him may also be subtracted from him. Therefore the real
task of this quest is less to seek anxiously to possess it than to become aware
that it already and always possesses him. If he says that he cannot follow
this quest because he cannot find a master or because he cannot go to Asia
or because he cannot practise a particular mystical technique, he is merely
deceiving himself. By such pessimistic thoughts he sets up unnecessary
haiuiicaps which have then to be overcome.
A fvil methods and techniques—and of course all human beings who propound
'them—axe merely m s t r a m i ^
a metTiodless techriiquefrce; te&Cft6rtesT~sfate/ Let him not get enslaved by the thought of their
necessity. Let him not confuse the attitudes towards life which they provide,
with life itself. Let him not turn the way into the goal nor the means into the
end. All ^echniques were originated for the-purpose of ojpeninj^^
^
inner'essence. But undiscriminating people cling stuBbornly to the door and
"Xld not permit it to open! The wise student will keep his attitude subtle,
elastic and dogma-free. He must not, for example, forge iron attachments to
^his favourite form of mystical meditation. He should not worship a technique
or a doctrine for its own sake; he must worship the new illumination, the new
understanding, the new consciousness that is to arise from it or he will simply
tie another psychological knot which will have eventually to be untied. He
should not become paralysed by a particular metaphysical formula. It should
exist to serve, not to enslave him, to make him more alive, not to entomb him.
He should rise not only above the reverence for things but also above the
reverence for thoughts—above even, at the very end, the thought of seeking
salvation too. The significant lightning-flash of insight may shoot across
his sky at any moment, perhaps at the most unexpected moment, nay even at
the most incongruous moment, and he ought not unconsciously resist it by his
egoistic anchorage in some pet practice or with some worshipped teacher.
He should, in short, learn to relax from his own yogic efforts to relax.
There is always a tendency in those who become totally engrossed in a single
aspect of life to lose their sense of humour. Such people become cranks.
But because philosophy deals with the grand whole of life and therefore insists
on seling mutually contradictory aspects this is not likely to happen to its
faithful votaries. Life is universal being which is to be experienced, not a
particular system* to be followed. The task before us is much more to feel our
oneness wi^h this boundless formless principle of life, to understand its own
innate freedom as against the confinement of its formal expressions, than to
become entrapped in any of those expressions. We attain such freedom only
when W£££ase to cling slavishly not only to our possessions but also to our
.. conceptions and beliefs.
Thdse who do n^t feel drawn to formal exercises in meditation and those
who do not feel drawn to formal study in metaphysics may perhaps, inc the
last resort, find consolation or aid in another way. They may avail themselves
of all these facts to practise a simple exercise that can either take the place of
alLstudy and all meditation or, if others wish and as is recommended, that can
also accompany them, It is so simple that it is called an exercise only^for
name's sake and after it has been set in habitual ngotion it becomes quite easy
and effortless. Just as a mother, anxious for the safety of her only son whg
id fighting as a soldier in a gieat battl€ will not fprget him whatever conversations, .movements anfi activities «majr efagage her*surface attention, so the
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aspirant should not forget the Divine whatever he may be doing with his surface consciousness. Just as a girl who is deeply in love with a young man
will be able to keep his mental image before her mind's eye all the time even
though* she may appear to be properly attentive to external matters, so the
aspirant should train himself until he is able to keep the thought of the Overself
as a kind of setting for all his other thoughts. Thus the practice is based on
the profound significance of memory and utilizes it for unworldly purposes.
It consists in the constant loving recall to mind of his inner identity with, and the
existence of, the Overself, in the repeated and devoted recollection at all times
all places and under all bodily conditions that there is this other and greater
self overshadowing him. If, however, he has ever had a glimpse, a feeling or an
intuition—however momentary it may have been and however long ago it
may have happened—of a super*sensuous higher existence which profoundly
impressed him and perhaps led him to take to the quest, then it is most important that he should also insert the remembrance of this experience into his
exercise. That is he should try to bring as vividly as possible to his mind the
sense of exaltation and peace which he then felt.
The fundamental aim is to keep the exercise always or as often as possible
in the mind's background whilst paying attention to duties with the foreground,
aftd to let attention fly eagerly and more fully back to it every time there is a
relaxation from them. It must become the unannounced and impersonal
centre of his personal gravity, the unmoved pivot upon whi\ the pendulum of
external activity swings perpetually to and fro. Thus though the foreground
of his consciousness is busy attending to the affairs of daily livipg, its background abides in a kind of sacred emptiness wherein no other thought may
intrude than this thought of the Overself. This inward concentration behind
and despite outward activities should be made habitual. What benefit will
its practice bring the aspirant? Although so different from a formal meditation exercise which is usually practised for a limited time, in a sitting posture
and in an undisturbed place, it has a peculiar potency of its own. Such continuous remembrance of the Overself will bring him, when its practice has
become firmly and successfully established as ceaseless flow, a remarkable
fruitage cjf grace. For the power that is here at work is not the ego's but the
universal power. When the grace starts working this is likely to turn to remove
a number of the internal and external obstacles in his path, sometimes in a
seemingly miraculous manner, and eventually bring him to a truer self-awareness. The unexpected effectiveness of this method is therefore nol^to be
measured by its obvious simplicity.
If anyone is not prepared to follow this practice, let alone to study metaphysically or meditate mystically, he may make use of a related one which will
make still less demands upon him. Whenever he is suddenly fjced by un-^
expected misfortune or unpleasant environments, when clamorous problems
raise their ugly heads or when grave danger menaces his very life, he should
take whatever practical measures are ordinarily called for on tfee^ternal
plane and yet alongside of them should abruptly drop his habitual ego-centric
attitude and hand the problem over, as it were, to a higlyr power. l*his will
paradoxically and eventually bring about a sense of inner detachment even
whilst he takes outer action to deal with it. A whole-hearted faith in the
existence of this super-material power is of course the first essential to make this
practice successful. A resigned trust in the outcome of its hidden operations
is the second one. He should then cease to worry about the matter, cease to
cling in alarm or depression to its present details and possible developments
but rather yield them all up and forget tham. Indeed if he permitsi anxious
thoughts to continue*to harass him thfcy may tfreak the inner remembrance
and obliterate the effectiveness of tfhe# technique. Mcfreover it will become
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effective only if maintained for a sufficient time and with sufficient concentration. That is, through all his personal efforts at making the necessary readjustments he should firmly switch a part of his consciousness constantly
inward, carrying (not denying) the hostile problem with it and then letfing the
thoughts which constitute the problem dissolve in remembrance of the impersonal ever-calm Overself. He must try to conceive this power as supreme, formless and abiding in an imageless Void.
This abrupt appeal from a narrow personal outlook to the refuge of & wide
impersonal one will effectively help to control not only his emotional reaction
to what has happened but may also help to introduce the higher factor of grace
and thus control the exterior condition itself. He may not only draw from this
act of self-surrender the strength to face his problems undismayed but may
also draw a protective power beyond his ovfti capacity. We know now from
our analytical studies of mystical experience that this grace may not only take
an imaginative or intellectual form but may also manifest itself in many other
ways. It may, for example, give such inner support to a man in a time of
grave danger that the fears which his situation would quite naturally arouse
will be effectually quelled. The same war which arouses panic in some men
arouses heroism in others, making them listen and march to a braver music
than that to which they were hitherto able to march. Thousands of unknown
and obscure soldiers, sailors, aviators, air-raid wardens and civilians have
experienced this unexpected reaction during the terrible dangers of the past few
years. Why? Because they unconsciously opened the long-locked door of the
Overself an^ experienced its grace. Confronted by the appalling horrors of
destructive scientific ingenuity which surrounded them, they became suddenly
and acutely aware that at any moment a mere turn of the wheel of chance or of
fate or of God's will might bring the bitter end of all for them. Therefore they
deliberately and utterly resigned themselves entirely to the inevitable, to chance,
fate or God—which are merely three different ways of saying the same thing.
By this act of supreme *aith they unconsciously invoked the deeper principle of
their own being and without knowing it lifted the heavy bar which fastens the
door of the Overself. The lack of clear metaphysical understanding of what
they were doing could not and did not prevent the practical results accruing
to them all the same. Amid the menacing roar of shells and bombs they
unaccountably felt that whatever the issue of their external experience might
be, whether the latter were to end in sudden death or eventuate in continued
life, aj] would be well with them. They felt, in fact, inexplicably lifted high
above the agony and terror of the tragic events in which they were plunged.
Such fateful moments have left a profound memory in the soul. They cannot
be forgotten.' Tift? silent instruction which they conveyed will rsoner or later
^ affect the spiritual outlook of those who experienced them.
"This is your bondage, that you practise meditation." In the second
diapter of The Hidden Teaching Beyond Yoga we quoted this sentence from
Ashtavi&kre, an Indian sage who lived some thousands of years ago. This
quot&tipn—and indeed most of the chapter in which it was set—hurt the
feelings and alarmed the anticipations of many readers, who feared that it
would lead eventually to the teaching that meditation should be dropped and
that metaphysics should replace it. How unnecessary was that emotion and
how false was that anticipation those who have had the patience to suspend
judgment until the whole course was run and finished may now see. It^was, a
ninth-century Tibetan sage, Tilopa, who similarly said: "Don't meditate. Keep
your mind in its natural state." Such negative Counsel does not represent
unexpected revolt but rather natural advance. It is not given to unfledged*
neOphytes because it yould t% inappropriate and* indeed •harmful to them, but
it is giten to experienced proficients. It & simply aif attempt to set meditation
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in its rightful place among all the other elements which compos • the complex
pattern of life, to recall its enthusiasts to the fact that the quest does not end
with it alone and to remind them that what they seek is already here and now
deep within them.
For insight is something which flashes down to a man and is not fabricated
by him. His toil in meditation is not to manufacture it but to manufacture
the requisite conditions which will attract it. If he mistakes the means for the
end and insists on immuring himself in the former alone, he will never reach
the end. He is not on earth for yoga's sake. Yoga is here for his sake. He
is here to live.
Yes, action also is an essential part of this quest of the Overself. For
Nature will not let anyone enter her holiest sanctuary until he has fulfilled
her threefold demand, although she will gladly let him peer inside at her
treasures for fleeting moments so as to encourage him to make a better valuation of them. • And this demand is simply that he pursue and finish the three
parallel lines of evolution along which she is so patiently shepherding all mankind : activity, intelligence and contemplation. But if he accede to this demand
then he will no longer be a mystic or a metaphysician but will become transformed into a philosopher. Because man is a threefold being, a working
tfinity of thinking, feeling and doing, it is inevitable that the quest should
involve an effort corresponding to his own nature. Consequently the three
lines which he must pursue in harmony with the threefold division of his own
character are: metaphysics as an exercise of reasoned thjpking, mysticism as
an exercise of intuitive feeling and altruistic activity as an exercjse of bodily
doing. Knowledge, meditation and self-abnegating work constitute the holy
trinity 'which.c^ftjead hmLJto. effightfiimenE These three conceptions of
rTglif hurrian endeavour—the intellectual, the mystical and the practical?—are
not to be kept in fratricidal and dangerous tension but are to be brought into a
conscious harmony; all are to work together at the same time and for the same
goal. They must come into loving concord, must put forth their arms and
embrace each other and find the integral unity of a philosophic life. Thus
wisdom is generated out of the totality of life-experience, not out of a mere
part of ijt. All these qualities do not merely mix; they fuse and produce a
new and positive quality—insight—which has its own special meaning and
special nature. If the aspirant starts his quest of salvation with reverent
mystical love of the O v-erself alone he will be led to add sharpened intelligence
to it in the end, and if he starts with intelligence alone he will be led to ^ d love
later, For they are two horses who must be made to run together. If he
begins his quest by following the integral threefold path he will achieve a smooth,
even, untroubled and balanced movement, but if he followf only a single one
of these phases then, towards the end of that phase, he will be fojced back b ^
Natuie through an abrupt troubled overturning of both his inner and outer
life. This is because the harmonious integration of all three phases is something
which cannot be escaped in any case. He has indeed to make the*qusgt into a
practical way of everyday living. But such activism is not to be a blirttl one.
I am all for action," said Mussolini. "Immobility is tq me like the torment
of*damra ion." So he boasted. But he forgot that action is useful only in
so far as it is allied with wisdom. His forgetfulness led him to promise a
great empire to his people. But in the result he brought them a great
disaster.
Wise action in the case of a would-be philosopher consists of energetic
striving for the triumph of Good. He must seek its triumph not only within
•his own inner character and outer life but also in the character and lifoof others.
As such a double ain! cannot be achieved by idljf sitting wrapped up in reveries
or by being self-centre<Jfy pre-occupi^d vflth his own development alone, it
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necessarily implies the need of altruistic activity. Instead of letting contemplation die with itself he must let it fertilize his deeds. This makes the quest
intensely practical, something which indeed must inspire his moment-to-moment
everyday existence. It does indeed end in inspired action. And such is the
unified nature of philosophic truth that, when adequately comprehended, it
cannot help but express itself through its student's own contribution toward
his external experience.
One of the most important implications of mentalism is the power of concentrated thinking to affect such external experience. The builder gets his
plans from an architect but the architect gets his ideas spontaneously from his
own imagination. Our studies in the birth of the universe told how the first
characteristic activity of the World-Mind is image-ing. Its creative forms
are indeed nothing else than vibrations withfn its own mental substance. In
our own limited and finite way we, as the World-Mind's own progeny, likewise
carry on a parallel activity. When we make a mental picture and when we
hold an abstract idea, both picture and idea are ultimately born out of the same
"ungraspable unseeable energy-substance. When we understand that the worlddrama is played out in the mind we can also understand that karma gives us
back in the end our own fructified image-ing no less than the pleasurable or
painful compensation which it calls for. If our present environment is, ill
part, but our ancient thoughts returned to roost, then we cannot disclaim some
of the responsibility for its quality and form. We must learn to think aright.
It is not the idle thoughts which pass lightly through consciousness now and
then that matter but the habitual trend of thought, the constantly recurring
ideas which are most powerfully dynamized by faith and will. Intense imagination thus becomes a matrix in which, under the adjustments of karma and
evolution, both environments and events are fashioned. The mental pictures
and rational ideas which are most often and most strongly and most lengthily
held in consciousness can help lift us up to spiritual nobility and worldly
harmony or drag us down, as they have already dragged the Nazis down, to
spiritual degradation and worldly disharmony.
When man becomes aware of his creative possibilities, when he knows that
by identifying himself with what is best within his thought and fueling he
will eventually manifest by reaction what is best within his earthly environment, when he discovers that sooner or later the ideas upon which he habitually
dwells and the images he most frequently holds influence both character and
circumstance, then indeed he will become more vigilant about his mental life
as he is already vigilant about the use of poisons. Just as the same arsenic
may kill a healthy man or cure a diseased one, so may proper concentration and
right use of menta£ power lift every man on to a loftier pinnacle as its ignorant
^dissipation ^nd abuse will degrade him. And this power is naturally and inalienably his own. He will assist the process of improving himself and his
fortunes if he holds firmly amid all circumstances to the comprehension that
everything *-en is seen in his own mind as a thought, that the person who sees
it is a'thought-made self too and that the reality behind both is pure Thought.
Finally there must here be repeated the warning already given in connection
with the Third Meditation exercise. The moral restrictions upon the use'of
such methods must be remembered and no attempt to coerce the free will of
other persons against their own interests should be made. Motives must be
kept clean or the boomerang of karmic retribution will come down painfully on
the wrong-doer.
The Surrmdered Life.
There can indeed be no plucking of fife's best fpiits without abnegating the
personal will at some tifiie or other. * This & because efcch m&n is callfed to battle
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with his own animal instincts and egotistic human weaknesses. But philosophy
demands no ascetic vows from its follower in such a battle. It demands only
that he discipline himself and that he try to keep on trying, however many
times Ije fails and falls. For it believes in the benign Overself and in the
eventual descent of grace. He can arrive less painfully and more pleasantly
at such self-abnegation by accepting inspired promptings, by not brushing
them aside when they conflict with fleshly desire or selfish interest. If he has
not deluded himself about the path he is following and the goal he is seeking,
such promptings are sure to arise. They will necessarily include and stretch
beyond what is ordinarily called moral living or ethical conduct. The more
he pursues the quest the more there will inevitably and spontaneously arise an
effort to abandon mean, animalistic and materialistic motives and to replace
them by generous, noble and idealistic ones. The thought will penetrate him
increasingly that he must purify his character and purge his heart and that he
must seek out futhlessly and throw aside resolutely the baser tendencies which
darkly shadow his inner disposition.
A new factor has entered his life. For he has to think of the inescapable
effect of his deeds upon others as well as upon himself. Thus he enlarges his
sense of personal responsibility and widens his ethical perspective. It is true
tbat he should bury his blunders with the dust of the mouldy past and not stir
them up again and again merely for melancholy brooding. But unfortunately
it is also true that before he can let them go he must earn the right through
contrition and expiation to do so. Neither the remembrance of the Overself
nor the practice of meditation absolve him of the need to comprehend the causes
and results of both his ethical and practical errors, nor of the rfced to make
belated amendment in himself or to others. If the student has done an injury
'to someone in the past and now regrets the deed or if he fears the nemesis of
karma for some unpunished sin or if he wishes to counteract some already
existant bad karma which he can clearly trace to wrong-doing in the present
earth-life, what is the proper course for him to take? There are four progressive steps open to him. First, confession. He must not only straightforwardly
acknowledge his sin but also frankly comprehend what motives and bluntly
recognize what forces led him to commit it. No human confessor is needed for
this purpose; his own Overself is better. Second, repentance. He must not
only repudiate those motives and forces as belonging to his baser self but also
desire to transcend them. Therefore his self-censure must be strong and his
remorse sincere or his whole effort will be useless. This calls for a clear resolve
never to repeat the sin. Third, amendment. He must make such just restoration
to the person he has wronged as may now be possible. Fourth, resignation.
Having done all that is humanly possible about it he should^free himself from
the sorrow of this unpleasantness of the past and loosen himself from the
bondage of its memory. He can then, and then only, hand over hfe sin and ite*karmic consequences to the Overself and thus find peace. But he should not
make the mistake of expecting that a single effort will necessarily suffice to
bring this about. The first and second steps may need to be repeat^again
and again, the lesson of the whole affair may need to be printed and reprinted
on» his mind before the problem can be dismissed as no longer his own. * But
when that happens the Overself will take better care of it then ever he can.
That it has heard his plea and made a response which inwardly absolves him
whether or not it outwardly mitigates his karma will first be evidenced by a
welcome feeling of relief and by freedom from further anxiety in the matter.
The supremely crucial ethical stage on this quest is crossing over from life
,in the underself to life in the Overself. It begins within the hushed#dept'is of
the heart as an arisalpf a subtle certitude, which po man and no book can br^ak,
that the right way has besn found. *It ends as an entire uprooting of old habits
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of thought. It works a gradual revolution of attitude towards all other living
creatures. Despite himself, the student must thenceforth begin to alter all
his patterns of thought, feeling and conduct. From this mysterious moment
his life in the Overself—however feeble its beginnings may be—grows ever more
important and more glorious than his life in the personality. Naturally he
finds that to will what shall be done only out of the Overself's light and bidding
is not easy. It is indeed an art, and like all arts has to be learnt through the
painful trials and elated triumphs, the bitter errors and miserable failures and
joyous successes of constant endeavour. Nevertheless against this soft and
subtle command growing from within, he feels increasingly that it is sacrilegious to pit his own personal will. He obeys more and more because he begins
to comprehend that it is verily for such sublime obedience that he was born at
all and because he now knows that those whoihave never found anything higher
to obey than the personal ego have failed in life, however much they may have
succeeded in the surface society of their fellows.
,
But because the crossing-over is so crucial, so momentous in its broad
consequences, this stage is necessarily one which can be passed and completed
only after the utmost struggle. For it demands everything from a man. It
claims all that he has hitherto looked upon as his personal existence. The
Bible picturesquely describes how Abraham was asked by the Lord Jehovah to
offer up the life of his beloved Isaac as a proof of obedience and loyalty. Abraham was about to slay his child when Jehovah's voice stopped the sacrifical
knife in the very act of its descent. Abraham, having passed the terrible test,
was allowed to keep his son unharmed. Something like this happens eventually
to the sincerfe aspirant too. If he has the courage to obey the command which
comes forth from the divine silence within himself and to cast out his egotistic
will and egotistic seeking, then his attempt at self-immolation will be brought
to an abrupt end. The ego will be restored to him but never again can it hold
the same primary place in his life. For henceforth he can act only under the
permission of this impersonal being which is his diviner self. Henceforth he is
the servant of the Lord'. Henceforth he adopts an ever-attentive everlistening attitude and, with that other Biblical child Samuel, says: "Speak,
Lord, for thy servant heareth." In short, he surrenders himself to a numinous
presence which he vividly feels as active within his own heart. Surrender is
therefore the chief note to be struck on the keyboard of his being during this
crucial stage.
It is said that the sage's character will always be selfless and serene, detached
and disciplined, passionless and impersonal. But it will lead only to illusion if
the student thinks—as so many usually do think—that he can enter such a
state solely by hip own striving or wiU. He can not. It is indeed beyond
mortal strength. He can enter it fully only by the mysterious grace of his
"""Oversell \Chen this happens he feels some power other than his own take hold
of his consciousness and lift it into this exalted state and keep it there. Hence
he feels his feumble dependence upon its bounty as an inexperienced child feels
its?dependence upon its mother. Hence too the apt words of Jesus: "Except ye
become f as little children ye shall in no wise enter the kingdom of heaven."
These words do not a^ all mean that a spiritually illumined man will renourfce
his adult intellectual acquisitions and revert atavistically to a primitive condition of understanding* as so many mystics and ascetics believe. Nor do they
mean that he should confront with infantile helplessness the world whi*h is a
stage for continuous conflict between good and evil forces. On the contrary, fie
will .use all his keen intelligence, all his practical shrewdness and all his secret
power in fhis inescapable conflict. f
He who has once passed through t&e transforming experience of inward
surrender can never again be the same man. His centra of selfhood shifts.
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his circumference of outlook expands. The more the Overself works through
him the less does he feel the heavy strain and burden of contemporary living.
When its presence becomes a Settled thing in his heart; when he feels the Overself within him as a consecrated living force at every moment of his existence;
when he lets himself become a submissive and sacrificial instrument for this
inner ruler of his personality, then he may confidently go ahead into whatever
activity his will decides upon for he finds at last the secret of inspired action.
It is nothing occult, nothing magical, but seems as natural as the joyous humming of bees around thyme. Thus he is able to take part from a calm unbroken
centre within himself in the world's life without being deviated from his higher
purpose by that tumultuous life.
Whoever believes that the awakening of insight is something which affects
the intelligence only, believes wjiongly. For with it there is a simultaneous
awakening of the finest qualities of the heart. Indeed, in this transcendent
sphere to whicU the philosopher penetrates, thought and feeling are inseparable.
Compassion is released automatically along with the mental insight itself.
One and the same Mind is the inner nature of all men. This is why he who
realizes it for himself throws down the hard barrier which isolates the " I " from
the "you". This is why he understands the puzzling and paradoxical description
of the Overself, that it is distinct from but not separate from the Overself of
another man. For he will be able to feel completely with and for others and
yet retain his own personality to the full. This is why he can no longer be a
passive onlooker at the struggles of mankind as, in his mystical days, he may have
been; and why too he can no longer remain enchained by merely personal
interests alone as, in his materialistic days, he certainly was enftiained. He
will then serve for the pure love of service rather than for the love of personal
profit. In the words of St. Teresa: "Yours are the eyes through which is to
look out Christ's compassion to the world, yours are the feet with which He is
to go about doing good, and yours are the hands with which He is to bless us
now." Nevertheless let it not be thought that his compassion will waste
itself in a merely effervescent sentimentality or misplace itself and do actual
harm in a crime-condoning flabbiness. Its successful application will be
guaranteed by the fact that it will be guided by rational intelligence.
One curious consequence of his altruism is that the philosopher, who does *
not primarily seek his own happiness, finds it, whereas the intense egotist, who
is always seeking it, never finds it. So long as a man tries to wrest only his
own personal benefit from the closed fists of life, be assured that in the end he •
will not find it whatever he may find for the moment. How could he #hen his
own welfare is inseparable from the common welfare? Let him generously .
seek that alongside of his own and then he will miss neither. #This, the practical
wisdom of the Overself's insight, is firmly endorsed by the reasoned theories of
enlightened metaphysics, by the first-hand observations of wiafe experience
and by the lengthy records of collective history.
It is true that a great calm settles on the heart as a natural ^onsequence
of progress in this quest, that the restless passions, the anxious agitations and
the inner conflicts which turn so many lives into troubled heaving waters are
fiAt lessened and later pass away altogether, but does thiS mean that the philosophic student lives less zestfully than other people? No—he need not deny
a disciplined happiness of the senses, transient though it be, even when he
seeks loftier happiness which is beyond their reach. If he sees through the
pitiful illusions and errors which hold so many people in pawn, he also sees the
glorious realities and truths to which evolution is slowly leading their reluctant
> feet. Again, does this teaching stultify its^ votaries with a sense of the barren
fruitlessness of human ambitions and the sad ephemerality of human desires?
Does it retluce the, worW to a drekm and man to a'shadow? No I. It is a
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clarion call to a natural and rational life, to an inspired and inspiring outlook
and to a pursuit of truth, peace and beauty in the face of blind, harsh and ugly
convention. Only now, only at the end of this course can we see that it offers,
when understood aright, practical hope, authentic guidance and good cheer.
If the reality to which it seeks to lead us were nothing more than a bloodless
intellectual concept or an effervescent emotional movement it might be interesting to mankind but it would never permanently help mankind. It could
never convincingly make life worth living, for instance. But because mind is
the secret and vital basis of all existence, its proper understanding will bring
us the greatest help in living. And because philosophy offers a supremely
wonderful and enduring experience to all, it necessarily offers our best and
brightest hope. All language is hopelessly inadequate, shabbily povertystricken, when confronted with this grand txperience which one day awaits
the whole human race and even now awaits every individual who truly and
perseveringly seeks it.
,
It is a mistake therefore to believe that the external life, the personal
existence and the social relations of the philosophic student will be come impoverished, mutilated or narrowed. On the contrary, they will become enriched,
animated and expanded. For he has to bring down here into this space-time
world something of that felicitous grandeur and evergreen wonder which he has
glimpsed in the world which transcends it. Although the Real in its indescribable absoluteness and stainless purity lies forever as a Void beyond its
manifested and relative world-form, nevertheless it is the paradoxical source
and infinite inspiration of the highest values within that finite form. Consequently he finds in philosophy, according to his inward bent and outward
circumstances, what he fails to find in mystical asceticism—an intense incentive
to create dynamic new values in art and literature, in culture and work, in
education and politics, in economics and industry, indeed in all that pertains
to human living.
It is specifically our twentieth-century problem to learn how to combine
rapt contemplation with energetic activity, sharp reason with subtle intuition,
altruistic service of the common welfare with personal self-interest, the following
of Christ with the demands of Caesar in a way that men of earlier times never
had to trouble their heads about. This was clearly seen by two great Orientals,
the late Maharaja of Mysore and the present (1942) Maharaja of Pithapuram,
who had absorbed the best ancient wisdom of their own hemisphere and yet
respected the best modern achievements of the Occident. They repeatedly
affirmed? it during our private discussions and helped us to see it clearly too.
' Brain and body, heart and soul must all become close co-operators. And not
only are they needful to us but their right balance is needful to themselves.
Too much aoing without enough understanding of what they were doing, for
••^stance, haC brought the moderns perilously close to the edge of an abyss.
^
It is not an accidental fact that almost from the very beginning Jesus told
' his hearers \o repent. To repent means to change an erroneous outlook and
to<givfc^ip an erroneous
of living. But deeds spring forth from ideas. It
is fundamentally a change of thinking for which Jesus asked. During these
momentous days, whin an apocalyptic combat envelops our planet, the worth
'of such counsel becomes painfully plain. The conventional world, judging
by appearances instead of judging appearances, has been jolted into achieving
a most rudimentary and fragmentary awareness of what is happening beneath
the surface of things. It is learning that those who look on this as a war in the
same series as all previous wars, only on a larger ^cale, are mistaken. It is
something, much more than that. f We must attach special and even unique <
significance to it. For it is fundamentally the sign of the closing hours of a
dying v^orld of thought* the end of«a long*epochOTideas iy>w outdated. Out
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of the death pangs of an old order we are merely starting to struggle for new
values. They must obviously be the fruit of a nobler conception of life than
that which served the old order.
Meanwhile we shall not be able to endure this terrible experience with
untorn soul unless we possess the profound inward assurance that the world
conflict manifesting itself in both violent war and so-called peace has onlv one
outcome—the ultimate triumph of the forces of Good. There is a Master Idea
behind the universe. We may fit our little lives smoothly into it and find
worthwhile happiness, if we wish, or we may oppose them to it and suffer the
inexorable consequences. This is true for single individuals and for whole
peoples. But the redemptive spirit of the plan itself can never be defeated.
Therefore we may rightly hope on. We may rightly look upward. The
sun's beams break though the nigjit's heavy darkness and the sun itself, amid
waves of orange and mauve gloriously outspread over the arched vault of
the sky, gives .us its benign greetings. How far from the world's folly and
stupidity, from mankind's hatred and passion, are those waxing rays which
glow with friendly warmth! How grand is this colourful solar message!
For man will assuredly pursue the supreme value, the Good, not only
because there is no other way to free himself from his endless troubles but
because he must. All that is evil and bestial in him will slowly be burnt out
whereas all that is benign and angelic will slowly be developed. He will not
have to live forever after death with what is foolish and sinful in his being but
with what is wisest and noblest. Only the worst in his nature shall die, as it
ought to die. Only the best shall live, as it ought to live. This is the true
J
immortality and this is the only one which awaits him.
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Maharaja of Pithapura, 2 7 0
Maitri Upanishad, The,f 2 6
Mars (God of War), z6x, x66
Marvel, The greatest, 2 6 X
Master Idea behind the Universe, 271
Materialism, The poison of, 7 , z 8 , 2 5 , 4 3 ; The
great erroi of, 6 7 , 78, 9 4 , 1 5 2
w

Nature a process, X3; soul of, 22; memory ol,
30; product of the World-Mind, 34; our own
idea, 43; laws of, 44; key to world creation,
53, 54, 58; benevolent, 73; inexorable, 99;
ever at work, X02; convulsions of, 104;
abiding law of, X07, 202; communion with,
229; holiest sanctuary of, 265.
'
Nazi Germans, Moral rottenness of, 1 4 8 . 150,
266; barbarians, X 2 4 ; after-death experiences
of, 07.
0
Nebulae, 27
^Neptune (Planet), 191

<•

«

^

t Denotes Quotation

I N D> E X
"Neutral point", The, 242
"New Messiahs", 252
New Testament, The, 25, 259
New York Times, The, 186
New Zealand, 165
Nirvana, «oo, 202
Nitrous oxide gas, 234
Noise, 216
Non-attachment, 163
"Nothing perishes" (Egyptian papyrus), 104
No-thing-ness, 200, 211
Nought, The, 202
Now, The timeless, 198
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Psycho-analysis, 44, 46, 48
Psychological states, 33, 62, 95
Psychologists, Asiatic, 39; Western, 213
Puccini, 223
"Pure Thought", Concsiousness of, 67; the
ultimate " ( " , 87
Purgatory, Doctrine of, 98
Pyramid Papyrus, The, 197
Q

O

Quest of the Overself, The (Brunton), 79, 220;
exercises given in, 228.
Quiescence, 247
Quiet, Mental, 257

Observer, The Hidden, 84-90, 92, 93, 212, 213
Obsessions, Demonic, 226
OccOTt phenomena, 247
*1
Olympic g^mes, 104
Omar Khayyam,t 103,133
Oriental sage (saying),f 197
Original Li^ht, The, 196
Over-conscious, The, 38, 214
Overself, The, 7, 35-38, 88; reviews past life at
death, 93; 107 (and passim throughout);
The immortal, 113-119; exists in the WorldaMind, 115; consciously divine, 116; 248, 250,
252, 263, 267

R
Ra, 196
Ratnayana, The (Indian chronicle),1149
Rani Teertha (renowned yogi),t 250
Rationalists, The, 183
Real, The, 10; seeking, 127; study of by progressive steps, 203,270; the real world,204-208
Reality, An eternal hidden, 29; the background
of experience, 61; a superior dimension, 62;
the ultimate, 164-5; unveiling of, 190-208;
the inner, 259
Rebirth, 108-113; justification of, i n
Reincarnations, 34;interval between, 110,111,

.

P

Pageant ot Change, 102-108
Pain, 124; a disguised friend, 135
Pantajali,f 242
Parrot-learning, 8
Past, The, reviewed at death, 92, 93; a meditation on, 232-234
"Path of the ant", 253; "of the bird", 253;
"of the serpent" (game), 224
Patience, 224
Paul, St.,t 176, 207, 249
Peace, Mental, 74; inner, 139, 146, 221
Percept, A, 32
Perception, 16, 41; of distant event, 48;
analysis of, 58
Perfectability of man assured, 133
Periodicity, 151
Person, The, 81, 89
Personal factor in mystical phenomena, The,
249, 254
Personality, The, not tundamentally permanent,
77, 122, 212
Phillips, Stephen (Poet),t 128
Philosopher, The, 52, 53, 56, 76, 163-4, 213,
221, 259
Philosophy, 10; the business of, 62; earned
favours of, 88, 107, 115; the message of, 129,
147. i53» 156-7, 165, 242; demands no
ascetic vows, 267
Photographic film, 39, 40
Pnysical World, The, 16
Physics, 105
Pillars of Hercules, 80
Planets, The, 27, 130
Plato, 112,135
Poe$, Inspiration of the, 72
Poincar*, Henri (Mathematician), 70
Post-mortem period, The, 99,101
Post-War World, The, 155-158,163
Practices yoga, 228
Prayer, 145,146
Principle, An imperishable, 1x4
Problems solved in sleep, 223
v
Proverb, 164
Psalmist, The,f 64
'Pseudo-causes, 28
J

Relativity governs all existence, 11; the world s.
16-22; 101
Repentance, 144 145, 163, 267
Resignation, 267
Rest an illusion, 12, 15
Retinal pictures, 81
>
Retribution, 184; Karmic, 266
Rhythm of growth and decay, 30; 102-107; of
breathing, etc., 126
Rising Sun, The (ancient emblem), 147
Rites, 176
Rodin, 223
Rome, 214
Rosary of Gems, The (Tibetan text),f 134
Rosetta stone to decipher hieroglyphics of
existence, A, 43
S
Sages, 43, 205, 22b
Salvation is for all, 133
"Samadhi" (Sanskrit), 255
Samuel, The boy,| 268
Sanskrit, 8, 9; texts, 10
_
Satan, 125
Satanic forces, 186
Schopenhauer, 189
Science, Matter as revi Jved by, 14, 15; field ot,
45; ultimately mentalistic, 26, 209
Scorpion of Death, The (process juid
phenomena of dying), 90-113
Secret Path, The (Brunton), 79, 228
Secret record of experiences, 92
Seeing, The act of, 117
*
•
p
Self, The thinking, 17, 76; mystery 0^*83-84;
9
threefold, 87
^
Self-absorption, 25^257; -discipline, 215; -realization, h i ; -surrender, need of, 120-121,146
Selfishness, Hidden side of, 119-124; defined,
X22

Seneca, t 186
Sensation, is, z\t 43, 44; analysis of, 58^
Sensations, Individual divergences of, 40, 41;
bodily, 78
Senses, 12,19
Sense-impressions, 19, 20, 23, 36, 46
j Sepata^eness an illusion, 159,160, itro

t Denotes Quotation.
(
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INDEX

Separation from a beloved one, 220
Serpent, The coiled, 106
Serpent's Path, Meditation on the, 244-247
Sexual unioji, n o
Shakespearcjf 42, 95, 141
Shiva, 248
Signal, Nature's Warning, 256-257
Silence, 247
Sitting posture of Egyptian statues, 250
Sleep, 45; the metaphysics of, 62-76; loss of
personal consciousness during, 83, 202; a
meditation on, 241-244; yoga practice
before, 242
"Sleep on it", 223
Smuts, Field Marshal,1149
Social crisis, The, 151-160
Society, Nerve-wracked, 221
Socrates,t 70, 71, 229
Solar System, The, 18, 33
Somnambulism, 63-64
Son of God, 174
Soul, The, 248; of Nature, 22
Space, 38; Higher dimensions of, 54-62; the
form which Mind takes, 81; inseparable from
Time and Mind, 105
Spencer, Herbert,t 214
"Spirit", The meaning of, 192
Spirit, The body ot the newly awakened,
after death, 95
Spirit States, 95-100
Spirit World, 90-102
Spirits, Lying and malignant, 99
Standpoint, The philosophical, 198
Stars, The, 27, 30-31
Stigmata, 138
Stone Age of Eunice, The, 18
Story ot mankind, The, 151, 153
" S t u f f " , Energy the ultimate World's, 14
Subconscious, The, 38
Substance, All, is living, 106
Sun, Meditation on the, 229-232
Sunlight, 15
Super-mind, 21
Supreme Path, The (Tibetan text),f 258
Surrendered life, The, 266-271
Swastika, a symbol ot motion, 14, 27, 30, 106;
misuse of the, 147,190
Sword, Angel with flamiug, 267

Tokari, 8
Top, Whirling, 24X
Totalitarian governments, 150
Trance, 255-6
Tree of Knowledge, 130
Tripura (Sanskrit MS.),t 24!
True, Quest of the, 109
Truth, Insight into, 9; absolute, 11; quest of, x»
Truths, Three great, 182
Tchaikovsky, Symphonies ol, 103
Turkestan, 8
U
Ultimate, The, 212
Unamuno, Miguel de,t 162
Unchanging, The, 202
"Unconscious MinjjT, The, 2x4
Uncontradictable,The, 108- •
Unilty, A hidden, 22
'•
Universe, The, 13, 14; Birth of the, 26-44;
an eternal idea, 28; meaning of, 106; God in
the, 181-185
Unmanifest Mind, The, 260
Unreal, The, 12, 61

Veneration, 255
Virgil,f 10
Vision, Mystical, 46; clairvoyant, 92; divine
element in a, 250
Vivekananda (Eastern yogi), 256
Voice ofthe Silence, The,t 261
Void, The mysterious, 199-203
Von Hartmann (philosopher), 189
W

Wakefulness, How dream compares with, 50-59
War, an awakener, 161; and the world, 146-164
Wei Shihershih Lun, The Chinese summary ot
mentalism,t 57
Weep for God, To, 255
West, The, 10
Western World, The, 221; mystics ol, 250
"What am 1 1 0 7 - 9 ; answer to the question,
252.
Whole, The all-embracing. 214
"Word", The, 194-195; "made tlesl/', 1x7
World we know, The, 12-15; existence of, 19,
21; a torm ot thought, 25, 26; beginning of,
20, 27
Teaching From The Platform, The (Chinese text),t
World, The real, 204-20b
107
World Architect, The, 180
Telepathic «'ieiiomena, 251
World-drama of today, The, 151-152
Tempest, The J 141
World-Mind,
The, 22, 24, 27; memory 01,30-31;
Teneriffe, Island of, 86
all-containing, 32-35, 38-44; imagination
T H A T , 192
and, 45-53, 89-90; creates, sustains and
"That which is lull", 25C
destroys, 104; immortal, 115; the basis of
Theresa, St. (Catholic mystic),t i n , 269
existence, 123, 169-190; is "The Word of
The (P.odin), 223
St. John", 194
Thinking, Wishful, 149
Worship, Philosophic view ol religious, 174, 181
Thought, Divine, 22: the world just one's, 20
Thoughts, Nature of, 12, 16; things as, 22, 23;
rucce^ion of, 39: nothing exists but, 234
Thought-forms, 20, 24, 35, 37. 39
Yaka kulgan Metapnystcai school, The, 9
Thought-free, 256
Yoga contemplation, 26, 74; a threefold term,
Tibet, 8; adepts ol, 250
a
215; key to success in, 216; first and last steps
Tibetan texts,1164,200
in, 218, 242
Tilopa (Tibetan sage),t 264
Yoga of the Discerning Mind, The, 227-247
Time a relative affair, 24, 49; higher dimensions
Yoga of the Uncontradictable, 258-261
ot, 54-62; birth and death ideas dependent
Yogi, The trained, 187, 242, 245
on, 94; elasticity of space and, xoz; meaning
Yogis, Chinese and Indian, 242
of, 131
Timelessncss (endless duration), An ancient
sage ou,t 197, 238
Timeless self, A meditation on the, 236-238
Zoroaster (prophet of Iran),f 196
Tod^y, opportunity of, 168
t Denotes Quotation

